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Preface 

Trade and exchange may take many forms and 
affect practically all aspects of medieval and later 
society, whether of a straightforward material nature 
or related to more general social, and economic 
behavioural patterns. In addition, the archaeological 
study of trade and exchange has moved from simple 
and even simplistic approaches using readily identif
iable goods of known - or presumed to be known -
origins and their geographical distribution as a means 
to identify trade relations between different points in 
space. It is now understood that the study of trade and 
exchange cannot readily be divorced from the many 
other components of the material world. 

Trade and exchange can therefore reasonably be 
considered to constitute one of the most complex 
issues which confront archaeology in general. Medie
val and later archaeology are no exception to the rule 
and in a number of cases these disciplines have also 
to take into account what is known about the general 
economic and social context in which trade and pro
cesses of exchange emerged, functioned and influen
ced the material and social, economic and even cult
ural world. But the complexity of the subject, its 
interaction with so many other spheres of human 
society and the many possible clues- from the goods 
themselves over trade technology, the spatial impact 
of trade through the influence it has on spatial 
organisation and infrastructure to the possible impact 
on local production and on social representation by 
means of imported commodities- make it very diffi
cult to isolate trade and exchange from the other 
components of the medieval and later world: trade 
and exchange are always present and always play 
some part in the development of those societies. 

The present volume offers a collection of pre
printed papers related to the world of medieval and 
later trade and exchange. These papers were pre
sented on the occasion of the international conference 
on medieval and later archaeology MEDIEVAL EUROPE 

HugoBlake 
Axel Christophersen 

Marc Ryckaert 

BRUGGE 1997 which took place in Brugge, Belgium, 
on 1 through 4 October 1997. A number of them was 
presented and debated during the sessions of section 
03, under the general title Exchange and trade -
Echanges et commerce - Warenaustausch und 
Handel- Uitwisseling en handel, organized by Hugo 
Blake (University of London), Axel Christophersen 
(University of Trondheim and NIKU, Trondheim) 
and Marc Ryckaert (Provincial Government ofVVest
Flanders). Unfortunately, quite a few contributors to 
this section did not submit a text in time for inclusion 
in the present volume. 

In addition, the above-mentioned complexity of 
the subject leads almost automatically to a consider
able degree of overlap between this topic and the 
many other subjects discussed at the conference. This 
in itself clearly demonstrates the need for medieval 
and later archaeology to pay suitable attention to the 
many intricate links and interactions between the 
many components of the medieval and later world, 
which was and is in itself one of the basic reasons for 
the MEDIEVAL EUROPE conferences at York and at 
Brugge. 

For sheer practical reasons, however, a number of 
contributions had to be isolated from the others and 
organised according to some of the issues discussed 
at Brugge. Together with the fact that not all papers 
presented during the conference were the subject of 
a text to be included in the pre-prints, this explains 
why the general structure and the contents of the 
present volume do not conform exactly to the pro
gramme of the conference. It has been organized 
keeping in mind both the complexity of the subject 
and the general lines of the structure of section 03 of 
the conference. This means that the contributions in 
the present volume have more or less been grouped 
according to the following topics: 
- Most of the papers have been grouped in a first 
section on 'Commodities and artefactual indices of 



contact' and ordered according to two sub-themes: a 
first series of papers consists of more general region
al or sub-regional approaches, while a number of 
specific classes of commodities are discussed in a 
second sub-section on specific commodities. The latter 
are organized according to the type of commodity 
concerned: ceramics, glass, stone, fish and salt. 
- A separate sub-section concerns the means of 
exchange and includes lngrid Gustin's paper on coins 
in Viking Age Birka, Sweden. 
-In view of the importance of trade in the emergence 
and spatial development of towns as well as because 
of its impact in terms of specific types ofurban infra
structure and urban buildings, a number of papers 
grouped under the heading 'Trade, towns and urban 
infrastructure'. 

Of necessity, the papers are rather short and the 
volume of course does not do total justice to the many 
excavations and the wealth of other types of research 
work where trade and exchange constitute basic issues 
or are of direct or indirect importance. Nor does it 
provide a complete overview of the results attained 
and knowledge acquired. Nevertheless, the 20-odd 
papers included in the present volume provide a good 
idea of the potential of this particular field of research, 
emphasizing at the same time the complexity of the 
subject. This is even more true when the volume is 
considered within the context of the other volumes in 
the present series and when the reader takes into 
account that trade and exchange are also very much 
present - directly or indirectly - in these other 
volumes. This in itself again emphasizes the one of 
the basic points of the philosophy behind the MEDIE

vAL EUROPE conferences. 

Frans Verhaeghe & Guy De Boe 
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Tiziano Mannoni 

Anciennes et nouvelles methodes dans l'archeologie 
des echanges et du commerce 

Importance de l'arcbeologie du commerce 

Tenter d'etablir !'importance d'un secteur de la 
recherche archeologique par rapport a un autre n'a 
aucun sens; nous devons naturellement preter une 
attention egale a chaque domaine. En effet, il est nor
mal que dans un systeme complexe, ainsi que peut 
etre defini le passe d'une societe, tout facteur per
mettant d'expliquer la vie quotidienne et les evene
ments, pese sur 1' ensemble. Ce poids est plus ou moins 
important suivant les situations. L'archeologue ne 
peut 1 'evaluer a priori, et sou vent m erne a posteriori, 
s'il n'est pas certain de conna'itre suffisamment tous 
les autres facteurs. Aussi chaque facteur doit-il etre 
analyse comme 1 'un des elements du systeme global. 

Le domaine des echanges et du commerce du 
materiel est sans doute l'un des aspects suceptible 
d'interesser le plus l'archeologue, puisqu'il brosse un 
cadre privilegie et fort precis des productions des 
objets et de leur consommation. Cependant, ce con
texte peut etre etudie de plusieurs fayons et selon les 
categories d'objets, souvent differents entre eux. 

L'importance generale de ce secteur de l'archeo
logie nalt du role tenu de tout temps par les echanges 
et les rapports commerciaux: dans la diffusion de la 
culture, non seulement artistique et technique, mais 
aussi civile et religieuse; dans une meilleure con
naissance du monde, des milieux et des ressources 
naturelles; dans l'instauration de rapports politico
economiques elargis et durables. Il semblerait, par 
exemple, que les artisans se soient moins interesses 
aux differents types de pouvoir socio-politique et que 
les commeryants aient ete plus respectueux des tra
ditions et des differentes cultures, en raison de la con
naissance directe qu'ils en avaient et de fayon a rnieux 
cohabiter avec les societes qui les avaient produites. 

Etat de la question 

Dans la majorite des cas, le point de depart de 
l'archeologie des echanges et du commerce est lie a 
la constatation ou a la verification d'un transfert 

d'objets,- devenus pieces archeologiques- , d'un 
territoire a un autre, ou d'un groupe social a un autre. 
Ces constatations et ces controles peuvent etre effec
tues selon des methodes et avec des instruments 
differents qui ont ete developpes au fur et a mesure, 
ainsi que nous l'evoquerons. 

Les temoignages indiquant un echange doivent 
etre eux-aussi regroupes suivant leur nature, done 
selon leur signification fonctionnelle, et selon les 
methodes employees pour leur etude: denrees ali
mentaires, materiaux de construction, matieres pre
mieres ou partiellement travaillees destinees aux 
manufactures, outils de travail, produits manufactu
res prets a 1 'emploi. Ces demiers elements sont plus 
frequemment etudies par la recherche, puisque les 
dechets des centres habites sont les plus abondants et 
les mieux connus de 1 'archeologue. 

En s'appuyant sur les vestiges archeologiques, 
une autre approche permet d'observer et d'etudier les 
echanges et le commerce. Elle consiste a s'interesser 
a I' equipement et aux moyens physiques qui ont per
mis le trafic ou la consommation de ces objets. Dans 
ce cadre de recherche, des temoignages immobiliers 
peuvent etre pris en compte, ainsi les ruines des ouvra
ges routiers ou portuaires, des entrepots et des edifi
ces douaniers. Les temoignages "mobiles" les plus 
interessants sont constitues par les restes des moyens 
de transport terrestres et flottants, les recipients pour 
le transport, les emballages, comme les cachets mar
chands, et d'autres produits manufactures lies plus 
particulierement au commerce, comme les poids, les 
mesures et les monnaies. Cependant ces methodes de 
recherche suscitent des problemes; nous prendrons 
d' ailleurs en consideration leur lirnites par la suite. 

Dans ce domaine de l'archeologie, une autre 
methode d'analyse offre un champ d'information plus 
ample. Elle consiste a comparer plusieures donnees 
archeologiques entre elles et ales confronter, si pos
sible, aux sources litteraires. Par exemple, l'analyse 
et la comparaison de certaines donnees quantitatives 
permettent de cemer des concepts economiques et 
politico-administratifs du commerce. Ainsi la presen
ce d'un objet etranger introduit comme don ou corn-
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me souvenir, n'a pas la meme signification qu'une 
importation massive de produits manufactures: i1 
touche les coutumes de plusieurs couches sociales. 
Cependant on ne peut exclure que le don d'un objet 
precieux n'ait pas servi de propagande commerciale. 

L'approche economique peut aussi concemer 
l'effet produit par l'echange ou le commerce sur la 
qualite de vie de celui qui le pratiquait, mais aussi de 
celui qui produisait la marchandise a exporter, lors
qu'il s'agissait de groupes sociaux distincts. Des 
echanges ayant pour but la simple survie ont toujours 
eu lieu. De meme certaines activites commerciales 
ont cree les plus grandes concentrations de richesse 
dont les vestiges sont encore visible, grace a l'arche
ologie du bati: non seulement les lieux ou residaient 
les marchands, mais aussi le long des voies parcou
rues pour ces trafics. 

Plus on tente d'expliquer les causes complexes de 
ces phenomenes, plus les donnees archeologiques 
s'averent insuffisantes. Evidemment, les temoigna
ges archeologiques des activites d'echange et de 
commerce ne constituent pas a eux seuls une veri
table hypothese historique. Aussi, en s'appuyant sur 
differents aspects du contexte etudie, on s'essaie a 
reconstruire les situations, de maniere a comprendre 
quels ont ete les choix effectues. 

Cadre general des recherches 

1. Jusqu'a aujourd'hui, la plupart des recherches 
archeologiques traitant des echanges ou du commerce, 
se sont toujours fondees sur la presence, dans les con
textes archeologiques, d'objets provenant d'autres 
regions ou d'autres cultures. Cette affirmation est 
confirmee tout particulierement pour ce qui conceme 
le materiel ceramique. La raison est claire, mais peut
etre vaut-il mieux la repeter, puisqu'elle derive en 
realite de plusieurs causes qui revelent 1 'insuffisance 
d'etudes des autres indices commerciaux. 

En premier lieu, dans tous les emplacements 
abandonnes ou ayant survecus, urbains ou de cam
pagne, les habitations sont les plus nombreuses, 
meme lorsqu'il s'agit de sites de productions spe
cialisees ou religieux, - si ce n' est dans les eglises et 
dans les cimetieres, ou 1' on trouve du materiel 
funeraire. Aussi est-il difficile d'executer des fouilles 
archeologiques sans porter attention aux concen
trations formees, de fac;ons differentes, dans le temps, 
par les ordures domestiques. Apres un long sejour 
dans des terrains normaux, ces dechets ne sont plus 
constitues que par des objets casses, inutilisables, ni 
meme recyclables (comme le verre et les metaux) et 
resistants aux agents de degradation presents dans le 
sol, comme le sont precisements les ceramiques. 
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Deuxiemement, n'importe quel objet decouvert 
dans les dechets des aires de consommation peut-etre 
identifie comme n'etant pas un produit local et pro
venant d'une activite d'echange ou de commerce, s'il 
possede les caracteristiques intrinseques qui permet
tent d'en retrouver l'aire de production. Lorsqu'il 
s'agit de matenel manufacture, les elements de recon
naissance relevent de deux types d'analyse: l'etude 
des matieres premieres et des techniques de pro
duction, et celle, formelle, qui distingue la forme pro
prement dite, les dimensions, les motifs decoratifs; 
dans de rares cas, il existe des marques de fabrique. 

En ce qui conceme le materiel ceramique, puisque 
son etude se fonde sur les comparaisons chronotypo
logiques, il faut partir des caracteristiques les plus 
evidentes, done celles formelles, de maniere a etablir 
la provenance. Cette methode est encore valable a 
condition de !'employer avec beaucoup de prudence 
et d'experience. Les dangers de ce type d'etude de
coulent d'eventuelles influences culturelles, ou de 
!'existence de veritables imitations qui ont pu etre 
realisees a chaque epoque et dans tout territoire ou un 
objet etait fort employe. Mais les formes et les 
decorations, sans contact direct avec le lieu de fabri
cation d'origine, revelent des techniques d'execution 
qu'il n'est pas possible d'imiter parfaitement a dis
tance, a la difference des motifs representes. Elles 
permettent done le constat de distinctions precises. 
Dans quelques cas, lorsque le rendu des techniques 
ne pouvait etre imite, les potiers ont ete "transferes", 
de fac;on a reproduire les memes recipients que ceux 
qu'ils creaient dans leur pays d'origine. Des lors, 
quelques differences naturalistes dans les materiaux 
choisis subsistent et le style peut se modifier au con
tact des influences de la culture locale. Quand les dif
ferences stylistiques sont evidentes, elles ne posent 
aucun probleme pour !'analyse. Au contraire, lors
qu'il n'y a pas de variation dans le style, le doute 
subsiste toujours qu'il puisse s'agir d'une production 
par des potiers "transferes" ou des imitations par
faites. 

Depuis trente ans environs, on s'interesse de plus 
en plus aux aires de provenance du materiel cerami
que, en s'appuyant sur les etudes archeometriques 
des matieres premieres, sur les analyses chimiques, 
minerales, et plus particulierement petrographiques. 
Ces recherches sont possibles car le commerce de la 
terre se limitait .a des types de terre speciaux -
comme le kaolin-, ou a des regions isolees ou l'ar
gile manque, ce qui est plutot plus rare. La precision 
de ces donnees analytiques est garantie par le type 
d'instruments employes pour ces etudes, qui sont 
ceux des sciences naturelles. Cependant la caracte
risation des problemes a analyser, le choix des 
echantillons et surtout 1 'interpretation archeologique 
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des resultats scientifiques font de l'archeometrie une 
nouvelle source d'information pour l'archeologie. En 
effet, si les nombreuses recherches effectuees demon
trent que les indications chimiques ou mineralogi
ques sur la provenance ne sont pas toujours uni
voques, elles sont cependant fort utiles pour la con
frontation avec les donnees archeologiques. 

Etant donne que le materiel ceramique est le plus 
abondant et le mieux etudie, i1 est egalement tres utile 
de sa voir quelles cerarniques etaient commercialisees 
au niveaux regional ou general, et en quelle quantite. 
Cependant les resultats ne pourraient etre employes 
comme indices pour toutes les activites commer
ciales. L'etude des autres produits manufactures pre
sents quelquefois dans les dechets domestiques ne 
permet pas toujours de distinguer avec precision les 
aires de production. Seules les pierres ollaires ont fait 
l'objet d'analyses archeometriques sur la provenance. 
En ce qui concerne les objets en verre et en metal, le 
chercheur doit se contenter des etudes des formes et 
des styles, lorsqu'ils sont suffisamment caracteris
tiques. 

Meme si la recherche etait etendue a tous les 
produits manufactures employes, non perissables dans 
le sol, nous n'aurions toujours a faire qu'a quelques 
petits secteurs du commerce medieval, par rapport a 
ceux connus par les sources litteraires. Pour certaines 
classes sociales, les produits les plus importants ont 
ete les objets en peau et surtout les tissus, sans oublier 
1 'orfevrerie et certaines armes de valeur. Cependant 
ce genre de materiel ne finissait pas dans les dechets 
domestiques, mais seulement, dans quelques cas, 
dans les sepultures. 

2. Dans les habitations, outre le materiel d'usage 
quotidien, on consommait aussi des produits alimen
taires. Lorsqu'ils ont survecu a la degradation, leurs 
restes indiquent la nature des especes vegetales et 
animales consommees. Les especes sauvages refletent 
les milieux naturels ou des eco-systemes plus ou 
moins precis. Mais a l'interieur d'une meme espece, 
on ne distingue pas les betes provenant de milieux 
differents, meme distants entre eux. Pour 1 'instant, au 
vu des restes archeologiques, il est presque impossi
ble de reconnaitre une espece domestique cultivee ou 
elevee sur place, de la meme espece cultivee ou 
elevee dans d'autres regions. 

3. En ce qui concerne les materiaux de construc
tion, les importations etaient rares. Elles provenaient 
de zones assez proches, en raison des difficultes et du 
cout du transport par rapport au volume et au poids 
necessaires, si ce n'est pour les emplacements qui se 
trouvaient le long d'une voie d'eau. Seuls des mate
riaux precieux etaient quelquefois importes d'aires 

lointaines, ainsi le marbre et les carreaux decores. 
Les analyses archeometriques de ces produits autori
sent a preciser les aires de production. Il en va de 
meme dans le cas de la ceramique decorative, grace 
aux etudes typologiques. La presence de marbre peut 
poser probleme car il faut considerer que, durant le 
moyen-age, i1 provenait generalement de la spolia
tion de monuments antiques, plutot que des carrieres. 
Ces etudes entrent en ligne de compte plus particu
lierement dans l'archeologie du bati qui est devenu 
un secteur interessant de l'archeologie medievale. 
Dans ce domaine, depuis vingt ans, on etudie toutes 
les transformations subies dans les constructions du 
moyen-age qui no us sont parvenues, toutes les metho
des de construction, leur organisation technique et 
economique. 

4. Les productions medievales les plus importantes 
provenaient de !'agriculture et de l'elevage. Les 
manufactures etaient toujours de petites dimensions, 
souvent disperses au milieu des centres habites, ou 
bien concentres dans certaines zones, du fait des 
necessites en matiere premiere et surtout en sources 
d'energie thermique ou mecanique (bois ou cours 
d'eau). Pour les productions qui exigeaient de gran
des quantites de matiere premiere comme pour les 
briques, la poterie et la chaux, les etablissements 
etaient construits a proximite de la source de celle-ci. 
Mais dans le cas de productions moins volumineuses, 
ainsi dans la metallurgie et la verrerie, la matiere pre
miere pouvaitprovenir de loin, en volumes et embal
lages conditionnes pour le commerce. Les mineraux 
de fer ou de cuivre granules, les sables quartziferes 
nettoyes ou les pierres en silex se trouvent exclusive
ment dans ces emplacements, et les analyses archeo
metriques permettent souvent de decouvrir les mines 
et les carrieres d'origine. Lorsque les "arts du feu" 
s' excers:aient dans les centres habites, ils impliquaient 
un commerce du bois ou du charbon de bois, neces
saires a cette occupation et dont les restes se decou
vrent dans les fouilles. Certains etablissements li
vraient seulement des demi-produits comme les frittes 
de verre, les barres de fer ou les saumons de cuivre, 
aux dimensions precises voulues par le marche. Ces 
objets pouvaient meme etre commercialises a distan
ce, de maniere a toucher les centres de travail arti
sanal. 

5. Depuis peu, la recherche archeologique s'inte
resse aussi a 1, etude des structures et des instruments 
marc hands. Mais elle est moins developpee que celle 
qui s 'oriente sur les produits commerciaux employes 
dans les sites residentiels. L'une des raisons est, corn
me nous 1 'avons deja expose, le nombre plus reduit 
de telles structures et leur concentration aux endroits 
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strategiques, le long des grandes voies de commu
nication. 

Pour ces produits qui passaient d'un territoire 
voisin a un autre, ou de la campagne a la ville, i1 est 
difficile, voire meme impossible, de saisir s'ils etaient 
l'objet d'echanges ou de commerce. De plus, its ont 
rarement laisse des traces archeologiques de leur tran
sport. Des elements qui indiquent un commerce au 
detail, tels les poids et les mesures, sont presents dans 
tousles centres habites, a partir d'un certain nombre 
d 'individus. De meme, des transports par bateaux, par 
charrettes ou a dos d'ane s'effectuaient tant en ville 
que dans les campagnes, et egalement pour des acti
vites autres que marchandes. 

Certains elements nous offrent pourtant des indi
cations plus precises, ainsi la circulation de monnaies 
etrangeres, la decouverte de sceaux propres aux balles 
marchandes, la presence d'insectes caracteristiques 
d'autres regions arrives avec les stocks importes, les 
recipients non perissables pour le transport de den
rees, comme ceux en ceramique, qui permettent de 
decouvrir les aires de production grace aux analyses 
arch6ometriques. 

Les recherches archeologiques conduites aux 
points nevralgiques des grandes voies de communi
cation mettent au jour, en plus des elements cites, les 
edifices publics ou prives ou se deroulaient les prin
cipales operations physiques, fiscales et de controle, 
liees au transport des marchandises de tout ordre. 
Abris pour les balances publiques et les operations 
douanieres, a proximite des portes, habitations avec 
entrepots et grandes ecuries pour les animaux em
ployes pour les transports, ce sont des structures qui 
existaient dans tousles ports ou l'activite marchande 
etait developpee,comme dans les grandes villes et 
dans les petits centres urbains frontaliers ou proches 
des cols de montagne. Le long des voies terrestres, on 
ne retrouve pas de vestiges archeologiques des mar
chandises, alors que le long des routes maritimes, on 
decouvre, outre les quais, des epaves contenant encore 
leurs chargements, meme si celles qui datent du 
moyen-age ne sont pas nombreuses. 

Suggestions pour la methodologie 

Les donnees sur les echanges et le commerce qui 
proviennent des fouilles de n'importe quel etablisse
ment, nous sont certainement utiles, au point qu'il 
faudrait me me tent er d' augmenter ces recherches. Ce 
sera it cependant une erreur de croire que la somme de 
ces elements puisse constituer une veritable archeo
logie du commerce et des echanges. Ces informations 
doivent etre utilisees dans un premier temps pour 
cemer deux types de problemes: a) ceux concemant 
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les systemes commerciaux pratiques par les societes 
et que 1' on etudie; b) ceux que rencontre actuellement 
I' archeologue qui tente de comprendre comment ces 
problemes ont ete resolus par le passe. Des hypo
theses de travail et des programmes de recherches 
pourront etre developpes a fin de mettree en evidence 
quelles sont les informations arch6ologiques utiles 
pour etayer ou invalider ces hypotheses. 

Par exemple, tres souvent, les chercheurs qui 
s' interessent a la ceramique medievale requierent des 
analyses archeometriques sur la provenance, seule
ment pour verifier la classification de leurs trou
vailles et non de maniere a conduire une veritable 
recherche sur ce que pourrait etre la signification 
d'une decouverte, a un emplacement donne, de peu 
ou de nombreux fragments de ceramique importee 
d'un autre pays. De plus, pour developper l'archeo
logie du commerce, il fa ut sortir du contexte etroit du 
simple etablissement singulier, qu'il soit petit ou 
grand, pour etablir des hypotheses sur les voies com
merciales, sur leurs raisons d' etre et, enfin, chercher 
d'autres preuves archeologiques. 

Enfin, l'etude des routes doit integrer les donnees 
des recherches en surface, de 1 'arch6ologie du bati et 
des fouilles en des lieux choisis, ou la presence con
tinue de marchands, de transporteurs et de douaniers 
peut avoir laisse des traces, non seulement des pro
duits commercialises- plus aises a decouvrir dans les 
zones de consommation -, mais aussi des vestiges 
mobiliers specifiques, lies a leurs activites. 
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Orientation bibliographiques 

Cette bibliographie concemant les echanges et le 
commerce ne pretend certainement pas etre exhaus
tive, vu l'ampleur du theme. Elle peut toutefois servir 
de point de depart a une reflexion sur 1 'etat actuel de 
la recherche. Aussi ne citerons-nous que les ouvrages 
significatifs et en delaisserons-nous beaucoup d'autres, 
souvent en raison des problemes de consultation et de 
traduction qu'ils posent. De surcroit, nous ne signale
rons que les etudes relatives au commerce, fondees 
sur des donnees materielles et ne prenons pas en 
compte les nombreux travaux de caractere historique 
qui s'appuient sur les sources litteraires. 
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Enrichi des methodes arch6ologiques, l'etude du 
commerce s 'est developpee de fa<;on differente, selon 
les types de produits manufactures analyses. On dis
tingue, en particulier, deux grandes categories: celle 
des trouvailles "mobiles", le plus souvent decouver
tes lors de fouilles, attestant un commerce, et celle 
des vestiges "immobiliers", ouvrages routiers ou por
tuaires, conserves en elevation, qui signalent une 
viabilite. Au fur et a mesure, la recherche sur la 
production et la distribution des biens "mobiles" s 'est 
accrue et s'est centree sur des types de materiel diffe
rent: des recipients en ceramique a ceux en pierre 
ollaire, des monnaies aux materiaux de construction. 
Pour ce qui conceme la ceramique, les analyses se 
sont interessees a des productions de plus en plus 
specifiques. On a d' ailleurs effectue des syntheses non 
seulement au plan regional, mais aussi international. 
Il existe aussi des etudes historiques traitant du 
developpement des marches et de la distribution des 
matii:res premieres et des produits manufactures: des 
aires d'origine des materiaux, des zones de produc
tion jusqu'aux lieux ou les produits etaient utilises. 
De meme, on travaille sur une serie d'objets relevant 
du commerce au detail: balances, poids, cachets. 
Cependant, contrairement au monde romain, peu de 
syntheses ont ete proposees a partir des donnees 
arch6ologiques pour ce qui conceme le commerce en 
Europe et en Mediterranee. 

Dans le cadre de 1 'archeologie du territoire et de 
I' archeologie de l 'architecture, I' etude des vestiges 
situes le long des routes maritimes et des reseaux 
routiers a perm is d' elaborer une nouvelle methode de 
travail, intitulee archeologie et architecture des gran
des voies de communication .. Pour !'instant, dans 
cette nouvelle discipline, les travaux demeurent peu 
nombreux et ils ne sont consacres presque exclusi
vement qu'a la Ligure (ltalie) et a la chaine des Alpes, 
champ de recherche de 1 'I SCUM de Genes. Cet insti
tut est d'ailleurs le lieu de naissance de ces nouvelles 
methodes de recherche. 

De nombreux travaux traitent de la viabilite et de 
la navigation, du point de vue historique, en se r6fe
rant a des documents, des compte-rendus de voya
geurs et de pelerins. Certaines voies font plus sou vent 
l'objet d'etude, comme la Francigene et actuelle
ment, - en raison du Jubiiee de deux mille ans -, les 
principaux itineraires de pelerinage. D'ailleurs, des 
centres d'etudes s'y interessent et il existe des re
ceuils bibliographiques tres exhaustifs a ce sujet. 
Cependant, nous ne presenterons pas non plus dans 
ce contexte les etudes arch6ologiques, relatives aux 
edifices religieux du reseau routier, tels les hOpitaux, 
qui ne nous paraissent pas faire partie du sujet. 

Durant ces demieres annees, des colloques se sont 
tenus lors desquels historiens, arch6ologues et archi-

tectes ont reflechi sur le theme de la viabilite au 
moyen-age. Nombreux sont aussi les travaux qui 
s 'interessent aux tron<;ons de routes, decouverts de 
fa<;on sporadique, surtout dans les aires urbaines, 
durant des fouilles, bien qu'il manque souvent une 
interpretation des donnees plus generales sur la via
bilite. On n'a pas encore prete une attention con
stante, comme c' est en revanche le cas pour 1' epoque 
romaine, aux ponts et autres infrastructures routieres. 

Pour toute la Meditarrenee, les recherches archeo
logiques relatifs aux ports du moyen-age ne sont que 
peu etenduest. Cependant, les exemples etudies, 
comme le port de Genes, I' ont ete de maniere exhaus
tive. Dans 1 'Europe du Nord, les etudes sont plus 
frequentes et, par ailleurs, il existe sur ce sujet des 
colloques periodiques. Au contraire, on traite genera
lement assez peu des bourgs marchands et des villes 
portuaires: nous citerons a ce propos les cas de 
Lubeck et de Genes. 

Au sujet des moyens de transport terrestre, on 
peut utiliser les differentes etudes traitant de 1 'epoque 
romaine comme point de depart pour le moyen-age. 
Mais il existe plusieurs travaux sur le systeme privi
legie de circulation des personnes et des marchan
dises par transport sur animaux de somme, a cette 
epoque. 

Nous avons en outre remarque que l'arch6ologie 
sous-marine s' est fort developpee durant ces dix der
nieres annees. On travaille de plus en plus sur ces 
themes dans les revues ou les rubriques specialisees, 
surtout en ce qui conceme les moyens de transport 
flottants, tres utilises surtout pour les marchandises 
les plus encombrantes. 

Nous presentons les differentes contributions spe
cifiques, en les subdivisant par types de produits 
manufactures et par ordre chronologique, selon leur 
date de parution. 

Le commerce 

HoDGES R., L'archeologia medievale in Gran Bre
tagna: una rassegna critica, Archeologia Medie
vale Ill, 1976, 355-361. 

MANNONI T., The Archaeological Evidence for Com
merce: A Ligurian Case Study, in: Archaeology 
and Italian Society, Papers in Italian Archaeology 
11, B.A.R. I.S. 102, Oxford, 1981, 125-130. 

HODGES R., Dark Age Economics. The Origins of 
Towns and Trade AD 600-1 000,_ Londres, 1982. 

HoDGES R., Primitive and Peasant Markets, Oxford, 
1988. 

HINTON D.A., Archaeology, Economy and Society: 
England from the Fifth to the Fifteenth Centwy, 
Londres, 1990. 

RANDSBORG K., The First Millenium A.D. in Europe 
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and the Mediterranean. An Archaeological Essay, 
Cambridge, 1991. 
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archeologiche, Archeo!ogia Medievale XXI, 1994, 
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Faenza 1984), Florence, 1986. 
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Ion Tentiuc 

Some Considerations Regarding Byzantine Influences 
in the East of the Carpathians in the 1Oth-13th Centuries 

The investigation of economic, political and cul
tural relations between different regions of Eastern 
Europe (including those in the Carpathian-Dniester 
area) and the Byzantine Empire during the Middle 
Ages constitutes one of the most pressing problems 
ofhistorical research. 

In spite of the repeated forays of some nomad 
populations from the East, who in the 10th-13th 
centuries destabilized for certain periods the natural 
development of socio-economical and political life in 
the region which is the forest-steppe zone of the 
East-Carpathian area, the archaeological investiga
tions confirm the existence of a more or of less dense 
network of settlements and communities, the main 
occupations of which were agriculture and stock 
breeding. 

The archaeological investigations over the past 
five decades allow us to determine the economical 
level of this population and its relations with the 
neighbouring populations and regions. Ethnological 
and sociological studies also made it possible it to 
reconstruct the socio-political forms of the organiza
tion of this population. 

By the end of the first millennium, the Romanic 
population in the regions which we have been in
vestigating, was organized in rural communities. It 
formed a political nucleus, which looked like a union 
of communities, with some of the general character
istics known among those of the old Germans and 
Slavs (lorga 1929, 2; Zaharia 1981, 543-553; Spinei 
1994, 128-131). And it reached the level of some pre
state and state formations in the first centuries of the 
second millennium. 

Although the debate has been opened, the chosen 
theme for study is far from exhausted. At the same 
time, the archaeological investigations relating to the 
East-Carpathian population offer new and various 
documentation concerning the contacts with and in
fluence of the Byzantine Empire, and of different 
economic centres and states In Central and Western 
Europe. 

The chronological limits of this study range from 
the period at the beginning of the 1Oth century, when 

the penetration of nomads into this territory was 
intensified, to the 13th century when these regions 
were devastated by the Mongols. These events direct
ly influenced the fate of the peoples of Europe as well 
as the economic, demographic, cultural and political 
situation of the affected regions. 

After the Hun invasions of375-376, the active and 
stable economic and cultural interrelations between 
the population, inhabiting the region to the North and 
North-west of the Black Sea on the one hand, and the 
Roman Empire on the other, were less intensive. The 
relations with economical centres in Asia Minor and 
Western Europe were temporarily interrupted. 

In spite of the unstable political situation, Europe 
developed not in isolation, but rather within the con
text of more or less active contacts between medieval 
peoples and states. The influence of economic, poli
tical and cultural international relations were deter
mined both by the economic and socio-political level 
of some ofthe separate regions from Eastern Europe 
and by the politico-economic situation in major cen
tres in Western and Central Europe, particularly by 
those in the Byzantine Empire. These circumstances 
make it impossible to investigate the economic rela
tions and cultural confrontation without an under
standing of the socio-political situation in the above
mentioned regions. 

The period of relative political calm in the 8th-9th 
centuries, when the region was partially protected 
from attack by some migrating groups, had favour
able consequences for the economy of the region. 
The recent investigations make it possible to get an 
idea of the important demographical changes which 
affected the local communities of this period. In the 
Carpathian-Dniester region, nearly one thousand 
archaeological. sites of the 8th-1Oth century are 
known. 

The trade routes which passed through the 
Eastern-Carpathian area, following the major rivers, 
were very important for the growth of the economic 
relations between the communities. The trade routes 
offered to the natives the possibility to establish con
tacts with different regions in Europe with a view to 
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market their surplus of products and to import things 
they needed. 

The restoration of the border of the Byzantine 
Empire along Lower Danube at the end of the 1Oth 
century was the reason why the contacts were inten
sif'ied between the Balkan Peninsula, Central and 
Western Europe and the territories located to the East 
of the Carpathians. 

The intensification of economic life recorded in the 
regions to East Carpathians during the 8th-9th cen
turies manifested itself through economic change 
materialized through the appearance of highly effi
cient technologies. This intensification influenced 
the relations with the Byzantine Empire and its im
pact was beneficial for the development of economic 
relations. 

In the first millennium and in the first centuries of 
the second millennium and more particularly because 
of their geographical position, the East Carpathian 
territories constituted a gateway and path of pene
tration for many migrations coming from the East. 
These migrants were attracted by the prosperity of 
the Byzantine Empire. 

The territories situated north of the Lower Danube 
attracted the Greeks Emperors because of two essen
tial reasons: first as territories which could serve as a 
buffer zone against penetration by nomads, and 
secondly, as territories with certain economic resour
ces useful to the Empire. 

In turn, the Romanic communities north of the 
Lower Danube were striving to maintain the econo
mic relations with the Byzantine Empire, whence 
better quality goods or goods which were not 
produced locally, penetrated this territory (Fig. 1). 

In this respect, archaeological investigations pro
vide us with a number of different solid testimonies 
related to the 1Oth-13th centuries. Ceramic amphorae 
and other forms of thin-walled pottery turned on a 
quick wheel, as well as varnished ceramics occur in 
large numbers and are found as frequently as in the 
previous period. In Moldova, ceramics were impor
ted from Byzantine centres on the Danube as well as 
from centres situated on the northern Black Sea 
coast. Fragments or complete vessels have been dis
covered in Hansca, Molesti, Lucaseuca, Poharniceni
Petruha, Echimauti, Branesti, Durlesti-Valea Babei, 
Cigarleni and elsewhere (Fig. 3, 16-17). 

An example illustrates this. At Hansca, the most 
completely investigated settlement dating from the 
first century of the second millennium and located in 
the centre of Moldova, almost every archaeological 
complex yielded Byzantine imports. According to 
some calculations, it could be established that frag
ments of Byzantine amphorae were present in 70 % 
of the dwellings and their premises. As compared to 
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local ceramics, their volume in each complex was not 
that large, making up only 0.2-3.4% of the total, but 
their omnipresence is very convincing (Postike 1988, 
15; 1994, 104). 

Among the imported products, we can also 
mention the glass vessels found in the necropoles and 
settlements at Branesti, Danceni and Hansca, situated 
in the central part ofMoldova, as well as in the cul
tural strata at Rudi and Mereseuca in the northern 
part of the country (Tentiuc 1996, 132). There were 
also glass beads and bracelets which penetrated into 
the region we are studying, coming in from the 
centres along the Lower Danube or from the Byzan
tine cities and maybe from some of the Byzantine 
centres in Crimea. These objects were discovered 
mainly in the graves in the necropoles at Hansca and 
Branesti, but they also occur in the settlements. 

Coins are particularly representative and useful 
for investigating the economic relations between the 
Romanic population and the Byzantine Empire (Fig. 
2, 1-6). Chronologically bounded by Arabian coins of 
the early 1Oth century discovered at Alcedar and 
Echimauti, and by the western European ones of the 
early 13th century discovered at Hotin, the Byzantine 
coins had an older tradition and a longer and inten
sive circulation in areas populated by Romanic com
munities to the East of the Carpathians. The frequent 
finds ofByzantine coins in the East-Carpathian area, 
as well as all the other categories of imported objects 
- as mentioned before - depended on both the eco
nomic and political situation, and the internal socio
economic and political developments of the Byzan
tine Empire. 

Thus, for example, the archaeological finds from 
settlements of the 8th-9th centuries suggest this region 
to have been relatively prosperous, although Byzan
tine coins are present only sporadically and in insigni
ficant quantities. North of the Danube, an increasing 
circulation of coins is observed only in the early 1Oth 
century together with the re-establishment of Byzan
tine Empire northern border along the Danube, dur
ing the reign ofloan Tzimiskes the First and Vasile 
the Second. For the lOth century, the coins most 
frequently found are bronze ones and they mostly are 
isolated finds; this suggests the existence of some 
operations of exchange using small Byzantine coins 
with little intrinsic value. 

At the end of the 1Oth and during the 11th century, 
the coins used most often are the so-called anony
mous folies minted at Constantinople. The lack of 
precision characteristic for the chronology of these 
coins makes it difficult to try and carry out a com
parative analysis of the circulation of the coins for 
each of the folies' minters. From now on we will keep 
to the well-known coin classifications. 
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Fig. 1. - The Byzantine imports in the East-Carpathian area in the 1Oth-13th centuries: 
a: isolated coins; b: coins from hoards coins; c: amphorae; d: pottery; e: buckles; f' glass bracelets; d: metal bracelets; h: beads; i: 
pectoral double crosses (relics),'}: small crosses; k: plates; 1: earrings; m: glass vessels; n: buttons; o: censer; p: rings; q: ampulia. 
1: A/cedar; 2: Aldesti; 3: Adjudul Vechi; 4: Arciz; 5: Arsura; 6: Bacau; 7: Baiceni; 8: B/rlad; 9: B/rlalesti; 10: Bitca Doamnei; 11: 
Bogdanesti; 12: Bolgrad; 13: Botosani; 14: Bender(=Tighina); 15: Branesti; 16: BranestiX; 17: BranestiXIII; 18: Calfa; 19: Cap/ani; 
20: Cavadinesti; 21: Calarasi; 22: Causeni; 23: Cilja; 24: Cetatea Alba (=Belgorod-Dnestrovskij); 25: Chisinau; 26: Cigfrleni; 27: 
Cinisauti; 28: Cleja; 29: Colibasi; 30: Cosna-Floreni; 31: Danceni; 32: Danesti; 33: Dodesti; 34: Dolhesti; 35: Durlesti-Valea Babei; 
36: Echimauti; 37: Epureni; 38: Erbiceni; 39: Etulia; 40: Faraonovka; 41: Fauresti; 4i: Fedesti; 43: Focuri; 44: Galati; 45: Gavano
asa; 46: Giurcani; 47: Gradiste; 48: Grumezoaia; 49: GuraB/cului; 50: Hansca; 51: Hlincea; 52: Holercani; 53: Holboca; 54: Horga; 
55: Horodistea; 56: Husi; 57: /asi; 58: Ivesti; 59: Izmail; 60: lzvoare-Balma; 61: Lencauti-Cernauti; 62: Liesti; 63: Loganesti; 64: 
Lozna; 65: Lucaseuca; 66: Lunca- "Bfznoasa "; 67: Manoleasa; 68: Manastirea; 69: Merenesti; 70: Mereseuca; 71: Miroslava; 72: 
Molesti; 73: Mologa; 74: Murgeni; 75: Musaitu; 76: Negresti; 77: Nicolae Balcescu; 78: Novosel 'skoe; 79: Oncesti; 80: Orheiul Vechi 
(=Trebujeni); 81: Orlovka (=Kartal); 82: Palanca; 83: Pascani; 84: Pepeni; 85: Poharniceni-Petruha; 86: Proscureni; 87: Purcari; 
88: Radauti; 89: Raducaneni; 90: Reni; 91: Rudi; 92: Sagaidac; 93: Sarateni; 94: Scoc; 95: Seliste; 96: Sloboda-Hodorogea; 97: 
Spinoasa; 98: Stoicani; 99: Suceava; 100: Sucevita; 101: Suvorovo; 102: Sendreni; /03:Stefanesti; 104: Suletea; 105: Tatarbunar; 
196: Tirgu-Frumos; I 07: Tecuci; I 08: Teia; I 09: Truseni; If 0: Ustia; Ill: Vadullui Voda; 112: Vasileu; 113: Valeni; 114: Vetrisoaia; 
115: Vinogradovka; 116: Voinesti. 
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Following the typology proposed by Margaret 
Thomson the following types ofjolles were identi
fied: coins of the A2 type, discovered at Bacau, Bog
danesti, Giurcani, Grumezoaia, Negresti, Nicolae Bal
cescu, Panciu, Pascani, Moldova (?) and two pieces 
from the Arciz deposit; coins of the B type discover
ed at Faraonovka, Izmail, Miroslava, Orlovka, Palanca, 
Sarateni, Sendreni, Reni, Moldova (?), including one 
coin kept at the History Museum and coming from 
Iasi; coins of the C type found at Bender, Galati, Or
lovka (three pieces), Tatarbunar, Tecuci (two pieces) 
and Stefanesti (one piece); coins of the D type are 
known from Bolgrad (two coins), Cllja, Galati, Horga, 
Merenesti, Mologa, Novosel'skoe, Trebujeni, Orlov
ka, Suletea, and Voinesti; one single coin of theE 
type was found at Orlovka. Two coins of the F type 
were discovered in Bolgrad and Ismail and only coin 
of the G type was found in Pascani deposit of the 
10th-13th centuries (Spinei 1984, 77-83). Except for 
the anonymous coins mentioned above, many other 
bronze, silver or gold coins circulated in the Car
pathian-Dniester territory (Fig. 3, 1-6). 

The limited space available does not allow us to 
present a more detailed analysis of these categories of 
coins. We will limit ourselves to a general presenta
tion, mentioning that so far 108 isolated coins were 
discovered; 86 of these, i.e. 79.63 %, are bronze and 
copper pieces. Less then 10 % (9 .26 %) are silver coins 
and gold coins represent more than 10% (11.11 %). 

The statistical calculations show us that the num
ber of coins evidently increased, particularly during 
the 11th century. For the lOth century- and particul
arly the first half of the 1Oth century - we are con
fronted with a very characteristic and frequent bury
ing of deposits. A number of these deposits are dated 
from the end of the lOth century to the beginning of 
the 11th century: they are all related to the nomads 
penetrating this territory and warring with the 
Byzantine Empire. 

As to the 11th century, there is practically no evi
dence for the burying of hoards. The large number of 
isolated 11th-century coins discovered is followed by 
a regression of their circulation. This becomes parti
cularly characteristic towards the end of the century, 
when the majority of the coins were buried. 

The decreasing number of Byzantine imports at 
the end of the 11th and in the early 12th century in the 
Carpathian-Dniester area is related to the massive 
penetration of this territory by the Cumanians (Dia
conu 1978, 35-61; Dobroljubskij 1986, 54-61). 

But in the course of the Cumanian period, the 
politico-military forces from Constantinople along the 
Danube gradually developed new dimensions, be
came more offensive, and re-established the borders 
and the equilibrium in region of the river estuary 
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(Diaconu 1976, 295). The Byzantine presence at the 
Istros river was dictated by political reasons as well 
as by economic needs. Being involved in a fight with 
the Cumanians, Constantinople counted on its friend
ship with Russia and on Russian support. 

The good relations with the Russian principalities 
started in the time of Alexios the First and were 
continued until the reign of Andronic the First. At the 
beginning of the 12th century, the Russian princes 
Vladimir the Monomah and Svjatopolk organized vic
torious campaigns against the Cumanians, driving 
them back into the steppes. 

The conflict of 1116, which is mentioned only by 
the Russian sources, was stopped by the engagement 
of Vladimir the Monomah granddaughter Dobrodea, 
Mstislav's daughter, to the son of King Alexios I. 
Vladimir the Monomah himself was the son of a 
Byzantine princess named Maria, the daughter of 
Constantine the IX the Monomah. Vladimir the 
Monomah's daughter Maritsa, in turn, was married to 
Leon, the son of Emperor Roman Diogene IV. In 
1162, the Emperor Manuil I the Commenes (1143-
1180) gave the lands along Danube to the nephews of 
Vladimir the Monomah. These dynastic relations 
brought together the Russian and Byzantine Empires 
and removed the Cumanian danger. 

It is worth mentioning that the Russian troops 
send by Vladimir the Monomah to the Danube, led by 
his son Vjaceslav and by Toma Ratiborovic only 
reached the Dniester river, from where they had to 
return. The Russian chronicle 'The Stories of Former 
Years' does not indicate the reasons why they did not 
reach the Danube. V. Tatiscev believes that when he 
found out about the companies, Alexios sent a dele
gation to Kiev which was to intercept Vladimir's 
claims. This gesture was not in contradiction with the 
tradition of Byzantine diplomacy considering more
over that the Byzantine Empire wanted friendly rela
tions with Russia. When loan became Emperor, these 
relations improved owing to his marriage to Mstis
lav' s daughter (Tolocko 1987, 1 05). The fact that the 
Russian army was within easy reach of the Dniester 
(according to other sources: Dristra = Dorostol = 
Silistra) is very important. We believe that some 
authors are right when they say that in this period the 
territory to the North and South of the Danube mouth 
was held more or less firmly in Byzantine Empire 
hands (Diaconu 1.976, 295). 

Telling in this respect is the example of Ivan 
Rostislavic called the Berladnik who went 'to the 
Cumanians, and from there he went with them to the 
cities on the Danube'. It is clear that in order to reach 
the Danubian cities- whether they were situated on 
the right or the left bank of the river- Ivan had first 
to go to the Cumanians. The fact that the Cumanians 
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Fig. 2.- The Byzantine coins (1-6), pectoral double crosses (relics) (7-8, 11), censer (9) and ampulia (10). 2: from 
Stefanesti; 3-4: Pascani; 5: Tecuci; 7: Abjudul Vechi; 8: Banesti; 9: Cosna; 10: Iasi; 11: Hansca. 
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in the second half of the 12th century were placed 
near Dnieper can be deduced from Ipatievsk's chro
nicle, which states that in 'this winter, Svjatoslav 
with Rjurik have thought to send the black caps to the 
troops which were situated along the Dnieper. And 
they have conquered those troops and come back 
with honour and glory. At that moment the Cuma
nians were on the Danube and not at home in their 
camps' (lpat'evskaja letopis' 1959, 444). 

Of great importance are also the worshipping 
objects of Byzantine type which have been discov
ered in this region. First of all, these include the 
pectoral double-crosses (relics) (Fig. 2: 7-8,11; 3: 15) 
and small crosses (Fig. 3: 1-2,5,11) which arrived in 
this territory mostly during the 11th and 12th cen
turies. Simultaneously, these objects reflect the reli
gious prestige of Constantinople. It seems that after 
the 1Oth century, under Byzantine influence, the small 
crosses also started to be produced by the native 
population. 

Among the Byzantine worshipping objects, we 
can mention the double-crosses discovered at 
Adjudul Vechi, Batca-Doamnei, Cetatea Alba, Danesti, 
Focuri, Hansca, Lunca-"Baznoasa", Moldova (?), Sule
tea, Vasiliev, and so on. The surface of these pieces 
is engraved or incrusted with niello ornament depict
ing different religions scenes (Spinei 1992, 155-160). 

The buckles for books (Fig. 3: 9), discovered in 
some settlements of the central part ofMoldova (I.H 
41 Oncu 197 4, 140; Teodor 1984, 1 08), are a testimony 
of the Byzantine cultural and spiritual influence. 
These are made of bronze and the books belong 
among the worshipping objects which penetrated the 
North-Danubian and East-Carpathian areas together 
with Christian missionaries. According to historians, 
these books did not only circulate, but were also 
copied in Greek and Slavic in the North-Pontic zone 
during the first centuries of the second millennium 
(Vornicescu 1994, 98). 

The investigations made it possible to discover 
rupestral cloisters and churches. The signs, cut into 
the walls of these rooms dug into the banks of the 
Raut and Dniester rivers, near Butuceni, Tipova, 
Saharna, Jabca, Bechir-Soroca, etc., indicate an early 
origin for some of the Christian communities in the 
central part of Moldova. The study of the materials 
associated with the earliest religious edifices indicate 
that the cloisters on the Dniester and Prut figure among 
Christian communities of the 8th-1Oth and 11th-13th 
centuries. Some were discovered in the circumpontic 
regions: Krym, Caucases, Dobrogea and the North
Bucovina. 

The archaeological investigations allowed us to 
reconstruct the general features of the intensive 
relations between the Romanic population of the 
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East-Carpathian region and the Byzantine Empire. 
We may assume that the exchanges were also in kind. 
The natives from the Carpato-Dniester area offered 
to Byzantine merchants the products the latter need
ed, among them cereals, cheese, furs, leather, salt, 
honey and so on. 

The objects discovered during the archaeological 
investigations show us that in spite of the fact that 
Byzantine law did not allow for the export of wine, 
oil and weapons, these products found a large market 
in the territories to the East of the Carpathians. 

Apart from the economic and spiritual influences, 
the lasting contacts with the Byzantine Empire also 
had an impact on the Romanian language and on the 
local vocabulary, leading to the adoption of new 
words. The specialists point out words which reflect 
general economic activities such as to work, chip, 
surplus and others and also identify words which 
define products which were not typical for the East
Carpathian area, like lemon, pepper, silk, pearl, and 
so on. Also of Byzantine influence are words like 
dish, pan, cup, litre, wedding coronets and other. 

Finally, we can mention that from the analysis of 
the Byzantine influence reflected in the material and 
spiritual culture of this population, we can deduce 
that the involvement of the Carpathian-Dniester area 
in the economical and political sphere of interest of 
the Byzantine Empire, the Catholic Occident, and the 
Russian states, led to the assimilation by the local 
communities of a large number of cultural elements 
and to the adaptation thereof to realities conforming 
to their psychic state and perceptions, which corres
ponded to their socio-economical and political level 
of development. 

Particularly where economy, culture and spiritual 
life were concerned, the international and interstate 
relations influenced the autochthonous people through
out the Middle Ages. Even if the political situation 
was not always the most favourable one - being as 
we have seen earlier interrupted by the military 
actions on the part of the nomads and their invasions 
as well as those of the neighbouring states- the local 
Romanic population of the East-Carpathians never
theless adopted incontestable values, which forever 
took root in their spiritual inheritance. 
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Exchange and Trade in Medieval Europe - Papers of the 'Medieval Europe Brugge 1997' Conference - Volume 3 

Tamara A. Pushkina 

Trading Equipment in Old Russia (9th-11th century) 

Trade was very important for the social and eco
nomic development of the territories that were in
cluded in the borders of Old Russia up to the middle 
of the 11th cent. The vast area from the Carpathian 
mountains in the west to the Upper Volga region in 
the east and from the region of Lake Ladoga in the 
north to the Middle Dnepr region in the south was 
inhabited by different Baltic, Finno-Ugrian and Slav
onic tribes. To a considerable degree, their economy 
depended on the local conditions of the forest and 
forest-steppe zones. The northwestern and the north
eastern parts of the Old Russian territory were cover
ed by forests, which had rich reserves of fur-bearing 
animals. Consequently fur trade was very important 
for the local economy. 

The appearance of the cufic silver coins on this 
territory started in the 70s to 80s of the 8th century. 
This is evidence for the trade connections between 
the Arabic East that was interested in getting precious 
fur and Eastern Europe, but in the Ural region the 
first traces of these contacts appeared earlier - in the 
6th century1• The quantity ofhoards with silver Arabic 
coins grew during the 9th century. These hoards are 
found to the southwest from the Ural region, in the 
region of the rivers Oka and Seym. In addition, 9th
century hoards were found in the western and the 
northwestern parts of Russia. In that period, these 
territories were settled or had been settled Slavonic 
tribes. In the lOth century, the area of the distribution 
of arabic coins expanded, including notably the 
Middle Dnepr region. 

According to the specialists, the spread of arabic 
coins in the territories of Eastern Europe was first and 
foremost related to the need for the local population 
to get silver coins and raw silver. On their side, the 
Arabic merchants did their best to get the products of 
the hunting and gathering operations2• Traditionally, 
these products (such as furs, bees wax or honey) are 

J ANIN V. L., Denezno-Vesovije sistemy russkogo sredneve
kovja (domongol'skij period), 1956, 85. 
2 JANIN V.L., op.cit., 90. 

JANIN V.L., op.cit., 174; FoMIN A.V.,Obrashenije oblom-

considered to be the main types of exported goods 
from Eastern Europe while textiles and spices are 
considered to be the main import goods. But it is 
difficult to detect and document these two kinds of 
products through archaeology, and sometimes they 
left no trace whatsoever. Apart from the imported 
and exported goods themselves, however, the metal 
trading equipment (such as, particularly, scales and 
weights) are archaeological evidence for these com
mercial relations. 

Scales and weights were found in 45 sites in the 
Old Russian territory. These sites include settle
ments, graves and hoards. Sometimes, both types of 
objects are found together as a set. 

The distribution map of these finds shows clearly 
that most of these sites are situated in the forest zones 
and near or along the river routes used for trading. 

The beginning of the growing number of scales 
and weights is dated to the middle of the 1Oth cen
tury, when the frequency of chopped silver coins in 
local coin circulation increased sharply3. But this kind 
of trade equipment also appeared in Eastern Europe 
much earlier- in the 9th century4. 

The earliest finds of weights come from the 
northwestern part of Old Russia. Two weights from 
Old Ladoga are dated to the second half of the 8th to 
the second half of the 9th century and one weight 
from Rurykovo Gorodishche near Novgorod is dated 
to the second half of the 9th century. Some finds from 
the region of Lake Ladoga, of the Upper Volga and 
of the Upper Dnepr are just a little younger. There are 
11 weights from the barrows of the end of the 9th -
second quarter of the lOth century. These early finds 
are not numerous but their shapes and weights are 
different: they are round with flattened poles, octa
hedral or cylindrical. 

The larger part of all the finds are dated to the 1Oth 
century. The round weights with flattened poles are 

kov kuficheskih monet v Vostechnoj Evrope v I 0 - nachale 11 
vv., Numizmatika i epigraphika 14, 1984, 134. 
4 PUSHKINA T.A., Torgovij inventar'iz kurgano v Smolens-
kogo Podneprov'ja, in: Smolensk i Gnezdovo 1991, 232-233. 
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Fig. 1.- Finds of the trade equipment in Old Russia. 

predominant. Apart from the indication of their 
weight, their bronze surface is decorated with a geo
metrical ornament. The weight of the iron ones varies 
between 2.47 and 50.5 grams; some round lead 
weights vary between 3.9 and 98.11 grams. 

As regards the quantity of finds, the octahedral 
weights take the second place. Generally, they are 
bronze or iron weights and sometimes their surfaces 
are also decorated with simple geometric ornaments. 
Their weight varies from 0.65 to 8.53 grams. 

Finds ofweights with various other shapes (cylin
drical, hi-pyramidal, conical, cubic, multi-faceted or 
figure-shaped) are rare and their weights vary widely. 
Usually, these are bronze or lead weights. 
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Most of the weights have been found in Old Lado
ga (39 examples) and in Gnezdovo (about 110 exam
ples in settlement contexts and in barrows). Their 
shapes and weight vary widely. The round and octa
hedral weights are well represented in many other 
Old Russian sites; the others are far less common and 
have analogies i1_1 Volga Bulgaria and in Northern 
Europe. 

As a rule, only one weight occurs in a grave, but 
sometimes there are two. The find of more than two 
weights in a single grave is rare too and in this case 
the set consists of different round weights. The find 
of 5 round weights in the barrow in Ust' Rybezna 
(end of the 9th- beginning of the lOth century) and 



Fig. 2.- Trade equipment 
from Old Russia of the 
IXth-XIth century. 
A: Scales; 
B: Weights,· 
C: Cups of scales. 

12 round weights from a children's grave in Udray 
(11th c.) constitutes a good example of the later case. 

As said earlier, weights were also part of a few 
hoards. The round weights were found in two coin 
hoards of the end of the lOth century in Novgorod 
and Podborovka and in the mixed ornament and coin 

PUSHKINA T.A., Novij Gnezdovskij klad, in: Drevnejshije 
gosudarstva Vostoclmoj Evropy. 1994. Novoje v numizmatike, 
1996, 185-186. 
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Trading Equipment in Old Russia (9th-11th c.) 
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hoard of the middle of the 1Oth century in Gnez
dovo5. 

All scales discovered so far are beam balances. 
This type was widely distributed in Europe in Mero
vingian times6. Many fragments and no less than 20 
complete sets of arms and cups were found in the 

WERNER J., Waage und Geld in der Merowingerzeit, 
~tinchen, 1954, 10. 
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graves and settlements of the 1Oth-11th centuries. The 
main part of the finds come from graves of the 1Oth 
century and a small part comes from settlements. 

Most of the beam balances have folding arms. 
The length ofthe functional arm is 10 to 13 cm. Their 
cross-sections are roundish or rectangular and they 
have tapering terminals. The terminals are roundish, 
triangular or rectangular and there are 3 to 7 relief 
ribs on the base of the arm and in front of the hole on 
the terminal. Sometimes, the base of the arm is facet
ed and decorated with a circular ornament, but as a 
rule, beams have no ornamentation. The central part 
of the folding arm consists of a double bronze plate 
with trapezoid cross-section and it is decorated with 
circular ornament. 

The balances are secured in a flat bronze fork 
which has the shape of a roundish or trapezoid arc. 
The edges of the arc are usually smooth, but some
times they are irregularly shaped. In addition, the 
surface of the fork is decorated with a circular orna
ment. 

The diameter of the round bronze cups amounts to 
about 3.5 to 6.5 cm, their depth to about 1. 7 cm. Most 
cups have a circular ornament along their outer edge. 
Some cups from the 9th-century barrows at Gnez
dovo, Vladimir and Berezivec are decorated on both 
sides with an engraved geometrical ornament. Usual
ly the scales were kept in leather containers and in 
round wooden or bronze boxes, which are sometimes 
decorated with circular ornaments. 

In terms of shape and size, balances are strongly 
standardized, but it seems that from the 1Oth to the 
late 11th century, they became more massive. 

Particularly in the case of the finds from Old 
Russia, there are no important differences with the 
contemporary finds from other countries. But our 
collections harbour no scales with chains for holding 
cups or scales with multi-faceted knobs on the arms, 
whereas such finds are common in the Baltic coun
tries as well as in Poland and Scandinavia. 

The most interesting finds are those of beam 
balances with straight unfolding arms. Two examples 
of this type of balances were found in the Upper 
Dnepr region in Gnezdovo and in the Supruty hill
fort in the region of the river Oka. The length of these 
bronze balances is 11 and 20 cm. Their beams were 
moulded together with straight arms. They are dated 

BERGA T., Waagen zum Wagen von Miinzsilber in Lettland, 
Acta Universitatis Stockholmiensis. Studia Baltica Stockhol
miensis, 1992, 38. 
8 PETRUKHIN V.Ja. & PUSHKINA T.A., K predistorii 
drevnerusskogo gorada, Historija SSSR 4, 1979, I 00-112. 
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in the lOth century. There are no analogies in Old 
Russia, but somewhat earlier, the same type ofbalance 
occurs in Norway. 

The sizes of the balances show that they were used 
for weighing of coins or of small quantities of pre
cious metals. The use of threads instead of chains to 
hold the cups probably points in the same direction. 

The problem of the origin of the East European 
scales with folding arms remains unsolved. One may 
assume that this type of balance came from the East. 
There are some indirect indications in favour of this 
assumption. These include, for instance, the find of 
scales with the arabic inscription 'tax' or 'customs' in 
one of the warrior's graves ofthe 70s ofthe lOth cen
tury in the Upper Volga region as well as a second 
comparable find of scales with the arabic inscription 
'God' from Latvia7. 

The identification of the graves with trading 
equipment as graves of merchant-warriors or mem
bers of the upper social strata is a consequence of the 
recognition of the important role of trade in the social 
and economic development of early medieval society. 
The analysis of the finds from such important sites as 
Gnezdovo and Timerevo in the Upper Volga region 
shows us that about 26 % of all barrows with weapons 
yielded scales or weights as well. About 63 % of the 
finds of trading equipment come from burials with 
very inexpressive or single grave goods. 

Probably, the fact that these graves belong to 
members of the upper social strata can be confirmed 
only by the combination of the trading equipment 
with a definite set of other objects; among the latter, 
weapons, expensive imports or various types of stock 
may probably be included. In this connection it is 
important to note that in all the larger 1Oth-century 
cemeteries studied (Gnezdovo, Timerevo, Shestovica) 
about 7 % of the graves had the trading equipment. 
This proportion is typical for all settlements, which 
were the centres of the prince's retinue. The collec
tion and realization of tribute was concentrated at 
these sites and that is why these centres were oriented 
towards the external connections of the early feudal 
state rather than towards the internal ones. This pro
portion must doubtlessly provide information on the 
correlation between different segments of the popula
tion which took part in trading either from time to 
time or on a regular basis8. 

Tamara A. Pushkina 
Moscow State University 
Archaeology Department 

Moscow V-234 
119899 Russia 
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Ribe, a North Sea town and its Baltic relations 
A survey of the long lines of the town's late medieval trade 

Introduction 

The question of Ribe being a Hansa town was 
raised on the general meeting- the "Hansetag" of the 
Hanseatic League in 1407 by the Hanseatic "Contor" 
in Bruges. In the records of the negotiations, the 
"Rezess", it appears that the same question was asked 
concerning the towns of Oslo in Norway and Lodose 
in Sweden. And that it had to do with the use of the 
freedoms and privileges, which had been acquired by 
the Hanse merchants, and whether these should also 
be valid for the three towns in question. The answer 
in fact, was positive, although it appears that a divi
sion was made between the towns as such and their 
merchants.' It is stated that merchants enjoy their 
freedoms in these three towns. But only those mer
chants of the three towns in question, who belonged 
to the Hanse, were allowed to use the merchant free
doms and rights- those people who did not belong to 
the Hanse should not enjoy these rights. This answer 
is not very clear. This has to do with the fact that times 
and the idea of what was the Hanse had changed 
around 1400. Earlier, the merchant rights of the 
Hanse belonged to individual merchants who formed 
groups of traders. Now the towns as such became the 
Hanse-members and a certain town could lead on the 
Hanse rights to its burghers and residents. 

According to the "Rezess" of 1407 neither Ribe 
nor Oslo or Lodose were considered members of the 
Hanse in that sense. But it seems clear that these 
towns, maybe along with others, were looked upon as 
places of a certain interest for the Hanseatic merchants 
and the Hanseatic League. Taking up the subject of 
Ribe, this seems a fairly interesting background for a 
discussion of the reasons why their relationship was 

"Item a/se he begert, to weten van den van Ludehusen, 
Rypen unde Anslo, aff man se in des copmans vreyheit vorde
gedingen(n) sulle: in den steden heft de kopman vreiheyt, dar 
umme, we van sodanen copluden in der hense sin, de mach des 
copmans vriheit broken; adder de gene, de nicht in der hense 
sin, de sullen des copmans recht nicht broken", Recesse V, 296. 

debated by the Hansetag in 1407. By doing so I hope 
to point out some decisive factors behind the triangu
lar interdependency between town topography, social 
topography and trade history, which forms a major 
interesting theme of medieval Ribe - this town being 
the prime example of medieval urban culture on the 
West Coast of Jutland. 

At a conference in Ribe 1992 I demonstrated the 
ability of archaeological town finds as sources for 
describing a certain town. 2 Later on I have had the 
opportunity to strengthen these views and to discuss 
to what extent the archaeological finds of imported 
pottery in Ribe from the 12th to the 14th century may 
or may not be able to contribute to the general picture 
of Ribe's trading activities in the Middle Ages. By 
doing so I have found reasons to define the imports 
of foreign pottery as a kind of companions, souve
nirs, or even fairings, which were brought along on 
the ships, which carried the real merchandise of that 
time.3 Generally speaking I do not consider medieval 
pottery as that fine end evident marker of trade routes 
crossing the North Sea which it was thought to be by 
Gerald Dunning in his initial studies of North Sea 
pottery and trade.4 This is illustrated by the almost 
totally missing finds of imported medieval pottery, 
which is caracteristic for the town of Liibeck. Al
though this town was second to none in the Baltic, 
when trade and economic activity is concerned, it has 
until this very day not produced as much imported 
pottery from its numerous town excavations as has 
just one single, ordinary excavation in the centre of 
Ribe. It might be that West European lead-glazed jugs 
and early Rhenish stoneware did not mean very much 
to the wealthy Liibeck merchants, although they main
tained intensive contacts with the west, simply be-

I am indebted to professor, Dr. Klaus Friedland, Kiel, who 
kindly drew my attention to this, cf. K. Friedland 1958, 36 f. 
2 P.Kr. Madsen 1993 with references, cf. E. Roesdahl 1995. 

P.Kr .. Madsen 1994, 271, 276. 
G.C. Dunning 1968. 
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cause they had enough table ware made of other 
prestigious materials. But still, one could ask, why 
the "Middle class merchants" then did not take up 
some cheaper way of demonstrating their social 
standards? 

A part of the explanation to this is probably the 
difficulties in transporting pottery over land that is 
along the route between Hamburg and Liibeck, which 
acted as a main connection of the Baltic and the 
North Sea trade. On the other hand seaborne trans
portation around the Skaw, known from at least the 
middle of the 13th century (see below), and a pos
sible exchange of goods on the yearly fairs of Skaner 
ought to have been a fairly good compensation for 
this. I believe that a good deal of the reason behind 
the almost total absence of Highly Medieval pottery 
imports in Liibeck lies within the defmition of pottery 
as a carrier of luxury and specific social signals, 5 

which it seems not to have been able to carry on into 
Liibeck - contrary to its higher esteem in the North 
Sea trading towns. 

The situation in Liibeck must also be seen as a 
result of the division of Late Medieval Northern 
Europe into two main trading zones, the one being 
the North Sea area, the other one the Baltic -and 
their interdependent relationship.6 Paul Enemark sta
tes it in his latest surveys of Danish Late Medieval 
trade7

- the export of grain from German towns on 
the Southern Baltic coast meant a considerable and 
consistent feature in the trade pattern of Late Medie
val Northern Europe. This trade followed the east
west orientated so-called "long lines", as Enemark 
calls them, 8 and it was as contributors to this main 
traffic along the long lines that Danish producers and 
traders of bullocks were able to make a living by ex
porting their animals out ofDenmark.9 

Concerning the earlier period, the 13th century, 
Kristian Erslev and Erik Arup saw the rise of German 
towns along the Baltic coast as the great chance for 
Danish farmers and towns, which in their view got a 
whole new market by exporting their grain to the new 

P.Kr. Madsen 1993,25 ff.; P.Kr. Madsen 1994, 270 with 
references. 

B. Poulsen 1988, 20 I ff. 
P. Enemark 1991 & 1994, 242 f. 
P. Enemark 1991, 364 ff. especially about the shipping of 

grain. Another route, which combined sea and land traffic, 
seems to have been known already during the 13th century. It 
took the way from the Baltic via Haderslev on the East coast of 
Schleswig to Ribe, see 0. Ventegodt 1982, 85. Also B. Poulsen 
1988, 205 ff. points to the importance of land transportation 
across the Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein, not to mention 
the Hanseatic route between the towns of Lilbeck and Hamburg. 
The importance of this route between the North Sea and the 
Baltic was also stressed by P.A. Meilink 1912,237 f. 
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German towns, where good prices were given. 10 The 
inspiring thesis of Erik Arup may correspond to his 
ideas about the Danish position in the Baltic trade 
around 1200, i.e. the Danish supremacy of Liibeck, 
until the battle ofBornhoved in 1227, a period which 
according to Arup caused the uprise of a Danish citi
zenry.11 He may also have been inspired by the fact 
that Danish export of agricultural products from vari
ous harbours is known to have been quite extensive 
during the Late Middle Ages, although this traffic 
probably did not take place during the earlier period 
in question. Arup's bold statements seems the less 
convincing as it must imply a surplus of Danish grain 
being so large that it could feed the growing Danish 
population of the High Middle Ages as wellY 

Poul Enemark argued that the rise of towns 
around 1200 was caused by intensified trade between 
town and countryside or hinterland. This way of trad
ing took place on the marketplace of the new towns 
and it was dominant until the breakthrough of the 
Late Medieval trading system with its long lines of 
communication. 13 The two quite different views- as 
well as the medieval way and understanding of trade 
and bargaining 14

- ought to be considered when dis
cussing trade as the determining factor behind the 
founding of towns. These were probably only engaged 
in international trade to a very limited degree during 
their initial years. Most Danish towns probably arose 
as Enemark suggests that is as the result oflocal trade 
and exchange on their market, which was mainly used 
by the burghers and the people of the hinterland. 

The North Sea connections of medieval Ribe 

Ribe- however, was an exception to this, so far 
that it seems almost always to have moved on along 
the "long lines". Not only because of its ancient posi
tion as main port of trade towards the North Sea, 15 but 
also - and now we are at last moving back to the real 
theme of this paper - because it seems to have been 

P. Enemark 1994, 247 f. 
10 E. Arup 1926,227 f.; Ibid. 277-281. Arup argues, that the 
growth of old and new Danish towns implied the increase of 
Danish farming. 
11 E. Arup 1926, 280 f, connects the growth of new Danish 
towns with the agricultural development. 
12 Concerning the population number and the growth of the 
Danish population in the High Middle Ages, seeP. Enemark 
1994,241 f., N. Hybell994, 50 ff., and Sv. AakjrerinKVJl, I, 
209 ff. Late medieval export of livestock from Denmark to 
Lilbeck and other Hanseatic towns, see P. Enemark 1991, 3 73 f. 
13 P. Enemark 1991,362,366. P. Enemark 1994,242. 
14 Cf. P.Kr. Madsen 1993, 13ff. 
15 S. Jensen 1991. P. Kr. Madsen 1992. 



able not only to participate in North Sea trade, but 
also to profit from the trade between the Baltic and 
the North Sea region. In other words, it is my thesis 
that a part of the reason for asking the question in 
1407 about Ribe and its Hanse relations, lies within 
this participation - and that we ought to see the his
tory of the trade of Ribe not only as a part of the 
North Sea region but within that much wider system, 
which was briefly touched upon earlier. Although this 
present paper emerges from a research project, which 
has its roots in the West, wearing the title "Facing the 
North Sea", one ought to say that writing local his
tory or archaeology is fine, regional research is even 
better and an overregional view is simply necessary. 

In order to exemplify this, a few important sour
ces concerning the trade of Ribe have to be men
tioned- although they are almost all of a prescriptive 
character. They have to be treated carefully, and due 
to their general character they certainly do not pro
duce any reliable statistic figures for us to count. 16 A 
special example is the Cadastre of King Valdemar 
from about 1231. It counts the royal income in Ribe 
from the duty on horses and on salt, 350 marks or 
more, respectively 40 marks of silver. 17 These num
bers may in fact only reflect less than half of the total 
royal duty income, which had to some extent been 
shared equally with the bishop of Ribe. 18 Maybe the 
figures in the Cadastre were fixed on the basis of a 
qualified guess, or they may even represent a leasing 
rent more than the exact amount of merchandise 
passing through Ribe. Anyway- it has been estimated 
that the astonishing amount of some 8500 horses were 
exported out ofRibe per year, and older sources state 
that the duty on salt was already known in the end of 
the 12th century, whereas the royal taxation on horse 
export seems not be older than the 13th century. 19 

The horse trade may in fact be considered as a 
specialized production, which made its impact on the 

16 0. Ventegodt 1982, 71 ff. gives a detailed acount of the 
sources, which deal with the trade and export of Ribe, cf. also 
H. Matthiessen 1927, 74 ff. and P. Enemark: article Handels
veier, Danmark, KHLNM, 6, sp. 17lff. Only at the end of the 
Late Middle Ages some numbers and figures, mostly concerning 
the export of bullocks, are kept, see P. Enemark 1971, and P. 
Enemark: article 0ksnehandel, KHLNM, 20, sp. 674 ff. 
17 KVJ I ,2, 8. 
18 Dip!Dan I ,3, no. 215 (1196, 18/3) confirms these old 
rigths. 1234 the bishop lost his half of the mint income, Dip!Dan 
I ,6, no. 182 (1234, 617). 
19 I. Nielsen 1981,28. 0. Ventegodt 1982, 77 f. 
20 Dip!Dan I, 6, no. 30 (1224). I. Nielsen 1981, 17 f. I. Niel
sen 1985, 66 f. The importance of this market place, called 
"Horstorv", may be indirectly reflected by the founding of the 
Franciscan Friary of Ribe in 1232, which may have had to put 
up with a place somewhat north of the market place itself, see C. 

Ribe, a North Sea town and its Baltic relations 

town plan itself. 1224 is the first mention of the mar
ket place for horse trade inside the southern gate of 
Ribe.2° From Ribe much of the export found its way 
to the Flemish area. According to a treaty from 1252 
between the Countess of Flanders and the German 
towns, fixed duty was put on horses and oxen sold in 
Damme. This duty includes Frisians and Danes, who 
also had to pay, even when they had not been able to 
sell their animals. 21 They were probably competeting 
with the Germans in the trade on Brugge, to which 
Damme was one of the outports. Seen against this 
background it becomes more understandable that 
some of the only pieces of Danish medieval pottery 
which is known to have been found in Flanders, real
ly did occur in Damme, and that these few sherds 
belong to a distinctive group of lead glazed pottery, 
which is believed to have been produced somewhere 
in the Ribe area. The dating of this pottery lies after 
1300 or maybe a little earlier, and it was probably 
brought to Damme not to be sold but as part of the 
domestic utensils of some Danish ship.22 

The salt duty may have been put on salt which 
came to Ribe from Frisia or from further down North
Western Europe, for instance Baie-de-Bourgneuf in 
North Western France, and which was resold via 
Ribe into the Baltic. There it occurs as "Ribe-salt"Y 
This pattern of trade seems to show how Ribe main
tained its function as a stable port and that this 
certainly included trade interests in the Baltic area. 

In 1271 the burghers of Ribe were allowed to 
export lard, grain and horses which they had bought, 
to Flanders or to any other place, they would like.24 

This list of export goods is repeated and added to 
(herrings, horses, bacon, fat, butter and grain of any 
kind) in 1283 and 1293, when the king fixes the duty 
which foreign merchants had to pay in Ribe. It shows 
the role of Denmark as a supplier to North Western 
Europe of agricultural products - as well as of her-

Jantzen; J. Kieffer-01sen & P.Kr. Madsen 1994, 28. 
21 Dip!Dan 2, I, no. 64 (1252, May), cf. KHLNM, 20, art. 
@ksnehandel (P. Enemark). In addition to this 0. Ventegodt 
1982,77 (with references) mentions, that the payment of Peter's 
Pence (census beati Petri) from Denmark and eventually also 
Sweden were to be delivered in Ribe, from where the money was 
shipped to Flanders, cf. H. Nielsen: article Peterspenge, KHL 
NM, 13, sp. 249 ff. 
22 These sherds ·were identified by Bieke Hillewaert, Brugge. 
Concerning this type of pottery in Ribe, see M. Bencard 1979; 
P.Kr. Madsen 1980, I and 1988. 
23 E. H. Madsen 1977, 274 and 283 ff. The "Ribe-salt" is men
tioned in the town code of Soderkoping along with other types 
of salt, which were brought around the Skaw and into the Baltic 
Sea. 
24 DGK 2, s. 61, no. 10/Dip!Dan 2,2, no. 162 (1271, 6/4), cf. 
ibid. no. 163 of the same date. 
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rings. 25 Once more, in 1368, it is allowed to export 
such goods from Ribe that is, as Poul Enemark has 
pointed out, still no living animals, such as bullocks, 
except for the early sources, but only agricultural 
products.26 

This range of Danish export goods is reflected by 
an unknown poet of the Netherlands who wrote a 
poem on the legend of the Holy Cross ofBreda some
time in the 15th century, see Appendix 1.27 As a part 
of this local legend about a holy cross, one finds a 
story about a ship which was equipped in Ribe for a 
trip to Scotland, but which by accident ended up in 
the Netherlands. Within its poetical limits this text 
may give a glimpse of the variety of different kinds 
of foodstuff which could be carried onboard a ship -
or as stated at the very end of the passage quoted, 
what could be expected to be found in a port or a 
town. Of course beer from Liibeck is among them, 
and Danish sides of bacon and beef. Loaves of bread 
came from Ribe, it is said, and from Scania the ship 
got beans, peas and two kinds of eel- but apparently 
no herrings, as would otherwise be suspected. 

The Baltic connections of medieval Ribe 

Although this lack of herrings may be due to the 
poet's need for proper rhymes, it could after all be 
more than a mere coincidence. Ole Ventegodt has as
sumed that herrings from the market of Scania may 
have lost their importance for the Ribe merchants 
already during the later part of the 13th century. This 
should be due to the larger expences for the transport 
of the fish from Scania to Ribe, instead of using the 
cheaper route around the Skaw that is the so-called 
"Ummelandsfart" which appears in the sources for 
the first time in 1251.28 The "Ummelandsfart" did not 
only deal with herrings; linen and salt are also men
tioned in 1251, and this means that the eventual ab
sence of herrings from the cargoes ofRibe merchants 

25 DipiDan 2,3, no. 67 ( 1283, 1517). Dip ID an 2,4, no. Ill 
(1293, 8/8). P.Kr. Madsen 1994,280. 
26 DGK 2, p. 69f, no. 22 (1368 20/5). P. Enemark: article 
0ksnehandel, KHLNM, 20, sp. 674 ffwith references. 
27 Mr. P.L.J. Giesbers ofBreda has kindly drawn my attention 
to this legendary source, see P.L.J. Giesbers (in manuscript): Het 
heilige Kruis en de Denensage te Bred a, where the relevant quo
tation given in Appendix I runs from p. 5,97 top. 6, 130. Dr.phil. 
Tue Gad, Copenhagen, has kindly made the Danish translation. 
28 DiplDan 2, I, no. 50 (1252, 24/9), cf. ibid. no. 51 and 52 of 
the same date. 0. Ventegodt 1982,60 ff. and 81 ff. 
29 0. Ventegodt 1982,77. 
30 H. Matthiessen 1927, 109 f, 114. Ventegodt 1982, 71 ff. 
and 1983, p. 8lf. Cf. also P. Enemark: article Handelsveier, 
Danmark, KHLNM, 6, sp. 174. 
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should not necessarily be seen in the way Ventegodt 
suggests. By writing about "the rather difficult route 
from Scania to Ribe and henceforth",29 he probably 
alludes to that main East-West route of trade and 
communication across medieval Denmark which was 
a major theme in the works of Hugo Matthiessen. 
This theory is clearly reflected in Ventegodt's gene
ral concept of the trade ofRibe- at least as he saw it 
in his 1982 paper. The following year he seems not 
to accept the ideas ofMatthiessen any longer.30 There 
is, however, still fairly good reasons to believe in the 
existence ofland transportation of goods in the Middle 
Ages, not at least during the later part of this period,31 

and Ventegodt himself points to the probable exis
tence of a route from Haderslev (i.e. the Baltic Sea) 
to Ribe already in the 13th century.32 The probable 
existense of these routes - no matter, how old they 
may be- should not be underestimated when consi
dering the possibility of Ribe having Baltic connec
tions. That of course does not mean that going by sea 
was in itself out of the question, and these as well as 
other sources indicating Ribe's interest in trade out of 
the Baltic ought to be considered and compared to the 
town's North Sea activities. 

The burghers and town of Ribe were granted a 
whole series of royal privileges during the 13th cen
tury, allowing them to trade all over the kingdom 
without paying customs.33 The maintenance of these 
general rights was considered valuable throughout 
The Middle Ages, as they were continuously renewed 
by the kings, for instance as late as in 1517.34 None 
of these privileges does, however, mention the mar
kets in Skan0r, nor any other particular market or 
town, and of course they do not tell anything at all 
about where the Ribe merchants really went. But in 
1283 the king freed the burghers of Ribe from all 
kinds of royal customs on the markets at Skan0r. It is 
said that this corresponds to the exemptions which 
they already had all over Denmark so in fact, the 1283 
privilege may have been issued as a further confir-

31 An outstanding example is from !51 0, when the citizens of 
Middelfart are allowed to bring their grain and other goods to 
Ribe in order to sell it, without being disturbed by their own 
town council, see DGK 3, p. 578, no. 2, (1510, 23/4). 
32 Cf. note 8. In 1570 Ribe had 16 hauliers, in 1640 it had 19 
and in 1682 only 4, 0. Degn 1983, 88. 
33 DGK, 2, p. 3-7, no. I (1202-14) -7 (1266, 15/3). 0. Vente
godt 1983, 77 f points out, that by these privileges the king 
restrained from taking goods, which Ribe burghers had lost 
because their ship was wrecked. This kind of privilege was only 
granted to Ribe and two other Danish medieval towns. Vente
godt assumes that this was a kind of special subsidence for Ribe, 
being the only North Sea port of Denmark, ibid. 1983, 81 f. 
34 DGK, 2, 102 ff, no. 50 (1517, 26/2), cf. ibid., 95 f, no. 41 
(1491, 29/12). 



mation of something which had perhaps taken place 
for some time. 35 Compared with other towns in North 
Jutland, Funen and Sealand, from where royal privi
leges about customs are kept, this privilege was in 
fact something unusual. The general rule seems to 
have been that these towns were freed from all royal 
customs exept those concerned with the fairs at 
Skan0r - or as it is very often expressed in the Late 
Medieval texts -the markets or fisheries at Skan0r or 
in Scania etc.36 Only Stege seems to have enjoyed this 
freedom, according to a privilege issued by king Erik 
Glipping between 1259 and 1286 which is however 
only known from a late and shortened version.37 The 
only parallel to the privilege of Ribe may be found 
within the Duchy of Schleswig, where the town of 
Schleswig was freed from paying any customs in 
Skan0r in 1282, one year earlier than Ribe. This may 
reflect the old interests of Schleswig in the Baltic 
trade and the town's connections with the North Sea 
Trade. Schleswig's Town Code from 1200-1250 also 
mentions those merchants who sailed from Schles
wig to Gotland. 38 Flensburg does not seem to have 
got that kind of privilege. In 1320 it was stated that 
its burghers only had to pay the usual customs all 
over the Danish reign, including Skan0r.39 

The rights that Ribe had got in 1283 concerning 
the fairs at Skan0r, as well as the general privileges 
of the town were renowed in 1288.40 This last docu
ment was confirmed as late as in 1506 by king Hans, 
and it seems to have been held in quite a high esteem 
by the town which took care to have it certified at 
least twice during the second half of the 15th cen
tury.41 The eventual Baltic affairs ofRibe during the 
Late Middle Ages probably had less to do with Ribe 
merchants being particularly interested in trade in 
herrings at that time, as it may reflect their dominant 
position in the import of cloth from Western Europe 

35 DGK, 2, 62 f, no. 12 ( 1283, 15/7): , ... sicut ubique infra 
terminos regni nostri ... sunt exempli ... ". 
36 In a chronological order, reflecting the dates of the 
preserved sources, which in some cases may reflect older 
regulations: From North Jutland: Randers 1302, 8/3 (DGK 2, p. 
233, no. 1) and 1321,4/5 (DGK 2, 234 f, no. 3). Skive 1326, 15/ 
8 (DGK 2, 255, no. 1) and 1443, 22/1 (DGK 2, 255 f., no. 2). 
Kolding 1327,22/7 (DGK 2, 109 ff, no. 2) and 1442,21/12 (DGK 
2, 111 f, no 3). Vejle 1327, 16/8 (DGK 2, 143 ff, no. 2). Viborg 
1442, 11/6 (DGK 2, 213). Funen: Faborg 1413, 17/9 (DGK, 3, 
562f, no. I 0), cf. 1251, 13/7 (ibid. 555, no. I). Bogense 1445, 23/ 
2 (DGK 3, 585 f, no. 5). 
37 DGK 3, 437, no. 2 (1259-1286). 
38 DGK I, 42, no. 8 (1282, 16112) and ibid. 9, no. I <30>. 
39 DGK I, 185, no. 9 (1320, 16/8). 
40 40. DGK, 2, 63 f, no. 13 (1288, 28112). 
41 DGK, 2, 86 f, no. 31 (1465, 25/3) and 95 f, no. 41 (1491, 29/12). 
42 P. Enemark: article Klede, Handel med klcede, Danmark, 
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which since the High Middle Ages brought them and 
their textiles all around the country.42 That could be 
the reason why Danzig was visited by a ship from 
Ribe in 1476, and why in 1537 two burghers ofRibe 
were bound for Danzig, Riga or Reval.43 Besides this 
the bullock trade became a matter of far more than 
local importance to the Ribe merchants. In 1518 
Christiern the Second allowed burghers and mer
chants of Ribe, who sold their silver at the Royal 
Mint in Malmo to use the money they had obtained 
by doing so to buy bullocks all over the country and 
to export them.44 No wonder that the Ribe merchants 
acted as a kind of royal purveyors, for instance to 
Queen Christine as shown by her account books from 
the first decades of the 16th century.45 

This interdependant relation between Baltic and 
North Sea trade which seems to lie behind these 
sources, may be somewhat further elucidated by the 
evidence of Danish merchants and ships operating on 
the East Coast of England. In 1919 Bering Liisberg 
published a list of five entries of Ribe ships in the 
customs accounts dating from 1303 to 1323 from the 
harbour of King's Lynn. Based on this he as well as 
Ole Ventegodt pointed out that trade between Ribe 
and England was, as they saw it, still maintained into 
the 14th century, although clearly declining.46 

Whether these entries should be understood exact
ly in that way, may be questioned. Concerning the 
different cargoes which these five ships are believed 
to have carried from Ribe, Poul Enemark has sugges
ted that apart from the herrings they may not repre
sent Danish products but may have been purchased at 
the market in Skan0r and brought to England by the 
Ribe merchants. In that case these ships may have 
gone around the Skaw, even though the possibility of 
land transportation across the northern part of the 
Duchy of Schleswig also has to be considered.47 

KHLNM, 8, sp. 464 f. 
43 P. Enemark: article Ostersjohandel, Danmark, KHLNM, 
21, sp. 46 with references. 
44 DGK, 2, 104 f, no. 51 (1518, 29111). 
45 Dronning Christines Hofholdningsregnskaber, for instance 
205 f., 257 ff. 
46 The decline of Ribe's trade on for instance Groningen 
during the 14th century is discussed by P.A. Meilink 1912, 238 
f. The view of B. Liisberg I, 1919, 147, was probably based on 
A. Bugge 1906, 264 f, but without considering Bugge's remarks 
about those of the merchants, who seem not to have been resi
dents of Ribe. Bering Liisberg's list is reprinted with a few 
changes in 0. Ventegodt 1982, 74. Ibid. 72 concerning connec
tions Ribe-England during the first quarter of the 13th century, 
cf. P.Kr. Madsen 1994, 277 ff. concerning the archaeological 
evidence. Also Hugo Matthiessen. 
47 P. Enemark: article Englandshandel, Danmark, KHLNM, 
3, sp. 672, cf. P.Kr. Madsen 1994, 278 and note 8. 
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Due to the courtesy of Dr. Wendy Childs, Univer
sity of Leeds, a more detailed list of the relevant 
customs accounts, not only compiling the five entries 
from King's Lynn, could be included here as Appen
dix 2, 1.48 This completed list does not, however, allow 
the conclusion that the ships, nor the merchants 
onboard them, actually did participate in a direct cross 
traffic between the English East Coast ports and 
Ribe, nor that the merchants did actually live there -
they might only have carried a name which showed 
some family relation to Ribe. The list enlarges the 
lmown number of ships, shippers and/or merchants, 
but perhaps the peak of probable Danish or mayby 
Ribe merchants during the period 1303-05 is in fact 
only temporarily. It coincides with a Hanseatic bloc
ade ofKing's Lynn from 1303-07 which caused Got
landic merchants to sail to England via Norway.49 

And, indeed, one should notice the peculiar name 
"Nicholas de Ripe, called the Gother", who left the 
harbour of Yarmouth in 1326.50 

Anyway - as Poul Enemark stated, the customs 
accounts seem to support the idea that the operation 
ratio of the Ribe merchants covered the North Sea 
region as well as the Baltic. It is, though, worth con
sidering whether the Ribe merchants did participate 
in the "Ummelandsfart" rather early, and to try toes
tablish an idea about the nature of this participation. 

The "Ummelandsfart" is first mentioned 1251, 
when the Danish king Abel fixed the duty for ships 
taking part in this traffic,S1 but when it was actually 
started, and by whom, remains unlmown. However, 
in 1224 the English king allowed Gilbert of Schles
wig, merchant of Denmark, to go with his ship, his 
belongings and his merchandise to England. This was 
done to the benefit of the Duke ofLiineburg, and this 
may indicate some Baltic connection, for instance con-

48 The custom in question was inaugurated in 1303 and called 
the "New Custom". It replaced the "Great Ancient Custom" 
which started 1285 and which was only put on wool. The "New 
Custom" was put on all goods which was imported by foreign 
merchants. A primary list ofthe relevant entries concerning Ribe 
was presented by Dr. Childs, Senior Lecturer in Medieval His
tory, University of Leeds, on the Second Symposium "West 
Jutland and The World", Lemvig 1995. In its present, final issue 
it was kindly placed for my disposal by Dr. Childs. In her lecture 
to the Symposium in Lemvig Dr. Childs pointed out that the 
customs accounts did not include English merchants, and that 
foreign customs were suspended from 1311 to 1322. 
49 H. Yrwing: article Ostersjohandel, KHLNM, 21, sp. 41. A. 
Bugge 1899 about the Gotlandic trade on England, especially p. 
155 ff. focuses on the customs rolls. Nothing is said concerning 
Ribe, but compare A. Bugge 1906,264 f., and A. Bugge 1899, 
155 ff., who used the same records to make his list ofGotlandic 
merchants and ships. 
5° Cf. T. Rafto: article Englandshandel, Norge, KHLNM, 3, 
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ceming salt trade.52 So, if Gilbert is considered to 
have been Danish, and ifhe intended to go around the 
Skaw, this could be an evidence of Danish participa
tion in the "Ummelandsfart ".According to Ole Ven
tegodt such participation is not otherwise lmown of 
before the registration in 1303 in King's Lynn of the 
ship "Cayserinne" which he considers to be from 
Haderslev- although it is only its master Henry, who 
carries a name which may have derived from that 
North Schleswig town (see Appendix 2,1).53 In either 
case, however, the names of these two men do not 
inform us about the home port of the ships or their 
actual sailing route, nor does the mention in 1285, 
and in 1297 of a Danish merchant being plundered in 
England and a Danish cog in the harbour of Holm. 54 

Concerning the privileges of 1251 Ole Ventegodt 
writes that they were set up by the Royal Danish 
Chancellor Esger, who was at the same time bishop 
of Ribe. Whether this meant anything towards the 
case of the foreign merchants, is difficult to tell. Ven
tegodt suggests that the merchants ofRibe may have 
been against any privileges to the "Ummelandsfart ", 
because they wanted to concentrate as much of the 
trade as possible in Ribe. 55 Even so, the Baltic interests 
ofRibe are clearly demonstrated, and by that it seems 
fairly clear that if the merchants ofRibe had already 
at that time found their way into the route around the 
Skaw. That they were exempted from royal customs at 
the Skan0r markets in 1283, which as I pointed out 
may be seen as a further confirmation of status quo 
or was maybe not the first letter of its kind could in 
fact reflect a permanent interest of theirs in the Baltic 
area in the 13th century and by that, also in the 
"Ummelandsfart ". 

A further, hypothetical answer to the questions 
raised so far may to some degree be derived from the 

sp. 662f. Concerning the finds of English pottery in Bergen and 
its evidence for the English-Norwegian trade, see H. Liidtke 
1991, cf. comments by P.Kr. Madsen 1994,269 f. 
51 See note 28. 
52 Dip!Dan I, 6, no. 18 (1224, 1117), cf. ibid. no. 201 (1224, 
2317), cf. 0. Ventegodt 1982, 73, who suggests, that Gilbert per
haps used "the old trading route Schleswig-River Ejder". 
53 0. Ventegodt 1982, 82. Following H. Matthiessen 1927, 
I 07 he writes (ibid. 74), that the "Cayserinne" in fact was from 
Haderslev. Matthiessen in turn cited A. Bugge 1899, 156, who 
in fact does not mention Master Henry ofHadresclive, but only 
that a certain Salomon from Gotland was on board the ship. 
54 Dip1Dan2,3,no.l36(1285, I0/5),no.l42(1285, 17/6)cf. 
ibid. 2, 4, no. 254 (1297, 15/4)- both mentioned by 0. Ven
tegodt 1982, 82, who assumes, that they came from Ribe. 
55 0. Ventegodt 1982,62 and 1983, 83 f. Concerning bishop 
Esger as a royal Chancellor, see N. Skyum-Nielsen 1963, 228 
ff., 239 ff. and 241 f. concerning the "Ummelandsfart". 



distribution pattern of the medieval pottery imports 
which I described in more detail three years ago: per
haps the merchants of Ribe took part in a kind of 
triangular or even squaresided trading from Skaner, 
maybe via Norway to England or directly to Flanders 
or Northern France, and from there via the Rhine 
estuary back towards Denmark. It is worth consider
ing, whether these ships may have carried cargoes of 
salt or building stones as their last cargo back to 
South Western Jutland, and that the reason for the 
unusual large representation of imported pottery in 
Ribe was that the pottery was brought along almost 
exclusively from the last harbour before Ribe - as a 
kind of souvenir, as I believe it was. If a triangular or 
squaresided traffic of this kind was effective, the very 
restricted amount of English pottery in Ribe and the 
much greater number of pottery sherds from North
em France, Flanders and the Rhineland seem the 
more understandable. 56 

On the other hand, this does not mean that pottery, 
nor other kinds of merchandise, only or always went 
strictly from its production area to the consumer, nor 
that Denmark as a producer of farming products would 
not import such goods itself. Four English royal deci
sions, three of which concern the English East coast 
port of Yarmouth, show this. 57 In 1224 the ship of 
Rikvin of Ribe, a Danish merchant, was allowed to 
leave Yarmouth, and the same year Danish merchants 
are allowed to come to England for a period of two 
years.58 In a separate letter, also from 1224, the Eng
lish king gave his permission to trading vessels and 
fisher boats from Scotland, Norway, Iceland, Frisia, 
Cologne, Denmark and "the Eastern parts"- (of Den
mark?)- to go into the harbour ofYarmouth. French 
ships and those from Poitou are excluded which may 
have been the general idea instead of promoting 
Danish merchant activities.59 Still in 1224, the Eng
lish king allowed grain to be exported from King's 
Lynn to Norway, Denmark and Flanders or to other 
places, except the French domains.60 Both Yarmouth 
and King's Lynn were by that time probably such 

56 This hypothetis was launched in P .Kr. Madsen 1994, 278 f. 
English pottery imports in Ribe, see A. Vince forthcoming. Con
cerning the salt trade, see E. H. Madsen 1977 or B. Poulsen 1991. 
57 0. Ventegodt 1982, 73 f. 
58 Dip!Dan 1, 6, no. 20 (1224, 2317), ibid. no. 21 (1224, 26/7). 
59 Dip!Dan 1,6, no. 24 (1224, 23/8). 1226 the English king 
postponed his grant with another year, Dip!Dan I ,6 no. 61 
(1226, 31/8). 
60 DipiDan I ,6, no. 28 ( 1224, 29/12). 
61 Dip ID an I ,6, no 24 ( 1224, 23/8): " ... de terra regis Dacie et 
de partibus illis orientalibus ... ". 
62 0. Ventegodt 1982, 66 ff. 
63 0. Ventegodt 1982,69. DiplDan 3, 7, no. 392 (1366, 18/6) 
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international ports that most of the goods which were 
circulated within the North Sea Area trading system 
could be obtained there. This in fact demonstrates that 
there was probably no single main centre within this 
trade, although the range and amount of different 
goods of course did differ from port to port. In fact, 
one could feel tempted to consider the English king's 
expression "the Eastern parts"61 as an allusion to the 
fairs at Skanar and by that to the existence of the 
interrelations between the North Sea and the Baltic, 
maybe by means of the so-called square sided traffic 
which I suggested above. 

Later sources of the 14th century which were 
investigated by Ole Ventegodt, suggest that a trading 
route as just sketched may have been efficient. Ven
tegodt shows62 that a kind of tramp shipping evolved, 
and that the merchants often did not use or possess 
their own ships, but commissioned their goods to 
other, professional transporters. The end of this was 
the emergenge of ship owners who neither went with 
their ships nor used these only for their own cargoes 
but had to rely on the crew and on those people who 
eventually chartered a ship or a part of it. In the 
spring of 1365 a Danish cog, owned by a certain Claus 
Limbek, took in a cargo of coal in England which was 
then sailed to Dordrecht.63 The coal was sold, and a 
company led by a merchant chartered the ship which 
took onboard a cargo of salt, destinated for Reval. 
Unfortunately the ship was not able to leave Dor
drecht, because of some financial circumstances, and 
eventually the owner's agents decided to sell it. This 
was clearly done against the will of its owner, but he 
probably never got back his ship, nor the money he 
had involved in it, although he tried also to blame the 
town of LUbeck for his loss. This case in fact shows 
the emergenge of a market for transport and of ship 
owners, who had to run the risk of relying on their 
servants. Another example is from 1385, when an 
English shipowner lost a ship that his servants had 
sailed from Estonia to Scania. There it got a cargo, 
bound for England, but it never got there, because the 

and no. 421 ( 1366, 15/8) from the City Council of Dordrecht to 
the Council of Liibeck. The last letter gives the date of the sale 
of the cog in Dordrecht, which was 1365, in May (" ... uel 
circiter ... "). One of the two men, who had to sell the cog, which 
really belonged to Claus Limbek, was in fact a special servant 
of his, whom Limbek had sent out in order to reclaim his cog, 
but certainly not to sell it, see Dip!Dan 3, 7, no. 331 (1365, 25/ 
11), as confirmed by the Council ofRibe 1366, DiplDan 3, 7, 
no. 389 (1366, 5/6). The last letter in this case is from the 
Council of Liibeck to Claus Limbek, with copies of the two 
letters from Dordrecht, and telling him, that Liibeck was not to 
be claimed for the loss, which his servants had caused him, 
DipiDan 3, 7, n°450 (1366, 11111). 
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vessel was shipwrecked.64 One year earlier a company 
of eight merchants from York lost a ship, belonging 
to a man in Hull, when they were on their way from 
Scania to Hull with herrings.65 

Ribe merchants: Town councillors, lords and 
burgomasters 

The exceptionally well preserved information con
cerning the lost cog of Cl a us Limbek ought to be com
pared with the sparse knowledge that we have about 
Claus Limbek and a few other 14th century charac
ters. Common to these men was that they were con
nected to Ribe and engaged in trade and other finan
cial affairs of a large extent. What we know about 
them may in fact to some degree draw up the back
ground of the question ofRibe being a Hansa town in 
1407. 

Claus Limbek himself, who was he really? He was 
in fact almost everything. He was a nobleman from the 
Duchy of Schleswig, who entered Denmark in the 
company of Count Gerhard of Holstein before the 
middle of the 14th century. He managed to serve not 
only him, king Valdemar Atterdag and the Holsatian 
counts- and as it seems- not least himself. Being in 
high charge of the king, having the function of the 
King's seneschal (Latin: dapifer and Danish: drost), 
he changed party several times, but eventually 
managed to get the castle of Riberhus as his fief 
together with his two sons in 1368. At that time he 
had allied himself with the counts of Holstein, but it 
seems that he must have died shortly after that, 
maybe in 1368.66 That the position of the Counts and 
the Limbeks in Ribe may have been rather solid, 
emerges from the fact that the town took care to get 
its privileges confirmed by the Counts in the same 
year 1368. Their confirmation cites the older privi
lege of 1261 which allowed the town's export to 
Flanders in general, although this export was other
wise totally forbidden in 1368.67 

I believe that this exemption was in the interest of 
Claus Limbek and his sons. Based on the possessions 
of their own and the fiefs, they obtained from the 

64 DiplDan, 4,2, no. 550 (1385, 8/2). 
65 DiplDan 4,2, no. 518 (1384, 24/11). 
66 H. Bruun: Claus Limbek, DBL vol. 9, 1981,45. 
67 DGK 2, p. 69 f, no. 22 (1368, 20/5). 
68 Cf. note 67, DBL p. 45 f. J. Kinch 1869,245 ff. Danmarks 
Adels Aarbog, 1902, 263 ff. 
69 See note 59. DiplDan 3, 3, no. 285 (1350, 13/5). 
70 P.Kr. Madsen 1980,2, 41 with references. Danmarks 
Kirker, Ribe Amt, 108. 
71 DiplDan 3, 7, no. 389 (1366, 5/6), cf. note 59. 
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Duke of Schleswig, the Danish king and the Counts 
of Holstein they ended up having more or less per
manent possession of larger parts of the Duchy of 
Schleswig and of South Western Jutland which lasted 
up until around 1425.68 

Claus Limbek was the owner of that cog which 
ran into troubles in Dordrecht in 1365, and in 1350 
the bishop ofRoskilde had promised him the bishop's 
own ship after his death.69 Limbek may have posses
sed and operated more than one vessel, and maybe 
his home base for this was in fact the town of Ribe. 
In 1350 Hans Limbek, who was an uncle of Claus, 
was buried in the Cathedral ofRibe.70 Relations con
cerning trade between Claus Limbek and Ribe were 
established before 1368, as forinstance in 1366, when 
the Town Council issued its letter of confirmation 
concerning the trouble Limbek had in order to reclaim 
his cog in Dordrecht.7 1 His family interests in the 
trade from Ribe seem clearly reflected in 1368, when 
Cl a us Limbek and his sons as lords of the castle and 
town ofRibe agreed to owe a certain Henrik Ander
sen, burgher of Ribe, the sum of 80 marks of silver 
which had been handed over to the Limbeks. 72 In turn 
Henrik Andersen got the right to enjoy the income of 
the royal customs of Ribe for the next four years. In 
addition, the Limbeks promised not to give up the 
castle or the town before the debt had been paid off
either by means of the custom income or directly by 
themselves. They also promised something quite un
usual- that no merchant should be allowed to export 
any goods from the two towns Varde and Ring
lrobing, unless they took the goods to Ribe and paid 
the customs there- that is, the town ofRibe could by 
this claim staple rights towards the other two towns. 73 

The Limbeks were at that time allies of the ene
mies ofthe Danish crown, and nobody knows whether 
Henrik Andersen would have been able to get his 
money back if the Holsatian Counts and their vassals 
lost control ofRibe. He eventually died in 1369, but 
the Limbek family stayed in the area. Henneke, the 
son ofClaus Limbek, gave back the fief and castle of 
Riberhus to Queen Margrethe in 1399 for the large 
sum of 8000 marks.74 

72 DiplDan 3, 8, no. 187 (1368, 617). 
73 In a way this should be compared to the outstanding privi
lege of 1292, which gained Ribe the free possession of the 
waters and beaches between List, Mando and Ribe etc., as well 
as the jurisdiction of this area, corresponding to the Town Code 
of Ribe- a kind of ,contado", so to say, DGK 2, 64f, no. 14/ 
Dip!Dan 2, 4, no. 82 (1292, 25/8). 
74 In 1388 Henneke and his wife Jutta planned to have their 
burials in the Cathedral of Ribe. He, however, was buried in 
Meldorf, being a victim of the battle at Meldorf on the 4th of 



Perhaps the document of 1368 shows an alliance 
between the actual lords of the Ribe area and an 
outstanding member or even a representative of the 
merchants of Ribe at that time. Henrik Andersen, 
who is known as a Town Councillor in 1368,75 was 
probably no ordinary burgher ofRibe. His first known 
relative- maybe his uncle -was perhaps that burgher 
ofRibe, J on Bonde, who in 13 3 5 declared to have got 
an estate in the parish of Framlev south of Arhus 
from the Chapter of Ribe.76 In return for that estate 
Jon Bunde promised to give the chapter another estate 
in the "syssel" ofVarde and to add to this something 
more, if the estate in Framlev proved to be of a grea
ter value. So he did six years later, in 1341 which was 
the year of his death, when a farm in the parish of 
Henne was laid out as a suitable compensation.77 

A few years later, that man appears in the sources 
who was the father of our Henrik Andersen. His name 
was Anders Bundesen, and perhaps he was related to 
Jon Bunde, maybe his younger brother. Anyway, in 
1351 Anders Bundesen was already a Town Coun
cillor of Ribe, when the son of Jon Bonde, called 
Hergert, conveyed him a stone-house of his on the 
eastern side of Gnmnegade in Ribe as well as yet 
another small stone-house in the back of the same 
plot which had its own free passage to the river.78 A 
year later Anders Bundesen had his acquirement of 
this whole property confirmed by the Town Council, 
who adds that Anders Bundesen had in fact had a 
mortgage in that same property of22 marks of silver 
from the widow and sons of Jon Bonde.79 What 
happened, was that a mortgage which the heirs of Jon 
Bonde had not been able to redeem, was now taken 
over by the unsatisfied holder. Even within a family 
such transactions are not uncommon. Now, the essen
tial thing is that Anders Bundesen could lend out the 
sum of 22 marks - and that the plot in question lies 
within that area ofRibe where the finds of imported 
pottery from the 12th and 13th century are most 
common. I told quite a lot about that in my lecture to 
the 1992 conference, asking whether this archaeo-

August 1404, Danmarks Kirker, Ribe Amt 108 f. In 1398 
Margrethe had paid adept of 2000 marks to Henneke, Rep I, nr. 
4228. Cf. note 68 and J. Kinch 1868, 245 ff. V. Etting 1986, 
137-138. 
75 DipiDan 3, 8, no. 221 (1368, 1/9), where he lends out 20 
marks of silver. 
76 DipiDan 2, 11, no. 205 (1335, 28/3). The estate was a wine
yeard, which meant, that its income was to be used for supplying 
the church with wine and bread for the Holy Communion. 
77 DiplDan 3,1, no. 136 (1341, 16/1). Jon Bunde had already 
sold the Framlev estate in order to pay his depts- concerning his 
death, see J. Kinch 1869, 179 and 214, note 2. 
78 DiplDan 3, 3, no. 497 {1351, 29/1 0). 
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logically-based indication of an older social topogra
phical division of the town might still be reflected in 
the 14th century.8° Furthermore we know that the 
stone-house in question was kept by the Bundesen 
family until1394, when the grandson of Anders, who 
was called Anders Henriksen - the son of course of 
that Henrik, who took over the royal customs income 
in 1368- sold it to the town ofRibe.81 The town used 
it as its town hall, and according to later descriptions 
it was- or became- a magnificent structure, consis
ting of no less than three storeys and with three large 
pinnacled gables towards the street- as we can ima
gine it from the prospect of Ribe by Braunius and 
Hogenberg from 1598. It is said that this house was 
originally the bourse ofRibe, and that its cellars were 
divided into store rooms of an equal size. The street 
which it belonged to is still called the street of the 
Groningers, Gmnnegade, and the presumed bourse is 
said to have been used primarly by the merchants of 
that town. 82 Again one must ask the question about 
the possible continuity between the High and the Late 
Middle Age social topography. 

Anders Bundesen, himself, did not live in the 
stone-house in Gmnnegade, but on the main street 
that is on the Dam which crosses the river. In 1361 he 
-with Claus Limbek and others -witnessed a docu
ment issued by the duke ofSchleswig,83 and there he 
is called burgher of Ribe and perhaps as the Ribe 
historian J. Kinch saw it, also an "armiger" which 
means that he was considered a member of the lower 
noble class- however, this remains a little doubtful.84 

But the way that Anders Bundesen appears with his 
wife on his brass effigy, certainly underlines the posi
tion he had and wanted to show. 85 The aspirations 
Anders may have had seem to have been fulfilled by 
his grandson, who had his own coat of arms in his 
seal matrix which he used in 1394, when selling his 
grandfather's stone-house in Gmnnegade.86 

Anders Bundesen then had been dead since 1363. 
This is the date which is given of his and his wife's 
magnificent golden brass which was placed on their 

79 DipiDan 3, 3, no. 597 (1352, 8/12). 
80 P.Kr. Madsen 1994,275. 
81 Kinch 1869, 212. 
82 P. Terpager 1736, 460. Cf. M. Ben card 1977 concerning the 
Town Hall and the role of the Bundesen family. P.A. Meilink 
1912,238 f. 
83 DiplDan 3, 6 no. 2 (1361, 9/1) with no traces of a seal of 
Anders Bundesen. 
84 The Latin "armiger" corresponds to Danish "vrebner", which 
may be translated as esquire or perhaps baronet. 
85 Concerning this and other Ribe brasses, see P.Kr. Madsen 
1980 and Danmarks Kirker, Ribe amt, 635 ff, both with references. 
86 See note 77. 
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grave in the Cathedral,87 The brass itself was destroy
ed in 1790-93, but a drawing shows it to have been an 
excellent example of the Flemish or Bruges school of 
brasses from the mid 14th century. It had its first 
position within that newly build chapel of St. Barbara 
which Anders Bundesen had erected on the northern 
side of the High Choir of the Cathedral. The founda
tion document is stilllmown in its full extent, issued 
by the Bishop, the Chapter of Ribe and the town in 
1363 shortly before Anders died.88 I shall not go into 
details about the wealth, out of which Anders created 
the financial substance for his eternal foundation. But 
yet another stone-house of the old Jon Bonde in 
Gnmnegade, now belonging to the Chapter, is men
tioned, and a separate bathhouse owned by Anders 
Bundesen opposite to this which he donates to the 
Cathedral, as well as estates in the village ofVilslev 
north of Ribe, valued 32 marks, which he had in 
mortgage from the knight Niels Bugge. No wonder 
that Anders Bundesen was not only a town coun
cillor, but that he also appears as the first known 
burgomaster ofRibe.89 

People like Jon and Hergert Bonde as well as the 
Bundesen family were certainly not ordinary burghers, 
nor may they have been totally representative of their 
fellow townsmen in Ribe. On the other hand - the 
main reason why we still do lmow a little about them 
is that some of their activity was directed towards the 
Cathedral of Ribe, whose archives are still kept to 
such a degree that details like this can occasionally be 
found. One might like to know about those other Ribe 
councillors, who chose to secure their aftermath and 
their souls by gifts to other institutions, whose archi
ves we do not know, for instance the two mendicant 
Friaries of Ribe. 

It should be remembered that even today the 
Cathedral ofRibe houses several supporting slabs of 
black or blue sandstone from Namur which were once 
wearing the same type of memorial brass as the one 
which commemorated Anders Bundesen and his wife. 
One of these carried the brass which was laid on the 
grave ofKing Christopher I (died 1259) somewhere 
in the middle ofthe 14th century. Others among them 
were perhaps destined for members of the clergy, but 
we do know for sure that at least one of them was 
commemorating another burgher of Ribe, and that 
yet another was made for Johannes Limbek (died 

87 P.Kr. Madsen 1980,2, 41. Danmarks Kirker, Ribe Amt, 
635ff. transcribes the Latin text. 
88 DipiDan 3, 6, no. 289 (1363, Jan 1st- July 6th). 
89 J. Kinch 1869,216. 
90 P.Kr. Madsen 1980,2, 41, cf. note 68 and 74. Danmarks 
Kirker, Ribe Amt 108. Ibid. p. 635 transcribes the Latin text and 
points out, that the primary position of the memorial in the 
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1350), and his wife or perhaps Henneke Limbek 
(died 1404) and his wife.90 

The existence of burghers using coat of arms, or 
being granted them by the king, is not unlmown.91 We 
cannot know, if some of them were in fact members 
offamilies from the hinterland, who had taken up the 
risky business of the merchants. In the Ribe area the 
preponderant power of the bishop almost totally de
stroyed what may have been left of High Medieval 
nobility, and some members of those families had in 
the 14th and 15th century no other chance than to 
become the bishop's bailifs or officers. This in its 
turn again made it possible for some of them to start 
reclimbing the stairs of society, but that is another, 
and later, story.92 

What we do lmow about the Bonde and Bundesen 
families by the middle and the later part of the 14th 
century, and their association with the powerful and 
enterprising clan of the Limbeks, brings us a glimpse 
of that outstanding level of burghers and lords, who 
- being active as merchants on a grand scale - did 
enjoy "the freedom of the merchants" in Ribe- as the 
Rezess of the Hansetag in Brugge 1407 puts it. By 
doing so, they attracted foreign Hanseatic merchants 
to Ribe - and by that they placed the town in such a 
position that the mere occurence of the question of 
Ribe merchants enjoying the benefits of the Hansa 
rights may at that time have been nothing but reason
able. A main point behind this seems to have been 
what was launched as the focal thesis of this paper: 
Ribe's participation in the trade between the Baltic 
and the North Sea - still the town was "Facing the 
North Sea", but that certainly did not mean that it was 
unaware of what happened behind its back. Maybe it 
moved along the long lines, playing the role of a 
Janus, so to say? 
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From: ,Het heilige Kruis en de Denensage te Breda "-with a translation into Danish by dr.phil Tue Gad lines 
97 to 130: 

Die canine hadde een scip doen reken 
daermen wonder af mocht spreken. 
In deenmerke bleef gheen soe vast. 

100 Daer in stont die scoenste mast. 
Diemen binnen noorweghen vant. 
Die ree dat zeyl ende dat ghevant 
ne mochte gheen man volprisen. 
Die canine hadde dat scip doen spisen 

105 dat soude hi node hebben ghelaten. 
Men droech daer bier in met vaten 
dat te lubeke was ghebrouwen. 
So dedemen oec te minen trouwen 
vele broets met groten sacken 

110 dat te ripen was ghebacken 
deensche baken deensche vlecken 
die harde dicke waren van specken 
rentvleesch ende scapen mede 
dat herde wit was inden snede 

115 wilbraet ende venisoene 
boter kese wit ende groene 
erweten ende bonen 

38 

die daer comen waren van sconen 
stocvissche ende makerel 

Kongen havde /adet udruste et skib 
som man omtalte med beundring. 
I Danmark var der intet (andet) sa strerkt. 
Deri stod den skenneste mast 
so m man fandt i Norge. 
Raen, sejlet og vanterne 
kunne ingen prise nok. 
Kongen havde ladet skibet proviantere, 
det kunne han nreppe have ladet vrere. 
Man bragte der fade med el ind 
som var brygget i Liibeck. 
Sa bragte man ogsa min tro 
meget bred i store srekke, 
det var bagt i Ribe, 
dansk bagvrerk, danske flreskesider, 
so m var meget tykke af sprek, 
okseked ogfar tillige, 
som var helt hvidt i snittet, 
vildt og venison, 
smer, ost hvid og gren, 
rerter og benner, 
so m var kommet fra SMne, 
stolifisk og makre/, 
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120 paeldringhe ende pinperneel 
soete water borninchout 
loec ayuyn asijn ende sout 
peper was comijn ende kersen. 
Van allen desen voersiden mersen 

125 was herde vele binnen den kiele 
op aventure oft gheviele 
dat si yewer waren versteken 
dat hem niet en mochte ghebreken 
si en hadden van allen binnen der boort 

130 recht oft ware in een poort. 

115: Venison er et andet ordfor vildt, maske hare. 

al og pimpernel, 
Jerskvand, brcendsel, 
log, ajuin, eddike og salt, 
peber, voks, kommen og kcerter. 
Af alle disse ncevnte varer 
var der vceldig mange i skiber, 
for det tilfcelde at det skulle ske, 
at de blev drevet et eller andet sted hen, 
sa de intet skulle mangle, 
men havde af alting om bord, 
ligesom om det var i en stad. 

118: Skane rimer pa bonner. Om det kun er certer og bonner, eller ogsa detforegaende, der kommer fra 
Skane, fremgar ikke. 

120: Pimpernel er en slags al. 
122: Ajuin er et andet ordfor log eller en anden slags log. 

APPENDIX2 

Danish merchants in English customs accounts of the middle ages 

1 MERCHANTS OF DENMARK IN ENGLISH PORTS IN THE EARLY FOURTEENTH CENTURY93 

Date Port 

1303 

8 Jun 

6Aug 

16Aug Boston96 

Shipper 

On the Orilaund,_inward 
Peter de Ripe 
Osgen de Ripe 
Pope de Ripe 

On the Orilaund, outward 

Goods 

'hey dukes', wadmal 
ashes, wadmal 
pitch, wadmal 

Peter de Ripe corn (bladum), other goods 
Osgen de Ripe lead, corn (bladum), other goods 

On the Cayserinne, master Henry de Hadresclive, inward 
Henry de Hadresclive boards 

On the same ship, outward 
Henry de Hadresclive salt 
Salamannus de Gutland 2!12 cloths without grain 

On the ship of Walter Stipel of Harderwijk, outward 

V al. in £sd 
sterling 

£52 
£24 
£2 

£38 
£24.10s. 

£28.16s. 

£28 

The said Walter lead £ 5 
Radulfur de Ripe lead, English cloth (pannus anglicanus) £33.10s. 

and 1 Y2 scarlet cloths 
Mathew de Grening' 

93 All the accounts are in the Public Record Office, London, 
and all are in Latin. They have been tabulated in English here. 
To provide the fullest context the whole recorded inward and 
outward cargoes have been given of ships with any apparent 
Danish merchants aboard. 
94 E122/93/2: 24 Feb 1303-26 June 1304. Possibly should be 
read Crilaund. (Listed as the "Crilaund" by 0. Ventegodt 1982, 

worsted cloth £2 

74. He writes that the five ships in his list were from Ribe, but 
this may not be so, cf. the following entry from Boston). 
95 Ibid. 
96 E122/5/7: 10 Feb-29 Sep 1303; printed in Gras, Customs 
System, 279. There is no trace ofRadu1fus with an inward cargo 
on this account. 
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5 Sep Boston97 On the ship of Saier de Ripe, inward 
John de Rode grey-work, wadmal, ashes £60 
Snithewynd wadmal, ashes, old cloth (veterus pannus) £30 

10 Sep Boston98 On the ship of Saier de Ripe, outward 
John de Rode lead, English cloth (pannus anglicanus) £30 

and 1 Yz scarlet cloths 
Snythe Wynd lead, corn (bladum), cloth £33 
Henry Suart' lead, corn (bladum) £34 
Hermann de Vale English cloth (pannus anglicanus) £23 

1304 

22 Apr Lynn99 On the ship of Reginald de Rypon, inward 
Godescalk de Nunore fish and oil £24 

On the ship of Reginald de Rypon, outward 
Godescalk de Nunore English cloth (pannus anglicanus) £24 

8May Lynn1oo On the Roukenbergh, inward 
Hisberk de Harderwijk wadmal £7.12s. 
Mathew de Denemark wadmal, ashes £90 

On the Roukenbergh, outward 
Hisberk de Harderwijk salt £7.12s. 

1305 

29Aug Blakeney101 On the Welifare, inward 
Falcone de Ripe old cloth (veterus pannus) £2.10s. 

14Nov Burnham102 On the Wilfare, inward 
Richard de Ripe nuts, herring £18 

1306 

23 May Blakeney103 On the Lichfot, inward 
Nicholas de Ripe rye £14 

no date Blakeney On the Lichfot, outward 
Nicholas de Ripe say £1.17s. 

2Dec Lynnlo4 On the Blyelef, outward 
Reyner de Rype 144 quarters of wheat £28.4s. 

2 pieces of say 16s. 
1310 

16 Sep Boston105 On the ship of John Stac ', outward 
Ringbold Teers 

Jacobus de Ripe 

97 E122/5/9: 10 Feb-29 Sep 1303; printed in Gras, Customs 
System, 298. 
98 E122/5/7: 10 Feb-29 Sep 1303; printed in Gras, Customs 
System, 285-6. 
99 E122/93/2: 24 Feb 1303-26 June 1304; if not an English
man, then Reginald de Rypon may be identified with Reyner de 
Rype at Boston in 1306. 
100 E122/93/2: 24 Feb 1303-26 June 1304. 
101 A member port of Lynn: E122/93/3: July 1304-29 Sept 
1307. (Inward listed as the ,Wilfaire" by 0. Ventegodt 1982, 74). 
102 A member port ofLynn: E122/93/3: July I 304-29 Sept 1307. 
103 A member port of Lynn: E122/93/3: July 1304-29 Sept 
1307. (Inward listed as the ,Lithfot" with wheat by 0. Vente
godt 1982, 74). 
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catskins, worsted cloth £13 
and 1 scarlet cloth 
English cloth ((pannus anglicanus) £3 
and 5 cloths ofBeverley 

104 E122/93/3: July 1304-29 Sept 1307. (Inward listed as the 
,Blyelefe" with wheat and wool cloth by 0. Ventegodt 1982, 74). 
105 E 122/6/8: 2 Aug-29 Sep 1310. There is no trace of Jacobus 
with an inward cargo on this account. 
106 El22/93117: 22 Jul 1322-1 Oct 1323; printed in Oven, 
King's Lynn, 359. (0. Ventegodt 1982, 74, lists a ship by the 
name ,Maynkyn" with herrings, wheat and barley and states, 
that no shipper is known). 
107 Ibid.; and 348. 
108 E122/148/31: 25 March 1326-26 Feb 1327: exports only. 
109 El22/96/36: 6 March 1456 to 24 January 1457. The cargo 
is given in the mixture of Latin and English vocabulary found 
in the record. 
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1323 

11 May Lynnto6 

12May Lynnto7 

On the ship of Maynkyn de Rypen, inward 
Maynkyn de Rypen 14 lasts of herring 

20 quarters ofbarley 
6 barrels of rye 

On the ship ofMaynkyn de Rypen, outward 
Maynkyn de Rypen in coin sterling 

£14 
£4 
£ 1 

£30 

1326 

15 Jul Yarmouth108 On the ship ofNicholas de Ripe, called the Gather, outward 
Ludekin de Ripe English cloth (pannus anglicanus) £12 

2 THE CARGO OF BORAS RYPE DE HANSE109 

The surname Rype is rare among aliens visiting England in the fifteenth century. It may indicate man ofRibe 
working from the town; or it may indicate that a family rom Ribe had emigrated to Hamburg or some other 
Hansard city taking their placename with them. 

1456 6 Aug at Lynn 

In nave Johannis Taunte 

Boras de Rype de Hanse pro 

2 doliis ferri 
32 wawe glasse 
3 last' osmond' 
4 barellis hony 
1 barell' cum spicid cakys 
12 sadilles 
1 barell' cum drynkyng glasys 
26 litill basons 
2 C 37 scopys 
1 cista cum 10 ellys et 2 peciis 
lewent 

£sd £sd 

10 C pitelyng5.0.0 

4.0.0 
20.0.0 
12.0.0 

1.0.0 
1.8 

13.4 
6.8 
6.8 
3.4 

10.0 
=43.11.8 

Other merchants aboard, all designated as of the Hanse and therefore paying lower Hansard custom duties, 
had the following goods: 

Hennyng Buryng de Hanse* woad, pitch, bitumen 14. 0.0 
Roloff Egbright de Hanse woad, osmund 14. 0.0 
Clays Amleger de Hanse wainscot, bitumen 2. 0.0 
Hans Snecoppe de Hanse woad, skins, linen, osmond, 

trenchers, tables, purses 34. 0.0 
Hans Piker de Hanse glasses, bottles 1. 0.0 
Rasmus Esken de Hanse** osmond, pitch 7.10.0 
Corte Gunshot' de Hanse lewent, 'skevens' 2. 0.0 
Hans Nelle de Hanse saddles, purses, buck skins, gloves 2. 1.8 
Luder White de Hanse glass, osmond, iron, lewent 12.10.0 
Johan Gorys de Hanse hemp, Flemish linen, featherbeds, 

cushions, skins, yam, etc. 10.18.0 
Waiter Gorys de Hanse kettles, pewter jars, old sheets etc 5.14.4 
Gerard Dusterhope de Hanse hats, glasses, slick-stones 1. 0.0 

Total value 150. 5.8 

* Of Hamburg; ** of So est; all others are recorded only on this ship, and are unidentified by Jenks, England, die Hanse, und Preussen, Ill. 
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Jonathan M. Wooding 

Long-distance Imports and Archaeological Models for 
Exchange and Trade in the Celtic West AD 400-800 

The 'Exchange and Trade' session at the first 
'Medieval Europe' conference, five years ago, was the 
occasion of a sustained assault upon the prevailing 
model of exchange and trade in western Britain, Ire
land and Scotland in the pre-Viking period (hence
forth, for convenience, the 'Celtic West', with due 
deference to the shortcomings of this term). At that 
1992 session David Griffiths presented a brief criti
que of the tendency for archaeological discussion to 
focus on the evidence for long-distance exchange at 
the expense of investigation of short-distance resour
ce gathering and redistribution (Griffiths 1992b ). 
Peter Hill ( 1992) presented detailed evidence of re
sources which had evidently been gathered to Whit
horn through traffic along the Solway and contrasted 
these with the proportionately smaller site-presence 
of goods, notably imported ceramics and glass, which 
had arrived through long-distance traffic. The latter, 
though a large assemblage by insular standards, he 
saw to be of less economic importance than the 
material from local sources. Thus, along with Grif
fiths, he proceeded to question the preoccupation of 
most studies of exchange and trade in the Celtic West 
with the long-distance imports (e.g. Dark 1997). My 
own contribution on that occasion was to re-examine 
some of the research issues concerning long-distance 
ceramic and glass imports, and to strongly question 
the tendency to see some of them, notably the glass 
imports, as evidence of'production' (Wooding 1992; 
also 1996, 83ff). 

The reception of the polemical views outlined in 
the 1992 session has so far been limited. This may in 
part be due to their development in short papers in 
relatively obscure publications (Griffiths 1992a, 
1992b, 1994; Hill 1992- but note Hill forthcoming). 
Harold Mytum has added some judicious observa
tions along similar lines in his broad post-processual 
analysis of material life in early Christian Ireland 
(Mytum 1992, esp. 252ff), but there has been only 
limited debate on exchange except where it pertains 
to the more lively debate on urbanism (for biblio
graphy see Etchingham 1996, 137-8). In most res
pects the status quo on exchange and trade is still 

where it was in 1992. Five years on, then, I would 
like reconsider this debate with respect to the im
ports. Has 'external trade become central to an all
embracing social model in archaeological research' 
(Griffiths 1994, 187)? In what ways may it have pre
vented us from formulating other pertinent questions 
concerning exchange and trade in the Celtic West? 

It must be accepted from the outset that, whatever 
the circumstances of its adoption into models of eco
nomy or cultural intervention, the evidence of exter
nal exchange, in the form of ceramic and glass im
ports in particular, remains central to archaeological 
research in the Celtic West, as these are our primary 
diagnostic artefacts for sites in the AD400-800 
bracket. The Celtic West in this period was essen
tially anumismatic and the alternatives of materials 
for dendrochronological or radiocarbon dating are 
neither as accessible or consistently present as cera
mic and glass fragments. It is therefore an obvious, 
but still pertinent, point to make that some aspects of 
the dating of Hill's evidence for local exchange at 
Whithorn would not be possible without the evidence 
of long-distance imports. The Mediterranean dishes 
and amphorae, palaeochretienne grise, E ware and 
'Merovingian' glass vessels found at sites such as 
Whithorn are, in Charles Thomas' words, a 
'chronological liferaft' (Thomas 1976, 255; see 
Wooding 1996, 41-92 for recent discussion of dating 
issues). What Griffiths and Hill are questioning, how
ever, is not the centrality of the detritus of external 
trade to the dating of other economically significant 
evidence, but whether this dependence on imports for 
establishing archaeological chronology may have 
exaggerated the potential role of overseas contacts in 
economy and in social transformation. Has such a 
confusion arisen? 

Through the work of, in particular, David Peacock, 
and more recently Richard Hodges, the distributions 
of ceramics of all types have become accepted as 
evidence of trade and 'indicators through characteri
sation' (Hodges 1989)- and, as such, central to criti
que of models of trade in the late-Roman and sub
Roman eras. It might be argued, however, that in 
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such critique their most valuable role has not been as 
indicators of representative trade patterns. Rather, 
their primary importance has been to provide a chro
nological platform from which to demonstrate dis
continuity in such sweeping models as the Pirenne 
Thesis (Hodges & Whitehouse 1989; Fulford & Pea
cock 1984). Arnold (1983), reviewing Hodges' work, 
has rightly observed that the link between transpor
tation of ceramics and trade should not be exagger
ated. Marx- thinking in terms of tool-making indus
tries and the Three Age system (Marx 1930, 172) -
stressed that the importance of archaeology was that 
it focused attention on production, through uncover
ing its 'osseous systems' (tools). What we are dealing 
with in the imported ceramics, however, is not evi
dence of the osseous systems, but of the 'vascular' 
systems (containers and distribution mechanisms) of 
production, which Marx saw as less representative of 
entire economic processes. Marx's distinction, if made 
with no profound knowledge of archaeology, still 
serves as a worthy reminder that the imported cera
mics need to be clearly related to a context of con
sumption or production before being taken as evidence 
of trade per se. Mytum, for example, while down
playing the centrality of ceramics to economic debate, 
accepts their utility 'because they can be provenan
ced, their distributions plotted and the mechanics of 
trade and distribution suggested' (Mytum 1992, 252). 
Can we always be certain, however, that trade is indi
cated? Or, indeed, can we be sure that such routes as 
are indicated had more than marginal social or econo
mic importance? 

The focus on external trade to the Celtic West 
arises from models which pre-date the modern inter
est in ceramics and trade. The interest in the possibi
lity that there was trade in elite commodities to the 
Celtic West commenced with Heinrich Zimmer's 
'Weinhandel' thesis ( 1909-1 0). Zimmer argued that 
Ireland and western Britain maintained large-scale 
trading links with the Continent in an unbroken con
tinuity from the pre-Roman era. It was assumed, per
haps on the basis of Polybius' testimony that Celts 
were always 'greedy for wine', that Roman goods and 
tastes would have been well established amongst Iron 
Age elites in Ireland by contacts with Roman traders. 
Zimmer's thesis played much the same role in insular 
studies as Henri Pirenne's did in studies of sub-Roman 
Europe, by arguing that these 'Roman' market de
mands and supply of these demands carried over vir
tually unchanged into the sub-Roman era and beyond. 
Zimmer's method was heavily coloured by Momm
sen's positivist model of history (on Zimmer and 
Mommsen see 6 Luing 1994, 259).1n the absence of 
actual diplomatic sources, much emphasis was pla
ced upon the selective use of hagiography (on the 
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'historical' edition of which for the MGH see Know
les 1962, 3-32; for subsequent studies on this model, 
see Levison 1948, lff; Doehaerd 1978, 149ff) and 
even heroic literature as evidence of gesellschaft, 
which because of the demands of their genres includ
ed references to wine and other elite goods, perhaps 
disproportionate to their historical presence, as well 
as to mariners travelling long distances, often with 
convenient bounty. Hodges' critique of Pirenne's 
thesis, that 'documentation central to his model is 
limited and, to some extent, ambivalent' (Hodges 
1989, 7), can be applied mutatis mutandis to Zimmer's 
thesis (Wooding 1996, 32-34). The references which 
Zimmer saw as indicating continuous contact over 
several centuries can now, especially with the assis
tance of ceramic distributions and chronologies, be 
seen to indicate a range of quite differing patterns of 
contact from century to century (Wooding 1996, 
1997). This revision of Zimmer's model of continu
ing Roman trade is similar to the revision which was 
made to Pirenne's model of continuing sub-Roman 
east-west trade in the light of sixth-century ceramic 
sequences- of which those found in the Celtic West 
are a subset (Fulford & Peacock 1984, 259ff). 

With its focus on trade, Zimmer's thesis, like 
Pirenne's, subsequently played a greater role in 
archaeology than in history, as historians of the Celtic 
West, even more than their continental counterparts, 
came to focus on problems of source edition and 
intellectual history at the expense of economic his
tory (Byrne 1971, 1-2; Davies 1983, 67-68). In the 
1930s the Harvard Archaeological Mission in Ire
land, under Hugh Hencken, along with the associated 
work of Se{m P. 6 Riordain, turned up numerous finds 
of the ceramic types which were to become known 
(after Radford 1956) as 'A' (now 'PRS and ARS': 
Phocaean and African Red Slipwares), 'B' (Medi
terranean amphorae) and 'E' (Gaulish) wares. These 
were tied to the commodity trading model provided 
by Zimmer- though initially only to the 'wine trade' 
in a vague sense, without explicit or detailed refer
ence to Zimmer's model (6 Riordain 1947, 70). 

It would be fair to say that there was little macro
scopic debate on the political or maritime contexts of 
the importation of these wares, which were found in 
increasing numbers throughout the region from the 
1950s onwards. Research initially by 6 Riordain 
(with the advice ofMortimer Wheeler, Gerald Dun
ning and Donald Harden), and then by Ralegh Rad
ford, Charles Thomas and Bemard Wailes, followed 
the reasonable policy of seeking parallels abroad in a 
range oflocations- though direct references to Zim
mer's thesis show how much these researchers 
ultimately came to be guided by his basic model 
(Radford 1956, 67; Peacock & Thomas 1967, 39; 
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Thomas 1976, 252-253). Ironically, as recent studies 
have noted (James 1982; Wooding 1997), these refer
ences take account of Zimmer's largely discredited 
model of cultural diffusion as much as his evidence 
for trade qua trade. The focus on religious exchange 
and ecclesiastical sources in Zimmer's thesis may 
have encouraged subsequent speculation that the im
ports had a specifically 'Christian' character. The 
personal interests ofRadford, however, as well as the 
concurrent tendency to label the period AD400-800 
'EarlyChristian' (Graham 1993, 19),maybeequally 
responsible. The 'Christian' importation theory, which 
was based on circumstantial details such as the occur
rence of the imports on 'monastic' sites and the pre
sence of Christian symbols on a minority of the finds, 
was later demolished by Burrow (1973), as part ofhis 
rejection ofTintagel as a monastic site. 

In this somewhat distracted archaeological debate, 
the arrival of the substantivist critique in the Celtic 
West was more an historical than an archaeological 
revolution. The lack of coins from the Celtic West 
had largely excluded the region from wider debates 
regarding sub-Roman trade, such as the all-important 
polemic of Morrison (1963) on Pirenne's idea of 
'international' economic structures, and the critique 
by Grierson (1959) of the assumption that all exchange 
equalled 'trade'. Not until two decades later would 
Charles Doherty (1980) make a similar critique of 
exchange and trade in the Celtic West. Doherty iden
tified the potential evidence for levelling mecha
nisms in Irish documentary sources and this evidence 
has been developed subsequently in the work of 
Gerriets (1983; 1987) and Patterson (1991). Doherty 
also noted the evidence for a range of goods in legal 
definitions of ships' cargoes, of which wine is only 
one many items discussed (see Wooding 1996, 32-4, 
69-70; 1997, 69-71 ). This, along with subsequent post
processual theoretical debate, has been held to sug
gest that Irish society, at least, may even have been 
too tightly controlled to permit of conventional trade 
driven by external contacts (e.g. Mytum 1992, 261). 

Should we downplay the importance of external 
trade in the Celtic West? The narrowness of some of 
the questions asked in the 1950s through 1980s should 
not lead us to abandon the subject altogether. Ethno
genesis cannot be held to explain the entire range of 
cultural changes which occurred in the Celtic West in 
the Roman and sub-Roman periods. Some changes
the arrival of Christianity must be one of these -
occurred through external contact, and evidence for 
external trading contacts must be accepted as having 
the potential to explain some aspects of this process. 
Griffiths, for example, comments that the evidence of 
Roman contact with Ireland is not very substantial in 
archaeological terms and he interprets the finds from 

around Dublin Bay, for example, as 'primarily the 
result of interchange of people (such as migrants and 
mercenaries) rather than any substantial trade' ( Grif
fiths 1994, 184). Finds from sites in North County 
Dublin, however, mostly unpublished, suggest that we 
do not yet have a sufficiently representative picture 
of the archaeology of this area to downplay external 
contacts and their influence. The quantity of material 
from Loughshinney (Warner 1995, 26 for discussion 
of the site) is especially suggestive of strong Roman 
commercial contact and this supports evidence from 
historical and onomastic sources (e.g. Mac an Bhaird 
1991-2) for Romano-British traffic centring on the 
east and south east of Ireland. A few finds, then, may 
dramatically change our thinking on the importance 
of external contacts. 

There are other areas in the study of external con
tacts in which we are far from having said the last 
word. Post-Pirenne, the debate concerning long-dis
tance traffic in Europe became fixated on monetary 
policy- a line of approach suggested by Pirenne him
self. This to some extent excluded discussion of con
tacts in terms of any process except commerce and 
effectively excluded the- anumismatic- Celtic West 
from discussion. Only A.R. Lewis, in a series of 
mostly confused studies (e.g. Lewis 1978), was willing 
to see in the Celtic West an impact of the same 
policies by European monarchs as affected currency 
and trade across Western Europe. The presence in the 
Celtic West of imports of probable Byzantine origin 
in the sixth century, and Gaulish imports in the late 
sixth through seventh, parallels possible evidence for 
Byzantine (Whitehouse 1992) and Gaulish (Wood 
1991) influence upon Anglo-Saxon England in the 
corresponding centuries. The goods found from the 
Celtic west are not the same sorts of imports of valu
able metalwork and coins found at sites such as 
Sutton Hoo, and they may have come in through con
nections of a quite different character. lflan Wood 
( 1991, 13) would describe Frankish influence in East 
Anglia as evidence of 'the world dominated by the 
Franks' in the seventh century, however, we might 
also consider the presence of Gaulish wares in the 
west as broadly suggestive of the same influence 
(Wooding 1996, 66-8). Equally, the presence ofEast
ern ceramics on sites in the Celtic West in the sixth 
century must be suggestive of what we might term 
the 'world dominated by Justinian'. 

IfGriffiths is correct to say that the importance of 
external contacts is overrated, it must be said that the 
manner in which they have been overrated has in 
these cases studiously avoided some pertinent ques
tions. Discussion of the eastern imports frequently 
sought an historical dimension in a fanciful story of 
a storm-driven Byzantine merchant (for recent dis-
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cussion see Knight 1995, 45; Wooding 1997, 82), but 
it was not until 1989 that these imports were con
sidered in the light of more historical evidence for the 
influence of Justinian's policy in the West (Fulford 
1989). In such cases we should not throw the baby 
out with the bathwater. There is nothing incompatible 
in this with Griffiths' ideal. These contacts merit study 
their own right, not as an assumed backdrop of con
tinuous commerce which acts as a deus ex machina 
in cultural debates. Raftery (1969, 199) was unwise 
to deny the possibility of direct links to the Medi
terranean altogether in the period AD400-800, but he 
was justifiably critical of the tendency to see inter
ventionist contacts as the cause of every exotic
seeming feature of insular culture. Analysis of these 
contacts in a broad context of economy and society 
will better define the limits of their cultural impact. 
Putting their study to one side will not. 

Griffiths, Hill and Mytum, however, rightly stress 
that the imports themselves have become too central 
to all debates concerning exchange; reanalysis must 
seek to remove itself from the tendency to see the 
imports as indicating economic activity. An example 
of this problem is the application of the theoretical 
terminology which attempts to identify 'gateway 
communities', 'ports of trade' and emporia in the 
Celtic West- though it must be noted that few such 
discussions have so far gone beyond superficial 
parallels. Richard Hodges would identify Dalkey 
Island as a likely exchange site in terms of the model 
which argues for the inherent social neutrality of 
islands and the degree of control that a ruler could 
exercise in terms of access routes to the site (Hodges 
1978, 115). The evidence for regular occupation of 
the island in the period AD400-800 (Liversage 1967-
8, 165) and the range of imports present- including 
Mediterranean wares, E ware and glass - adds some 
weight to this argument, though in view of the variety 
evinced in the morphology of high-status sites in 
Ireland this site, which is a promontory fort on the 
northern tip of the island, might also be explained 
simply as a highly defensible settlement site. In the 
case of both Dalkey and Nendrum, the other fre
quently cited 'port of trade' (Hodges 1989, 67; Gra
ham 1993, 24), one suspects that the fact that both 
sites are islands with imported artefacts is the prin
cipal basis for identifying them as such (which is the 
conclusion ofMytum 1992, 263). In the case ofNen
drum, its supposed find ofE ware can now be shown 
to be a later medieval ware. Does the absence of E 
ware leave any other strong criterion for seeing Nen
drum as a trading site? Certainly Nendrum has evi
dence of craft production which may be early medie
val, but this is true of other monastic sites (Ryan 
1988) and the dating of the evidence from Nendrum 
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to the AD400-800 bracket is questionable without the 
Eware. 

Alan Lane's identification of Dunadd as a 'gate
way community' to Dalriada commands greater atten
tion, based on his and Ewan Camp bell's important 
discoveries over several years work at the site, as 
well as the location of the site on a key portage (Lane 
1994, 1 09ff; Wooding 1996, 1 07). Whether the func
tioning ofDunadd in this role is more than a process 
of geographical circumstance, by which occasional 
imports - such as key pigments for use in eccle
siastical art (Lane 1994, 111) - passed through the 
site, may remain to be proved from further regional 
study. That the quantity of E ware at Dunadd is 
greater than from any other site (Lane 1994, 1 09), for 
example, could certainly have been determined by 
the greater scale of excavation at Dunadd than at 
most other sites in the Celtic West. This seemingly 
large quantity of evidence for external trade at 
Dunadd should not then distract attention from the 
extensive evidence for local production and redistri
bution within the Hebridean zone (Harding 1990, 
7ft), to which Dunadd, as a 'gateway community' for 
occasional imports, may be peripheral. Here Hill's 
critique seems especially relevant. 

The presence of scatters of glass and other finds in 
sixth/seventh contexts in the Celtic West draws mis
leading comparison with similar detritus on trading 
sites in eastern Britain, or with sites from later periods. 
Recent study of the glass finds from the Celtic West 
by Campbell and others (Campbell 1995; Wooding 
1996, 44ft), however, has disproved the long-held 
thesis that they were imported as 'cullet' - i.e. in a 
fragmentary state for use in production of artefacts 
decorated with glass. Henderson and Ivens (1992) 
further, have questioned the centrality ofthe recycling 
of the fragments of imported glass to the decorative 
glass industries in the Celtic West. This removes the 
glass imports from any inherent value-adding pro
cess. Similar cases of artefacts which have been 
described as 'reworked' or found in a context of value
adding may be noted. Finds of Samian ware in frag
mentary form from early medieval contexts now 
suggest that it was brought in as fragments to be used 
as relics (Lynn 1984, 29ft). No convincing argument 
has yet been made that these objects were reworked 
on site or used in any production process. Sherds of 
Bi (Peacock & Williams Class 43) amphorae have 
been found reworked into discs (e.g. Rahtz 1974, 110, 
fig. 3, no. 20). These were in fact reworked off-site 
and came to Britain as stoppers for filled amphorae 
(cf. Bass & Van Doorninck 1982, 160-161). Again 
their insular economic context is passive in produc
tion terms- the recycling took place abroad. There is 
a tendency - inherited from the study of prehistoric 
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industries - to present glass vessels and even cera
mics in archaeological reports as substances, rather 
than the remains of objects. In fact, however, it is 
increasingly being shown that materials such as the 
glass were being imported as objects of use which 
had no direct connection to local production. The 
disproving of Harden's thesis must be seen as having 
wide implications for the assumptions which have 
been made regarding the functions of find sites in the 
Celtic West. On an emporium in eastern England, or 
Viking Age Ireland, the fragmentary remains of glass 
or even ceramics may be seen in the context of an on
site production process. Here they cannot. 

The exclusion of imports from possible processes 
of production might be held to suggest that they 
arrived in relatively culturally-neutral contexts. Name
ly they were either pre-purchased and therefore had a 
proscribed consumer context; or, perhaps, they were 
sold at point of importation on a speculative basis. 
Any individual reuse of the vessels which was made 
is hence relatively unimportant in economic terms. 
Yet at times the discussion in archaeological reports 
has an air of special pleading in seeking a socially 
consistent context of reuse (e.g. Liversage 1967-8, 
167). The same is also true of many artefact reports 
which attempt to define odd or damaged pieces as 
attempts at 'local copies' of imports. Such specula
tions perhaps hint at a discomfort with the idea that 
imported goods do not have an 'impact' in terms of 
promoting production or social change. 

E ware has only lately come to be appreciated in 
terms of its actual form: a coarseware, in the form of 
'cooking pots', beakers, plates, pitchers and small 
jars. The social function which these pots were ex
pected to perform has too often been treated as inci
dental to the contacts which they indicate, probably 
from western Gaul in the seventh century, which have 
been inevitably ascribed to the 'wine trade' (Wood
ing 1988). Campbell, in a mostly as yet unpublished 
study, has identified patterns of staining onE ware 
vessels, which he argues may imply that they were 
not used for cooking, or at least not consistently so. 
On the basis of this Campbell has argued instead that 
these imports entered Britain as containers for valu
able commodities (see Lane 1994, 110). The assump
tion that these vessels are kitchen wares is rightly 
questioned (Lane 1994, 110). The idea that they were 
mainly containers, however, is not conclusive either 
and it is probably safest for the moment not to 
attempt to link them too closely to the processes of 
trade or production. Ei and Eii vessels are not self
evidently containers, for all that Ei would make a 
suitable vessel for such relatively stable substances 
as honey, or even perhaps salt. It should be observed 
that whereas the other Mediterranean imports have a 

definite context as containers abroad, this not demon
strable in the case of E ware in any Gaulish context. 
Campbell's close analysis of the vessels, which con
tains valuable references to a range of other imports, 
is yet to be published, however, and may have more 
to add to the picture so far presented. 

The problem here still might reside in the attempt 
to explain the E ware vessels in terms of the econo
mics of the 'trade' which brought them in. Compa
rison with the Mediterranean wares may be mislead
ing, if made on the assumption that, being external 
trade goods, they have more in common with each 
other in economic terms than they do with other 
objects in use in the society around them. Caroline 
Earwood has looked for parallels between E ware 
forms and the forms of lathe-turned wooden vessels 
of seventh-century date in Scotland and Ireland 
(Earwood 1990, 85). None of these parallels is so 
close, however, as to make the exercise entirely 
conclusive and here we might question the need to 
place the imported E ware at the beginning of a 
sequence of production. This might imply that the 
appearance of E ware brought about market changes 
which eventually necessitated the finding of alter
natives to supplement or replace it. The appearance 
of E ware in the seventh and eighth centuries might 
be better explained, however, in terms of a broad 
change in consumer patterns- which may occur with 
only subsequent reference to the imports. Here is 
where Griffiths' critique is salutary. Finbar McCor
mick's researches would suggest a pattern of econo
mic change across this period, with greater hierarchy 
emerging (McCormick 1995; Graham 1993, 21ff). A 
text such as Crith Gablach, written around the eighth 
century, details household structures involving many 
small vessels (Wooding 1988; 1996, 82). The emer
gence oflocal ceramics soon after the appearance of 
E ware, in the form of Souterrain Ware, along with 
the wooden vessels, might suggest in broad terms a 
market demand for a variety of small vessels which 
were not previously needed. To attempt to identify E 
ware amongst these, or to argue for its causal in
fluence on some forms, would perhaps be to assume 
that E ware is closer in economic terms to the cause, 
rather being simply one of the many indicators, of 
this process of change. This may be to overrate the 
influence of coarse pottery with a relatively limited 
distribution. 

The hierarchical nature oflrish society may have 
put strong limitations on the functioning of external 
exchange. There are sufficient sources of evidence 
for goods in transit, however, that we must assume 
commercial movement of goods. Who was ordering 
such goods and how? Recent debate has tended to 
favour the idea that a network of high-status secular 
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sites was responsible (Thomas 1988, 1990; Lane 1994, 
112). Fragments of an early Irish law text Muirbretha 
('sea judgements') imply that importation of goods to 
designated persons was legally possible, providing for 
penalties to the crown when they went elsewhere 
(Wooding 1996, 68ff; an edition is in preparation). In 
the light of this it is reasonable to accept the archae
ological arguments for royal jurisdiction over trade 
(e.g. Lane 1994). To claim that trade was controlled 
by royalty on the basis of distributions of imports, 
however, is not an end in itself. We must not limit 
discussion to the distribution processes of the im
ports. Burrow disputed the exclusivity of the model 
whereby the imported ceramics were understood as 
'religious' in association, a view which he questioned 
in terms of their occurrence on a majority of sites 
without overtly religious function. The legacy of his 
polemic, however, has perhaps been the questionably 
critical model whereby one simply adds up the 
number of sites where such ceramics are found and 
dissects them in terms of a 'secular/religious' dicho
tomy. This cannot be taken as disproving a role of 
religious networks in importation or distribution and 
Mytum has argued that the religious community was 
in many ways well placed to play a role in impor
tation. In the light of our still poor understanding of 
the structure and practice of early Christianity in the 
Celtic West we cannot even safely assume that a 
hillfort, for example, may not have been the setting 
for some religious practice or residence. The site at 
Whithorn, at which historical reasons suggest church 
control in the period AD500-700, is one of the few 
sites which has so far demonstrated evidence of value
added production. This seems to add weight to the 
idea that we need to consider distributions in more 
than morphological equations, but in a network of 
hinterland relations and with some attempt at a pic
ture of the social-economy as a whole. 

In conclusion, we may not be too critical of a field 
in which a handful of workers have rightly prioritised 
the study of imports which are central to the inter
pretation of field archaeology. Nonetheless, Griffiths' 
and Hill's critiques have a great deal to offer in the 
interpretation of a regional archaeology that has made 
external contacts central to a social model, at the 
expense, perhaps, even of a full understanding of the 
imports themselves. 
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Francesca Carrada 

La Sardegna porto del Mediterraneo occidentale: 
le presenze ceramiche in eta giudicale ed aragonese 

La Sardegna, grazie alla sua posizione geografica, 
fin dall'epoca preistorica ha avuto una fondamentale 
importanza nei commerci marittimi del Mediterraneo 
occidentale1• Cio ha necessariamente comportato, anche 
nel periodo oggetto del presente studio, 1' opportunita 
di frequente contatto con genti e merci delle piu sva
riate provenienze. Una traccia materiale di queste fre
quentazioni, che ovviamente hanno portato a conta
minazioni culturali reciproche, e la presenza in Sar
degna di ceramiche provenienti da varie e differenti 
regioni geografiche e culturali, ma anche la testimo
nianza di prodotti sardi che imitavano le novita che 
di volta in volta giungevano d'oltremare2

• 

11 periodo oggetto del presente studio comprende 
un arco cronologico ampio circa sei secoli, in quanto 
le prime tracce documentarie dei giudicati sardi risal
gono all'inizio del X secolo, mentre la data del1479 

I 
Fig.l. C) 

I 

puo essere considerata, per convenzione e praticita di 
lavoro, il momento di passaggio dalla dominazione 
catalano-aragonese, nei paesi soggetti alia Corona 
d' Aragona, a quella propriamente detta spagnola3• 

Molti aspetti del mondo giudicale4 sono ancora 
poco conosciuti e fra questi bisogna annoverare cio 
che comunemente e indicato con il termine di "cul
tura materiale". In particolar modo le testimonianze 
ceramiche sono ben poche e controverse sono spesso 
le relative datazioni ed attribuzioni a precise aree di 
produzione5

• Ad esempio, all'attenzione degli archeo
logi che studiano il medioevo sardo si e da circa 
vent'anni imposta la ceramica comune dipinta in 
rosso o bruno, rappresentata da forme chiuse (anfo
rette o brocchette ), con superficie estema ricoperta da 
leggero ingobbio o solo schiarita in cottura e decora
zione geometrica o a disordinate spirali che invadono 

La bibliografia su questo argomento e amplissima, si vedano in particolare per il periodo medievale e la vasta bibliografia 
precedente Simbula 1993 e Tangheroni 1996. 
2 11 presente studio si basa esclusivamente sull' edito che offra documentazione grafica o fotografica dei materiali citati, riman
dando ad altra sede la verifica di tutte queUe notizie sintetiche di rinvenimenti che nori permettono una valutazione comparativa dei 
pezzi. In considerazione de11e norme redazionali di questi pre-atti, pen), solo una piccola parte de11e ceramiche citate potra essere 
illustrata: si rimanda pertanto a11e fotografie presenti ne11a bibliografia indicata per i singoli contesti. 
3 Su1le vicende storiche e politiche de11a Sardegna giudicale e cata1ano-aragonese si vedano AA.W. 1987 e Casula 1990. 

D 'altra parte, considerato il fatto che i tre giudicati di Torres ( o Logudoro ), Cagliari e Ga1lura cessano di esistere entro la m eta del 
XIII secolo, mentre que11o d' Arborea sopravvivera loro per quasi due secoli (fino a] 1420), bisogna essere cauti ne11'uso generico 
dell'aggettivo "giudicale" in riferimento a queste quattro realta politiche, economiche e sociali in molti aspetti differenti, specificando 
sempre ambito geografico e cronologico al quale ci si riferisce di volta in volta. 
5 Per una rassegna dei rinvenimenti si veda Marini & Ferru 1993, 18-21. 
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Fig. 2. 

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5. 
10 

Fig. 6. 

Si veda da ultimo Dadea 1995, ma gia Giuntella 1988 da cui 
e tratto il disegno della Fig. I. 
7 Pani Ermini 1984, 117 ed accenno in Spanu 1992, 70 e 65, 
fig. 46. 

Forse e il caso del pezzo di Oristano in Depalmas 1991, 
204, Tav. Ill, 8 e dei frammenti ricomposti ed integrati ora al 
Museo di Sardara e provenienti da S. Maria is Acquas, localita 
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Fig. 3 ... 

pancia, spalla, colla ed anse (Fig. 1)6
• La cronologia 

ad essa relativa e ancora dubbia: in base a confronti 
tipologici la si colloca fra i1 secolo XI ed il XIII circa, 
ma a parte il caso cagliaritano di P.zza S. Cosimo7, 

laddove i frammenti sono in strati datati ai secoli XI
XII, ci troviamo davanti a rinvenimenti di superficie 
o non definibili cronologicamente con precisione da 
contesto8

• Non tutti gli studiosi sono concordi nel 
considerarla una produzione isolana, preferendo al
cuni sottolineare 1' analogia fra questi materiali ed 
esemplari realizzati in Italia meridionale. 

La ceramica comune non decorata di epoca alto
giudicale (IX-XI) sembra invece rappresentata (nell' 
edito) solo da due brocchette monoansate rinvenute a 
Comus9

: la prima ha corpo biconico, orlo trilobato ed 
ansa a nastro, mentre la seconda e piu tozza, dal pro
fila piriforrne, bocca trilobata ed ansa a sezione ellit
tica. La stessa classe ceramica e mol to piu citata nelle 
pubblicazioni riguardanti contesti tardomedievali, ma 
purtroppo di rado viene illustrata in disegni e foto
grafie, limitandosi gli studiosi ad accennare alla pre
senza di tali materiali in relazione ad altri normal
mente piu significativi dal punto di vista cronolo
gico10. 

Ben piu diffusa e di notevole interesse e la cera
mica comune con decorazione incisa realizzata con 
un pettine o con una stecca sull 'impasto ancora fresco. 
La datazione e incerta e le testimonianze provengono 
da numerosi contesti in tutta 1 'isola. Gli Autori che ne 
propongono una datazione si riferiscono ad alcuni 
frammenti recuperati in corso di scavo in loc. Corte 
Auda, nel territorio di Senorbi (Ca), da alcune fosse 

compresa ne I territorio sardarese. Anche i frarnmenti segnalati in 
agro di Dolianova, Loc. Casinedda, provengono da raccolta di 
superficie: cfr. Salvi 1989, 35. 

In Giuntella 1986, 145-146, fig. 11, Tavv. LXXI-LXXIV, 
LXXIX.2, LXXXIX.3. Le Figg. 2 e 3 qui riprodotte sono tratte 
dalla pubblicazione teste citata. 
10 Una "mappatura" dei rinvenimenti relativi a questa classe 
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di scarico11 e ad altri raccolti in superficie a Cagliari, 
in loc. Predio Ibba12

• In ambedue i casi gli studiosi 
hanno suggerito l'attribuzione al periodo "proto-giu
dicale" (X-XI secolo ca)13

• 

Le ceramiche invetriate sono molto diffuse e 
costituiscono un gruppo alquanto eterogeneo sia per 
caratteristiche morfologico-funzionali sia per tecniche 
ed aree di produzione. 

La brocchetta invetriata con decorazione appli
cata "a pigne" (la cd. Forum Ware) conservata al 
Museo "Sanna" di Sassari e uno dei non numerosi 
esemplari di questo tipo importati in Sardegna14 • 

Numerosi frammenti di ceramiche invetriate pro
vengono dal sito della capitate giudicale di S. Igia, a 
Cagliari, e si collocano fra 1 'XI ed il XIII secolo, 
mentre non meglio datati, ma certo posteriori al XII 
secolo, sono quelli rinvenuti durante gli scavi nel 
sagrato antistante la Cattedrale di Oristano15

• 

Dagli scavi condotti nel castello di Monreale pro
vengono vari tipi morfologico-funzionali di materiali 
invetriati 16

• Fra queste vi sono bacini troncoconici 
con fondo piano, pareti leggermente estroflesse ed 
orlo mol to ingrossato verso I 'estemo, ingobbiati e 
ricoperti di vetrina verde piu o meno brill ante all' 
interno: i diametri sono variabili fra i 22 ed i 43 cm. 
e una buona percentuale di esemplari e dotato di una 
coppia di fori passanti sul bordo. Materiali diretta
mente confrontabili per forme ed impasto (rosso, 
duro e vacuoloso, con chamotte ed inclusi bianchi) 
con quelli provenienti dalla chiesa di S. Chiara di 
Cagliari 17 • Boccaletti di piccole e medie dimensioni 
(h. compresa fra i 23 ed i 30 cm.) hanno bocca trilo
bata, ansa a sezione ellittica o a nastro con solcatura 
mediana, profili variabili delle pareti (verticali op
pure piu o meno convesse ), ma sempre fondo apodo 
e pian018

• Il rivestimentO quasi Sempre e presente SO}O 

ceramica e in fase di elaborazione da parte di Fabio Pinna nel 
corso dell a preparazione della propria tesi di laurea, di prossima 
discussione presso l'Universita di Cagliari. Si rimanda senz' 
altro al lavoro di quest'ultimo anche e soprattutto per lo studio 
dei materiali di questo tipo rinvenuti nel castello di Monreale
Sardara (Ca) nel corso di varie campagne di scavo condotte dalla 
equipe della Prof.ssa Letizia Ermini Pani (sulla struttura cfr. il 
contributo del collega Pier Giorgio Spanu in questi stessi pre-atti). 
11 Salvi 1990, 90-91. 
12 Dadea 1995, 248, 257, figg. 5-6. 
13 Uno studio preliminare su tale classe ceramica e stato af
frontato da Elisabetta Garau nella propria tesi di laurea discussa 
presso l'Universita di Cagliari con la Prof. ssa Letizia Pani 
Ermini nell'AA. 94-95. 
14 Cfr. Serra 1979, 8-9, Tav. XVI. 
15 Per S. Igia cfr. Giuntella 1988, 96, mentre per Oristano cfr. 
Depalmas 1995, 225-226. 
16 Purtroppo none possibile attualmente fomire i disegni delle 
ceramiche rinvenute ne! castello di Monreale in quanto lo studio 
non e ancora stato portato a termine. I materiali sono in buona 

Fig. 7.- .... -----, 

?O€J 2 

sulla superficie esterna ed e in genere opacizzato o, 
in molti casi, rivela tracce di devetrificazione. La 
stessa forma puo essere rivestita in un caso con vetri
na verde pallido in un altro con uno smalto sottile e 
lattescente. Ciotole emisferiche, il diametro delle 
quali mediamente e di cm.l3 sono rivestite solo inter
namente da un pesante strato di vetrina densa e opa
cizzata di colore biancastro o giallastro con molte 
striature di colore piu scuro e colature in prossimita 
dei bordi 19

• 

Anche il silos rinvenuto durante gli scavi del Duo
mo di S. Nicola a Sassari, datato al XIV secolo, ha 
restituito interessanti esemplari di ciotole emisferiche, 

parte esposti nelle vetrine del Museo Civico "Villa Abbas" di 
Sardara (Ca) ed e in corso di realizzazione, oltre all'edizione in
tegrate degli scavi condotti negli ultimi anni nel castello da parte 
dell'equipe della Prof.ssa Letizia Ermini Pani, il catalogo della 
selezione di pezzi presentati al pubblico in questa struttura 
museale di recentissima apertura. 
17 Salvi 1993, 150. 
18 In Ferru & Porcella 1989, 170, Fig. 15, preciso confronto 
con esemplare rinvenuto in Loc. Casteddu Ezzu, in territorio di 
Cuglieri (Or) . 
19 Cfr. nota 17. Sono state avviate le analisi degli impasti e dei 
rivestimenti di qilesti esemplari onde individuare con buona 
affidabilita le produzioni locali e quelle di importazione. Una 
attribuzione a produzione locale di ceramiche invetriate con 
queste caratteristiche rinvenute in varie localita sarde ( cripta di 
S. Restituta a Cagliari, Casteddu Ezzu in agro di Cuglieri-Or- e 
S. Francesco di Alghero) e stata in passato proposta in Ferru & 
Porcella 1989, 162 e 160-161, nota 11 per bibliografia relativa 
ai rinvenimenti. 
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Fig. 8.- Sassari S. Nicola (pozzo di scarico). I/ puntinato piufitto indica il colore 
giallo, il piu leggero il verde. (Dis. A. Fresi). 

ma in questo caso ingobbiate e rivestite da vetrina 
verde o gialla20, che sembrano trovare riscontro in quelle 
stesse forme ingobbiate e rivestite da vetrina mono
croma verde recuperate nell 'area circostante la catte
drale di Oristano21

• Varie segnalazioni relative a re
perti ceramici invetriati riguardano numerose localita 
dell a Sardegna22

, ma in base all' edito non risulta ancora 
possibile un chiaro quadro dei rinvenimenti, cosi che 
non e agevole impostare un corretto confronto fra le 
produzioni. Le stesse difficolta, se non maggiori, si 
riscontrano nello studio della ceramica da fuoco. 

20 Rovina 1989, 167. L'A. propone di interpretarle come 
produzione locale. 
21 Cfr. Depalmas 1995, 225-226. Chi scrive ha evidentemente 
accorpato per esigenze di sintesi le invetriate propriamente dette 
e le ingobbiate monocrome. 
22 Per Galtelli (Nu) cfr. Pal a 1989, 58-61; per Alghero Foschi 
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Le pentole in ceramica da fuoco associate ad anfo
racei da Corte Auda, in agro di Senorbi (Ca), restano 
per ora gli unici esempi editi di materiali di questo 
tipo databili tra X e XIII secolo23

• La pentola a fondo 
piano e parete verticale rinvenuta aS. Igia in associa
zione con la dipinta in rosso dovrebbe all'incirca 
datarsi allo stesso arco di tempo24

• Piu tardi, in quanto 
attribuibili al XIV secolo, sono invece l'esemplare 
del silos del Duomo di Sassari con fondo piano, pare
ti verticali, orlo estroflesso e piccoli elementi di presa 
immediatamente al di sotto di questo e la piccola olla 

1986, 57-58; per l'abitato di Mara (Ca) Passeri, Ugas & Siddu 
1993, 131; per Loc. Casinedda in territorio di Dolianova (Ca) 
Salvi 1989, 35-36; per varie localita in agro di Senorbi (Ca) 
Salvi 1990, 76-77 e 90-91. 
23 Sono in Salvi 1990, 90. 
24 Cfr. Giuntella 1988,96, 103, Tav. VI. 
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invetriata intemamente con fondo piano, corpo glo
bulare ed orlo fortemente estroflesso25

• 

Di recente il panorama relativo a questa classe 
ceramica si e arricchito di nuovi elementi: due pen
tole biansate parzialmente ricostruite e molti fram
menti relativi ad altri esemplari con differenti tipo
logie rinvenuti nel "butto" del castello di Monreale 
(Sardara-Ca), oltre a due olle da fuoco provenienti 
dall'abitato di Sardara (Ca), sono esposte al Museo 
Civico "Villa Abbas" nello stesso centro campida-

-- --· 

..... ---

nese26• La cronologia per questi materiali e compresa 
fra XIII e XIV secolo e l'impressione che si tratti di 
una produzione locale trova anche conforto nella 
corrispondenza degli impasti e delle tipologie morfo
logiche riscontrata fra i rinvenimenti dei due contesti 
citati ( che seppur distinti sono geograficamente vici
ni fra loro). lnteressante infatti la coincidenza delle 
forme delle olle sardaresi e di queUe sassaresi: si 
attendono nuovi contributi ed analisi degli impasti 
per verificare l'ipotesi di centri produttori comuni o 

Fig. 10. 

25 Cfr. Rovina 1989, 165-
166, Figg. 8 e 10. 

Fig. 9.- 1. Alghero (SS) Cala Dracumara; 2. Sassari S. Nicola (fossa); 3, 4. Sassari S. 
Nicola (vano ipogeico); 5. Sassari S. Nicola (pozzo di scarico). Il puntinato piufitto indica 
il colore verde, il piu leggero il giallo. Nei nn. 3, 4 il puntinato indica sbavature di 
ingubbio. (Dis. A. Fresi nn. 1, 3, 4; D. Capula nn. 2, 5). 

26 I materiali da fuoco ed 
in ceramica priva di rives
timento rinvenuti nel cas
tello di Monreale sono in 
corso di studio da parte di 
Fabio Pinna, mentre quelli 
provenienti dall'abitato di 
Sardara sono stati analiz
zati direttamente da chi 
scrive. 
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in stretta correlazione fra loro27
• Morfologicamente 

simili ad esemplari rinvenuti nel castello di Monreale 
sembra anche il bacino troncoconico con orlo verti
cale, rivestito da vetrina verde bollosa, recuparato nel 
corso degli scavi presso la cattedrale di Oristano, ma 
manca un accenno all' impasto per poter approfondire 
il confronto28

• 

Il contesto di S. Chiara a Cagliari presenta una 
maggiore varieta morfologica per cio che riguarda 
pentole, olle e tegami invetriati intemamente, mentre 
solo un tipo di tegame con fondo piano, parete ver
ticale, orlo dritto e brevi prese ad orecchietta poco al 
di sotto di questo sembra non conservare tracce di 
rivestimento29

• 

Se per le classi ceramiche gia trattate si e a volte 
ipotizzata una produzione locale, e il caso di prendere 
ora in considerazione le produzioni di sicura impor
tazione dall'estemo sull'isola, che sono numerose e 
meglio rappresentate nell' edito. 

27 A tal riguardo cfr. la interessante segnalazione in Sal vi 1993, 
149, relativa a materiali inediti ritrovati in villaggi sardi 
abbandonati nel corso del XIV secolo. 
28 Cfr. Depalmas 1995, 225 e 240, Tav. VII, I. 
29 In Salvi 1993, 149-150, Figg. 93-94. Indicato dall' A. il 
confronto preciso con i tegami rinvenuti in Loc. Corte Auda 
presso Senorbi (Ca), descritti in Sa1vi 1990, 90-91. 
30 Una mostra tematica intito1ata "Moriscos" ha di recente 
riportato l'attenzione sui rapporti fra la Sardegna e la cultura 
islamica. Vd. il catalogo omonimo (Moriscos), le ceramiche 
sono trattate in particolare alle pp. 31-41 e 55-78. 
31 Cfr. Serra 1979, 8-9, Tav. XVI e Moriscos, 34, n. 24. 
32 Moriscos, 33-34, nn. 20-23. 
33 Sull'origine di tale tecnica decorativa dell'architettura sacra 
in Sardegna il Javoro piu recente e Marini & Ferru 1993, ma 
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Esemplari di ceramica islamica, prodotta in Sici
lia, in area maghrebina e nella penisola iberica nei 
secoli IX-XIII, sono stati individuati fra i bacini cera
mid che decorano alcune chiese sarde, nel corso di 
interventi di tipo archeologico ed in collezioni pri
vate sarde30

• 

In questo panorama spicca certamente il vasetto 
islamico graffito a punta sottile su manganese e rico
perto da vetrina turchese, che e conservato al Museo 
"Sanna" di Sassari, ma proveniente da Porto Torres31

• 

Ma anche altri materiali, frutto di rinvenimenti occa
sionali e confluiti in collezioni private delle province 
di Cagliari ed Oristano, hanno confermato la pre
senza di prodotti islamici databili tra IX ed XI secolo: 
sono tutte forme chiuse ad impasto ben depurato, 
solo un esemplare reca sulla spalla una fascia con 
decorazione incisa a motivi pseudoepigrafici, mentre 
I 'anforetta biansata rinvenuta a Cagliari in Loc. S. 
lgia e dotata di filtro alia base dellungo collo32

• 

Per quanto riguarda i bacini ceramici, I' attenzione 
degli studiosi si e soffermata si a sull' analisi delle 
motivazioni che possono essere state all' origine di 
tale uso decorativo sia sullo studio degli esemplari 
re si dui in opera33 • 

Gli edifici che ancora conservano bacini islamici 
dell'XI secolo sono la basilica di S. Gavino a Porto 
Torres (Ss) e la chiesa di S. Nicolo di Trullas (Semes
tene-Ss): il primo presenta produzioni tunisine fra le 
quali un bacino con decorazione zoomorfa ed il se
condo sette esemplari con decorazione in verde e bru
no su fondo giallino e rivestimento a vetrina piom
bifera che trovano affinita con prodotti della Sicilia 
orientale34

• 

Sembrano da riferire ai secoli XII-XIII, invece, 
vari esemplari recuperati prevalentemente nell'area 
urbana di Cagliari: alcuni sono pertinenti a collezioni 
private, altri sono stati rinvenuti nel corso degli scavi 
archeologici in PiazzaS. Cosimo e nella chiesa di S. 
Chiara (Fig. 4)35 • 

fondamentali restano gli studi condotti da anni su questo tema 
in ambito non solo italiano dalla Dott.ssa Graziella Berti (per la 
vasta bibliografia in merito cfr. Berti & Cappelli 1994). Sui 
residui bacini ceramici nelle chiese sarde cfr. Berti, Hobart & 
Porcella 1990, con particolare attenzione alle protomaioliche ed 
alle produzioni ad esse associate. 
34 Moriscos, 31-33; nn.l6-19. 
35 Ci si riferisce a materiali esposti nella gia citata mostra 
tematica, per la quale cfr. Moriscos, 34-37, nn. 25-32, 34-35. In 
Salvi 1993 le islamiche smaltate e decorate con cobalto e 
manganese oppure rivestite di vetrina verde sono illustrate alle 
pp. 133-136. Per il frammento con decorazione in bruno e blu 
da PiazzaS. Cosimo a Cagliari vd. Spanu 1992,71-72, Fig. 50, 
25. La Fig. 4 e tratta da Salvi 1990b, scheda 2 ed il pezzo 
proviene dalla chiesa di S. Chiara di Cagliari. 
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I bacini ceramici con decorazione realizzata in 
cobalto e manganese sono riscontrabili nella chiesa 
di S. Lorenzo a Cagliari, nella facciata di S. Barbara 
di Capoterra (Ca), nel campanile di S. Nicola di Sas
sari e negli ultimi due casi in associazione con proto
maioliche36. 

Le caratteristiche delle ceramiche islamiche indivi
duate sono abbastanza omogenee: sono quasi esclu
sivamente forme aperte (in particolare bacini con 
piede ad anello ), gli impasti sono chiari o rosati, ben 
depurati e duri, mentre il rivestimento e costituito da 
vetrina verde o smalto bianco, con decorazioni in 
bruno, blu o verde37, 

Le cosiddette giare islamiche, grossi contenitori 
caratterizzati da una decorazione epigrafica impressa 
sulla spalla, sono attestate in contesti di XIII e XIV 
secolo in varie localita della Sardegna: nell'edito per 
ora compaiono due frammenti con vetrina verde rin
venuti a Cagliari38 ed il frammento acromo dalla 
chiesa di S. Chiara di Cagliari39, 

Fra le importazioni ceramiche dal Meridione della 
penisola italiana e dalla Sicilia la componente mag
gioritaria e costituita dalla cd. "protomaiolica": alcuni 
esemplari sono stati rinvenuti nel corso di scavi 
acheologici condotti ne! capoluogo sardo ( convento 
di S. Domenico, Piazza S. Cosimo e chiesa di S. 
Chiara)40 ed alcuni bacini ceramici ancora in situ 
sono inquadrabili in questa produzione 41

• Invece la 
Spiral Ware , prodotta anch'essa in ltalia meridio
nale, fra XII e XIV secolo, risulta essere, a giudicare 
dall'edito, poco presente in territorio sardo: se ne 
conoscono attualmente solo cinque esigui frammenti 
provenienti dall'area urbana di Cagliari42. 

36 L 'attento esame delle associazioni di differenti classi cera
miche in uno stesso contesto decorativo e in Berti, Hobart & 
Porcella 1990, in particolare sulle smaltate tunisine nelle chiese 
sarde a p. 155. 
37 Si ritiene poco opportuno dare una dettagliata descrizione 
di questi esemplari, in quanto non e possibile fomire alcun sup
porta grafico di riferimento. Perci<) si rimanda alle fotografie 
riportate nella bibliografia appena citata. 
38 Appartenenti a collezionisti privati. Cfr. Moriscos, 36-37, 
nn. 36-37. 
39 In Salvi 1993, 136, con bibliografia sui panorama mediterra
neo occidentale. Interessante notare che un frarnmento di giara 
islamica non invetriata proveniente dal castello di Monreale 
(Sardara-Ca), da uno strato di crollo sconvolto a piu riprese (anche 
in epoca contemporanea), abbia subito la stessa sorte di quello 
appena citato proveniente da S. Chiara, cioe reca le tracce di malta 
relative ad un riutilizzo come materiale edile. Anche questo 
reperto e esposto nel Museo Civico "Villa Abbas" di Sardara (Ca). 
40 Dal convento di S. Domenico provengono due boccali ed 
un piattino esposti ne) corso dell a mostra "Moriscos", per la quale 
cfr. ii relativo catalogo Moriscos, 40-41, nn.40-42; per Piazza S. 
Cosimo cfr. Spanu 1992, 71, Fig. 50, 23-24, per S. Chiara cfr. 

Fig.l2. ----
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E' molto verosimile, anche in base alle attesta
zioni documentarie43, I 'ipotesi che i mercanti pisani 
e liguri, diffusamente presenti in Sardegna, insieme 
ai propri prodotti importassero sull 'isola anche le 
ceramiche islamiche e meridionali gia citate. Dall' 
area toscana e ligure venivano importate infatti in 
grande quantita la cd. graffita arcaica tirrenica e la 
maiolica arcaica, attestate in tutta I 'isola in modo 
alquanto omogeneo44

• 

I contesti di rinvenimento sono sia "butti" che 
strati di frequentazione e non mancano gli esemplari 
integri (Fig. 5)45

• Una brocchetta con orlo trilobato, 

Salvi 1993, 136-137. 
41 Lo studio specifico sulle "protomaioliche" utilizzate come 
bacini ceramici in chiese medioevali sarde e in Berti, Hobart & 
Porcella 1990, al quale si rimanda per le tipologie degli esem
plari, le associazioni con altre classi ceramiche e l'analisi degli 
impasti. 
42 I contesti sono ancora una volta Jo scavo archeologico di 
PiazzaS. Cosimo e della chiesa di S. Chiara, per i quali rispetti
vamente Spanu 1992, 70-71, Fig. 50, nn.16-17 e Salvi 1993, 137, 
Fig. 75. 
43 Cfr. sui documenti d'archivio, oltre che sui rinvenimenti rela
tivi alle ceramiche in questione, Ferru & Porcella 1989, 159-160. 
44 AI riguardo si vedano, per la maiolica arcaica, Salvi 1989, 
2-3, al quale si rimanda anche per il ruolo fondamentale dei 
mercanti liguri e toscani e per la panoramica sui siti dei rinveni
menti relativi a questi materiali, e Sal vi 1993, 137. Per la graffita 
medievale e postrnedievale in Sardegna si veda Jo studio speci
fico in Rovina 1986. 
45 Ad es. in Salvi 1987. La fig. 3 e tratta da Salvi 1990b, 
scheda 5 ed il pezzo proviene dal pozzo medievale di Bia 'e 
Palma (Selargius-Ca). 
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0 
Fig. 13. 

corpo piriforme, ansa a sezione circolare ed il fondo 
apodo non invetriato e stata rinvenuta nell 'immon
dezzaio del castello di Monreale (Sardara-Ca)(Fig. 
6)46

• In questo complesso fortificato, sia nel cassero 
che nel borgo e nell'unica torre scavata finora, la 
maiolica arcaica di XIV secolo e abbondantemente 
attestata (Fig. 7), mentre alia graffita arcaica tirrenica 
si possono attribuire solo sporadici frammenti47 • 

In tutta la Sardegna risulta costante l'apporto di 
materiali ingobbiati e graffiti dall'area pisana e ligure 
dalla fine del XIII secolo fino al XVI secolo, quando 
probabilmente cominciano ad essere prodotte local
mente ceramiche graffite monocrome nettamente 
distinguibili da quelle di importazione48

• 

46 Attualmente il pezzo, come molti altri reperti provenienti 
dal castello, e esposto al Museo Civico "Villa Abbas" di Sardara 
(Ca). I disegni dei materiali qui riprodotti sono di Luciano Pilia. 
47 Cfr. nota 6. 
48 Cfr. Rovina 1986, 203 per quanto riguarda il nord della 
Sardegna. I rinvenimenti degli ultimi dieci anni ne! restante 
territorio dell'isola confermano quanto affermato dalla studiosa 
nell'articolo citato. Le Figg. 8-9 riproducono le Tavv. I e II in 
Rovina 1986, 206-207, con relative didascalie indicanti le 
provenienze dei materiali. 
49 Ne! "butto" del castello di Monreale-Sardara (Ca) 
rappresentano da sole il20% del totale della ceramica rinvenuta. 
50 AI riguardo cfr; Ferru & Porcella 1989, in particolare alle 
pp. 161-162. Le Figg. I 0-12 riproducono ceramiche rinvenute 
ne! castello di Monreale-Sardara (Ca) ed i disegni sono di 
Luciano Pilia, mentre la Fig.13 e tratta da Salvi 1990b (scheda 
11) e si riferisce ad un esemplare rinvenuto in local ita 
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Ma senza dubbio i prodotti ceramici di importa
zione piu diffusi nella Sardegna del tardo medioevo 
furono le maioliche di produzione iberica, che anche 
nei singoli contesti di rinvenimento sono percentual
mente le piu abbondanti (Figg. 8-9)49

• Sono le pro
duzioni industriali di Paterna e Manises, centri dell' 
entroterra di Valenza, ad affermarsi maggiormente 
sul mercato isolano, grazie alla politica protezio
nistica della famiglia Boyl che aveva propri interessi 
ed incarichi politici in Sardegna50

• Ben presto le 
ceramiche realizzate negli altri centri iberici come 
Malaga o Manresa subiranno la forte concorrenza dei 
prodotti valenzani e nel secolo XV si puo affermare 
che il mercato e assolutamente domina to da Manises 
(Figg. 10-13 )51 • Solo un secolo piu tardi 1' area bar
cellonese la soppiantera con il proprio lustro dalla 
forma ormai standardizzata nella ciotola apoda con 
fondo a ventosa, prese ad orecchietta lobata e preva
lente decorazione a "triple trazo"52

• 

Cosi come gia era avvenuto per la ceramica graf
fita, anche le maioliche iberiche condizionarono for
temente la produzione locale, nell'ambito della quale 
e possibile riscontrare esempi di imitazione dei 
modelli morfologici d'importazione: ciotole apode 
con prese ad orecchietta lobata, che sono in tutto 
simili nella forma a quelle barcellonesi, ma differis
cono da esse per cio che riguarda il rivestimento che 
in que so caso e vetrina giallastra53

• 

Da questa rapida panoramica sui rinvenimenti 
ceramici relativi alia Sardegna del pieno e basso 
Medioevo si possono trarre alcune considerazioni 
conclusive. La ceramica comune, anche se decorata 
( da incisioni, impressioni o pennellate di colore), 
compare in numerosi contesti, ma purtoppo di rado e 
risultato possibile inquadrarla con precisione in pro
duzioni geograficamente e cronologicamente definite. 
Analogo discorso riguarda la ceramica da fuoco, per 
la quale sembra esserci maggiore attenzione in rela-

imprecisata del golfo di Cagliari. 
51 Risulta impossibile in questa sede fomire una indicazione 
puntuale su tutte le varieta di produzioni riscontrate fra le 
maioliche iberiche, si preferisce pertanto rimandare a Porcella 
1988 per cio che concerne i1 ben noto Fondo Pula, ai cataloghi 
di due importanti mostre ( cfr. Porcella 1989 e Moriscos, 55-75) 
e ad uno studio specifico di chi scrive sulle maioliche valenzane 
ne! castello di Monreale ed in Sardegna (Carrada 1996). Sui 
traffici comrnerciali e lo scavo del relitto di una nave spagnola 
del XV secolo che trasportava abbondanti prodotti ceramici cfr. 
Salvi 1989. In tutte le opere indicate e fomita una vasta 
bibliografia su questa classe ceramica e sulla sua diffusione in 
Sardegna. 
52 E' piuttosto recente un ulteriore rinvenimento di maioliche 
barcellonesi in area urbana a Cagliari, per i1 quale Porcella 1996, 
103-106. 
53 Cfr. l'esemplare proveniente da Nurachi in Porcella 1989, 
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zione a contesti di XIV secolo, laddove e associata 
alle ceramiche smaltate di importazione. Le inve
triate ed ingobbiate vengono nell'edito quasi esclusi
vamene considerate produzioni locali, talvolta imi
tanti nella forma esemplari smaltati di importazione, 
ma non sembra che le analisi degli impasti siano 
andate oltre l'esame autoptico, mentre le classi 
meglio e piu diffusamente studiate sono certo le smal
tate di importazione, che individuano alcuni poli 
produttivi significativi: la Liguria, la Toscana, l'Italia 
Meridionale e la Sicilia, il Maghreb e la penisola 
iberica. In tal senso la Sardegna senza dubbio e par
tecipe della fitta rete di scambi commerciali che 
attraversa il Mediterraneo medievale. 

Risulta evidente dunque, in primo luogo, la neces
sita di approfondire la ricerca sul mondo giudicale, 
indagando siti significativi e, attraverso l'analisi pun
tuale di impasti e pigmenti o coloranti, definire con 
buona affidabilita le aree produttive alle quali essi 
vadano attribuiti54

• 

Infine, sembra opportuno a chi scrive rilevare che 
ultimamente si e proceduto ad un maggiore equili
brio, nello studio e nell'edizione di contesti di XIV e 
XV secolo, fra l'attenzione dedicata ai prodotti di 
importazione e decorati, di piu facile inquadramento 
cronologico, e quelle classi di materiali che (come 
molte invetriate, la comune, la ceramica da fuoco, gli 
anforacei) risultano in genere relegate in secondo 
piano 55• 
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Premieres retlexions sur l'approvisionnement en ceramique a Tours 
et dans le Centre-Ouest de la France 

La multiplication des operations archeologiques 
donne au ceramologue medieviste une masse docu
mentaire importante dont les etudes chrono-typolo
giques ne doivent pas etre la finalite. Une fois les 
problemes chronologiques surmontes, la ceramique 
devient une veritable source pouvant repondre a des 
questions d' ordre historique. Preciser quels pouvaient
etre les reseaux d'echanges de la ceramique implique 
de mieux comprendre comment les villes s'approvi
sionnaient et par consequent quelles etaient les aires 
de diffusion des produits. 

Si 1' on veut apprehender 1 'evolution des aires cera
miques et les mecanismes de distribution, 1, etude ne 
peut se faire que dans le long terme et dans un espace 
geographique etendu. On appelle "aire ceramique" un 
espace dont les produits locaux appartiennent a la 
meme tradition de fabrication, dont les produits exo
genes proviennent generalement des memes ateliers. 
Les choix du has Moyen-Age et de l'epoque modeme 
et du Centre-Ouest de la France ont ete motives: 
- par 1, etude systematique et quantifiee de la cera
mique exhumee a Tours pour ces periodes et realisee 
dans le cadre de ma these (Husi 1994); 
- par la mise en oeuvre toute recente d'un projet 
collectif de recherche regional sur ce theme (Husi 
1996b)'; la zone d'etude pour ce projet est le Centre
Quest qui comprend un espace reunissant la vallee de 
la Loire et ses principaux affluents; 1 'objectif a terme 
est done d'etudier la ceramique de la Region Centre, 
de la Region Pays-de-la-Loire, du nord du Poitou et 
de la Nievre a 1 'est. 

Nous examinerons d'abord la ceramique de Tours, 
non pas dans son aspect chrono-typologique mais 
plutot dans l'image que celle-ci peut nous donner de 
l'ouverture de la ville sur l'exterieur. L'identification 
des produits locaux et importes a Tours et la part res-

Ce projet a ete elabore par des chercheurs de la Region 
Centre (V. Aubourg-Josset et D. Josset, Blois; P. Bon, Mehun
sur-Yevre; M.P. Chambon, Bourges et Chateauroux, N. Fouillet, 
Chateauroux; P. Husi, Tours; S. Jesset, Saran, haut Moyen-Age; 
C. Monnet, Bourges). Il a aussi pour vocation d'y associer 

pective qu'ils representent servent de reference pour 
1 'etude regionale dont aucun autre site n' a fait 1 'objet 
pour 1 'instant d'une recherche systematique et quan
tifiee. 

Puis, nous essayerons, a partir d'un premier etat 
des recherches dans le Centre-Ouest, de donner une 
image, meme si elle est encore hypoth6tique et in
complete, des "aires ceramiques" et de leur evolution 
durant la periode concemee. On tentera enfin de mieux 
connaltre I' evolution des mecanismes de distribution, 
les transformations qui ont pu s'operer. 

1 Identification des productions ceramiques a 
Tours: premiere idee des reseaux d'approvision
nement de la ville 

Comme l'avait deja souligne F. Verhaeghe lors du 
Ier Congres International d' Archeologie Medievale en 
1985, le developpement des etudes quantitatives sys
tematiques est de premiere importance pour mieux 
conna1tre cette source historique que constitue la 
ceramique medievale (Verhaeghe 1987, 203). L'inte
ret de telles etudes est, non seulement de pouvoir 
identifier les productions et preciser leur duree d' exis
tence, mais aussi de justifier les comparaisons que 
1 'on en fait. 11 para1t difficile de saisir les mecanismes 
d'approvisionnement ou de diffusion dans toute leur 
finesse, de donner un sens reel a la notion de cera
miques locales ou importees, si 1' on ne peut preciser 
la part que represente chaque production dans son 
contexte de decouverte. 

Le corpus d'etude de la ceramique de Tours pour 
le has Moyen-Age et l'epoque modeme est actuel
lement de 60.000 tessons, en nombre de restes, repar
tis dans envirop quatre-vingt groupes techniques et 

d'autres chercheurs des regions avoisinantes comme laBour
gogne ou les Pays-de-Loire afin de mieux cemer les questions 
liees aux echanges de ceramiques dans le Centre-Ouest de la 
France. 
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quatre-vingt formes 2• Le choix du corpus parte sur 
les contextes stratigraphiques domestiques a priori 
les plus fiables que sont les niveaux d'occupation et 
les fosses depotoirs. Les trente-huit ensembles strati
graphiques etudies pour I 'instant appartiennent a six 
sites repartis dans la ville. On peut y ajouter deux 
sites de production. 

Generalement, les etudes chrono-typologiques 
s 'articulent sur les renseignements stratigraphiques, 
puis sur les elements de la chronologie absolue du 
site etudie et enfin sur des comparaisons typologi
ques avec le materiel d'autres sites. Cette demarche 
semble pouvoir etre affinee grace aux resultats des 
donnees quantitatives, en comparant a partir de tests 
statistiques les frequences d'un meme groupe techni
que appartenant a des contextes differents. La metho
de elaboree, en collaboration avec P. Chareille, statis
ticien a I 'Universite de Tours, a permis d 'obtenir un 
classement des ensembles stratigraphiques et par con
sequent de preciser la chronologie relative de ceux 
qui n'avaient aucune relation physique les uns avec 
les autres (Chareille & Husi 1996). Cette premiere 
approche quantitative et statistique, qui doit se pour
suivre, a pour objectif d'observer au sein de la ville 
I' evolution des productions d 'une maniere linea ire et 
non site par site. On connalt alors precisement la peri
ode d'apparition, de predominance et de disparition 
de chaque production quantitativement bien repre
sentee. 

Cette etape indispensable franchie, il est possible 
d'utiliser les effectifs pour estimer la part que repre
sentent les productions locales et importees en fonc
tion de !'analyse chrono-typologique etablie pour le 
has Moyen-Age et l'epoque modeme. Une bonne 
appreciation de la part que represente chaque produc
tion est un ban indicateur des reseaux d'approvi
sionnement de la ville. 

1.1 PRODUITS LOCAUX OU IMPORTES ? 

On peut considerer comme locale la ceramique 
produite dans la ville ou dans son territoire d'appro
visionnement qui semble limite a un rayon de cinq a 
six lieues autour de la ville (Chevalier 1983, 65). 
Inversement, une ceramique est consideree comme 
importee uniquement si nous sommes en presence 
d 'un type atteste comme etant produit a I' exterieur de 
ce territoire. 

Les donnees qui servent de fondement a cette etude sont 
tirees de ma these et de !'etude recente quej'ai realise dans le 
cadre d'une fouille de sauvetage dirigee par A.M. Jouquand a 
Tours (Husi 1994; Husi 1996a). 
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La determination des groupes techniques realisee 
a partir de la ceramique. provenant des contextes 
domestiques n' apporte aucune reponse sur la prove
nance des recipients. Seule la ceramique mise aujour 
dans les structures de production permet d'entrevoir, 
meme d'une maniere incomplete, l'eventail des types 
produits; c'est le cas de certaines productions qui 
sont rattachables sans ambigu'ite a des ateliers connus 
dans la region. De meme, les types qui sont fortement 
attestes dans d'autres villes du Centre-Ouest et dont 
on ne releve que quelques traces a Tours peuvent etre 
consideres comme importes; seules sont localisees 
dans ce cas les zones de production et non les ateliers. 

Le manque de references locales dans ce domaine 
nous oblige a emettre des hypotheses de travail qu'il 
faudra confirmer par la suite. On ne recense actuel
lement que deux structures de production, partielle
ment fouillees; aucun autre site de production n'a ete 
mis aujour en Touraine. L'etude de la ceramique qui 
leur etait associee a permis de determiner avec plus 
de certitude quelques productions locales. 

Afin de differencier les produits locaux des pro
duits importes et d 'essayer de determiner I' origine 
des autres, le choix a ete fait pour Tours de distinguer 
deux periodes, I 'une a laquelle sont attribuables les 
deux ateliers locaux et !'autre sans aucune informa
tion concemant les productions locales. Les ateliers 
ant ete dates par comparaisons entre la ceramique 
mise au jour clans les tessonnieres et celle datee appar
tenant aux niveaux domestiques stratifies. C'est a la 
fin du XVe s. que la representation des produits lo
caux clans les niveaux domestiques devient signifi
cative. La periode de pleine activite de ces ateliers 
semble pourtant correspondre a la deuxieme moitie 
du XVIe s. et au debut du XVIIe s.; c'est dans la 
deuxieme moitie du XVIIe s. que ces produits dispa
raissent des niveaux domestiques revelant la fin de 
I' activite des ateliers. 

On a done pris le partie de traiter d'abord la peri
ode allant de la fin du XVe s. a la fin du XVIIe s., 
pour laquelle on connalt certains produits locaux. En
suite on s'interessera a la periode comprise entre la 
fin du XIIIe s. et la deuxieme moitie du XVe s. pour 
laquelle aucun atelier n'a ete decouvert (Fig. 1). On 
observe bien evidemment des recoupements d'une 
periode a I 'autre, la transition se faisant dans la deux
ieme moitie du XVe s. La presence du groupe local 
P.9b dans la periode la plus ancienne peut etre inter
pretee comme une preuve de !'existence d'autres 
ateliers. Elle peut aussi refleter en partie la maniere 
arbitraire dont le decoupage a ete realise ce qui dans 
le cas present n'a pas de reelles incidences. 

En effet, I 'interet de cette periodisation est de re
partir les produits locaux, ceux qui sont importes et 
ceux dont l'origine n'est pas connue pour la periode 
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R~rtition des pcoduits locaux et importes d&ooverts Ill Tours au bas 14oyeo-Age et ll repoque modeme. 
• produits n'appart«WJI pas li la phiodo ~ 

CEr.imi<IUe bas Moven-Aoe (fin13e- 2eme moitil! 15e s.) CEr.lmiaue II'IOdeme (Fill XVe-fin 17e s.) 
lproduits bas f.k>yen-II!Je I prod locaux I prod lmoort~ I prod sul>lioses locaux I prod locaux ou imoort~7 mod«ne I prod 1ocaux · I prod imoort~ r prod su~ locaux IDiOd locaux ou imoort~ 7 
P.1a . . 
P.lb . . 
P.lc . 341> 341> 
P.1d 2316 2316 . 
P.le . . 
P.lf . . 
P.la 33 33 . 
P.1h . . 
P.li . . 
P.l 2073 2073 . 
P.H 1270 1270 . 
P.1L . . 
P.1m . . 
P.1n 87 87 . 
P.Zo . . 
P.2b . 423 423 
P.Zc 116 116 . 
P.2e 3 3 . 
P.2f 55 55 496 496 
P.2a 39 39 . 
P.2h 19 19 . 
P.3a 375 375 . 
P.3b 6 6 . 
P.3c 78 78 1397 1397 
P.3d . 46 46 
P.3e 1801 1801 288 288 
P.3f 32 32 . 
P.3g 139 139 196 196 
P.4o 3 3 387 387 
P.4b 328 328 . 
P.5a 52 52 . 
P.5b 62 62 . 
P.5c . 245 245 
P.6a 175 175 . 
P.6b . 118 118 
P.6c 72 72 . 
P.6d 174 174 . 
P.6e . 3969 3869 
P.7a 16 16 . 
P.7b 1105 1105. 
P.7c . 141>1 141>1 
P.7d 4 4 . 
P.7e 374 374 . 
P.7f . 13 13 
P.7o 4 4 . 
P.8b . 2030 2030 
P.8c . 247 247 
P.Bd 26 26 73 73 
P.Se . . 
P.Bf . . 
P.8g . . 
P.Bh . . 
P.BI . 112 112 
P.8· . 84 84 
P.Bk . . 
P.8L . . 
P.9a . 2 2 
P.9b 1163 1163 10918 10918 
P.9d 4 4 . 
P.10 52 52 1679 1679 
P.11a 52 52 201 201 
P.llb 24 24 644 644 
P.11c . 28 28 
P.11d 39 39 2436 2436 
P.11e . . 
P.11f . . 
P.1Za . 59 59 
P.12b . 10 10 
P.12c . 1 1 
P.12d 11 11 . 
P.13a . 24 24 
P.13b . . 
P.14a . 1 1 
P.14b 3 3 2 2 
P.15 2 2 . 
P.16a . 1 1 
P.16b . . 
P.16c . . 
P.17a . 1 1 
P.17b . . 
P.1Ba . 87 67 
P.1Bb . 144 144 
P.19a 1 1 71 71 
P.19b 3 3 14 14 
P.19c 201 201 1434 1434 
P.19d 26 26 . 
P.21a . 2 2 
P.21b . 142 142 
P.21c . 924 924 
P.21d 24 24 106 106 
lnclass2b!e . . 
Gallo-rom. . . 
TOTAL 12442 1278 2524 7535 1105 30696 15965 4372 10288 71 
%oaro&iode 10% 20% 61% 9% 52% 14% 34% 0% 

Fig. 1. 
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la plus recente, nommee pour plus de facilite periode 
modem e. L' objectif est de dresser un profil type, des 
produits locaux puis importes, susceptible de nous 
aider a reclasser les groupes sans origine. En tenant 
compte des resultats obtenus pour la periode moder
ne on essayera de mieux cemer comment se repar
tissent les productions de la periode la plus ancienne, 
que l'on nommera has Moyen-Age. et pour laquelle 
aucun atelier local n'a encore ete decouvert. 

1.1.1 Origine des productions: la ceramique 
moderne comme reference (fin XVe- fin XVIIe s.) 

Les produits locaux pour la periode modeme sont 
au nombre de sept (Fig. 1 et 2). L'effectif du groupe 
P.9b (10918 tessons; 35%) est le plus eleve du corpus 
etudie. On ne peut pour autant en deduire que taus les 
groupes fortement representes sont des productions 
locales. On ne recense par exemple que 118 tessons 
(mains de 1%) pour le groupe P.6b. et a !'inverse les 
effectifs de certains produits importes, comme le gres 
du Domfrontais (P .19c) ou la ceramique lavalloise, 
denommee aussi "rose-bleu", sont eleves (P.10). Bien 
que les parts de ces produits soient mains importantes 
que celle de P.9b, elles peuvent atteindre 4% a 5% de 
!'ensemble du materiel etudie (Fig. 3, A et B). Les 
productions lavalloises, attestees par J. Naveau clans 
la partie sud de la commune de Laval (Saint-Jean-la
Poterie ), prendront le nom de "la Hardeliere" qui 
correspond au site de decouverte (Bucur, Dufoumier, 
Goulpeau et al. 1984, 171 ). 

En revanche, les types de recipients et parfois leur 
fonction, suivant qu'il s'agisse de produits locaux ou 
importes, peuvent donner quelques indications. En 
effet, les ceramiques importees servent souvent de 
contenants et non de recipients d'usage domestique. 
La plupart d'entre-eux sont des gres du Domfrontais 
(P.19c), du Beauvaisis (P.21d), du Berry (P.21c) peut
etre pour certains de la Puisaye, ou des pates bien 
particulieres comme la "rose-bleu" lavalloise de la 
Hardeliere (P.lO) (Fig. 1 et 3) (Poulet 1989; Bucur, 
Dufoumier, Fajal et al. 1989; Dufoumier & Flam
bard 1987; Fajal 1995). 

On ne distingue aucune production "commune" 
importee. Une production "commune" a Tours se 
caracterise par la texture de sa pate moyennement 
grossiere et non micacee, d 'une couleur claire, beige 
a orange, munie ou non d'une glayure generalement 
verte ou brune-orange. Pour la periode modeme, le 
profil de la ceramique locale semble etre un recipient 

L'origine des productions du sud-ouest a ete precisee grace 
aux travaux realises au sein du pro jet collectif sur la ceramique 
medievale en Poitou-Charentes dirige par J. Chapelot. 
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d 'usage domestique, realise clans une production 
"commune", dont la representation est parfois tres 
forte (P.9b, P.11d) (Fig. 2). 

Ce portrait d'une ceramique locale peut done etre 
applique aux productions dont l'origine est inconnue 
("produits supposes locaux", Fig. 1 et 4). Seules 
quatre productions ne correspondent pas au profil 
type d'une ceramique locale: 
- le groupe P.l2a qui regroupe la fa'ience; 
- les groupes P.l2b et P.l2c qui sont munis d'une 
glayure brune, au manganese; 
- le groupe P .17a munis d 'une glayure verte mais 
clans une pate fortement micacee. 

On peut en deduire, pour les autres, a titre d 'hypo
these, qu'il s'agit sfuement de productions locales 
(Fig. 4). 

1.1.2 L 'origine des productions du bas Moyen-Age 
(finXIIIe- fin XVe s.): essai de determination suivant 
l'exemple de la distribution moderne 

Peut-on appliquer le meme raisonnement a la 
ceramique du has Moyen-Age? Les quelques groupes 
classes sous le titre de "produits locaux" ne sont rien 
d'autre que !'apparition de ceux de la periode moder
ne qu'un decoupage un peu arbitraire a place la; ils 
n'ont done que peu d'interet clans notre propos (Fig. 
1). A la difference de la periode modeme, il n'existe 
done aucun atelier de production connu pour le has 
Moyen-Age, la distinction ne pouvant se faire qu'entre 
les produits importes et les produits supposes locaux. 
Certains produits importes sont les memes que ceux 
de la periode modeme. C'est le cas des gres de 
Normandie (les groupes P .19) et principalement ceux 
du Domfrontais (P .19c) ou du Beauvaisis qui sont 
importes des le has Moyen-Age (P.21d) ou des 
productions lavalloises de la Hardeliere (P .1 0) (Fig. 
5,AetB). 

En revanche, le groupe P.5b correspond a une cera
mique dite "rouge de Dourdan" du nom du lieu de 
decouverte d'un atelier. Bien qu'aucune structure de 
production ne soit identifiee pour le groupe P.5a nom
me "pseudo-rouge", sa forte presence clans l'orlea
nais permet au mains de preciser sa region d'origine 
(Orssaud 1985, 107; Bourgeau 1987). Des groupes 
proviennent du sud-ouest: le premier (P.12d) avec cer
titude car il s'agit_d'une production Saintongeaise; le 
second (P .2h), dont 1 'origine est plus hypothetique, 
est bien atteste clans le Poitou (Cavailles 1991, 130-
131)3. Enfin un demier groupe (P.1j) fortement re
presente (2073 tessons; 17 % ), dont les recipients sont 
caracterises par la fmesse de leurs parois, vient de la 
Sarthe ou un atelier a ete mis au jour a Saint-Jean-de
la-Matte (Guilleux 1978) (Fig. 5, A et B). 
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Deux groupes (P.5a et P.2h) sont consideres corn
me des produits exogenes meme si aucun atelier n'a 
encore ete decouvert. C' est la frequence de leur pre
sence clans les regions designees qui justifie la zone 
de production. 

Comment peut-on essay er de preciser si les autres 
groupes sont locaux ou importes? Les premiers resul
tats d'une recherche regionale ont permis d'identi
fier, encore grossierement, quels sont les produits 
veritablement locaux, qui gravitent uniquement autour 
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Fig. 3. 
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des sites de consommation les plus importants du 
Centre-Ouest. L' enquete revele a us si que certaines 
productions sont presentes dans des proportions 

apparemment proches dans plusieurs sites eloignes. 
C'est le cas pour !'instant de recipients en piHe claire 
et fine, munis d'une glac;:ure mouchetee (P.7b), qui 
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sont tres souvent des pichets de formes generales 
identiques (Fig. 1 ). S 'agit-t-il de la meme production, 
d'imitations ou d'une tradition commune? Dans le 
doute, il est pour 1 'instant plus raisonnable de ne pas 
classer ce groupe. 

Apres avoir elimine les produits importes et ceux 
dont il est impossible de preciser 1' origine, il reste 
maintenant a etudier les produits supposes locaux a 
Tours au has Moyen-Age (Fig. 6). Les premiers son
dages dans divers sites du Centre-Ouest de la France 
ne revelent qu 'une presence sporadique et encore 
hypothetique de certains d'entre-eux. Les recipients 
classes dans cette categorie correspondent a la defi
nition d'une production "commune" et sont toujours 
d'usage domestique. C'est par exemple le cas des 
groupes P.1d et P.3e dont les formes les plus fre
quentes sont des pots a cuire et quelques pichets 
d'usage courant et dont les parts respectives sont de 
19 % et 15 % de la totalite du materiel etudie (Fig. 6). 
Les formes produites dans le groupe local P.9b de la 
periode modeme sont assez proches. Le groupe P.1d 
est fortement represente au has Moyen-Age comme 
l'etait le groupe P.9b pour la periode modeme. 

1.2 APPROVISIONNEMENT DE TOURS EN CERAMIQUE 

Bien que la provenance exacte de certains reci
pients soit encore inconnue, la localisation, meme 
hypothetique, des zones de production perm et d' a voir 
une premiere idee de la maniere dont Tours s'appro
visionnait en ceramique entre la fin du XIIIe s. et la 
fin du XVIIe s. (Fig. 7 et 8). L'analyse detaillee de la 
ceramique locale de Tours - attestee ou fortement 
supposee- pour cette periode a montre que I' even tail 
des types presents est bien plus important a partir de 
la fin du XVe ou du debut du XVIe s. (Husi 1994, 
220-233). En outre, la generalisation de !'utilisation 
de certaines techniques, comme !'application plus 
frequente d'une glas:ure de meilleure qualite, accen
tue cette image. Est-ce que cette evolution, visible 
dans la tradition ceramique locale, qui peut correspon
dre a un changement des reseaux d'approvisionne
ment locaux, s 'observe aussi pour les productions 
importees ? Une variation de ces reseaux signifie-t
elle une ouverture economique differente de la ville? 

1.2.1 Reseaux commerciaux: immobilisme ou chan
gement 

Cette problematique demande une definition pre
cise du sens donne a la notion d'approvisionnement 
ou d'importation. La presence d'un recipient d'un 
atelier ou d'une zone de production exogene ne suffit 

pas a demontrer 1, existence d 'un flux regulier de 
marchandises. I1 ne semble pas que 1' on puisse pari er 
d'approvisionnement d'un centre de consommation 
et par consequent d'importation lorsque les trans
actions sont faibles et ponctuelles. En outre, la cera
mique etant souvent le temoin d'autres transactions, 
i1 est tres difficile de determiner les reseaux com
merciaux qui lient un site de production a un site de 
consommation. 

A Tours, les produits importes au bas Moyen-Age 
sont essentiellement les pichets de la Sarthe (Saint
Jean-de-la-Motte) et les pots en gres du Domfrontais 
(Fig. 7). Les premiers sont dates du debut du XIVe s 
au debut du XVe s. et les seconds apparaissent des le 
debut du XVe s (P.1j; P.19c) (Husi 1994, 171, 182). 
C'est a partir du milieu du XVe s. que Tours com
mence tres timidement a s'approvisionner en cerami
ques du Beauvaisis (P.21d). La presence d'autres types 
n'est tres souvent attestee que de maniere marginale; 
c' est le cas de la ceramique a pate rouge, dite de 
Dourdan (P.5b), de la ceramique a pate blanche et 
fine couverte d'une glas:ure verte sur toute la surface 
exterieure (P.2h) provenant certainement du Poitou, 
du pichet de Saintonge muni d'un decor d'oiseau 
(P.12d) (Fig. 1; 5 et 7). 

A I' epoque, mod erne on observe un accroisse
ment des importations de gres du Domfrontais (P .19c) 
(Fig. 3; 5 et 8). La ceramique lavalloise de la Harde
liere (P .1 0) apparait des la fin du XVe s. mais pre
domine au XVIe s. et durant la premiere moitie du 
XVIIe s. L'approvisionnement en ceramique du Beau
vaisis est plus reguliere (P .21 d). A la fin du XVIIe s., 
on note une forte presence de gres du Berry et dans 
une moindre mesure de la Puisaye (P.21c) (Fig. 3) 
(Husi 1994, 180, 182-183). 

Globalement, les produits importes a Tours au has 
Moyen-Age et a l'epoque modeme representent res
pectivement environ 20% et 15% du materiel exhu
me (Fig. 1). Cette part non negligeable traduit bien 
l'ouverture economique de la ville sur l'exterieur. 
L'analyse quantitative de la ceramique a permis de 
determiner avec precision la part representee par 
chaque production importee. Sans ce travail prealable 
il serait difficile de voir si un produit est le fruit d 'un 
commerce regulier ou celui d 'un simple echange 
ponctuel. Du debut du XIVe s. au debut du XV e s. le 
commerce se fait essentiellement avec la Sarthe (P.1j); 
ces production_s representent 82% des importations 
du bas Moyen-Age (Fig. 5; C). Bien qu'existant spo
radiquement des le XIVe s., les relations commer
ciales avec la Normandie et plus precisement avec le 
Domfrontais, semblent s'intensifier au XVe s. (P.19c, 
8%) (Fig. 5; C). En revanche, celles avec le sud-ouest 
sont marginales et disparaissent totalement a l'epo
que modeme (P.2h, 1 %; P.12d, %) (Fig. 3; C et 5; C). 
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Au XVIe etjusqu'a la fin du XVIIe s., les liens avec 
le nord-ouest sont forts avec 74% des produits impor
tes de la periode (P.lO; P.19a; P.19b; P.l9c) (Fig. 3; 
C). On observe en meme temps un leger accroisse
ment des echanges avec le nord-est, les recipients du 
Beauvaisis representant non plus 1% mais 2% des 
importations (P.21d) (Fig. 3; C et 5; C). 11 faut atten
dre la fin du XVIIe s. pour que de nouvelles relations 
commerciales se developpent dans le sud-est; ces 
produits penetrent sur le marche local avec 21% des 
importations de la periode modeme (P. 21c) (Fig. 3; 
C). 

Au bas Moyen-Age, cette distribution revele non 
seulement }'existence d'un commerce de denrees ali
mentaires avec le nord-ouest (P .19c) mais aussi une 
relation privilegiee avec 1 'ouest pour les recipients 
d'usage domestique. Les donnees pour la periode 
modeme traduisent une intensification d'un commer
ce alimentaire avec le nord-ouest. Les rares temoins 
d'un approvisionnement exterieur en recipients domes
tiques jusqu'au milieu du XVIIe s. attestent de rela
tions avec le Beauvaisis; a partir de la fin du XVIIe s. 
ils deviennent important avec le sud-est. Une lecture 
fine des resultats quantitatifs peut, non seulement 
reveler les courants majeurs, mais aussi permettre 
d'estimer !'evolution des flux de produits mineurs 
comme par exemple les gres du Beauvaisis. 

1.2.2 Tours: une ville qui regarde principalement 
vers l 'ouest 

Durant tout le bas Moyen-Age et jusqu'au milieu 
du XVIIe s., les rapports commerciaux que peuvent 
no us revel er la ceramique traduisent que 1 'ouverture 
economique de la ville ce fait essentiellement avec le 
nord-ouest. Le type de transaction et par consequent 
la fonction des recipients n'y sont pas etrangers. 

11 s'agit le plus souvent de contenants ayant servi 
au transport de denrees alimentaires comme le beurre 
pour les productions normandes et peut-etre laval
loises (Dufoumier & Flambard 1987, 146). Bien que 
1 'eventail des formes produites soit varie, les reci
pients en gres importes du Domfrontais sont toujours 
des pots avec une anse; !'existence d'un pot sans anse 
en "proto-gres" du debut du XIVe s. revele des con
tacts anciens avec la normandie (Bucur, Dufoumier 
& Fajal1989, 219-220, fig 12 et 13; Fajal1995, 48-
49). La presence exclusive de pots de la region laval
loise de la Hardeliere, alors que les formes produites 
dans cet atelier etaient nombreuses, semble etayer 
1 'hypo these de con tenants pour le beurre. En outre, 
aucun recipient dit "a oeil de perdrix" qui caracterise 
la production du bas Moyen-Age de ces memes ate-

liers n'a ete decouvert a Tours (Bucur, Dufournier, 
Goulpeau et al. 1984; Husi 1994). Les recipients pro
duits a la Hardeliere au bas Moyen-Age sont plutot 
d'usage domestique ce qui peut expliquer }'absence 
de rapports commerciaux aussi lointains. Une ana
lyse a 1 'echelle du Centre-Ouest doit permettre de 
mieux connaitre ce phenomene. 

La presence parfois tres prononcee de recipients 
a priori d'usage domestique comme les pichets de la 
Sarthe ou les coupes du Beauvaisis est plus difficile 
a expliquer. L'hypothese d'une utilisation comme con
tenant des pichets produits dans la Sarthe parait diffi
cilement envisageable etant donne leur fragilite. La 
grande qualite de ces produits, qui a du faire leur 
reputation, peut expliquer leur diffusion non seule
ment a Tours mais, comme nous allons le voir, dans 
toute la region. Les memes arguments peuvent expli
quer la presence de recipients en gres du Beauvaisis 
qui se limite presque exclusivement aux coupes. En 
effet, 1' importation d 'un produit d 'usage domestique 
aussi lointain, hors des reseaux d'approvisionnement 
habituels, ne peut s'expliquer que par la qualite d'une 
production tres variee qui a su s'imposer et dominer 
un marche aussi important que celui de Paris (Ra
voire 1990, 87 -199). Ce n 'est pas le cas a Tours avec 
1 'unique presence des coupes et de quelques gourdes 
dont on peut pourtant attester 1 'existence durant pres
que deux siecles. 

11 faut attendre la fin du XVIIe s. et les gres du 
Berry et de la Puisaye, pour que Tours ne soit plus 
uniquement toumee vers l'ouest de la France. Ces 
recipients de toutes formes, semblent concurrencer la 
ceramique commune locale; on peut parler de con
currence car a la difference des pots Normands ou 
Lavallois, les ceramiques ne servent pas de conte
nants mais sont bien des recipients d'usage domes
tique. Meme les formes les plus courantes, qui ante
rieurement etaient toujours des productions locales 
sont maintenant souvent en gres. Bien que les gres ne 
soit pas adaptes a la cuisson des aliments, certains 
pots revelent meme des traces de cet usage. 

L'etude de la ceramique du bas Moyen-Age et de 
l'epoque modeme de Tours nous revele les liens forts 
qui existent entre cette ville et l'ouest de la France. 
Cependant, la ceramique est une source qui doit etre 
utilisee avec precaution car elle n 'est souvent que le 
temoin d'un autre commerce. Dans ce cas, les re
seaux commerciaux entre les centres de production et 
de consommation deviennent difficiles a percevoir 
car ils sont tributaires du produit transporte et par 
consequent indirects. On peut maintenant elargir le 
champ d'investigations en essayant d'entrevoir si 
l'image de Tours est representative du Centre-Ouest 
de la France ou si 1' on peut determiner des courants 
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d'echanges, des "aires ceramiques" et des zones de 
contacts differentes au sein d'une entite geographi
que plus etendue. 

2 Essai de determination des reseaux d'echanges 
et des "aires ceramiques" dans le Centre-Ouest de 
la France 

Le developpement qui suit n'est qu'un pre
liminaire a une etude de la ceramique au niveau 
regional, en cours depuis le debut de l'annee 1996. Le 
Centre-Ouest, tel que nous l'avons deja defini, n'est 
pas encore etudie dans son integralite et la premiere 
image, tres incomplete, que 1 'on peut presenter cor
respond pricipalement aux resultats de }'analyse de 
quelques sites de la Region Centre. Ces principaux 
sites etudies au sein du projet collectif de recherche, 
souvent d'une maniere encore incomplete, sont Tours, 
Blois, Chateauroux, Mehun-sur-Yevre, Orleans et 
dans une moindre mesure Bourges; les donnees des 
autres sites sont le fruit des publications regionales et 
de reunions collectives de travail (Fig. 9 a 12). Les 
sites qui servent de references pour 1 'etude sont en 
gras sur les cartes. 

Les cartes presentees restent tres hypothetiques car: 
- le nombre des sites etudies n'est pas suffisant; 
- exception faite de Tours, I 'analyse de la cerami-
que n'etant pas exhaustive, le corpus d'etude est le 
plus souvent incomplet; 
- il est encore difficile de cemer I 'importance de 
chaque production et par consequent de comparer les 
sites; 
- enfin, I' espace geographique etudie a ce jour est 
encore trop restreint car limite uniquement a quel
ques sites de la Region Centre. 

2.1 LES ATELIERS: LOCALISATION ET DUREE D'EXIS

TENCE 

2.1.1 Les zones de production en relation avec le 
Centre-Ouest 

La liste des ateliers qui participent a la vie econo
mique de cette region correspond pratiquement a 
celle deja presentee pour Tours (Fig. 9 a 12). Sans 
distinction chronologique, on recense une premiere 
zone de production du nord-ouest avec les ateliers du 
Domfrontais, ceux de la region Lavalloise et ceux de 
la Sarthe. Puis une seconde du nord-est comprenant 
plusieurs petites structures dont la diffusion est limi
tee; ils sont regroupes sous les noms de "Jouy-le
Potier" et des "ateliers de la Foret d'Orleans". Dans 
cette partie nord-est, on recense encore les ateliers de 
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la region de Dourdan et plus lointains, ceux du Beau
vaisis. Enfin, au sud-est, les ateliers de la Borne et 
ceux de la Puisaye forment un demier pole de pro
duction. Exception faite de Tours, les productions 
aussi renommees que celles de Saintonge, diffusees 
des le XIIIe s. dans toute 1 'Europe et a partir des 
XVIIe et XVllle s. dans les sites de colonisation fran
yaise, n'apparaissent pas dans cet espace (Chapelot 
1991, 62-63). 

Que dire de l'espace central situe en bord de Loire 
et compris au moins entre Blois et Tours, si ce n'est 
}'absence d'ateliers produisant des ceramiques vouees 
a I' exportation. 11 est bien evident qu' aucune recher
che pointue sur ce theme n'a ete entreprise jusqu' 
alors et que les cartes revelent aussi ces lacunes. 
Cependant, l'etude de la ceramique de Tours a mon
tre que les produits locaux ou supposes locaux sont 
rarement attestes ailleurs dans la region, meme les 
ceramiques decorees des XVIe et XVIIe s. On doit 
plutot envisager une serie de petits ateliers dont l'acti
vite est limitee a l'approvisionnement local, dont la 
tradition artisanale dans ce domaine est faible. 

2.1.2 Dun~e d'existence des ateliers 

Les ateliers produisant la ceramique rouge de 
Dourdan cessent leurs activites au XVe s (Orssaud 
1985, 80; Bourgeau 1987, 81 ). Les produits de Saint
Jean-de-la-Matte disparaissent dans la premiere moi
tie du XVe s. des contextes domestiques de Tours 
(Husi 1994, 171 ). 

Bien que les ateliers lavallois semblent fonction
ner sans discontinuite au has Moyen-Age et a l'epo
que modeme, on observe un changement des techni
ques de fabrication et un renouvellement des formes 
au milieu du XV e s. avec le passage d 'une production 
dite "a oeil de perdrix" a une production dite "rose
bleu", cette demiere apparaissant dans les niveaux 
domestiques des fouilles de Tours des la fin du XVe 
s. (Bucur, Dufoumier, Goulpeau et al. 1984, 181; 
Husi 1994). Comme les productions lavalloises de la 
Hardeliere, les ateliers du Domfrontais sont en acti
vite durant tousle has Moyen-Age et l'epoque mo
deme mais le changement dans les techniques de 
fabrication est plus precoce. La fouille du site de 
Saint-Georges-de-Rouelley a permis de mettre en 
evidence une production de protogres datable de la 
premiere moitie du XIVe s. dont l'eventail typo
logique varie comprend aussi des mortiers a "oeil de 
perdrix" de meme tradition que ceux de la region 
lavalloise (Bucur, Dufoumier, Fajal et al. 1989). Le 
passage d 'une production de protogres a celle du gres 
semble s'operer a la fm du XIVe s. dans ces ateliers 
du Domfrontais; les recipients fabriques ont alors 
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Fig. 7 Premiere hypotMse sur l'approvisionnement de Tours aux XIVe et XVe s. : 
c&-amiques d'usage domestique et roopients utilise; comme contenants. 
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pour utilite principale le stockage ou la conservation 
des denrees alimentaires (Dufoumier & Flambard 
1987, 145-146). 

Il est difficile de cemer !'evolution des produc
tions de gres du Berry qui est encore mal connue. En 
revanche, la tradition d'un artisanat ceramique clans 
le Haut-Berry, localise autour d'Henrichemont et de 
la Borne est ancienne car on retrouve la mention de 
la Poterie clans les textes des le XIIIe s. Ces ateliers 
devaient tres certainement approvisionner la ville de 
Bourges. Un autre groupement d'ateliers qui apparait 
des le Xlie s. se situe a Saulzay-le-Potier et alimente 
probablement les centres urbains du Bas-Berry notam
ment le Saint-Amandois (Bailly 1979, 35-36). La 
fabrication de gres est aussi attestee clans 1 'Y onne a 
partir du XVIe s.; les ateliers se repartissent sur plu
sieurs communes denommees la "Puisaye des argi
les" (Poulet 1989, 281). Bien qu'ils soient en concur
rence, les ateliers de la Puisaye et du Berry se situent 
clans une aire geographique proche et forment ainsi 
cette zone de production du sud-est dont la particu
larite est la fabrication de recipients en gres en tous 
cas des le XVIe s. et cecijusqu'auXIXe s. (Bouthier, 
Poulet & Rosen 1996, 100-102). 

La localisation et la duree d'existence des prin
cipaux ateliers en relation avec le Centre-Ouest etant 
maintenant connues, 1 'inten~t est d 'essayer de mieux 

percevoir les aires de diffusion des produits et leurs 
evolutions. Est-ce que la modification des zones de 
production, qui semble se dessiner au XVe s., a une 
influence sur la maniere dont s'organise la diffusion 
des produits? En d'autres termes, est-ce que l'on peut 
avoir deux images distinctes des "aires ceramiques" 
clans le Centre-Quest avec un changement qui s'ope
rerait au cours du XVe s.? 

2.2 EVOLUTION DES AIRES CERAMIQUES DU CENTRE

GUEST 

Ces aires ceramiques sont pour !'instant presque 
toujours fondees sur la presence ou !'absence de pro
duits importes et de produits locaux de meme tradi
tion, associes a des niveaux archeologiques stratifies. 
L'etude systematique du materiel reste encore a faire 
pour la plupart des sites et l'inventaire exhaustif du 
materiel n'est pas toujours termine. Bien que la part 
de chaque production clans les sites etudies soit rare
ment connue, on peut deja estimer grossierement celle 
des groupes les plus frequemment rencontres, ne 
serait-ce qu' a partir des formes completes. Le decou
page des aires n'est par consequent pas fige et ce 
preliminaire a une etude plus complete n'a pour 
objectif que de servir de base de reflexion. 
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Fig. 8 Premiere hypothese sur l'approvisionnement de Tours aux XVIe et XVIIe s. : 
c~ramiques d'usage domestique et r~cipients utilis~ comme contenants. 
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2.2.1 Au bas Moyen-Age (fin XI/le s. -fin XVe s.) 
(Fig. 9) 

On distingue actuellement pour cette periode deux 
zones appartenant a des traditions de fabrications 
ceramiques distinctes: 
- celle des ceramiques a pates rouges et derivees 
comme les "pseudo rouge" ou les pates acres que 1 'on 
trouve dans la partie est de 1 'espace etudie; 

celle des ceramiques a pates claires qui appartien
nent a la partie ouest et probablement sud du meme 
espace. 

Dans la premiere zone, a I' est, les productions de 
tradition rouge-acre sont omnipresentes a Chartres, a 
Orleans et a Blois. Elles sont composees des cerami
ques rouges de la region de Dourdan, des ceramiques 
"pseudo-rouge" et acres produites dans 1 'Orl6anaises 
et d'apres V. Aubourg-Josset sfuement imitees pres 
de Blois. Une analyse plus fine de la repartition entre 
pates acres et pates rouges pourra etre en visa gee lors
que !'analyse quantitative du materiel sera realisee. 
Elle permettra peut-etre d'entrevoir des aires cera
miques differentes. On peut pourtant situer 1' a ire prin
cipale de diffusion des ceramiques rouges, tres au 
nord-est de notre region d 'etude, entre Chartres, Che
vreuse et Etampe (Claude 1994, 43, fig. 23). 
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Les contacts connus, entre les ceramiques de tradi
tion rouge-ocre et celles de tradition claire, semblent 
se faire dans le Vendomois. En effet, les ceramiques a 
pates rouge-acre se retrouvent encore a la Ferte Ville
neuil pres de Chateaudun et exceptionnellement au 
chateau de Lavardin pres de Vendome; selon V. 
Aubourg-Josset elles sont inconnues a Freteval, site ou 
predomine la ceramique a pates claires (Orssaud 1985, 
79; Selles 1987, 15-31; Claude 1994, 38-45; Rayneau 
1995, 67; Aubourg-Josset & Josset 1996, 199, 202, 
220, 222-223). En Touraine, la ceramique de tradition 
rouge-ocre n' appara1t que marginalement a Tours et a 
Rigny-Usse; i1 s'agit de ceramique rouge de la region 
de Dourdan ou de "pseudo-rouge" de 1 'Orleanais ou du 
Blesois (Husi 1994, 225-226). A premiere vue, selon 
C. Monnet a Bourges et P. Bona Mehun-sur-Yevre, 
aucune trace de pates rouge-acre n' a ete observee dans 
le Berry. Il semble d'une maniere plus generale que 
ces productions n'atteignent pas le sud de la Loire. 

Dans la seconde zone, a l'ouest, qui est caracteri
see par la couleur claire des pates, on peut delimiter 
une aire ceramique qui con-espond aux recipients avec 
des parois assez fines et souvent munis de stries de 
toumage tres marquees. Un des symboles poun-ait en 
etre les produits de Saint-Jean-de-la-Matte (Guilleux 
1978). On les trouve tres frequemment dans la partie 
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ouest de la region d'etude, avec comme limite le Ven
domois, la Touraine et sud le Chinonais (Schweitz 
1979, 119-147, 187-191; Husi, Lorans & Theureau 
1990, 154-155; 1992, 135-138; 1994, 195 et 224). 

Que dire de la ceramique a "oeil de perdrix", autre 
production bien caracteristique de l'Ouest de la 
France, si ce n'est qu'elle est produite dans la region 
lavalloise et en Basse Normandie et qu'elle se diffuse 
tres peu vers le sud-est. En effet, aucune trace de 
recipients de cette tradition n' a ete mis au jour a ma 
connaissance dans le Vendomois, en Touraine ou 
dans le Chinonais, alors que leur presence est attestee 
non seulement dans le Maine et ses abords ou dans la 
Sarthe comme au Mans, mais aussi en Saintonge 
(Bucur, Dufournier & Goulpeau et al. 1984, 193-195). 
La presence de ces productions a 1' extreme nord
ouest de la region d'etude semble reveler une nou
velle a ire ceramique de tradition differente. Bien qu 'en 
grande partie exterieure au Centre-Ouest, la cera
mique a "oeil de perdrix" semble limiter au nord
ouest le developpement des productions a parois fmes. 
En effet, selon J. Naveau, ces demieres sont faible
ment representees a Laval alors qu'elles semblent 
mieux attestees au Mans. 

Une autre aire cerarnique, encore tres hypothetique 
et mal delimitee, qui appartient a la tradition des pates 

claires, existe au sud de la Loire. Les recipients la 
caracterisant le mieux pour !'instant, sont des pots en 
pate blanche et fine, avec ou sans anse, munis d'une 
levre dejetee vers l'exterieur et d'une gorge supe
rieure. Bien que l'on ne puisse encore attester la pro
venance commune de ces recipients, ils ont ete mis au 
jour a Rigny-Usse et a Chateauroux pour le debut du 
has Moyen-Age, (deuxieme moitie Xllle-debut XIVe 
s.) (Husi 1992, 135-137; Chambon 1996, 39-40). La 
presence de 1 'Indre comme axe de communication 
peut expliquer cette hypothese, qu' une etude systema
tique du materiel devra preciser. Ces productions sem
blent disparaitre au moment ou apparaissent plus au 
nord-ouest les recipients a parois fines. Aucun reci
pient de type Saint-Jean-de-la-Motte n'a ete observe 
clans un espace compris entre Chateauroux et Bourges. 
Ceci semble traduire !'existence d'une aire ceramique 
dont la tradition est toujours inclue dans les pates 
claires, mais dont les formes produites sont differentes 
(Bon 1996, 55-88). Une etude plus precise de la 
ceramique du Berry pour le has Moyen-Age devrait 
permettre de delimiter des aires ceramiques au sud de 
la Loire, espace dont on peut uniquement dire pour 
1 'instant qu'il appartient a la tradition des pates claires. 

La quasi-absence de produits saintongeais dans le 
Centre-Ouest et la presence de quelques exemplaires 
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Fig. 1 0 Premiere hypothese sur l'approvisionnement en redpients lavallois et domfr~tais 
utilises comme contenants dans le Centre-Quest de la France a l'epoque moderne. 
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de recipients du Poitou confirment bien les maigres 
contacts qui peuvent exister avec le sud-ouest deja 
observes a Tours. 11 en est de meme pour le sud-est 
avec lequel aucun echange n'est encore perceptible. 
En revanche, il semble que les gres du Beauvaisis 
fassent leur apparition dans la partie est de l'espace 
etudie des le milieu du XVe s. C'est le cas a Tours, a 
Blois selon V. Aubourg-Josset et plus logiquement a 
Chartres (Selles 1987, 29-35). Une analyse de 
l'approvisionnement des sites etudies en gres du 
Beauvaisis qui passe par la quantification systema
tique de la ceramique devrait preciser la rapidite et 
1 'ampleur de la diffusion de ce produit. 

On perc;oit actuellement dans le Centre-Ouest pour 
le has Moyen-Age deux grandes zones de traditions 
de fabrication differentes, l'une comprenant des pates 
rouge-ocre, l'autre des pates claires. Bien que le Ven
domois semble etre un point de contact, entre les 
deux zones, la delimitation de ces espaces est encore 
mal identifiee, notamment au sud de la Loire. Ces 
deux zones principales se subdivisent pour donner 
naissance a des aires ceramiques de traditions typolo
giques differentes qui se chevauchent les unes les 
autres. Le manque de donnees quantifiees ne permet 
pas de proposer un decoupage plus precis. Les aires 
ceramiques les mieux identifees actuellement sont 
d'une part celle des pates rouges dites de Dourdan et 
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d'autre part celle des pates claires a parois fines dont 
un atelier est connu a Saint-Jean-de-La-Motte. Excep
tion faite d'une aire encore hypothetique liee a la 
vallee de 1 'Indre, le Centre-Ouest, mieux connu dans 
sa partie nord, se divise en deux espaces, 1 'un attire 
vers le nord-ouest et 1' autre vers le nord-est. Une etu
de plus approfondie devrait permettre de mieux con
naitre la distribution de la ceramique au sud de la 
Loire. On remarque deja que la Loire participe a la 
diffusion des produits mais sert aussi de limite entre 
le nord et le sud. Est-ce que la distribution ceramique 
observee pour cette periode est stable ou est-ce 
qu'elle change a l'epoque modeme? 

2.2.2 A la periode moderne (fin XVe- fin XVII e s.) 
(Fig. 10 a 12) 

A la periode modeme, 1 'utilisation systematique 
de techniques existant deja au has Moyen-Age, corn
me la surimposition de glac;ure ou le gres est silre
ment une des causes d 'un transfert des ateliers de 
production et d'un changement des reseaux commer
ciaux. 

Alors que la presence des pates ocres reste forte 
dans 1 'Orleanais et le Blesois dans la deuxieme moi
tie du XVe s., les pate rouges de Dourdan ont tota-
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Fig. 11 Premiere hypothese sl.lf' l'approvisionnement en r&ipients d'usage domestique lmportes 
dans le Centre-Quest de la France pour la periode, moderne. "~~/· I ·~ I I /"'-
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lement disparu (Orssaud 1985, 72-81; Aubourg & 
Josset 1992, 20-28). L'existence de deux zones de 
traditions differentes, 1 'une comprenant les pates acre
rouge et 1' autre les pates claires, qui caracterisait le 
has Moyen-Age, est beaucoup moins marquee a par
tir du XVIe s. Les differences dans les caracteris
tiques techniques semblent s'estomper. Bien que des 
productions locales comme par exemple les pates 
ocres de l 'Orleanais existent touj ours a 1 'epoque 
modeme, 1 'utilisation de pates blanches pour les reci
pients glayures est frequente (Orssaud 1985, 75, 82, 
109-110; Selles 1987, 32-33). Inversement, la pre
dominance des pates blanches plus a l'ouest tend a 
disparaitre, avec une forte presence de ceramiques 
oranges, et meme rouges. Est-ce !'utilisation plus fre
quente de la glayure qui est la cause de cette plus 
grande homogenelte, et par consequent d'une dispa
rition des traditions de fabrication plus anciennes? 
Est-ce-qu 'un transfert des techniques aboutit a la crea
tion de nouveaux ateliers dont l'aire de diffusion est 
locale? Assiste-t-on a une concurrence de la cerami
que domestique au niveau local? 

A partir de la fin du XVe s., les recipients domes
tiques locaux sont souvent glayures et les ceramiques 
importees, non glayurees, proviennent de grands cen
tres de production, parfois lointains. Bien que le gres 
soit une innovation technique du has Moyen-Age, i1 

) 
) 
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n'a concurrence les autres produits qu'a la periode 
modeme lorsque les techniques de fabrication sont 
totalement acquises et que les capacites de produc
tion permettent d'arriver a une standardisation des 
formes. 

Les gres normands et plus specifiquement du Dom
frontais comme les productions lavalloises n'ont que 
rarement concurrence les produits locaux de la region 
car i1 semble qu'ils aient uniquement servi de conte
nants pour le transport des denrees alimentaires. Bien 
que les zones de production soient situes a proximite 
l'une de l'autre, les recipients exportes se retrouvent 
dans des zones quelque peu differentes (Fig. 10). 

11 semble que passe la Loire les produits nor
mands soient plus rares. Ils sont omnipresents en 
Touraine des le has Moyen-Age (Husi 1994, 226). On 
les trouve dans des sites ruraux comme Rigny-Usse; 
ils sont attestes a Orleans et d'apres V. Aubourg
Josset a Blois (Orssaud 1985, 109; Husi 1994, 226-
227). Selon A.M. Fourteau et M. Cavailles, quelques 
rares exemplaires existent dans le Poitou, peut-etre a 
Parthenay et a La Rochelle; d'apres P. Bon et C. 
Monnet, ils sont inexistants dans le Berry comme a 
Mehun-sur-Yevre ou a Bourges. La ceramique dite 
"rose-bleu" de la Hardeliere pres de Laval est surtout 
connue dans la partie ouest de la region d'etude. 
Alors qu'elle est frequente en Vendee, dans le Poitou 
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1 Fig. 12 Determination des aires ceramiques du Centrc:HJuest pour la p~ode modeme : 
I premiere hypothese d'apres les informations des jrtes 1 0 et 11. ~ 
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et jusqu'en Charente, la Touraine ou le Blesois for
ment une des limites a l'est (Fourteau-Bardaji & 
Cavailles 1993 ). Une analyse systematique et quanti
flee de ces productions s'impose encore ici. 

Comment expliquer !'apparition de ces produc
tions lavalloises a I' est a 1 'epoque modeme alors que 
les ceramiques a "oeil de perdrix" du has Moyen-Age 
etaient deja bien connues plus a I' ouest? L' apparition 
de recipients servant de con tenants peut s 'interpreter 
comme la preuve de nouveaux echanges de denrees 
alimentaires entre les deux regions a la periode mo
deme. Elle peut aussi montrer que ces ateliers ont su 
transformer leurs produits afin de s'adapter a la 
demande et arriver a s'imposer face au monopole des 
gres normands. 

11 semble, dans 1 'espace etudie, que la Touraine 
corresponde a la zone la plus orientate de penetration 
des produits normands et lavallois (Fig. 1 0). La zone, 
ou l'on trouve ces produits, n'est que le reflet de 
l'approvisionnement de certains sites en denrees ali
mentaires. En effet, ces recipients servant "d'em
ballage", on ne peut pas etablir une relation directe 
entre le site de production et le site de consommation. 
11 est fort probable que les circuits de distribution de 
ces recipients soient totalement tributaires des 
produits qu'ils contiennent. 
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Que dire des recipients d'usage domestique? La 
reputation des gres du Beauvaisis est telle que cer
taines formes comme les gourdes, les coupes ou les 
gobelets vont reussir a s'imposer sur les marches 
locaux du Centre-Ouest. C'est surtout vrai pour la 
partie est de la region, notamment l'ancienne aire de 
diffusion des pates rouge-ocre, meme si leur pre
sence en Touraine est tout de meme bien attestee 
(Orssaud 1985, 83-84, 106-108; Selles 1987, 32-34; 
Aubourg-Josset 1992, 26-28; Husi 1994, 199-200, 
203, 227) (Fig. 11). A la difference de la region pari
sienne ou 1es productions du Beauvaisis glac;urees et 
en gres ont tres fortement inonde le marche local, la 
plus gran de partie du Centre-Ouest n' est que mar
ginalement concemee et sauf exception, exclusi
vement par les recipients en gres. La Loire appara1t 
comme la limite sud-ouest de diffusion de ces 
produits en meme temps qu'un axe de communi
cation ayant aide a sa penetration. Alors que ces 
demiers sont bien representes dans tous les sites 
longeant la Loire, d'Orleans a Tours, ils sont quasi 
inexistants dans le Berry et n' ont a ma connaissance 
jamais ete decouverts dans le Poitou. Une recherche 
plus precise sur ce produit devra done etre deve
loppee dans les annees a venir, notamment plus a 
1' ouest le long de la Loire. 
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Les aires de diffusion des gres du Berry et de la 
Puisaye sont encore difficilement discemables dans 
le Centre-Ouest. Ces poles de production, en pleine 
expansion au XVIIe s., concurrencent parfois les types 
locaux les plus courants des grandes villes du sud
ouest de la region etudiee comme Orleans, Blois, 
Bourges et Tours (Orssaud 1985, 109; Husi 1994, 
182; Aubourg-Josset & Monnet: etude en cours) (Fig. 
11). Bien que tardifs et encore mal connus, ces pro
duits apparaissent sur les marches locaux a partir du 
XVIe s. et atteignent une place non negligeable au 
XVIIe s. Les pichets sont essentiellement de la Pui
saye alors que les pots semblent provenir du Berry 
(Orssaud 1985, 109-110; Boutier, Poulet & Rosen 
1996, 100-1 03). Il est encore difficile de cemer 1 'am
pleur du phenomene car l'etude des contextes arche
ologiques les plus recents reste souvent a faire. Est
ce que ces productions se retrouvent plus vers 1' ouest 
et le nord-ouest comme par exemple en Anjou? Ou 
peut-on placer la zone de contact entre les gres du 
Beauvaisis et du Berry ou de la Puisaye dans le Centre
Quest? Est-ce une fois encore la vallee de la Loire qui 
sert de limite? 

La modification des reseaux d'approvisionnement, 
qui avait deja ete observee a Tours a la fin du bas 
Moyen-Age, semble se confirmer dans le Centre
Quest. En l'etat de la recherche, et en limitant pour 
I 'instant le Centre-Ouest a quelques sites de la Region 
Centre, on peut distinguer trois "aires ceramiques" 
qui se chevauchent et qui englobent des espaces de 
tailles differentes (Fig. 12). Ces aires ne se dessinent 
pas en fonction d 'une tradition de fabrication locale 
comme au has Moyen-Age, mais dependent de grands 
ateliers parfois exterieurs a la region. La premiere aire, 
tres importante, toumee vers 1 'ouest est limitee par la 
diffusion des productions lavalloises et normandes; 
la seconde beaucoup plus modeste garde des rapports 
constants avec les ateliers du Beauvaisis tout en etant 
partiellement touchee par les productions norman
des; enfin, la troisieme, un peu plus tardive, est tour
nee vers le sud-est et les ateliers du Berry et de la 
Puisaye. 

Il faut pourtant nuancer cette image car la signi
fication de ces aires n'est pas toujours la meme. La 
premiere n'est que le temoin d'un approvisionnement 
en denrees alimentaires dont on ne connait pas vrai
ment les reseaux de distribution; ces demiers sont 
surement indirects et fortement tributaires de la nature 
des produits transportes. Les deux autres refletent 
plus vraisemblablement un approvisionnement en 
ceramique domestique, les reseaux de distribution 
etant alors certainement directs. 

En ne s'interessant qu'aux produits d'usage domes
tique et en supposant que la commercialisation des 
recipients est directe, on peut emettre 1 'hypo these 

que la vallee de la Loire sert aussi bien de limite entre 
l'aire du nord-est et celle du sud-est que d'axe de 
distribution. Lorsqu' on y ajoute les produits du nord
ouest servant de contenants, on constate une fois de 
plus que la totalite ou la quasi-totalite des produc
tions sont presentes dans cet espace qui longe la Loire 
(Fig. 12). Cette hypothese reste pourtant a confirmer 
par une etude systematique du materiel dans un plus 
grand nombre de sites et dans un espace plus vaste 
que la Region Centre. 

2.3 AIRES CERAMIQUES ET MECANISMES DE DISTRI

BUTION 

C'est le changement des mecanismes d'approvi
sionnement qui explique en partie cette redistribu
tion. Le commerce ceramique au has Moyen-Age est 
essentiellement celui de produits domestiques, l'iden
tite de chaque aire ceramique etant fondee sur une 
tradition de fabrication. Le commerce de la cerami
que ne se fait qu'a moyenne distance car les ateliers, 
utilisant les memes techniques de fabrication, sont 
encore atomises dans une micro-region. Les zones 
economiques situees dans la mouvance d'un ou d'une 
serie d'ateliers sont moins importantes que celles 
observees a l'epoque modeme. C'est le cas pour les 
ceramiques a parois fines dont un atelier est connu a 
Saint-Jean-de-la-Motte ou de celles a pates rouges 
attribuees a 1' atelier de Dourdan; ces ateliers sont 
surement les poles principaux de production sans en 
etre les seuls. 

En revanche, a partir de la fin du XVe s. et durant 
toute la periode modeme, il semble qu'apparaisse un 
commerce a plus longue distance. Ce commerce a plus 
grande echelle peut s' expliquer par le developpement 
des echanges de denrees alimentaires, le recipient ne 
servant alors que de contenant. C'est le cas pour les 
productions ceramiques du nord-ouest pour lesquels 
on peut imaginer que les reseaux de distributions ne 
sont pas directs entre 1 'atelier et le site de consomma
tion. Cependant une augmentation des importations 
du Domfrontais et de la region lavalloise, qui cor
respond aussi a une meilleure adequation entre le 
recipient et son usage de contenant, n' est pas 1 'unique 
explication au developpement des echanges a plus 
longue distance. En effet, 1 'influence des grands cen
tres de production est ornnipresente, meme pour 
l'approvisionnement en recipients d'usage domesti
que comme ceux du Beauvaisis et ceux du Berry ou 
de la Puisaye. Il semble que la situation geographique 
de la region en soit une des causes principales. En 
effet, le Centre-Ouest est encadre par trois des plus 
grandes zones de production de gres de France: la 
Normandie, le Beauvaisis et le Berry-la Puisaye. 
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Cette innovation technique revolutionne le mar
cM de la ceramique: la qualite des produits implique 
une forte demande de certains types de recipients qui 
font la reputation de chaque region productrice. C'est 
le cas des sinots du Domfrontais, de recipients domes
tiques comme les coupes, les go be lets ou les gourdes 
du Beauvaisis, de vases a liquide comme les pichets 
de la Puisaye, enfin des pots du Berry. La forte 
demande est surement a I' origine d 'un accroissement 
des capacites de production qui s'observe clans la 
specialisation et la standardisation des formes. Est-ce 
que 1, accroissement de production et la distribution a 
grande echelle sont uniquement liees a ce produit bien 
particulier qu'est le gres? 11 semble que non car la 
meme analyse peut-etre faite pour les productions 
lavalloises, dont les pots servant de contenant, se 
retrouvent clans tout le grand ouest de la France. 

On observe done une transformation des mecanis
mes de distribution qui nous revele non seulement 
l'accroissement du commerce de recipients d'usage 
domestique mais surtout I' augmentation des importa
tions de denrees alimentaires comme le beurre. Ce 
changement des mecanismes de distribution de la 
ceramique semble s'operer clans la deuxieme moitie 
du XVe s. et a pour cause le passage d'un systeme 
economique de subsistance a un autre qui entre clans 
une logique pre-industrielle. 

Cette premiere approche a mis en evidence !'exis
tence d'une evolution des "aires ceramiques" pour la 
periode etudiee. Il semble qu 'un changement des lieux 
d'approvisionnement en ceramique existe au debut 
de l'epoque modeme. Elle correspond au develop
pement de certains grands centres de production qui 
se specialisent et standardisent certaines formes qui 
feront leur succes. 11 ne faut pourtant jamais oublier 
que la ceramique n' est souvent que le reflet d 'un 
autre commerce. C'est le cas ici des productions du 
nord-ouest dont les reseaux de distribution dependent 
essentiellement du produit transporte. 

Comme nous venons de I' entrevoir, la Loire et ses 
principaux affluents ne sont pas les seuls moteurs de 
diffusion de la ceramique clans la region. En effet, la 
Loire facilite le commerce, mais apparait aussi comme 
une limite a son developpement. L'opposition entre 
I' est et I' ouest au has Moyen-Age traduit bien I' exis
tence d'autres facteurs de diffusion. 

Une meilleur comprehension de ces phenomenes 
passe maintenant par le developpement de la recher
che clans ce domaine. Les sites etudies sont pour I 'in
stant trop peu nombreux et il est difficile de preciser 
les courants d'echanges, de saisir comment se faisait 
l'approvisionnement, de mieux delimiter les "aires 
ceramiques", tant qu'une analyse quantitative et sys
tematique n' est pas faite pour les sites les mieux stra-
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tifies. Actuellement on travaille encore trop souvent 
en terme de presence ou d'absence d'un produit ce 
qui limite fortement les interpretations. La mise en 
oeuvre du projet collectifregional est un des moyens 
de developper cette recherche. L'objectif, a terme, est 
de faire une analyse systematique de la cerarnique des 
principaux sites du Centre-Ouest tel que no us I' avons 
definie, en travaillant en collaboration avec les cher
cheurs des regions avoisinantes. 
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15th century Flemish tiles in the north of England 

Plain-glazed floor tiles oflate 14th to early 16th 
century date are found at a large number of sites in 
Britain, and elsewhere around the North Sea, and have 
long been thought to be imports from the Low 
Countries. The idea of imported floor tiles from ports 
in the Netherlands to the north of England is well 
supported by references in customs accounts. How
ever, there are considerable difficulties in identifying 
these tiles on the ground, and therefore of extending 
discussion of this trade by including information 
derived from archaeological study. 

The main reason for this problem of identification 
is that the manufacture of plain-glazed tiles does not 
require the use of a stamp. Wooden stamps, with de
signs carved on them, are used in the production of 
most two-colour floor tiles. The same stamp is used to 
make large numbers of these decorated tiles and, in 
consequence, the products of a workshop can be ident
ified with some confidence. As plain-glazed tiles can
not be characterised as closely as decorated examples, 
they are not as useful archaeologically. 

Over the past ten years, however, a substantial 
research programme into the manufacture, distribu
tion, design and use of medieval floor tiles in the north 
of England has been carried out by English Heritage at 
the University of York. The study spans the period 
from cl200 to cl500, and includes all provenanced 
material north of the river Humber and south of the 
Scottish border, plus relevant comparative material 
outside the area. The large sample size, provided by 
the scale of this study, means that an evaluation of the 
characteristics of plain-glazed tiles has also been pos
sible. It is now hoped that the results will allow com
parative work with material in the Low Countries. 

This paper assesses the evidence for plain-glazed 
Flemish tiles in England, considers how they may be 
recognised archaeologically and looks at some of the 
implications arising from their production and distrib
ution. 

Tile series in the north of England 

Study of all the tiles in the north of England has 
identified eight major series. Decorated tiles belonging 
to the 13th and early 14th centuries were produced 
locally. The decorated tiles used in the mid-14th cen
tury were probably made further south, in the area 
around Nottingham (north midlands), and were brought 
into the region, probably via the river Trent. The lim
ited available evidence suggests that these tiles were 
being laid in pavements in the north until about 1370-
80. Decorated floor tiles, once again produced locally, 
were in use in the 15th century, but possibly not before 
the later 15th century. Large numbers of plain-glazed 
tiles are generally dated from the late 14th to early 16th 
centuries. It is these plain-glazed tiles which are 
thought to have been made in the Low Countries and 
imported to Britain. 

Customs accounts 

The importation of floor tiles is evidenced in cust
oms accounts'. These documents were compiled at 
major ports for tax purposes on overseas trade. Where 
tile was part of a cargo it is usually listed in the ac
counts as Flanders tile. The terminology can be a pro-

References to tile imports have been noted by a number of writers including L.F-. SALZMAN, English Industries of the Middle 
Ages, 2nd edition, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1923, 180-182; J.B. WARD PERIGNS, Late medieval Flemish inlaid tiles in England, 
Antiquaries Journal 17, 1937, 443; L. F. SALZMAN, Building in England down to 1540; a documentary history, Oxford, Clarendon 
Press, 1952, 140-148; G.E.C. KNAPP, Flemish medieval paving tiles in Hampshire, Papers and Proceedings oft he Hampshire Field 
Club and Archaeological Society 30, 1956, 29-33; Arthur LANE, Guide to the collection of tiles, Victoria and Albert Museum, 
London, 1960, 53; L. KEEN, Medieval floor tiles from Campsea Ash Priory, Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute of Archaeology 32, 
1971, 148; L. KEEN, The medieval floor-tiles, in: J .P. ALL AN ( ed), Medieval and post-medieval finds from Exeter, 1971-1980, Exeter 
Archaeological Reports 3, 1984, 236-240; E.C. NORTON, Medieval floor tiles in Scotland, in: Medieval Art and Architecture in the 
Diocese ofSt Andrew, British Archaeological Association Conference Transactions, 1994, 149-153. 
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blematic as Flanders tile may refer to either brick or 
tile2• However in many instances floor tiles are clearly 
specified as 'floare' or 'pavyngtyles' and bricks are 
referred to as 'walle tiles'. References to Flanders tile 
are also occasionally found in fabric rolls and wills 
but, without corroborating evidence, these may indic
ate a type of tile known as Flanders tile (perhaps any 
plain-glazed tile) rather than tiles actually made in the 
Low Countries and imported to England. 

The most complete medieval English customs ac
counts so far published are those for HulP. The twenty 
eight surviving accounts are not consecutive but cover 
a period equivalent to a full nine years' trade in the 
second half of the 15th century. Customs duty was 
payable on all imports and exports unless there was an 
exemption (such as Hansard). Otherwise, apart from 
goods traded illegally, the accounts are thought to be 
an accurate record of overseas trade4. The extant docu
ments record a total of 22.7 thousand, or thousand
weight (M), of floor tiles, imported in 14 shipments, 
with most loads arriving in 1-2 M lots5. 22.7 M of floor 
tiles imported over a total of nine years gives an 
average figure of2.5 M per year. 47 M ofbricks were 
brought in in five shipments over the same period. 
Bricks were therefore imported infrequently but in lar
ger quantities. 

The Hull accounts record the ship master, the 
ship's name and home port, the commodities being 
shipped, their quantity, ownership and value. In all 
cases the accounts specify whether they were bricks or 
floor tiles or, as in one case, 'lapidum pavimenta
lium'6. In all cases the home port of the ship was in the 
Netherlands and the owners and shippers were alien. 
In only four cases, including the stone paving, did the 
owner(s) differ from the shipper. All the bricks and tiles 
were carried as part of a shipment of several different 
items and the value given was for the whole cargo. 

The jurisdiction of the port of Hull extended along 
the Yorkshire and north Lincolnshire coasts, and in
cluded the outports ofScarborough and Grimsby. These 
accounts therefore provide some idea of the scale of 
tile imports into a sizeable section of the study area in 

SALZMAN, op. cit., note I, 1923; P.J. DRURY, The produc
tion of brick and tile in medieval England, in: D.W. CROSSLEY 
( ed. }, Medieval Industry, CBA Research Report 40, 1981, 126-142. 

Wendy R. CHILDS, The Customs Accounts of Hull 1452-
1490, Yorkshire Archaeological Society record series 144, Leeds, 
1986. 

CmLDS, op. cit. note 3, xix-xx. 
Both bricks and tiles were imported in quantities of 'M' (a 

thousand or thousand weight; i.e. ten hundredweights) and 'C' 
(a hundred, hundredweight or hundred by tale). It seems more 
likely, given the variable size of floor tiles, that they were 
shipped by weight rather than number. A hundredweight could 
vary between I 00 and 112 lbs. A hundred by tale, could be 
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the second halfofthe 15th century. The accounts sug
gest that floor tile imports were steady but small scale. 
Plain-glazed tiles of ell 0 mm across and 25 mm in 
depth from the Gilbertine priory in York weigh ap
proximately 1.25 lbs each. If one hundred-weight (C) 
of tiles is speculatively taken as a measurement by 
weight of 112 lbs, 2.5 M would pave an area of about 
27 m2• The average annual imports to Hull would not 
therefore have been enough to pave much more than 
one reasonably sized room. 

Identifying the characteristics of the imported tiles 

The telling characteristic of plain-glazed tiles im
ported from the Netherlands is thought to be the nail
holes, which are visible in the corners and/or centre on 
the upper surface of some c 15th century plain-glazed 
tiles, but which are not known in England on 13th and 
earlier 14th century tiles. A process which would make 
these nail-holes is known from the manufacture of 
17th century tin-glazed tiles in the Netherlands7• After 
being shaped in a mould the clay was transferred to a 
board with nails sticking up at the corners, which held 
the tile in place while the sides were trimmed with a 
knife. The practicality of a rather simpler approach, in 
which a board with nails knocked through it was used 
to hold the clay in place while the tiles were cut out, 
has been successfully demonstrated during experim
ental work carried out at Norton Priory, Runcorn, 
Cheshire8. 

Other characteristics thought to result from Nether
landish manufacturing techniques include a high shine 
and the flaking, rather than wearing, of the glaze. These 
may result from a double firing technique in which the 
tiles are fired once as quarries and again after the glaze 
has been applied9• Korfs description of the double 
firing process suggests that the slip was applied to the 
quarry before the first frring 10• In such a process the 
glaze may not fuse to the body fabric as well as on a 
tile produced from a single firing, and as a result can 
be prone to flake off when the tiles come into use. A 

'short'= I 00 lbs, or 'long'= 120 lbs or more, depending on the 
commodity. 
6 CHILDS, op. cit. note 3, 186. The 17C of stone paving, valu
ed individually at 35s, was shipped from Gouda to Hull in 1473. 
The small volume ofthis import and its high value suggest that 
this was marble or other decorative stone. 

LANE, op cit note I, 49; D. KORF, Dutch tiles, translated by 
Marieke Clark, London, Merlin Press, 1963, 12-13. 
8 J.P. GREENE & B. JOHNSON, An experimental tile kiln at 
Norton Priory, Cheshire, Medieval Ceramics 2, 1978, 35. 
9 E.S. EAMES, Catalogue of medieval lead-glazed earthen
ware tiles in the Department of Medieval and Later Antiquities, 
British Museum I, British Museum, London, 1980, 19. 



streaked yellow and brown appearance, caused by 
brushing a thin slip onto a quarry which does not cover 
the whole surface, has also been recorded as a feature 
of tiles thought to be made in the Netherlands11 . 

The problem with establishing the characteristics 
of the imported tiles with any certainty is, of course, a 
consequence of the difficulty of linking extant tiles 
directly with the documentary evidence for imports. 
Little or nothing about the physical characteristics of 
the tiles is referred to in the documents. There is, at 
present, only one case in Britain in which extant tiles 
can be identified with some certainty as those men
tioned in documents and where there is also evidence 
to support the idea that the tiles were imported. These 
are the tiles in the Muniment rooms at Winchester 
College12. The characteristics ofthese tiles are that they 
measure cl27 mm across and 25 mm deep, have an 
oxidised fabric, no keys and nail-holes in the corners 
of the upper surfaces. Their glaze is fired to a dark 
brown, dark green or black over the body fabric, and 
yellow, or yellow and orange, over a thin layer of 
white clay. Purchases of tiles are recorded in the sur
viving College accounts. As Christopher Norton has 
argued, the likelihood is that the tiles in the Muniment 
rooms are those mentioned in the accounts for 1396/7 
as Flanders paving tiles. Crucially, the same entry in 
the accounts lists monies paid for 1,000 tiles of a larger 
size, for unloading from a ship and for carriage; thus 
providing some corroborating evidence for the sug
gestion that these tiles were imported. 

Flanders tiles are listed in the accounts of other 
sites but the Winchester case is the only one in which 
there is any clear indication that the tiles were actually 
imported. At York, for example, two sizes of tile are 
listed in the fabric roll of York Minster for 1415: 600 
large Flanders tiles were bought for the crypts (les 
cruddes) from William Newland for 33s 4d and 600 
smaller tiles for 8s 4d. 8d was paid for carriage13. 
Browne' s description of the crypt floor states that tiles 
of two sizes of tile were present in the Minster crypt in 
the mid-19th century; a chequered floor of 7" (175 

1° KORF, op cit note 7. 
11 EAMES, op cit note 9, 274. 
12 E.C. NORTON, The medieval pavingtiles of Winchester 
College, Proceedings oft he Hampshire Field Club and Arclwe
ological Society 31, 1976, 23-42. 
13 J. RAINE, The Fabric Rolls of York Minster, Publication of 
the Surtees Society for 1858,35, 1859,36. In d.c largis tegulis 
Flaundrensibus emptis pro les cruddes de Willelmo Neuland, 
33s 4d. In de minoribus tegulis emptis de eadem, 8s 4d. In caria
gio earumdem tegularum usque Monasterium, Bd. This entry is 
also discussed by John BROWNE in The History of the 
Metropolitan Church ofSt Peter, York, 1847, 198 and 210. Like 
Raine, Browne interpreted 'les cruddes' as the crypts, although 
he mistakenly asserts that 500 of each size of tile were bought. 

15th century Flemish tiles in the north of England 

mm) tiles, glazed alternately yellow and blue, and 11" 
(275 mm) tiles arranged in a similar way. If these were 
the sizes of the tiles bought from Williarn Newland in 
1415 and the prices paid per square metre of floor are 
compared with Winchester, it is clear that while the 
price of the York tiles were much higher than those at 
Winchester, the price of the carriage to York Minster 
was much lower. Since the prices ofbuilding materials 
are not thought to have increased greatly between the 
dates of the Winchester and York tiles14 it seems likely 
that the low transport costs show that the York tiles 
were bought locally. However, the discrepancy in the 
cost of the actual tiles also means that they could still 
have originally been imported, and that they were sold 
on with the cost oflong distance transport included in 
the price. Of course this discrepancy might be explain
ed in other ways; for example as a result of the much 
larger scale of the Winchester purchase. The place of 
origin of the York tiles remains a matter for conjecture. 

Tiles of both the sizes recorded by Browne remain 
in the crypt today, although their locations are not as 
he described. The plain-glazed 275 mm tiles are now 
entirely worn, with no sign of slip or glaze, and a pitted 
surface which makes identification of nail-holes im
possible15. The 175 mm examples are difficult to see 
in the poor light but five nail-holes are visible on some 
examples. Some of the unworn slip coated tiles were 
glazed a streaked yellow and brown, with the body 
fabric showing through the poorly applied slip. Two 
further types of tile are also here, donated to the Min
ster in 196316. These are of 13th century to early 14th 
century series, from Meaux Abbey and Watton priory. 

Plain-glazed tiles in the north of England 

Plain-glazed tiles, made without decorated counter
parts, have been found on a total of34 sites in the region. 
Dating evidence is scarce but ranges between the late 
14th and early 16th centuries. Where the character
istics of the tiles can be ascertained, they fall into two 

14 H. SWANSON, Building craftsmen in late medieval York, 
Borthwick Papers 63, 1983, 26-28, University of York. Com
paring prices of purchases made at different times is, of course, 
difficult because any variation may be explicable in purely 
monetary terms. However, remarkable consistency has been 
noted in building- material costs and wages paid to building 
craftsmen in York between 1360 and 1450. 
15 Nail-holes made during the manufacture of tiles tend to 
have glaze in them, and can therefore be distinguished from 
damage to the fabric, unless the tiles are very worn or abraded. 
However they are rarely visible on tiles which have been coated 
with slip since the slip tends to fill the holes. 
16 E. MILNER-WHITE (ed), Friends of York Minster Thirty
fifth Annual Report, 1963, 10-11. 
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broad groups, one of which largely accords with the 
Winchester College tiles, while the other is much more 
variable: 

Type A (at 18 sites): tiles with five nail-holes on the 
upper surface (one in each corner and one in the 
centre), a homogeneous oxidised fabric, sandied base 
and bevelled, but not trimmed, sides. These tiles have 
a high shine on the yellow, dark green or dark brown 
glaze. They are uniformly made and of reasonable 
quality but do not wear well, with slip and glaze flak
ing from the body fabric. In some cases the slip is too 
thin and has been poorly applied, brushed roughly onto 
the tiles so that the quarries are not properly coated; 
they glaze a streaked yellow and brown. It may be the 
case that, where the slipped tiles are streaked, their 
dark coloured counterparts tend to be dark brown rather 
than dark green. Dimensions vary; in many cases tiles 
of more than one size were found at the same site. 
There does not seem to be any correlation between tile 
size and date. 

Type B (at seven sites): tiles without nail-holes, and 
with a variety of other features often including a re
duced fabric, a streaked slip and unevenly applied glaze. 
Some are shiny, others not. Their quality is variable, 
with unusual features on some examples. Dimensions 
vary. 

The uniformity and standardised production tech
niques found among type A tiles suggests that, despite 
some variation in the quality of the slip application, 
they were all part of the same general manufacturing 
tradition. This contrasts with the variety among the 
tiles of type B. The distribution patterns of the two tile 
types also varies. Type A tiles have a coastal distri
bution, along the eastern seaboard. The majority of 
sites with type B tiles are further inland. 

The distribution of the type A tiles, and the general 
similarity of their characteristics to the Winchester 
College tiles, supports the idea that they were import
ed. However, a ready distinction between imports and 
home produced tiles becomes more difficult when 
comparison is made between the type A plain-glazed 
tiles and the tiles of the 15th century decorated series 
in the north ofEngland17• Like the type A plain-glazed 
examples, some of the 15th century decorated tiles 
have nail-holes18, and the majority have a high shine, 

and poorly applied, brushed-on slip. The glazed colours, 
including a dark green, are also similar. Other features, 
such as the homogeneous oxidised fabric, and bevelled 
sides, are found on the majority of 15th century tiles. 
The main difference between the type A tiles and those 
ofthe decorated series is that there are four nail-holes, 
as at Winchester, rather than the five of the plain
glazed examples in the study area. In addition, the slip 
and glaze do not appear to flake from the body fabric 
in the same way as is sometimes the case with the type 
A plain tiles. It has already been noted that the 15th 
century decorated tiles are thought to have been manu
factured in the north of England. Although the kilns 
used to make them have not been identified, the distri
bution of the tiles is an inland one and the heraldry in 
several of the designs refers to well-known personal
ities of the region, such as Marmaduke Huby, abbot of 
Fountains, and Henry Algernon Percy, 5th Earl of 
Northumberland. 

Nail-holes are a feature of other later 15th or early 
16th century tiles thought to have been made in 
England. A set of rectangular tiles from Bordesley 
Abbey, Hereford and Worcester, with an English in
scription have nail-holes in each corner19 • One of these 
tiles was included in a programme of scientific fabric 
analysis using neutron activation techniques. The 
fabric of the inscribed tile was similar to kiln furniture 
found elsewhere in the monastic precinct, suggesting 
local production20• Relief decorated tiles from the prec
inct of the leper hospital at Burton Lazaars in Leices
tershire, on display in the British Museum, have nail
holes in the two diagonally opposed corners. These 
tiles are decorated with English heraldic designs and, 
again, date to the late 15th or early 16th centuries21 . 

Conclusions 

The study of tiles in the north of England suggests 
that not all plain-glazed tiles of the 15th or early 16th 
century date were imported. Most tiles of type B are 
likely to have been made specifically for each site and 
on a local basis. This is suggested by the way in which 
their characteristics vary from site to site, and also 
because of the very poor quality of some of the mater-

17 To avoid any confusion plain-glazed tiles of the same sizes as the two-colour, decorated, examples were left out of this 
comparison since plain-glazed tiles would have been made as part of the decorated series·. 
18 Nail-holes were identified on about 25% of the decorated tiles. These tiles were recorded individually while, for practical reasons, 
the plain-glazed examples were recorded in batches. It is not possible, therefore, to compare the proportion of tiles with recognisable 
nail-holes. However a proportion of over 50% is unlikely (see note 15 above). 
19 J. STOPFORD & S.M. WRIGHT, A group of late medieval inscribed tiles from Bordesley Abbey, forthcoming. 
20 J. STOPFORD, The changing structure of a small medieval industry: an approach to the study of floor tiles, Unpublished PhD 
thesis, University of Reading, 1990, 153-161 and Appendix 5; J. STOPFORD, M.N. LEESE & M.J. HUGHES, A scientific study of medieval 
tiles from Bordesley Abbey, Redditch (Hereford and Worcester), Oxford Journal of Archaeology I 0/3, 1991, 349-360. 
21 EAMES, op. cit. note 9, 117-123. 
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ial. It is improbable that the tiles of this type at Rie
vaulx Abbey, for example, could ever have been sold 
successfully on a large scale. Their manufacture was 
inexpert and the products only just serviceable. This is 
not always so: at Fountains Abbey the type B plain 
tiles are perfectly competently made. No kiln sites 
have been found in the study area but home production 
of plain-glazed tiles is lmown elsewhere22 • 39% ofthe 
sites in the north of England with extant plain-glazed 
tiled floors had tiles of type B. 

It seems likely that many type A tiles were im
ported and their distribution suggests that there was a 
limit to the distance they were worth carrying from the 
coast23 • However their similarity to the decorated 
assemblage from the north of England also suggests 
that not all tiles with some of the characteristics tra
ditionally attributed to Flemish manufacture were in 
fact from overseas. In a discussion about the influx of 
maiolica and relief-decorated stove tiles from contin
ental Europe to Britain in the 16th century it was sug
gested that a number of stages of such a process might 
be identified, beginning with the importation of foreign 
goods, followed by the settlement in Britain offoreign 
craftsmen, with the eventual evolution of an indigen
ous industry24 . Such a sequence may be relevant to 
medieval brick production25 and could explain the ap
pearance of some Flemish characteristics on tiles made 
in England in the later 15th/early 16th century. Home 
production did not take over from importation; customs 
accounts suggest that imports continued in some regions 
into the first half of the 16th century26• Local pro
duction seems to have been additional to the import 
trade, rather than supplanting it. 

Comparing the numbers of imported tiles listed in 
the customs accounts with the quantities of extant type 
A tiles is difficult. The jurisdiction of Hull included 
both Grimsby and Scarborough. The Hull accounts 
therefore represent the quantities of tiles imported into 

22 Two kilns in Essex making plain floor tiles early and late in 
the 15th century not using a nailed board in their manufacture 
were noted by P.J. DRURY, Brick and Tile, in: D.W. CROSSLEY 
(ed), Medieval Industry, Council for British Archaeology 
research report 40, 1981 130. 
23 But note that tiles of type A have been found on inland sites 
in England south of the study area; see EAMES, op cit note 9, 274. 
24 WARD PERKINS, op. cit. note I, 442-444. 
25 DRURY, op. cit. note 22, 126-142. 
26 KEEN, op. cit. note I, 1984, 240. 
27 A similarly scale trade in tiles has been noted at 
Southampton; Knapp op cit note I. 
28 Chr. NORTON, The production and distribution of medieval 
floor tiles in France and England, in: X BARREL I ALTET (ed), 
Artistes, artisans et production artistique au moyen age Ill, 
Paris, Picard, 1990, 126, fig. 8. 
29 Op. cit. notes I and I&. Similar tiles may have also been 
found further afield, in excavations of a 15th century mint 

15th century Flemish tiles in the north of England 

a sizeable hinterland. Their volume, in the second half 
of the 15th century, indicates something regular but 
relatively small scale, possibly brought in in response 
to specific building projects27 • The extant tiles of type 
A, on the other hand, might suggest something more 
substantial. Plain-glazed tiles would not, generally, be 
expected to survive particularly well. Their market in
cluded parish churches, country houses and urban 
institutions, as well as rural monasteries; sites which 
have remained in use or been rebuilt many times over. 
When found, plain-glazed tiles are far less likely to 
have been kept than their decorated counterparts, being 
of little interest to museums or collectors. Perhaps, if 
the level of imports documented for Hull in the later 
15th century had continued unabated since the later 
14th century, this would account for the relatively sub
stantial extant collection of type A tiles. It is possible 
that larger quantities were imported to the north-east in 
the late 14th and earlier 15th century; i.e., during the 
period in which there appears to have been no 
competition from local tile makers. Outside the study 
region tiles with type A characteristics are found over 
a wide area, with large numbers lmown in south-east 
England28, and examples noted in Scotland, the Ork
neys and elsewhere around the North Sea29

• If even 
half of these were imports from the Low Countries, the 
scale of production there must have been considerable. 
The inability of an indigenous industry to compete 
successfully in supplying plain-glazed tiles within the 
north of England, or its lack of interest in doing so, is 
difficult to explain. 

Unlike plain-glazed tiles, imports of decorated 
examples to Britain are rare at any time in the medie
val period and have only been found in very small 
numbers30• One reason for the success of plain-glazed, 
rather than decorated, imports may have been the ease 
with which they could be used to make a floor. All 
extant examples of plain-glazed pavements were laid 

attached to the archbishop's palace in Trondheim, Norway, 
possibly at a time when the connections between the palace and 
the outside world had shifted from Germany and towards the 
Low Countries. I am grateful to Tom Saunders and C MeLees, 
Norwegian Institute for Cultural Heritage Research, for 
information regarding this site. 
30 WARD PERKINS, op. cit. note 1, 442-444; KNAPP, op. cit. 
note I; L. KEEN, Floor tiles, in; P.L. DREWETT, Excavations at 
Hadleigh Castle, Essex, 1971-1972, Journal of the British 
Archaeological Association 38, 1975, 90-154; P.J. DRURY, The 
floor tiles, in: F. WILLIAMS (ed), Excavations at Pleshey Castle, 
Essex, British Archaeological Reports, British series 42, Oxford, 
1977, 92-124; M. HORTON, A group of sixteenth-century 
Flemish tiles in England, in: A. DETSICAS (ed), Collectanea 
Historica: essays in memory of Stuart Rigold, Maidstone, 1981, 
235-246; E.C. NORTON, Medieval Tin-Glazed Painted Tiles in 
North West Europe, Medieval Archaeology 28, 1984, 133-172. 
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in a chequered pattern in which light and dark coloured 
tiles were altemated31 • This simple arrangement meant 
that those constructing the floor did not need to have 
any understanding of the designs or multi-tile arrange
ments which were common in decorated tile pave
ments. This in turn meant that those laying the plain 
tiles need not have knowledge of their manufacture. 
The tiles could therefore be successfully produced at a 
long distance and transported and sold via a number of 
middlemen. No specialist knowledge or communica
tion was required for their use. They were far more 
commercially viable for large scale production and 
export than decorated tiles. 

In England, as elsewhere, most medieval floor tile 
series consist ofboth plain-glazed and two-colour de
corated tiles, which were made and used together, and 
the north of England was no exception. All the 13th 
and 14th century tile series included both plain and 
decorated tiles, the plain tiles forming a background, 
or framework, for the decorated examples, dividing 
them up in a variety ofways. The use of plain-glazed 
tiles laid on their own in chequered pavements, rather 
than the more complicated decorated tiled floors of 
earlier times, suggests a dramatic change in fashion in 
the later 14th century. If the Low Countries were res
ponsible for initiating this change, and this is perhaps 
supported by the way the Flanders name is attached to 
floor tiles in the documents, they succeeded in estab
lishing a substantial and long-lived export trade. 

Further work 

The absence of designs (and therefore the use of 
stamps) does mean that plain tiles can rarely be char
acterised as closely as decorated ones, and it is not pos
sible to identify links in the production of tiles at dif
ferent sites with the level of confidence that is feasible 
with many decorated tiles32 • However some aspects of 
manufacture do provide a basis for comparison and the 
products of individual workshops can sometimes be 
identified. There is no doubt that the study of plain 
floor tiles is feasible and will produce results. 

It is clear that some aspects of 17th century Dutch 
tile preparation were definitely not used to make the 

31 The best and only substantial extant example of this 
arrangement is the pavement in the Consistory Court of York 
Minster, one of three vestries on the south side of the Minster. 
A similar arrangement was recorded by Browne for the tiles in 
the crypt of the Minster (op. cit. note 13, 210-211) and by 
Kenneth Beaulah in the north-east of the cloister at Meaux (pers 
comm). A chequered floor was also found at Pontefract Priory, 
in a room to the east of the polygonal chapter house: C. VINCENT 

BELLAMY, Pontefract Priory Excavations 1957-1961, Publica
tions of the Thoresby Society 49, Leeds, 1965, 76; and a similar 
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type A plain-glazed tiles found in the north of England. 
There is, for example, no evidence for the trimming of 
the tile sides, or for the use of moulds (where sand 
might be expected on the tile sides). The process re
sulting in nail-holes may have been simpler than that 
recorded for the production of 17th century tiles. The 
use of a nailed board to hold a piece of clay, while the 
tile was cut out with an angled blade or wire, would 
have been far less time consuming and more in keep
ing with a product which, while serviceable, was not 
of a particularly high quality. Nails were, however, not 
fixed to the design stamps used on the English-made 
tiles, since tiles made with the same stamp are found 
both with and without nail-holes. The significance of 
differences in the number of nail-holes is, as yet, un
clear. Variations in the quality of tiles also deserves 
further consideration. Although streaking on some yel
low tiles in an assemblage is usual, there is a distinc
tion between assemblages which contain a few streak
ed tiles, and those where the slip has been carelessly 
brushed on all examples. Finally, the question of double 
firing remains open and experimental work in this area 
would be helpful. This technique is thought to produce 
a higher shine but the slip and glaze wears less well. 
Tiles fired twice would be much more expensive to 
produce, dramatically increasing the time spent hand
ling the tiles as well as the amount of fuel required. It 
is difficult to see why such a method should have been 
adopted in the production of the mundane plain tiles of 
the 15th century. 

In the north of England, it seems that the difference 
between imported plain-glazed tiles and those made by 
immigrant tilers may be visible in the mix of char
acteristics among the tiles of a production group. Fur
ther debate on importation and home production, and 
refinement of the characteristics of the various tiles, 
now depends upon detailed study of material in the 
Netherlands; ideally involving the study of products of 
one or more production sites. 

Dr. Jennie Stopford 
University of York, Department of Archaeology, 

King's Manor 
Y012EPYork 

U.K. 

layout was thought likely at the Franciscan Friary, Hartlepool: 
R. DANIELS, The exc·avations of the church of the Franciscans, 
Hartlepool, Cleveland, Archaeological Journal143, 1986, 282. 
Tiles in this arrangement also remain in the west cloister at 
Thomton Abbey, Lincolnshire. 
32 Although the c 11 Omm size tiles from St Peters Church, 
Barton upon Humber, and those from the Franciscan Friary, 
Hartlepool, are indistinguishable in every respect, including 
identical small, round nailholes cl mm in diameter which are 15-
20 mm from the tile edges. These sites are about I 00 miles apart. 
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Study of the trade links of south-eastern Europe 
during the second half of the first millennium A.D. 

on the basis of the Saltovo-Mayatskoye archaeological culture 

Introduction 

In the late 19th and early 20th century, Russian 
archaeologists discovered the eponymous monuments 
of a rich and original medieval culture, i.e. the Mayats
koye site on the Don and the Saltovo cemetery on the 
Severskiy Donets (fig. 1; Pletnyova 1981, 62) 

Further excavations have shown that in the late 
8th-early lOth centuries A.D. the Saltovo-Mayatskoye 
culture was spread over a large territory from the 
foothills of the North Caucasus to the upper reaches 
of the Don and the Severskiy Donets as well as from 
the Eastern Crimea to the Volga steppes (fig. 1). The 
richness and integrated features of the culture were 
indicative of its belonging to a powerful state. Since 
at the time of its flourishing the Khazars held sway 
over the steppes, it was identified as the state culture 
of the Khazar Chaganate (Artamonov 1940). 

Hitherto, more than 400 sites of the Saltovo-May
atskoye culture have been recorded and subdivided 
into local varieties. I will discuss the artefacts recov
ered from the sites of the Don forest-steppe zone. At 
present there is no doubt that the bearers of the Don 
forest-steppe variety of the said culture belonged to 
the Khazar Chaganate and their stone strongholds 
served as outposts of the Khazar north-western fron
tier (Pletnyova 1981, 64-65). 

Owing to the role played by the Khazar Chaganate 
in the history of the nations included into its sphere 
of influence, that state has long since drawn the atten
tion of scholars. The relations between the Byzantine 
Empire and the Chaganate are recorded in Syrian and 
Byzantine narrative sources, while the Arabian ones 
provide information on alternating wars and peaceful 
trade contacts between the Arabs and the Khazars. 

Though of primary importance to the study of trade 
links of the Khazar Chaganate, written sources are, 
however, often sparse and contradictory. To corrobor
ate and amplify their data one has to turn to the 
archaeological record, which can yield valuable infor
mation on commerce and trade routes. 

Formulation of the problem 

Archaeological excavations in the Don basin are 
yielding an ever increasing amount of information on 
the material culture of the Khazar Chaganate popu
lation. No special attention has, however, been paid 
to the glass articles encountered at the sites of the 
Saltovo-Mayatskoye culture, though such a mass cate
gory of artefacts is likely to represent a most infor
mative historical source. The origin of the beads is 
indicative of the direction of trade links as well as of 
the intensity of commercial and cultural relations. 
Beads are a highly sensitive indicator of new trends 
in fashion and commerce in south-east Europe. 

Glass beads from the Don basin have been inves
tigated only from a morphological point of view in 
order to verify the chronology of the Saltovo-Mayats
koye culture. The issues of the origin of beads and 
ways of their importation have never been raised. This 
very fact has prompted the author to focus her atten
tion on them. 

The study of glass beads 

The paper deals with the collections of glass 
artefacts from the following Don sites of the Saltovo
Mayatskoye culture: the Mayatskoye settlement and 
the Mayatskoye, Dmitriyevka and Yutanovka 
cemeteries (fig. 1 ). The objects in question are mainly 
beads (sparse finds of rings and inlays are not inves
tigated in the paper). On the whole, a total of some 
5,000 beads have been examined. 

The analysis was carried out with the aid of a 
technique proposed by Yu. Shchapova (1989). The 
technique is based on a standardized description of 
the items under consideration and on a complex com
parison of the morphological, technological and che
mical data. Such a method enables one to attribute 
certain specimens to certain traditions and to treat 
them subsequently not only as archaeological finds 
and elements of a given material culture but also as 
an output of world glass-manufacturing. 
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Thus, the first stage of the work consisted of a 
morphological investigation. This has shown that the 
main morphological attributes of the beads, i.e. their 
shape, holes, decorations, dimensions and colour, are 
similar at all four sites. The fact can probably be 
accounted for by their common origin. The assem
blage of such morphological peculiarities is charac
teristic of glass decorations recovered from the sites 
of the Saltovo-Mayatskoye culture and probably of 
synchronous beads as a whole. 

For the examination of the technology of glass 
beads manufacture, a technological classification of 
glass decorations proposed by Z. Lvova (1979; 1980) 
was used. The principles of her classification stipu
late a description ofthe glasswork methods including 
those of the liquid glass treatment. 

While analysing the technology we distinguished 
12 technological patterns proceeding from 1) the 
methods of glass treatment, 2) the techniques of the 
manufacturing of objects, and 3) the devices of the 
surface treatment applied after the main techno
logical operations were over. The said patterns were 
in turn subdivided into six technological clusters 
according to the main methods of workmanship, i.e. 
beads made of 1) drawn pipes, 2) drawn rods followed 
by those manufactured by means of3) a single wrap
ping, 4) blowing, 5) winding, and 6) casting. 

Next the beads were classified according to the 
technique of workmanship and we distinguished those 
manufactured 1) individually, 2) as a mass produc
tion, and 3) as a mass production with the use of 
individual devices (Shkolnikova 1978). This approach 
gave us a clear idea of the diversity of technological 
devices being at the disposal of ancient masters. The 
analysis of the three major groups ratio has shown 
that at all four sites the mass produced beads 
predominated making up 78.1 % of the total. Those 
having been mass produced with individual devices 
made up 17.4% and those manufactured individually 
accounted for 4.6 %. This implies that the majority of 
the beads were made in specialized workshops which 
had mastered the technology of mass production. 

The chemical composition ofSaltovo-Mayatskoye 
beads was determined with the aid of a quantitative 
spectral analysis. All of the glass was divided into 
three classes, i.e. 1) the sodium-calcium-silica (lime
soda) glass -Nap x CaO x Si02, 2) the potassium
calcium-silica glass- ~0 x CaO x Si02, and 3) the 
lead-silica glass - PbO x Si02. Class 1 accounts for 
85.5 %, class 2 constitutes 3.6% and class 3 makes 
up 10.9% of the lot. 

According to the kind of alkaline raw materials 
used, class 1 is subdivided into ash and soda glass, 
the former making up 66.7 % and those made with 
soda accounting for 33.3 %. 
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Class 2 comprises glass made with the aid of 
wood ash. 

Class 3 includes lead glass the batch of which 
lacks alkali components. 

The results of the morphological and chemical
technological investigation of the glass decorations 
enabled us to link the specimens recovered from the 
territory of the Khazar Chaganate, i.e. those belong
ing to the Saltovo-Mayatskoye culture, to certain 
glass-making traditions. The bearers of the said cul
ture acquired their beads from the following glass
making centres: Egypt- 21.9 %, Syria- 70.6% and 
Byzantium- 7.5 %. 

In all probability, differently organized workshops 
emerged at the said centres. The fact implies either 
the integration of technological cycles, i.e. a multi
purpose production, or their differentiation, i.e. a spe
cialised production. A glassware workshop is a com
plex entity. Glass-making comprises several techno
logical cycles, namely melting, the manufacturing of 
objects and the ornamenting of the finished products. 
Though, when examining a finished article, one can
not determine whether the glass was melted of batch 
glass or of fritt, it is quite possible to judge whether 
the item has been reheated or was manufactured con
tinuously, right at the melter. Moreover, it is some
times possible to determine in which kind of work
shop the object was manufactured. Thus, the structural 
elements of the objects made of liquid glass coming 
straight from the melter form a continuous unit. Such 
specimens undoubtedly come from workshops with a 
totally continuous production cycle. 

Sometimes, however, one can but venture an opi
nion about the likelihood of a certain process, since 
discerning glass structure elements and traces of the 
glass-making technique presents considerable diffi
culties, particularly in the case of complex objects. 
For instance, glass structure elements of mosaic beads 
are invariably continuous. The surface can be treated 
so minutely that a bead made out of several half
finished polychrome rods soldered together looks 
like an object made of one piece. It seems likely that 
such specimens were manufactured in specialised 
workshops which had a division oflabour. 

When an object is moulded out of a softened piece 
of glass, its structural elements are inevitably broken 
off leaving traces in the form of either two sym
metrical spots, or.flattened patches or else seams. The 
degree of cohesion of decorative elements is indica
tive of the aggregation state of the glass at the time 
of treatment. The emergence of 'car eyes', welding 
joints, traces of decorative facing or its exfoliation 
and moulding folds are the characteristics of an 
object made out of a half-finished product. Such 
objects can be made either in workshops with an 
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Fig. 1. - The scheme of disposition Saltovo-Mayatskoe 
culture sites of Don area. (After Pletneva, 1981). 
1- the Mayatskoye site; 
2- the Yutanovka cemetery; 
3- the Dmitriyevka cemetery; 
4- the Saltovo cemetery; 
5- the Sarkel site; 
6- the Pravoberezhnoya Tsimlyanskaya; 
7- the Karnaukhovka; 
8- the Bolshoye Borshchevo; 
9- the Titchikha site. 

incomplete production cycle treating only semi
finished products or in workshops with a complete 
production cycle and division oflabour. 

The chemical-technological analysis of the Saltovo
Mayatskoye culture glass beads enables one to deter
mine the kinds of workshops in which they are likely 
to have been manufactured, i.e. 
1) workshops with a totally continuous production 
cycle; 

2) workshops with a total production cycle and with 
division of labour; among the workers there were 
skilled melters capable of glass-making, blowers 
manufacturing objects out of liquid glass, moulders 
who further treated the non-cooled products, blowers 
who dealt with half-finished products and polishers/ 
decorators who treated the cooled glass; 
3) workshops with an incomplete production cycle 
treating only semi-finished products; 
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4) workshops with an incomplete production cycle 
manufacturing only semi-finished products. 

The existence of type 4 cannot be demonstrated 
conclusively. Yet there are grounds to believe it did 
occur. Items made of the so-called 'long' leaden glass, 
easily worked after reheating and therefore conveni
ent for the manufacture of beads out of half-finished 
products, corroborate this assumption. 

Given the above classification, it is worth noting 
that the Khazar Chaganate imported the products from 
provincial Byzantine workshops with a total techno
logical cycle. However, these were not specialised 
and beads were just by-products manufactured in 
addition to tableware, bracelets, etc. 

From Syria, products from specialised workshops 
of two types were imported, i.e. from workshops with 
a totally continuous production cycle and from those 
with a total production cycle and division of labour 
within the workshop itself. 

From Egypt, beads were brought which had been 
manufactured either in specialised workshops with a 
total production cycle and division of labour or in 
workshops with an incomplete cycle (just polishing 
semi-finished products). Hence, it appears that there 
existed specialised workshops with an incomplete 
production cycle manufacturing only half-finished 
products with which to supply their 'branches'; the 
latter may have been situated at a considerable dis
tance from the main centre. 

The data on the types of workshops and the dis
tribution of beads between the glass-making centres 
enable one to determine the standard of medieval 
glass-making in Syria, Egypt and Byzantium. While 
multi-purpose workshops still existed in Byzantium, 
a specialised production of beads as part of a diver
sified economy prevailed in Egypt and Syria. A spe
cialised production guaranteed a high standard in all 
stages of glass-making, the mastery of high tempera
tures and complex utensils, a high quality of raw 
materials and finished products. Such a production 
was closely connected with world trade and implied 
a continuous exportation of beads to distant regions. 

As stated earlier, the assemblage of glassware of 
the Saltovo-Mayatskoye culture was formed through 
importation. Beads worn by the bearers of the said 
culture were brought from the three traditional glass
making centres. No data are available for local glass
making in the Khazar Chaganate: it could hardly 
emerge in an early state formed on a poly-ethnic 
basis of nomadic, semi-nomadic and sedentary tribes. 
Most likely, only workshops with an incomplete pro
duction cycle could exist here; in such workshops, 
i.e. those of type 3 according to the above-mentioned 
classification, foreign artisans completed the impor
ted half-finished products. 
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Trade routes 

It is common knowledge that the territory of the 
Khazar Chaganate was traversed by major overland 
and river trade routes, including the one linking Asia 
and Europe (Kokovtsov 1932,85-87, 102-103). Hence 
the important role of Khazaria in international trade 
(Artamonov 1962, 402-403; Novoseltsev 1990, 114), 
though the Chaganate proper produced but few goods. 
According to Istakhri, 'the land of the Khazars pro
duces only (fish)glue sent out thence to all countries' 
(Kokovtsov 1932, 63-64). Sable, fox and marten furs 
were imported from the north through the Chaganate, 
probably via its capital city Itil. Ibn Hordadbeh spe
cially mentioned beavers and silver foxes brought to 
Itil by merchants (Darn 1844, 84). Such goods as 
wax, honey, flax, hides, and fish were also coming 
from the north via Itil (Karaulov 1901, 51; Kova
levsky 1956) to the markets of Armenia, Iran, Kho
rasan and Byzantium reaching Baghdad, Bukhara, 
Constantinople and even Alexandria (Artamonov 
1962, 403). Articles of oriental workmanship were 
brought north in return. These included silverware and 
coins, Mediterranean carpets, precious silks, clothes, 
glass vessels, and decorations. 

There is every reason to believe in the existence of 
a long-distance transit trade with certain caravans 
travelling all the way through. They carried goods, 
some of which passed into the hands of middlemen 
living along the trade routes. The latter levied several 
kinds of 'custom duties' for crossing a bridge or a 
mountain pass as well as for the services of trackers, 
carriers and pack animals. (Ierusalimskaya 1967, 
1972, 1978). Trade routes were a source of income 
for the local people who were actively involved in 
transit international trade. 

As stated above, the study of glass beads recov
ered from the Saltovo-Mayatskoye culture sites 
enabled us to trace their provenance, thus identifying 
the countries engaged in trading relations with the 
population of the Khazar Chaganate. Trade in finished 
articles could have been conducted either directly by 
the producing countries or through intermediary 
peoples who lived along international trade routes. 
The present author has already argued that glass 
beads were probably imported in the Khazar Chaga
nate from the Middle East through the passes in the 
western Caucasus_(Mastykova 1993). In order to trace 
the western Caucasian route, the author investigated 
a number of museum collections of artefacts recov
ered from Caucasian sites. 

A morpho-technological analysis of the collec
tions in question enabled us to distinguish glass beads 
similar to those of the Saltovo-Mayatskoye culture 
recovered from the following North Caucasian sites: 
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Fig. 2.- The scheme of investigated sites on the North Caucasus. (After Savchenko, 1996). 1- the Klin-Yar site; 2- the 
Rim-Gora site; 3- the Senta temple; 4- the Nizhnyaya Teberda cemetery; 5- the Khumara site; 6- the Nizhni Arkhyz site; 
7- the Moshchevaya balka; 8- the Eshkakon cemetery; 9- the Lermontovskaya skala; 10-the Uzun-Kol; li-the 
Kamenistaya balka 

the Nizhnyaya Teberda cemetery in the vicinity of 
the Senta monastery, the rock burials of the Nizhni 
Arkhyz site, the "Shakhta N 6" cemetery some six 
kilometers from the Khumara site, the cemeteries of 
Eshkakon, Rim-Gora, Uzun-Kol, Lermontovskaya 
skala, Kamenistaya balka, Moshchevaya balka and 
Klin-Yar (fig. 2). 

Mapping the glass beads enabled us to distinguish 
trade routes coinciding with the so-called Misimian 
and Dara roads, being the North Caucasian branches 
of the Great Silk Route. 

The notion of the 'Silk Route' was introduced by 
German geographer K. Richthofen in the late 19th c. 
(Richthofen 1877, 454) as a mere designation of a 
network of roads connecting the main regions of Eur
asia. However, it gradually embraced all kinds of 
intercultural contacts of the time. Throughout its func
tioning, the Great Silk Route was a bone of conten
tion between several powers striving to control so 
profitable a road. The complicated military and poli
tical situation which arose along the Silk Route by the 
6th century A.D.- which the Arabs' conquests of the 
7th-8th centuries did nothing to improve - drove the 

merchants to adopt safer routes. In the mid-6th cen
tury, the North Caucasian branch of the Great Silk 
Route was established, which by the end of the cen
tury had become a permanent and regularly used 
trade route (Savchenko 1996, 51) 1• 

In 1992, an expedition of the Institute of Archae
ology of the Russian Academy of Sciences, headed 
by Ye. Savchenko with V. Kuznetsov as his consul
tant, carried out a ground reconnaissance of the North 
Caucasian branch of the Great Silk Route. In the 
course of this reconnaissance, the expedition suc
ceeded in tracing the two offshoots of the said branch 
known from Menander the Byzantian's record 
(1860), i.e. the Misimian and the Dara ones. The said 
fieldwork enabled the scholars to determine the 
opposite ends of the North Caucasian branch of the 
Great Silk Route, i.e. Sebastopolis and Pitiunt, the 
ports on the Caucasian Pontic shore, and the lower 

I am grateful to Yevgeni Savchenko for allowing me to 
acquaint myself with his as yet unpublished work. 
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reaches of the Volga (Kuznetsov 1993, 19; Sav
chenko 1996, 52), as well as tentative itineraries and 
relatively stable strong points. 

According to the above-mentioned scholars, the 
Misimian road led from the Sebastopolis/Sukhumi 
area to the Tsebelda valley, then to the Kodor defile 
and across the lands of the Misimians, from there up 
to the Klukhor pass and down to the Teberda valley 
(Kuznetsov 1993, 23-24; Savchenko 1996, 61-62). 
Glass beads similar to those of the Saltovo-Mayats
koye culture were encountered at the Uzun-Kol 
cemetery on the right bank of the Teberda river. 
Further on, on the left bank of the Teberda river, a 
well-known archaeological complex of the lOth-cen
tury Senta temple is situated; similar beads were 
recovered from the nearby Nizhnyaya Teberda ceme
tery. From there, caravans followed the left bank of 
the Kuban to the Khumara site, the largest archaeo
logical monument in the North Caucasus, which pro
bably controlled the outlet of the Misimian road from 
the mountains to the lowland (Kuznetsov 1993, 26; 
Savchenko 1996, 60-61). Similar glass beads were 
also encountered at the 'Shakhta N 6' cemetery some 
six kilometres from the Khumara site. From this 
point, the road went up the Mara defile to the Kum
bashi pass and down to the Kislovodsk depression. 
There, the major sites of Rim-Gora in the Upper 
Podkumok and Klin-Yar, situated north of the for
mer, immediately attract one's attention. Glass beads 
similar to those mentioned above were recovered 
from the cemeteries of the two sites as well as from 
the Lermontovskaya skala and Eshkakon cemeteries. 
From here, caravans followed the Kalaus river valley 
to the Manych lake whence they travelled across the 
Kalmyk steppes to the Lower Volga (Kuznetsov 1993, 
46-47; Savchenko 1996, 53-54) (fig. 2). 

There are three more sites which yielded glass 
beads similar to those of the Saltovo-Mayatskoye 
culture, i.e. the rock burials at Nizhni Arkhyz and the 
Moshchevaya balka and Kamenistaya balka ceme
teries. These are situated along the Dara road, which 
ran west of the Misimian one (Kuznetsov 1993, 47; 
Savchenko 1996, 63) over the Sanchar pass. Appa
rently, the Moshchevaya balka complex dominated 
the approach to the said pass (Ierusalimskaya 1978, 
156-157). It is not far from this site, in the defile of 
the Great Laba and Urup rivers, that the Kamenistaya 
balka cemetery is situated. Moreover, the Dara road 
simply could not pass the Nizhni Arkhyz settlement, 
a major cultural, political and trading centre of the 
time (fig. 2). 

According to Menander, the Misimian and Dara 
roads emerged in the 6th century A.D. and were used 
alternatively depending on the situation (Menander 
the Byzantinian 1860). It seems likely that in the 9th 
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century the Dara one was given preference; the archae
ological record is indicative of this. Sets of glass beads 
from sites situated along it are more numerous, and 
bead types and morphological traits are more diverse 
in comparison with their analogues from the Misi
mian road sites. The fact can be accounted for by the 
greater number of caravans having followed the Dara 
road. It is worth noting that at the Dara road sites, 
beads of the 9th century predominate while along the 
Misimian road both 8th- and 9th-century beads can 
be encountered. 

It seems quite likely that after crossing the North 
Caucasian passes both roads joined and caravans 
proceeded across the steppes to the Lower Volga fol
lowing one and the same itinerary, but this section of 
the route cannot be traced on the basis of our main 
source, i.e. glass beads. Those reappear only in the 
steppe-forest Don area at the Saltovo-Mayatskoye 
culture sites. Caravans probably proceeded to Itil, the 
major market of the Chaganate, while some of them 
may have ventured even further, to the frontiers of 
the Chaganate. 

Glass beads are not the only archaeological finds 
indicative of the arrival of caravans in the Khazar 
borderland. One can mention camel bones found at 
the Khazar sites of Sarkel, Pravoberezhnoya Tsim
lyanskaya and Karnaukhovka on the Don (Pletnyova 
1967, 147; Lyapushkin 1958, 313) as well as at the 
Slav Bolshoye Borshchevo and Titchikha sites (Gro
mova 1948, 121; Tsalkin 1969, 92; Moskalenko 1965, 
68, 285) (fig. 1). The camel was hardly an indigenous 
species and therefore the finds seem to be indicative 
of trading relations with camels used as packing ani
mals (Tsalkin 1969, 92). 

Written sources also mention the use of camels in 
caravan trade. According to these sources, organizing 
caravans was no mean undertaking: they numbered 
several thousands of participants and required careful 
planning (Kovalevsky 1956, 18, 125, 127, 186, n. 239; 
Yakubovsky 1954, 39). Moreover, the overland trade 
was a high-risk enterprise. Masudi mentions that cara
vans plying between the Khazar land and Khorezm 
were always accompanied by the guard (Karaulov 
1908, 46). 

It is true that one cannot be absolutely sure about 
the trading itineraries running across the Khazar Cha
ganate: they varied depending on the season, weather 
and political situation. It is also quite possible that 
there existed other forms of trade and other ways of 
passing the imported goods into the hands of the local 
population. However, given the facts described above, 
we can adequately trace the itineraries of the cara
vans that contrived to reach the population of the 
north-western borderland of the Khazar Chaganate. 
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Conclusions 

The investigation of glass beads enabled us to reach 
the following conclusions. 

The overwhelming majority if not all of the glass 
beads worn by the bearers of the Saltovo-Mayatskoye 
culture during the period under consideration were 
imported from the south, i.e. from Syria, Egypt, and 
Byzantium. 

The similarity of the bead sets encountered at the 
sites of the forest-steppe Don area and at those of the 
North Caucasus enables us to trace their importation 
along the Misimian and Dara roads of the North 
Caucasian branch of the Great Silk Route. 

The homogeneity of the bead sets at the above
mentioned North Caucasian sites and their location 
along the well-known trade routes imply the pre
valence of the transit caravan trade. Moreover, finds 
of beads and camel bones in the Don area are indi
cative of the fact that caravans actually reached those 
faraway areas in spite of the absence of beads in the 
intermediate steppe zone. 

Judging from the quantity and richness of the bead 
sets, the Dara road had become prevalent by the 9th 
century. 

Archaeological Materials 
(1). The collections are kept at the State Hermitage, 
the Archaeological Museum ofVoronezh University 
and the archives of the Institute of Archaeology of the 
Russian Academy of Sciences 
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Lore Museum, the Kislovodsk Local Lore Museum, 
the Karachai-Circassian Historical-Cultural and Natural 
Museum, the Moscow Museum of Oriental Art and 
the archives of the Institute of Archaeology. 
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Jonathan Parkhouse 

The Distribution and Exchange of Mayen Lava Quernstones 
in Early Medieval Northwestern Europe 

Introduction 

Basalt lava querns were derived from a number of 
source quarries in Europe (Kars 1980); the only 
significant source as far as early medieval western 
Europe is concerned is the Eifel in Germany (Horter, 
Michels & Roder 1951, 1955; Roder 1953; Park
house 1977). The material from which the querns were 
made was quarried from a large area, mainly around 
Mayen and Niedermendig, and is variously referred 
to in the literature as Mayen, Niedermendig or Ander
nach lava. The Andernach term is misleading, as it 
refers to the place on the bank of the Rhine from 
which the stones were shipped (in the post-medieval 
period the material was referred to as Cullen or Colo
gne Stone, for much the same reason). Since there is 
some doubt as to whether the Niedermendig area was 
quarried until after c AD 1000, the present author 
prefers the term Mayen lava. 

Volcanic stones have been favoured for milling and 
grinding in many different areas and cultures (Hunt 
& Griffiths n.d.). There are a number offactors which 
make the lava of the Eifel mountains suitable for the 
manufacture of querns. Its vesicular nature means that 
the surfaces remain rough, and there is a relative lack 
of granular disintegration. Extraction is relatively easy 
due to the tendency to natural fracture in large volume, 
it is reasonably durable and easy to work, whilst the 
relatively low density makes for easier handling and 
transport. 

The presence of these items has long been re
cognised as an indicator oflong-distance artefact ex
changes or commerce. Long-distance export ofMayen 
material was well established by the Roman period 
(there is also evidence for prehistoric export: Steuer 
1987) and continued until the present century. It has 
been recognised at a large number of sites in early 
medieval Europe from the seventh century onwards. 
Exploration of emporia has revealed several sites 
where querns have been found in significant quanti
ties, notably Dorestad (Parkhouse 1976; Kars 1980); 
Haithabu (Jankuhn 1956; SchOn 1995), London, York 
and Ipswich (the last three all mainly unpublished, 

other then brief notes). The evidence from these major 
sites is complemented by isolated finds from settle
ment sites in England (Parkhouse 1977) and north
western Europe, particularly the Netherlands and 
Rhine land, and northern Germany and Denmark (Her
mann 1968; SchOn 1989, Nielsen 1987), as well as 
occasional boat finds (Ellmers 1972, 1974; Fenwick 
1978). So far no synthesis has been published which 
sets these finds into the context of early medieval 
marketing strategies (but see the discussion of the 
material from Lower Saxony and Schleswig-Holstein 
in Schon 1995); until recently it was far from obvious 
whether these items represented regular marketing or 
simple opportunism. However Kars' statistical ana
lysis (Kars 1980) of the major assemblage from Dore
stad demonstrated that whilst some of the material 
represented stones used by the inhabitants of the trad
ing settlement and its immediate hinterland, a signifi
cant component represented long-distance transit. 
More recent studies have identified other sites where 
quemstones were manufactured at a location between 
the quarries and the point of use. 

This paper reviews the evidence for these work
shops, and explores the relationship between the work
shops and the overall distribution of the material 
between the seventh and eleventh centuries. 

Distribution 

The distribution is shown in fig. 1. An earlier map 
by the author was published in 1975, and subsequent
ly followed by others ( eg Hill 1981, fig. 202; Hodges 
1982, fig. 32); the 1975 map is now seriously out of 
date, as may be expected. The present map, which 
should be seen -as a statement of research in progress, 
has been compiled from several sources, including 
the works cited in the previous section. The map is 
not comprehensive. In particular, there are likely to 
be many more potential find spots from the Middle 
Rhine and areas closer to the source quarries; the 
paucity of finds shown here may be due to this 
author's inconsistent scanning of the literature. It must 
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also be admitted that the presentation of a single map 
gives a simplistic impression. The material from many 
of the sites shown is not susceptible to sufficient 
chronological precision to demonstrate any significant 
changes in pattern between the earlier part of the 
period under study and the later part, despite the 
changes to the structures of commerce and exchange 
which must have taken place, particularly during the 
ninth century. 

What is important, however, is not the individual 
find-spots so much as the overall spread of material. 
Comparison with the 1975 map shows, as might be 
expected, a greater density of material reflecting the 
great volume of recent excavations, but also an ex
tension of the earlier distribution, particularly in the 
area of the Jutland peninsular and the Oder/Elbe area. 
The importance of coasts and rivers is also of note. 
Apart from the emporia, which is where most of the 
major groups of material have been found, many of 
the isolated site finds are on, or close to, navigable 
waterways. There are some slight indications, how
ever, that the network of Roman Roads may have 
been significant in the distribution of quems in the 
southern English midlands (Ellis-Alberda 1982, 65). 

Typology 

A basic typology for the hand-quems was propos
ed by the author in 1975 in respect of the Dorestad 
material (Parkhouse 1975). 
1 Lower stones (bed stones), either plain (Type la) 

or with a narrow central hole for a spindle (Type 
1 b). The grinding surface is usually slightly con
vex; the degree of convexity tends to be less 
accentuated than Roman period material. 

2 Plain flangeless upper stone (or runner), with cen
tral aperture or "hopper" through which the grain 
is introduced. 

3 Upper stone with flange around hopper, which 
prevents spillage from the hopper. 

4 Upper stone with flangeless central aperture and 
integral rynd 

5 As type 4, but with flanged hopper. 
(Types 4 and 5 appear to occur only at Dorestad) 

6 Unfinished rough-outs or blanks, usually only very 
roughly dressed 
(A further type, consisting of an upper stone some 

10 cm thick with a concave upper surface, flangeless 
hopper and rounded edge bearing vertical inscribed 
striations, is described by King (1986, cat. no. 400 and 
fig. 5). Only one example is known, from London, 
dated to the eleventh to thirteenth century. The form, 
which in many respects is similar to (non-lava) Roman 
examples, is quite unlike any other lava quem from 
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the period, and King suggests that this stone may not 
be from the Mayen area.) 

The basic categories of upper stone (types 2 and 3) 
may be sub-divided further according to the manner 
in which motive power is applied. Usually this will 
be by means of a handle socket, which may be drilled 
vertically through the upper stone, or obliquely from 
the upper surface to the side (see also SchOn 1995, 
fig. 10). 

Diameters .are typically in the range 45-50 cm. 
There is some evidence from the Netherlands that 
stones towards the lower end of the range were used 
earlier in the period under consideration, and slightly 
larger ones from around the ninth century (Dr 0. Har
sema, pers. comm.; this seems to be supported by the 
evidence from Dorestad) 

There were also mechanical mills. A very few mill 
sites of the period have been excavated; the best 
known English example is Tamworth (Rahtz & 
Meeson 1992) where stones significantly larger (c65-
80 cm) than the hand-quems are found. Large stones 
of around 80cm diameter have also been found in 
England at London and at Springfield, Essex, which 
presumably indicate mechanical water-mills (pers. 
Comm. MoLAS and D. Buckley). It is possible, how
ever, that some mechanical mills made use of stones 
which were no larger than hand-quems. At the water 
mill site at Omgard, Denmark, what is presumed to 
be a millstone (of gneiss, although there were anum
ber of lava stones from the site) had a maximum 
diameter of only 45 cm, no larger than most hand
quems of the period, but substantially thicker (14.5 
cm) than a hand quem (Nielsen 1986: it is not clear 
from the published report how many stones were 
hand quems and how many were millstones). A near
complete stone from Dorestad appears to have had no 
handle, but does have a rynd-socket on the underside 
and may also have been mechanically driven (Park
house 1975, 185 and fig. 4a). 

In many instances, however, considerations of 
typology are of very limited use. The greatest part of 
the material is frequently so broken and/or abraded as 
to be unclassifiable, and there are cases ( eg the high
status Middle Saxon site at Flixborough, E. York
shire, England) where despite a large number oflava 
fragments there is little that can be safely deduced 
from them. Curiously, the broken and abraded nature 
of the material seems to be far more of a problem 
with the early medieval material than with the Roman 
material, where it appears that a higher proportion of 
finds retain diagnostic characteristics. It is not entire
ly clear why this should be so. It is possible that the 
quarries worked during the Roman period produced 
stone which was less friable and less prone to 
fracture; alternatively, different processes of deposi-
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tion may have occurred. It is more probable, how
ever, that this apparent difference is the result of 
selective recovery during excavation, and selective 
inclusion of material in reports. More work remains 
to be done on the Roman material; there are some 
interesting differences from the early medieval mate
rial, in particular the frequent occurrence over a very 
large area of features such as the striations inscribed 
on the edges and upper surfaces of the runner stones, 
which serve no obviously useful purpose (for further 
comments see Parkhouse 1996, 218) 

A further problem is that of residuality. Many sites 
which have produced early medieval material were 
occupied in the Roman period, when lava quems were 
also in use. If no diagnostic features survive, it may 
be impossible to determine the date of a particular 
item, for quems are rarely found in primary contexts. 

Manufacturing Sites 

There are several sites where there is evidence for 
the manufacture oflava quems. The type and quality 
of the evidence is not consistent, and inter-site com
parisons are difficult, particularly where the volume 
of material is small. The following sites have been 
studied: 

Dorestad 
A detailed study of the large assemblage (c. 1100 
items) from Dorestad has been undertaken (Kars 
1980). The most interesting part of the study in the 
present context is that relating to quem thickness. A 
newly-manufactured lower stone is in the order of 6 
cm thick, an upper stone slightly thicker. A statisti
cally normal distribution would thus show thicknes
ses ranging between 2 to 3 cm to 6 cm, the thinner 
items representing stones reduced by use and re-dres
sing (at around 3cm stones are not heavy enough to 
perform well and may also be more prone to break
age). However, Kars demonstrates that the statistical 
distribution of the 500-odd Dorestad stones is more 
complex, with a bi-modal pattern of two distinct 
groups, one of 2.75-3.25 cm and the other of 6.75-
7.25, which contrasts strongly with the arithmetic 
mean thickness of 5.12 cm. One group, with thick
ness around 7cm and representing about a third of the 
whole population, represents the fragments of"new" 
stones in Dorestad. This will include the rough-outs 
and the items broken during manufacture. In contrast 
the other group, around 3 cm thick, are the stones 
which were used and broken on site - a number of 
these show worn grinding surfaces, although the 
material is often too weathered to show this. Plotting 
of the two groups in relation to the excavated area 

shows that the rough-outs tend to come from the 
harbour area, with those of smaller diameter coming 
from close to the former river. On the basis of this, it 
is suggested that manufacture took place close to 
where the raw material was being unloaded. Another 
concentration, within the main area of the settlement, 
seems to indicate the presence of a workshop. Stone
dressing debris of the sort found at Haithabu (see 
below) has not been found at Dorestad; its absence 
may be due to different artefact recovery techniques 
at the two sites (Schon 1995). 

Haithabu 
This large and important assemblage (5875 fragments 
weighing 1160 kg) has been studied in detail by Dr. 
Volkmar SchOn (SchOn 1989, 1995). There are, as 
might be expected, similarities with the comparably 
large Dorestad assemblage. Once again there is a dis
tinct differentiation between used examples with 
thicknesses mainly in the range 2-8 cm (with a con
centration towards the lower end of this range) and 
half-finished examples ranging between 6.5 and 1lcm. 

The Haithabu material includes a number of items 
which are evidence for the manufacturing process. 
There are several fragments, either truncated cones or 
biconical pieces, which are the "cores" or plugs from 
the central hopper aperture, which have evidently 
been removed with considerable care. The two forms 
of core indicate that on some stones the hoppers were 
finished by a single groove inscribed around the core 
on one side, whilst on others the aperture was formed 
by working from both sides. The processes here seems 
to be rather different from that being used at London 
(see below). In addition, there are a small number of 
examples of small chips or off-cuts of stone which 
are interpreted as the waste from dressing. 

The half-finished "blanks" seem to be concentrat
ed in an area close to the centre of the settlement, but 
there appears to be little correlation with the distri
bution of waste products (cores and dressing waste). 

London 
Lava quem fragments have been recovered from a 
number of mid and late Sax on sites in London. The 
most important material is an assemblage of235 frag
ments, which was recovered from behind a tenth cen
tury waterfront at the Thames Exchange site in 1989. 
As the assemplage is unpublished, other than an 
archive report (Parkhouse 1991) the material is pre
sented here in greater detail than the other manu
facturing sites. 

Of the 235 fragments, 98 of the less diagnostic 
pieces (ie items where no dimension other than thick
ness was measurable, and which were impossible to 
identify as being fragments destined to become either 
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upper stones or lower stones) were discarded follow
ing basic recording, leaving 137 fragments for more 
detailed study. Amongst these, identification of join
ing fragments has reduced the number of items to 
133. 

Many of the fragments were large, representing at 
least a third of the original piece from which they had 
been derived. All however were broken to a greater 
or lesser degree prior to deposition, and in many in
stances insufficient survived to be able to measure 
parameters such as maximum and minimum radii or 
thickness, or to reconstruct the dimensions of the ori
ginal object. 

Four fragments had identifiable fully dressed 
grinding surfaces, and three of these had wear pat
terns indicating that they had been used. There were 
no such indications on the fourth piece, but use 
cannot be ruled out. A fifth piece was encrusted in 
mortar, suggesting that it might have been incorpor
ated in the fabric of a building at some stage prior to 
its deposition. All of these fragments were relatively 
small pieces. 

These five pieces apart, all the other items were 
unfinished stones which had not been completely 
worked up to a functional state. Their recovery from 
a single context strongly suggests that most, if not all, 
of the items had been closely associated prior to 
deposition. 

Many of the items had been worked to a stage 
where it was possible to identify them as incipient 
lower or upper stones, and there appeared to be very 
few entirely undifferentiated blanks. Thus many of 
the stones showed traces of the central aperture (nar
row, <50 mm for a lower stone, or wide, >60 mm for 
the hopper of an upper stone). A significant number 
had traces of flanges around the hopper. 

Of the 133 items, 95 yielded evidence for a hole 
and 40 evidence for a flange. In some cases it is diffi
cult to determine whether a stone was an upper stone 
or a lower stone, where for instance the width of the 
central aperture was in the range of 50-60 mm (too 
wide for a lower stone, too small for the hopper of an 
upper stone). In the case of some five stones, there 
was a wide central aperture but no trace of a hopper 
flange. There are parallels ( eg the rather earlier mate
rial from Dorestad, Parkhouse 1976) for upper stones 
with no flange around the hopper, although they do 
not occur as frequently as the flanged hopper. There 
was no evidence for a rynd-chase on any of the stones; 
these however would have been added at the very end 
of the finishing process. 

There were 42 stones which were definitely or 
probably lower stones, 46 definitely or probably upper 
stones, and the remainder either indeterminable or 
lacking the relevant area of the stone. There is thus a 
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roughly even balance between upper and lower 
stones. 

It is difficult to assess the total number of stones 
represented, given the fragmentary nature of much of 
the material. A minimum number of 58 is obtained 
by adding the fractions of the total circumference 
surviving on each fragment, but the actual total may 
be considerably in excess of this. 

Detailed conclusions based on the dimensions of 
the stones are difficult to arrive at, owing to the frag
mentary nature of the stones and their irregular, 
unfinished state. By the material's very nature, the 
most accurate measurements are of limited value. It 
seems probable that there was a "target radius" of 
around 250mm, although a few stones were clearly 
larger. No correlation between the thickness of a stone 
and its identification as an upper or lower stone could 
be demonstrated. 

It was possible in the case of four of the more 
complete examples to estimate the original weight of 
the stones in their partly finished state prior to break
age. The weights were calculated as follows: 37.5 kg, 
34.9 kg, 41.7 kg, 44.1 kg (mean 39.55 kg). Whilst this 
sample is small, the figures may give slight indica
tions of cargo weights (see below). 

The stones seem to have reached varying degrees 
of completeness. Very few seem to have been entire
ly undifferentiated blanks. In several instances, the 
central aperture had not been completed, the drilled 
perforations penetrating only part of the way through 
the stone. This may have been a high risk operation 
during the manufacturing process, and indeed some 
of the stones in this assemblage may have become 
broken by this very means. Two fragments contained 
large quartz inclusions, invisible except along the 
break, which may also have weakened the stone. 
There was no evidence for the small "cut-outs" from 
the hoppers of upper stones, noted at Haithabu. Dres
sing consisted for the most part (where it was defin
able at all) of rough dressing; however some had a 
much finer dressing of pecked lines. These latter 
stones would have been approaching a stage where 
the final dressing of the grinding surface would take 
place. 

Many of the stones were broken along the edge, 
with obvious abrasion around the rim. During normal 
handling, particularly if the stones were stacked on 
edge, this is where a degree of breakage would be 
almost inevitable, and many ofthe Thames Exchange 
stones seem to have been damaged in this way. 

It is likely therefore that this assemblage of mate
rial represents items broken at varying stages of the 
process of converting "blanks" (undifferentiated 
roughly circular stones in the state in which they 
were hewn from the quarries) into finished items. 
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Distribution of Mayen lava in the early medieval period (after Hermann 1968, Parkhouse 1976 and 1977, Nielsen 1986, 
Schon 1995, and personal notes) 

The breakages are likely to have occurred at different 
stages in the manufacturing process. 

The Thames Exchange assemblage differs from 
the Dorestad and Haithabu assemblages in one inter
esting respect; at London, there are none of the half
worked blanks with thickened but unperforated areas 
in the centre, roughly corresponding to the hopper 
area. All the stones with incipient hoppers have been 
worked to the stage where the central hole is being 
formed. Conversely, there do not appear to be stones 
from Dorestad or Haithabu which have been aban
doned during the drilling of the central aperture. 
There are two possible explanations for this: either 
the material coming from the Eifel is being exported 
to London in a more advanced from of completion, or 
the Thames Exchange assemblage represents a single 
stage in the manufacturing process. The balance of 
probability must be in favour of the latter explana
tion, given that the London and Haithabu material are 
roughly contemporary. It is scarcely surprising if an 

assemblage from a single archaeological context 
should differ from an assemblage gathered from many 
different contexts over large sites. 

The Thames Exchange stones are likely therefore 
to represent either an accumulation of rubbish (ie 
stones unloaded at the waterfront which had been 
damaged in transport), or, more probably, the damag
ed debris of a quem-wright whose workshop had 
been located on or near the quayside. The absence of 
the small chips which would occur within a work
shop where half finished stones were worked up into 
finished items may be a reflection of waste disposal 
practice in which small debris from everyday work
ing was disposed of independently of items which 
broke during the processing, although such debris 
seems to have been scarce even amongst the Hait
habu material. There were however a number of cres
cent shaped fragments which had clearly originated 
from the edges of half finished stones, the result of 
accidental breakage through careless handling. 
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The tiny proportion of stones with worn grinding 
surfaces representing broken items which had actual
ly been used (as opposed to completed) are in some 
respects something of an anomaly. They may repre
sent simply residual items (background noise), but it 
is difficult to explain why they should have occurred 
solely in this particular context. 

Medemblik 
Undressed millstones have been recovered from this 
isolated ribbon settlement along a waterfront (Beste
man 1990, in which the illustrated example shows a 
roughout with prominent dressing marks around the 
outer edge and a flat proto-grinding surface). 

Ipswich 
A large quantity of material has been recovered from 
several sites in the centre of this important mid-Saxon 
site. Much of the assemblage was examined by the 
author in 1990; the greatest part consists of small 
undiagnostic fragments. There are at least two pieces 
which are evidently parts ofunworked "blanks"; how
ever, these are from post-medieval contexts (pers. 
Comm. Keith Wade). There must be a good proba
bility that the material in the later contexts is derived 
from Middle Saxon deposits, although it should be 
remembered that lava was being imported into Eng
land, and especially East Anglia, until well into the 
post-medieval period. 

York 
A moderate amount of lava has been recovered from 
York, including assemblages from the Anglian levels 
at Fishergate, and from Coppergate. The Fishergate 
material includes what may be working debris, al
though none of the "blanks" characteristic of Dore
stad, Haithabu and London are known to exist. One 
fragment, a truncated cone c5cm thick and 8.5 cm 
diameter, has been described as a possible "core", re
moved to create the hopper of an upper stone; neither 
of the main surfaces is worked and it does not appear 
to be a re-used piece, but it is not known how it would 
have been removed from the rough-out (Rogers 1988). 
If this identification is correct, it would be a parallel 
for similar items from Haithabu, although the Haitha
bu examples appear to have been rather more care
fully worked than the York piece (see SchOn 1995, 
plate 5). A second item, perhaps of similar origin, with 
a small perforation in one of the main surfaces, was 
noted by the author amongst the Fishergate material. 

Alt-Archsum (Sylt) and Elisenhof 
Schon (1995, 101 and fig. 37) notes two sites on the 
west coast of Schleswig Holstein where half-finished 
quems have been recovered. These sites are amongst 
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a number along this coast where lava quems have 
been found. Whilst most rural settlements would have 
been dependent upon marketing centres for supplies 
of material, the occurrence of half-finished quems 
here show that these sites were able to profit from 
their position on the trade route. 

Other possible sites 

The half-dozen or so sites noted above are the 
only ones known to the author where there is evi
dence, either direct or indirect, for the manufacture of 
finished material from rough-outs. Undoubtedly there 
will have been others. Sites such as Hamwih (Saxon 
Southampton) have produced quantities of quems, 
although none which can be shown to demonstrate 
manufacture on site. A few scraps of lava have been 
identified from the trial trenching of the emporium at 
Quentovic (Hill et a/1991; the items are too small to 
be diagnostic, pace the comment attributed there to 
this author). Ribe is also a site where evidence for 
manufacture might be predicted. 

Boat Finds 

Direct evidence of unfinished goods in transit is 
provided by a small number of boat finds. A vessel 
discovered during gravel-dredging in 1957 at Liittin
gen (Nordrhein-Westphalia) contained Mayen lava 
quems and globular ninth-century Mayen-ware jars 
of ninth century date. Another vessel discovered 
during dredging, at Salmorth in 1964 contained about 
a dozen quem blanks, which were said to be rather 
small, thought to be of early medieval date (BUrners 
1972, 1974). 

Comparable evidence from England comes from 
the Graveney boat. This vessel, dated by dendrochro
nology to c AD 927, contained two large unfinished 
fragments of quemstone, with a diameter of 0.46 m. 
It is suggested that the vessel was ideally suited to the 
transport of quems. Within the main hold area, two 
pairs of stones, totalling 0.32 m in thickness and 
stacked on end and perpendicular to the keel would 
have fitted comfortably between each frame, packed 
in with the rest of the cargo, which consisted prin
cipally of hops, together with Kentish ragstone and 
some Roman tile, presumably salvaged building mate
rial. It is suggested that the boat would have been 
capable of carrying a cargo of approximately 280 
quems, with 28 quems in each of the ten frame spa
ces, weighing around seven tons (Fenwick 1978). 

We may compare this calculation with the data 
extrapolated from the Thames Exchange material, 
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which is approximately contemporary with the Gra
veney cargo. Using the mean weights calculated for 
the Thames exchange quems, a cargo of 280 quems 
would perhaps have weighed around 10.9 tons. This 
disparity may be accounted for in part by the slightly 
greater diameter and thickness of the London mate
rial (which results in a volume some 1.35 times that 
of the Graveney quems); furthermore the capacity 
calculated for the Graveney boat is a minimum figure. 
It must also be remembered that in both these cases 
the quantity of measurable material is very small, and 
it would be unwise to base too many assumptions on 
such slender data. If cargoes were in the order of 
magnitude of around 9 tons, it is salutary to note that 
the entire corpus of excavated English material is 
unlikely to weigh more than a single cargo. Even the 
large Haithabu assemblage only weighed 1.25 tons 
(1,274.7 kg). 

Non-traded items 

Evidence for long-distance distribution of a com
modity is not, in itself, evidence for trade (Grierson 
1959). Apart from gift-exchange ofluxury items, com
modities such as pottery may themselves be the 
packaging for luxury items such as wine, or may be 
items for the personal use of traders and travellers, as 
has been suggested for some of the continental 
pottery imports in England (Hodges 1982, 57; 1991, 
883). The importance of the lava quems lies in that 
they were utilitarian items, not luxury items, and 
moreover items which were less susceptible to break
age. We can thus be reasonably confident that in most 
instances the occurrence oflava quems indicates trade. 

Nevertheless, there may be some sites where the 
presence of quemstones need not indicate trade. Such 
a site is Hollenstedt, near Hamburg, a ring-work con
structed during Charlemagne's campaign against the 
Saxons in 804 (Ahrens 1973). Quernstones are amongst 
the items of military equipment required by the royal 
household and listed in the Capitulary of Aachen of c 

AD 802/3 (MGH Leg If Capitularia Regum Franco
rum, 77), and the occurrence of lava quems at Hol
lenstedt must be due to Charlemagne's army. 

It has also been suggested that gift-exchange, as 
opposed to commerce, may be responsible for some 
imports. In this connection the oft-quoted correspon
dence between Offa ofMercia and Charlemagne of c 
AD 796 may be mentioned (MGH Ep Kar Aevi Ill 00, 
145, quoted in Whitelock 1955, 779). Charlemagne's 
letter refers to "black stones" (Petra nigra) which have 
been interpreted as lava quems (perhaps for a royal 
mill such as that at Tamworth, which post-dated this 
correspondence by perhaps a half-century, but was 

on a royal estate favoured by the Mercian royal 
household). This hypothesis, however, is unconvin
cing, as it is now apparent that lava quems were com
mon imports and scarcely likely to attract the atten
tion of monarchs, even those who delighted in the 
minutiae of their various building projects; further
more, the lava can scarcely be described as being 
black, and the reference may relate to some other 
commodity such as Toumai marble (Rahtz & Meeson 
1992). 

Hollenstedt apart, there is no reason to suppose 
that the occurrence of lava quems is due to any ex
change process other than trade. 

Relative importance and distribution of other 
material 

The superior characteristics of Mayen lava, and 
the relative absence of other stone of comparable 
quality, were evidently major factors in the "market 
penetration" which the lava achieved. Nevertheless, 
other stones were used for quems, and on many sites 
lava quems occur as well as quems derived from 
stone which had been quarried more locally. At 
Tamworth, for example, stones from two local sand
stones occurred along with lava (the lava, in fact, 
need have come from no more than a single pair of 
stones); at Flixborough, by way of contrast, the 
regionally important Millstone Grit scarcely occurs 
amongst the quem material. At the eastern limits of 
the lava distribution, Hermann has shown the relative 
importance of porphyry quarried at a number of sites 
in the tributaries of the Elbe (Hermann 1968, fig. 22). 

Along the Baltic coast, the distribution of lava 
quems overlaps with that of another important cate
gory of material, the Norwegian micaceous rock with 
minute garnets known as Glimmerschiefer. This 
material occurs at Haithabu, although it only forms 
4% by weight of the total quem material. It occurs 
throughout Denmark, occurring more frequently in 
the north and east. Nielsen suggests that imports did 
not become widespread until the tenth century. At 
Schleswig, which had superseded Haithabu by the 
early eleventh century, the percentage of glimmer
schiefer by weight had increased to c. 13% (SchOn 
1995), although lava quems still made up the greater 
part of the material. 

Discussion 

The occurrence of half-finished quems has now 
been attested from several sites, both emporia and 
boat wrecks. It is clear that a significant quantity, per-
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haps all, of the stones exported from the Eifel were 
transported in partially finished form. Basalt lava 
querns are brittle items susceptible to damage in 
transport, and clearly there was less risk involved in 
trading either partly-finished stones or even "blanks" 
over long distances in boats than there was in trading 
finished articles in which much greater resources of 
time and effort had been invested. 

As far as the identity of the traders is concerned, 
significant Frisian involvement in the lava commerce 
may probably be safely assumed, at least during the 
earlier part of the period under review, given that 
Dorestad was obviously an important point in the 
distribution. There are a number of references to 
Frisian traders, who travelled to London in the 
seventh century, York in the eighth century, and into 
the Baltic in the ninth century. Documentary sources 
also demonstrate their presence along several of the 
main riverine trade-routes of mainland Europe (Jet
lema 1955). However, the Frisians were by no means 
the only traders. There are eighth century references 
to English traders in France in the eighth century, 
whilst Charlemagne's correspondence with Offa, re
ferred to earlier in connection with petra nigra, com
plains of Saxon traders endeavouring to evade cus
toms tolls by pretending to be pilgrims. We cannot be 
sure, therefore, of the relative importance of Frisian 
traders and those of other nationalities. Furthermore, 
the patterns at the end of the period under consi
deration are hardly likely to be the same as during the 
earlier part. The ninth century was a period of signi
ficant changes, including the growth of towns and the 
increased circulation of coinage, and in which the im
portance of the Frisians was eclipsed, amongst other 
things, by the activity of the Vikings. 

It is instructive to compare the lava distribution 
with that of other commodities, eg pottery. The dis
tribution oflava is more widespread than that ofRhe
nish pottery. This is due to the fact that lava querns 
would have had less market competition than pottery, 
which was made at a number of centres. The compe
tition between Frisian and Frankish areas of com
mercial influence based on pottery distribution (see 
Hodges 1982, fig. 22) is not sustained by the lava. 
The crucial difference here may well be that the ex
change of querns was a two-stage operation, in which 
the querns did not travel directly from quarry to end
user (or the end-user's local market), but via the 
emporia, where the raw material was worked up into 
a marketable product. 

The virtually complete absence of unfinished mate
rial from sites other than the emporia would appear to 
indicate that manufacture of finished items was re
stricted to specialised workshops in the emporia. This 
is scarcely surprising, for the emporia were the focus 
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for so many other crafts and industries. However, it 
is important to note that a far greater quantity of 
material has been excavated in the emporia than from 
the smaller sites, and the impression of a specialised 
craft restricted to the emporia may be false. The half
finished items from Alt-Archsum and Elisenhofmay 
indicate that some stones, if only a few, may have 
been worked outside the emporia; these sites, how
ever, are situated directly on an important trade route, 
and we cannot be sure that they are an exception to 
the general trend. 

It is difficult to determine whether the workshops 
in the emporia were working all the material up into 
finished querns, or whether a proportion were traded 
on in an advanced state for final dressing at the point 
of use. A workshop would not necessarily have con
tained great quantities of finished items; they may 
have been moved from the workshop immediately 
upon completion, if not traded (and the means by 
which they were traded is in itself uncertain) from the 
premises. The material from the Thames Exchange 
site in London, which appears to be the largest single 
deposit of excavated material in early medieval 
Europe, appears to be almost entirely rejects- broken 
stones which were no longer capable of being turned 
into finished products. Apart from the minute 
quantity of used fragments, there is nothing which 
can be seen as a brand new stone ready for use. The 
end-users of the stones would have had the skills 
needed to re-dress grinding surfaces, or regular access 
to a craftsman (perhaps an itinerant) with those skills; 
the final finishing of the stones could equally well 
have been undertaken at the point of use. 

The Dorestad material would seem to indicate that 
at that site, only stones destined for use in the 
settlement were actually finished there; it is of course 
far from certain whether the site at Dorestad is in any 
way an analogue for Late Saxon London, and it must 
be remembered that the material under discussion 
here represents a period of several centuries during 
which the patterns of trade and exchange were by no 
means static. The changing marketing networks are 
illustrated by the Danish material, where Mayen lava 
querns are to some extent replaced during the tenth 
century by stones made from imported mica schist 
material from the north (Anne Bloch Jargensen, pers. 
comm). One difficulty is that it is very difficult to 
compare like with like- by the time that the Thames 
Exchange material was being dumped behind the 
timbers of a new London waterfront, the networks of 
exchange based on the emporia were giving way to 
new ones. At present, however, we cannot compare 
Dorestad or Haithabu with mid-Saxon Lundenwic. 
Nevertheless, the study of intra- and inter- assemblage 
variability, whenever the opportunity presents itself, 
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will certainly help to illuminate our understanding of 
the means by which these items were manufactured 
and distributed. 

Postscript 
The comments in this article should be considered as 
a provisional statement. The author is conscious that 
there may be recent studies or important groups of 
material which should have been considered here. 
Any comments or further information will be grate
fully received by the author. 
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Helge Sorheim 

The origin of commercial fisheries and the trade of stockfish 
in the northern part of Western Norway 

Borgund in Sunnmore 

Borgund is known from written sources as the 
most important medieval commercial and admini
strative centre ofSunnmore. With its three or maybe 
four churches, Borgund was also the most important 
ecclesiastical centre between Bergen and Trond
heim. 

Archaeological excavations and registrations 1950-
73 have shown a densely built up area with a surface 
of approximately 45,000 mZ, 4 km east ofthe centre 
of Aalesund. From this area, about 5,000 m2 have 
been excavated. 

Dating 

Borgund is mentioned once in the Snorre's Saga 
of the Norwegian kings; in the saga about Olav the 
Saint, it occurs in connection with episodes which took 
place here about 1027-28. Here the name Hundsvrer 
is mentioned, a fishing weather situated on some small 
islands a short distance west of Borgund and also 
well-known up till the 20th century. 

The archaeological finds - among them two 
Urnes buckles and an Ethelred coin (1 004-1 009) -
tell us that the small town can be dated back to the 
11th century. A cluster of buildings, the 'Arestue
komplekset', has been dated by Asbj0rn Herteig to 
the second half of the 11th century and not later than 
1100 (Herteig 1957, 464). 

Datable objects bear witness of activity on the site 
from the early 11th century unti11400 (Lossius 1977, 
45-50). A merchant is mentioned here in 1400. Cera
mic finds also indicate activity in the 15th century. 
However, a taxpayers' list for 1520 mentions no in
habitants. 

We may consider that we are dealing with a den
sely built up area, a permanent settlement and com
mercial activity from the early 11th century onwards, 
with the 12th, 13th and first half of the 14th century 
as its flourishing period, the site having been defin
itely and finally deserted before 1500. 

The excavations took place many years ago and 
the excavation and documentation methods, together 
with the state of preservation, are not the best ones 
conceivable for a stratigraphic and topographical ana
lysis. In this paper, I will therefore make no attempt 
at a chronological differentiation of the finds, but 
discuss the period of the town as a whole. 

Topography- settlement 

Borgund lies at the Borgundjjorden, a fjord well
known as a spawning area of pelagic cod. The Bor-

-~ Distribution/ 
~~ Grazing 

~Spawning 

Fig. 1. - The distribution, grazing field and spawning
grounds of Norwegian-artic cod (based on Iversen 
1983:4). 
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Fig. 2. - Borgundfjorden. 

gundfjorden fisheries from January to April are known 
as one ofthe greater fisheries of southern Norway as 
far back written sources can tell anything about it. 

The 'town area' is situated on the level east of the 
present parish church - originally the medieval St. 
Peter's church. To the south the area faces against the 
Borgundfjorden, where we still can observe landing
stages for boats dating back to the town-period. To 
the east the shallow and protected Klokkersundet 
stretches in to Katavagen (kati = small boats, a name 
used frequently for small harbours in the district) 
limiting the area against the north. 

The excavated remains tell us about a town and 
a range of activities clearly oriented to the sea and 
to ways of living connected with the maritime 
environment. Its central location at the junction bet
ween the inner and outer fjord as well as the close 
connection to the seaway leading to northern Nor
way, made this site ideal. It offered excellent har
bour facilities for boats and small ships, suitable 
areas for building constructions, and last but not 
least, it was close to the fjord, rich in fish, all of 
which explain the location. 

Facing Klokkersundet and behind wooden piers, 
rows of postholes were found and explained as 
remains ofwarehouses with a length of more than 30 
m. The area covered by these excavated warehouses 
has a surface of approximately 600 m2 and more 
houses are supposed to have stood in the zone which 
has not yet been investigated. Similar warehouses are 
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also found towards the north, in Katavagen. Here, we 
can also see dug out hollows which are supposed to 
be remains of boathouses. 

Behind the warehouses, traces of dwelling- and 
commercial buildings were found. The best docu
mented of these is the so-called 'Arestuekomplekset', 
remains of which have come to us and have been 
partly conserved as the focal piece in the exhibition 
at the Medieval Museum of Borgundkaupangen (S0r
heim 1988, 1990). 

On the headland, the marble church, consecrated 
to St. Margaret, faced the fjord. A cross section in the 
present parish church revealed the remains of the 
medieval St. Peter's church. This church lies at the 
top of the town area, behind the 'Tinghaugen' where 
the local things were held. Immediately this site, the 
remains of another marble church- the St. Matthew's 
or Christ church - are located. Three stone churches -
maybe four according to the recorded names - tell us 
about considerable wealth in this district. It should 
also be noted that Borgund was the centre of con
siderable commercial activities of the church. 

Without discu_ssing this in detail on this occasion, 
I should mention that the manor of one of the most 
extensive estates in medieval Norway was to be 
found in the small island of Giske, just outside Aale
sund. The owners of Giske, who also owned houses 
in Bergen, are mentioned in connection with Bor
gund. For lack of a good harbour at Giske, Borgund 
may have served as the harbour for their merchant 
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ships. 'Giskeretta' must have had considerable inte
rests in the trading activity that took place in and in 
the neighbourhood of Borgund. Together with the 
church, they may even have dominated this trade. 

Also worth mentioning is the fact that Borgund 
developed close to 'Skuggen', a farm belonging to 
the mighty Earl ofLade near Trondheim.at the end of 
the Viking period 

The economy of the county 

From its very beginnings the settlement of north
western Norway shows a clear tendency towards 
locations on the coastline. Fisheries and the catching 
of sea mammals, later in combination with farming, 
formed the basis of the economy of the district. For 
almost 1000 years, large-scale commercial trading of 
catches and fish products have formed the way of life 
here. The combination offarming and fishing was the 
common way of life. 

Commercial fisheries 

The twelfth century was a very important phase 
for the development of trade. At this time the 
development of the North-European long-distance 
trade started; it has been called 'The commercial 
revolution of the middle ages' (Lopez 1971). The 
volume of trade increased strongly and new types of 
goods appeared. Corn, wood, cloths and fish products 
dominated more and more extensively the traditional 
trade in luxury goods. The peasant-tradesmen and 
proprietors-tradesmen were gradually replaced by 
professional town merchants (Nedkvitne 1983, 16). 

In this paper, I make a distinction between a 
fishing-industry based mainly on domestic consump
tion, and fishing based on trade; put otherwise, a 
distinction between hjemmefiske (fishing for one's 
own pan), and professional fisheries where the catch 
and subsequent products were mainly intended for 
sale. When the production became specialised to the 
point that professionalised workmanship and retail 
and distribution channels were needed, the time was 
ripe for the foundation of trade-centres and towns. 
The exceptions were the sacral and administrative 
centres. 

Borgund may have started at the very end of the 
Viking period or in the early Christian Middle Ages 
as a local point of junction for seasonal meetings 
between people from the fjords and those from the 
outer islands ofSunnmore, and/or for fishing whether 
for visiting farmers or for their own supply. Its devel
opment into an important market town and major 

church centre must have been brought about by more 
important impulses. I find it interesting to ask why 
this happened and also to look at the role ofBorgund 
from a greater national and international perspective. 

The Borgundfjord and the fisheries of Sunnmore 

Fish and fish products were the first important 
large-scale export products ofNorway. In contrast to 
what happened further south, the medieval herring 
fisheries had bigger volume than that needed to cover 
the inland demand. The supply of salt was then, as it 
was later, the minimum factor for the production. In 
1553, it is mentioned that the Hanseatics ofBryggen 
in Bergen were selling herring according to old 
traditions (Nedkvitne 1988, 471-2). Quality herring 
was in fact imported. It was the commercial pro
duction of stockfish which from about 1100 that 
provided the Norwegians for the first time with a 
considerable export product for a greater European 
market. Until the 17th century, stockfish - the so
called 'Bergensfisk'- dominated Norwegian foreign 
trade (Dyrvik 1979). 

The main spawn of pelagic cod takes place in 
Lofoten. The Lofoten fisheries are first mentioned in 
a source ofthattime (about 1103), when kingMagnus' 
sons reinforced an older regulation imposing on 
every man fishing from 'V agar' to give five fish to 
the king (Morknskinnar 384). The Snorre saga also 
says that King Eystein (11 03-23) built fishermen's 
sheds and a church there (Snorre 1942, 533). From 
the 1170, 'V agar' is known from written sources as 
the most important market place for stockfish in 
northern Norway. 

Some of the stockfish also spawned as far south as 
More (Eliassen 1983, 4). A deep rift in the con
tinental shelf leads the fish into the Breisundet and 
the Borgundjjord. The fjord is 12 km long. Its depth 
varies mainly between 50 and 125 m. In this fjord, 
extensive cod-fishery takes place from January until 
April; like all fisheries, it varies from year to year, 
often as a consequence of the water temperature. A 
colder climate period like the late medieval one may 
have influenced the movements of the shoal in way 
detrimental to the fishermen. 

The fisheries of the Borgundfjord are carefully 
described by Hans Str0m in 'Sondmers beskrivelse' 
-a description ofSunnmore dating from 1762-66. At 
this time, the fisheries were important: 249 'Fioring
far' (big fishing boats) with 1449 fishermen took part 
in 1756 (Str0m 1762, 472). At his time the cod net 
was common (ibid., 476). 

From the first protocols related to the admini
stration of estates from 1656 and onwards, we may 
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learn that the fishermen from Sunnfjord, Nordfjord 
and Sunnmore took the lead when it came to adapting 
and adopting new equipments such as cod nets and 
long lines. At the end of the 17th century, the fisher
men around the Borgundfjord had the most advanced 
fishing equipment found along the Norwegian coast. 
Written sources confirm that cod nets and long lines 
first were used in Norway in protected fjords, mainly 
in the Borgundfjord and to a certain extent further 
south. Juridical diplomas from the beginning of the 
17th century, concerning use and theft, demonstrate 
that long lines for cod were used at the end of the 16th 
century (Nedkvitne 1988, 438-40). 

The written information mentioned is, however, 
100-150 years younger than the time when the last 
tradesman left Borgund. 

The question is whether the commercial cod fish
eries along the coast of Sunnmore, and particularly in 
the Borgundfjorden, can be traced back to the begin
ning of the Middle Ages. Was the quality of the equip
ment of the same leading standard as it was later? 
Were the fisheries limited to the protected and shal
low fjord or did they fish on the open sea, at the 
'Storegga', the excellent - and later fully used -
fishing bank 70 km off the coast, where the 
continental shelf drops off into the depths of the 
Atlantic ocean. Can the excavations at Borgund tell 
us anything about this? 

The most ideal fishing equipment - representa
tiveness? 

The fisheries are regarded as a very traditional 
occupation where innovations were often opposed to. 
In spite of that, we must assume that every fisherman 
was trying to find the ideal form for his equipment, 
taking into account the tradition he was a part of, his 
means and the technology he mastered. In later times, 
we archaeologists are faced with a problem. What we 
collect during our diggings is not supposed to be 
what Bj0rn Hebba Helberg calls 'the ideal' (Helberg 
1993, 88). The most ideal equipment was the one 
used most often and therefore it was also the most 
subject to damage. It was used on the sea and often 
lost there. What we find when digging are leftovers, 
equipment no longer found usable; alternatively, they 
could have been artifacts that also had additional on 
land functions (for instance warp/net?-weights). 

Even if through all time fishing and the hunting of 
sea mammals has been the most important part of the 
economy of coastal Norway - as I believe it to have 
been - the details of the equipment connected to this 
economy have scarcely been investigated. The con
servatism of the fishermen and their dislike of corn-
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prehensive innovations make this material well-suited 
for retrospective analysis. The older descriptions of 
fishermen's tools are, however, hardly detailed enough 
to explain the nature and origins of the items which 
archaeologists are supposed to interpret many years 
later. This is particularly valid in the case of the most 
numerous finds, the weights. 

I do not know if there are remains from medieval 
nets. What we have left are some floats and net
weights which are difficult to identify and interpret. 
Nets from later times are adequate comparative mate
rial, but the weights have generally been removed. 
Normally, unfashioned pebbles or bags with sand or 
gravel were used and these are difficult to identify in 
the archaeological finds. 

I have had very great help from the article, which 
0. Nordgaard wrote in 1908 on the development of 
the Norwegian fisheries, particularly because the 
paper was drafted at a time when fishing tools which 
are to a certain extent comparable to the medieval 
ones were still in use or at least known. His inter
pretation is therefore based on a deeper understand
ing than that of the present author who has been 
brought up in the industrialized post-World War 11 
times. It is also to be regretted that I have not been 
able to study the as yet unpublished finds of fishing 
tackles from other important medieval excavations, 
and notably Bryggen in Bergen, which I suppose 
could offer a more detailed chronology of the types. 
A study of the fishing tackles for Bryggen is now in 
progress. The northern Norwegian material is known 
to me particularly through Bj0rn Hebba Helberg's 
unpublished master's degree thesis (1993). 

Fishing tackles from Borgund 

The fishing methods we can retrospectively and 
using the knowledge of fisheries of later periods, 
expect to trace in Borgund are first and foremost the 
hand lines used in stationary positions or 'djupagn
snore' ('juksa' and the trolling lines or 'dorgesnore'. 
From about 1600, the long line is known according to 
written sources (Myklebust 1971, 20). Nets are known 
from the Middle Ages onwards. Of particular interest 
is the introduction of cod nets because it was popu
larly -but mistakenly -held that the inventor of the 
cod net, Claus Nielsen, lived at the Borgundfjord and 
that it was introduced here for the very first time in 
1685 (Str0m 1762, 448-449). Whether the use of cod 
nets can be traced back to the Middle Ages is, how
ever, a matter of uncertainty. We may assume that here 
nets and closing nets were mostly used for herring 
and maybe for salmon (Vollan 1960, 203-204). 
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Hooks 

Four barbed iron fishing hooks were found. More 
hooks from Borgund are listed, but could not be 
found in the museum reserves. Three of the hooks are 
complete. Their lengths are 7.6, 8.4 and 9.0 cm. One 
has a straight shank with an eye for the line and with 
an open bend of the hook, as with Helberg type I A. 
The others have the shank and the eye bent inwards 
as with those of Helberg type IV A (Helberg 1993: 
11 0). The hooks are slightly different from the north
em Norwegian material where the ends most fre
quently were splayed (beaten flat). They are also 1-2 
cm longer than the majority of the hooks known there. 
While the straight-shanked hooks or J-hooks have 
been the traditional fishhook for all kinds of fish until 
the 1940s, the bended-shank hooks may possibly have 
been more suitable for passive fishing as when using 
a long line (Helberg 1993, 176). The number of finds 
is, however, too small to allow for any conclusions. 

Weights 

The most frequent type of objects from Borgund 
connected to fisheries are the weights. The purpose of 
the weights is to bring the line with the hook down to 
the wanted depth at an appropriate speed, and to keep 
it there. A heavy weight will make it possible for the 
hook to be dropped quickly, to prevent undesired fish 
in shallower waters to bite or gnaw away the bait. The 
form of the sinkers is also of importance for sinking 
the hook sink rapidly and for maintaining it in the 
water in a proper way. 

It is not always easy to see whether a weight is a 
sinker, a net weight or has other functions. Stone 
weights, often made of soapstone and with one hole 
in it, are used on the warp-weighted looms, but such 
weight stones might also have been used on fishing 
equipments, as sinkers or net weights. In a thesis on 
the textile crafts in medieval Trondheim, Kari Gjol 
Hagen states that 'there is no logical explanation for 
the use of warp weights with more than one hole' 
(Hagen 1994, 51). 

Except for use in steelyards, I can hardly think of 
any other possible need for weights made of this 
material, than for fisheries. Therefore, I assume most 
of the weights with more than one hole to have been 
fishing weights. A closer analysis of the form, based 
on weight and form, their capacity to bring the hook 
in a proper way to the desired depth, and their ability 
to cut through the water and the currents in a effective 
way, will have to be taken into consideration when 
trying to explain their use. I will, however, return to 
the use of the 'classical warp-weight' later. 

The material 
A strikingly common denominator for the weights from 
Borgund, both concerning the fishing weights and the 
weights supposedly meant mainly for looms, is the 
dominating use of soapstone. Only five of the sinkers 
identified are made of other species of rock. There are 
no metal weights (such as those common in later 
periods) and no specimens of weights made from clay. 

Soapstone is a very suitable stone for making 
weights because it is soft and convenient to shape, 
being easy to bore suspension holes in it. Fragments 
from broken soapstone vessels were frequently used 
as weights. Siri Myrvoll Lossius suggests that most 
of the soapstone vessels were made in Hardanger, 
south-east of Bergen (Lossius 1977, 67), but soap
stone also occurs in this district and may have been 
found locally. Soapstone was also frequently used as 
a building material, particularly for architectural 
details in windows- and door openings in the stone 
churches. Leftovers from the buildings of the many 
churches here were usable as small objects such as 
weights. The almost exclusive use of soapstone bears 
witness to the ample supply of this material. 

Sinkers for trolling lines ( dorges(Jkker, from the old 
Norwegian: dorg; Nynorskordboka). 

When trolling, the fishing line is dragged through 
the water after the rowing-boat. The hooks do not go 
very deep, and mostly smaller fish are caught in the 
upper layers of the water. The fishing line consists of 
the line, a sinker, a snood (a hook-carrying branch 
line) and at least one hook. 

It is important to prevent the line from rotating. 
This can be done by using a sinker which is asym
metrical. The suspension holes, one at each end, are 
also placed in such a way as to obtain a balance when 
the line is dragged through the water. Therefore, a 
sinker for trolling lines often has a boat-shaped form, 
with a straight or slightly curved back and a hanging 
'abdomen'. Weights of this kind may- just like any 
other stone- also have been used as net sinkers. 0. 
Nordgaard (1908, 84) states that some ofthe sinkers 
of this type can be defined as net sinkers because of 
cross-like traces left by the rope with which they had 
been fastened. Such traces were not encountered in 
the course of the present investigation. 

From Borgund, we have a total of 19 sinkers that 
can be defined as trolling sinkers. We also have 8 
formless shards with two holes which may have been 
used in the same way, but I leave them out as being 
uncertain evidence in this context. 

Twelve of the sinkers have a nearly straight or 
slightly convex back. Their weight varies from 90 to 
637 g. The two heaviest ones are different from the 
rest, weighing 518 and 63 7 g. When these are not 
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taken into account, the average weight is 159.7 g. 
Seven sinkers have a distinctly concave back which 
gives them a banana-like shape. The smallest of these 
has a weight of only 45 g., the biggest one weighs 454 
g. The average weight is 159.7 g. 

On the whole, our trolling sinkers are heavier than 
those from northern Norway: Most of them weigh 
less than 100 g, even if there are some specimens of 
about 350 g. These might have been used as net sin
kers according to Helberg (1993, 179). 

Deep bait line (djupagnsnere, from old the Nor
wegian: djupshofn (Nynorskordboka). 

On More, a common handline is called djupsagn
snere (deep bait line). In northern Norway it is called 
jupsaang, juksaagn or shortly juks (Aasen 1918: 
Djupsogn). 

In terms of form and weight, the sinkers are 
adapted to the desired depth of fishing. It is generally 
assumed that the weight of the sinkers in northern 
Norway should amount to 250 g per 18.5 m depth 
(translated into the metric system) (Simonsen 1983, 
13). The force of the currents must also be taken in 
consideration. Bait hooks are used from a boat in 
stationary position drifting in the current. The line is 
used passively, waiting for the fish to bite on the 
baited hook; alternatively, the hook, provided with 
some sort of bait such as for instance a shining sheet 
of metal reflecting a convincing impression of a 
herring, is moved quickly up and down (rykk, pilk) it 
being hoped that curious fish will be attracted by the 
hook. The later category is not known from the 
Middle Ages. 

There is not the same need to avoid rotation of the 
line as with the trolling line. Consequently, the sin
kers do not have the special non-symmetric shape to 
avoid this. These sinkers can also have been used as 
net weights. 

The most simple way of making a sinker is pro
viding a pebble with a groove for the line. We have 
only one of this kind, weighing 740 g. An oval flat 
stone with a groove around the edge was heavier, 
weighing 909 g. In terms of shape, weight and kind 
of stone used, these objects differ from the rest of the 
sinkers and may be regarded as net weights. 

Tree long sinkers or fragments of sinkers had 
grooves over their heads leading to a perforation in 
the middle, like Nordgaard fig. 50, 'dypagnsteene fra 
det nordlige Norge' (1908, 92); they are comparable 
to Helberg type IV (1993, 117). This type is called 
'jarnstein' (ironstone) in northern Norway. They were 
probably used exclusively for the 'juksa' (handline) 
for 'skrei' (cod spawn) and other sorts of deep sea 
fish. In northern Norway, they are heavy, weighing 
1200-2103 g for the Helberg type Ill which are long 
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sinkers with encircling groves around the end but no 
holes, and 300-1500 g for type IV which are long sin
kers with a hole and groove from the hole over the 
end. Only one of our sinkers comparable to type IV 
is complete; weighing 432 g, it is small in compari
son with the northern examples. 

We have only one example ofthe 'jarsteintypr' of 
Helberg type 11 ( 1993, 117) with an encircling groove 
around and over the head. Weighing 1299 g, it is the 
heaviest one in our material. Nordgaard compares this 
with a sinker from Shetland, where the line is tied 
over the head and the snood is tied around the stone. 
This was meant to prevent the snood from intertwin
ing with the line. Later an iron bar, called 'jarsteins
rompe' in northern Norway, was used. A thicker, stif
fened rope could also do the job, as we may deduce 
from a drawing by Hans Str0m from 1762 (fig. 9). A 
line like this with a heavy sinker of the northern 
'jarsteintype' (Helberg type 11) is also kept in the 
collections at the Sunnmore Museum; it comes from 
Uksn0y, Haram in Sunnmore and was used until 
1931 for fishing halibut. 

The main group of deep bait sinkers - which are, 
however, also usable as net weights- are the long and 
mostly plane stones with holes symmetrically placed 
in the middle of each end. Discussing the use of a 
similar sinker dated by a runic inscription to 650-750 
A.D., Nordgaard says that the main line was con
nected to one hole and the snood to the other. In 
weight, the 16 complete examples from Borgund vary 
from 105 to 1380 g. The last one and two sinkers of 
828 and 966 g respectively are different from the rest, 
being rather heavy. If we disregard them, the average 
weight is only 214,6 g, which is considerably lighter 
than northern 'juksa'-weights, the 'jarstein'. 

Line runners 

We shall also mention the find of a fork-shaped 
line-runner or 'vabein' equipped with a wooden peg 
to fasten it to the gunwale. It was made of bone. Dif
ferent forms of line-runners are used when fishing 
with a handline in order to pull the line in while 
protecting both line and gunwale. 

Fishing nets 

As said earlier, it is not easy to find adequate 
analog equipments of more recent date to explain the 
medieval net weights. Most often, the weights are 
removed from the oldest nets which are being pre
served in museum collections. 
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Fig.3. Floats made of wood and pine bark (to the right). 

Net weights 
According to the examination by Nordgaard, only 

one, 233 g heavy barrow-shaped weight with a 
longitudinal hole can with certainty be identified as a 

net weight. This is because Nordgaard compares 
them with similar weights, made from burnt clay, of 
his own time. A globular ball made of marble pro
vided with an iron pin, may also have been part of the 
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fishing tackle. Judging from its weight of 3.55 kg, I 
will this object to be an 'ilestein', an anchor stone for 
a long line or a net. 

Two other weights have already been mentioned. 

Floats 
Five different types of floats are present: 
A) made of tree; pear-shaped with one hole in the 
end (3 specimens). 
B) made of wood; circular disk with a groove 
around the edge (3) 
C) made of wood; bag-shaped, upper flat edge with 
two small holes (1). 
D) made of pine bark, almost elliptical, one hole in 
the end (1), and: 
E) made of pine bark, almost circular with one hole 
near the edge (1). 

Net needles and knotting peg 
Two tree-needles are supposed to be used for repa
rations or netting. Asbj0m Herteig has interpreted a 
flat peg with one straight and one convex side, as a 
're'or a 'kjolve' used for knotting the mesh. If this is 
correct, this would give a mesh of2.6 cm(= one side 
of the mesh, measured from knot to knot), exactly the 
same as in a modem herring net. 

Warp weights- net weights? 

The material studied includes 129 weights with 
one hole. Most of them are plane and pear-shaped, 
with the hole in the narrow end, but there are varia
tions in shape ranging from circular ones to more 
cigar-shaped ones. The finishing varies from almost 
untouched fragments of soapstone vessels to nicely 
polished examples. A few of them were have engrav
ed with signs, one of which can be interpreted as an 
owner's mark, but most of them have very simple 
occasional cross marks like those which can be seen 
on weights from Bryggen in Bergen (0ye 1988, 60, 
fig.II1.4.2.). 

At this point, I have found no reason to divide the 
type into further subtypes. 

Usually weights like these are taken to be warp
weights, but apart from the fact that they do not have 
the typical streamlined shape of the typical fishing 
sinkers, there is no reason why these weights should 
be considered unsuitable for use at sea? Particularly 
in shallow and quiet waters, where the shape of the 
sinker is not too significant, or on passive fishing 
tackles as nets, they would to my opinion have been 
usable as sinkers. 

The interpretation of the use of these weights 
depends on the approach and questions of the resear-
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cher. Textile researchers like Karin Gjol Hagen (1994, 
212) for instance define them, after a thorough 
discussion, as 'classical warp weights'. Discussing the 
weights from Oslo, Liv Marit Rui (1991, 113-129) 
does the same, as does Ingvild 0ye (1988, 58-70) for 
the Bergen finds with very few reservations. On the 
other hand, we fmd J. M. Stean and M. Foreman who, 
with fisheries as a basic interests, describe identical 
weights from English finds clearly as net weights 
(Foreman 1988, Fig. 12.9). 

I will not go into the debate here. I believe that 
weights like these may have been used as sinkers or 
net weights when they were available. Taking into 
account their large number, particularly when com
pared to the finds of fishing weights, I have, however, 
to refer to what I said earlier about representativeness 
and more particularly about the loss of fishing tackle 
on sea; as a result, I assume these weights meant to 
be used mainly on land, as warp weights. 

Osteological material 

The osteological material collected from between 
1954 and 1962, a total of24,593 fishbones, has been 
classified by Kaare Sunde of the Zoological Museum 
in Bergen (Sunde 1972). The bones had been picked 
up by the archaeologists, without the soil being siev
ed. Judging from my own experience in collecting 
bones by sieving (S0rheim 1979, 5-7), I find the col
lected bones not to be very representative of the total 
variety of fish. Only the largest fragments are recov
ered. Bones from small fish such as herring for 
instance are totally missing. 

Apart from that, bones from three species domi
nate: Cod 16.3%, coalfish 32.0% and ling 50.7%. The 
number ofling-bones is surprising. Today ling is being 
fished at 100-400 m depth at 'Storegga', but there is 
also plenty of ling to be found in the mouth of the 
deep fjords of Sunnmore. Finds of ling-bones there
fore do not presuppose open sea fisheries. The depth 
however demands long lines with heavy sinkers, 
which were not to be found in Borgund. The most 
reasonable explanation of this, is that ling was not 
fished by fishermen living in or fishing out from Bor
gund. The ling was fished by fishermen/farmers in 
the district and brought to Borgund for sale. The 
modest percentage of cod-bones is more easily 
explained. Cod was mainly fished and dried in the 
winter and spring and thereafter sold as valuable 
stockfish and not consumed in any quantity in 
Borgund. But, stockfish was also made from ling, so 
the dominating number of ling-bones really is a 
matter of discussion. 
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Fig. 4. - Borgund. The town area is on the peninsular in front of the church (St. Peters). The Borgundf)ord to the left. 
Foto R. Engvik. 

Conclusions 

The general history of the district and the obvious 
orientation towards the fjord tell us that the existence 
of Borgund was based on maritime communication 
and economy. The number of long warehouses tells 
us about large quantities of goods for barter. It would 
be hard to explain such an extensive exchange of 
goods as based exclusively on local seasonal trade or 
non-professional fisheries. We may assume Borgund 
developed up as a stable place for fish from the Bor
gundfjord and from the surrounding district connec
ted to the general growth of long distance trade, the 
founding of towns and trading centres in Northern 
Europe, the demand for fish from the catholics, and 
stockfish as the main export product ofNorway. The 
merchants of Bergen became the main buyers or 
middlemen of the fish from Borgund. 

The stockfish from this district is much closer to 
the market than the fish from Lofoten. Therefore, I 
assume that the commercial fisheries of this district 
must have started very early. The export of fish from 
Borgund may of course have found its way abroad via 
a direct route, but there are reasons to believe that we 

can see the start of the commercial fisheries and the 
growth ofBorgund as a parallel to that ofBergen and 
in connection with the very beginnings of Bergen as 
an international trading-centre as early as the 11th 
century. 

I suppose that important members of the Giske
family may have taken a major part in the trade, and 
they may be also having organised parts of the fishe
ries. The church became a major economic partici
pant here. The tithe was often paid in fish, and this 
had to be disposed of. 

The trolling lines were probably first and fore
most used for fishing coalfish, intended for domestic 
consumption by the inhabitants of Borgund. For the 
winter and spring fisheries for Borgund-cod, the deep 
bait line is supposed to have been the main tackle. 
Based on information from the finds from Borgund, 
it has earlier been claimed that the nets were fre
quently used in the Middle Ages (Vollan 1960, 203 ). 
In my opinion, this is drawing a somewhat too strong 
a conclusion from the few finds of certainly defined 
elements of nets and net-production. There is no evi
dence supporting the conclusion that nets have been 
used to fish for coad in the Middle Ages in this area. 
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The nets for herring were used here according to a 
letter sent from Giske at the beginning of the 15th 
century (Sulebust 1981, 273). Herrings being needed 
as bait, this presupposed a certain amount of fishing 
for herring alongside the fishing for cod. 

The light deep bait sinkers testify to fishing in 
shallow waters, mainly in the protected fjord when it 
comes to Borgund, Molvrer or Hundsvrer and other 
harbours along the fjord serving as points of depar
ture. If there really was some open sea fishing as far 
off as 'Storegga', traces of that would have to be found 
on the outermost islands. Such fisheries are not, how
ever, supposed to have started before the 17th-18th 
century (Nedkvitne 1988, 435). The great percentage 
of bones from ling tell us, however, about a deep sea 
fishing. The lack of heavy weights leads me to the 
conclusion that the ling was fished by fishermen 
outside the Borgundfjord and brought to Borgund to be 
sold for consumption here during the warmer months of 
the year when stockfish was impossible to make. 

In northern Norway, a change in technology about 
1100-1400 can be demonstrated with the emergence 
of heavy 'juksa' -sinkers for deep sea fishing, com
bined with 'rullevabein' (with a moving roll to draw 
the line over) and new types of boats (Helberg 1993, 
194). These new tackles have not been found in Bor
gund. I therefore think they concentrated the main 
fisheries, as earlier, in the protected Borgundfjord and 
the neighbouring shallow fishing places close to land. 

The next major change in the fisheries of Sunn
more occurred later, in the 17th century when they 
learned to use long lines and cod nets, and started the 
open sea fishing at 'Storegga'. 

Borgund cannot follow its history up to recent 
times. I have mentioned signs of problems in the 14th 
century. The Black Death in 1349-50 and following 
epidemics must have been catastrophic for the market
town and its activity. 63.7% of the neighbouring farms 
were deserted (Sulebust 1981, 278). The church esta
tes were also suffering, with ensuing problems for the 
economy of the ecclesiastical centre Borgund. When 
at the same time foreign merchants were allowed to 
trade north of Stadt, the fishermen sent their products 
directly to Bergen and Borgund lost its role as staple. 
To a certain extent the shallow harbour may have 
been a growing problem. 

In conclusion, Borgund should be highlighted as 
the leading centre of the northern part of Western 
Norway and its role in the new economic system 
emerging from the end of the Viking period in the 
11th century onwards: The change in trade was one 
leading from trading farmers dealing in small quan
tities of luxury goods to professional fishermen (in 
combination with farming) and tradesmen trading 
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large quantities of supplies for consumption. Bor
gund became a main staple-place for the tradesmen 
ofBergen. I do not think I exaggerate when saying that 
the foundation of the later development of More og 
Romsdal into the decidedly most important county of 
fisheries, and of Aalesund - the only 150 years old, 
present-day successor to Borgund- as the recent lead
ing export harbour for fish and fish products from 
Norway, was laid in Borgund almost 1000 years ago. 
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European commercial Arctic Whaling reconsidered -
Archaeological Data 

Abstract 

Owing to the general economic and political 
situation in the early post-medieval period, whale oil 
became an important article in western European 
trade. European commercial arctic whaling began in 
the 16th century in Labrador. It was started by Bas
que whalers from the Bay of Biscay. From the very 
beginning of the 17th century, English, Dutch and 
Danish-Norwegian whalers, instructed by Basque 
experts, established whaling stations along the coasts 
ofSpitsbergen, Jan Mayen, North Norway and Russia. 
Up to the 1980 "s, our knowledge of commercial arc
tic whaling, its structure and development, as well as 
of the trade in whale oil, was based mainly on written 
sources. Archaeological investigations carried out 
during the last two decades by Canadian, Dutch, 
Danish, Swedish, Norwegian and Polish archaeo
logists have revealed new data that partly change 
this picture. This paper presents the archaeological 
results and discusses new interpretations. 

Introduction 

Three aspects of the topic need defining in order 
to demarcate its scope. They are: 
1. European commercial whaling 
2. Arctic 
3. The contribution of archaeology to the study of 
the topic. 

Regarding the first point, the most important limi
tation concerns the concept "commercial". A diction
ary defmition of the adjective commercial is "having 
profit as the main aim". In other words, it is the 
potentially profitable whaling carried on in the Arctic 
by European countries on a business-like footing that 
is of interest here. Consequently, whaling done by 
native inhabitants of the Arctic is beyond the scope of 
this article. 

The concept "commercial" should also be given a 
chronological limitation in the present context. Euro-

pean whaling began during the Iron Age, or at least 
in the early Middle Ages. It is difficult to say when it 
shifted from merely covering the primary needs of 
the whalers and their social groups to having a purely 
commercial significance. Here, I choose to draw this 
line at the transition from the late Middle Ages to the 
Modem era, i.e. from the 16th century. 

The term "European" covers a number of coun
tries and/or areas, as well as nationalities, which car
ried on whaling in the Arctic. An overview of the 
history of whaling will be given shortly, but I can 
mention here the countries which were involved, 
namely: 
- Spain and France -or more precisely the Basque 
area on either side of the Pyrenees 
- the Netherlands 
- England and Scotland 
- Germany 
- Denmark-Norway 
- Sweden 

The definition of"Arctic" is not only a question of 
latitude, it also concerns climate, flora and fauna. 
Several definitions ofthe Arctic exist, from the oldest 
which says that it embraces the area north of the 
Arctic Circle, to the most recent one, which defines 
the Arctic as the area north of the 10° C July isotherm. 
None of these definitions are particularly appropriate 
in the present context. Western European whalers 
were not interested in lines drawn on a map. They 
captured the animals wherever they found them in 
northern waters (Fig. 1 ). Whaling in sub-arctic areas 
was extremely important for the development of arc
tic whaling. I am therefore compelled to extend the 
geographical delimitation somewhat. Hence, the area 
which is of interest for us encompasses: Labrador and 
Newfoundland, the Davis Strait, Greenland, Iceland, 
the coast of North Norway, Spitsbergen and Jan 
Mayen, and part of the arctic coast of Russia. 

Consequently, the basis for my discussion will be 
both Arctic and North Atlantic whaling. Hence, the 
earliest phase of whaling carried on by western Euro
peans, the medieval Basques in the Bay of Biscay, 
lies beyond the scope of this article. 
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Fig. 1.- The arctic map of Willem Barents, published in 1598. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. 

The archaeological data can be considered from 
two angles, the archaeological contribution that al
ready exists, and/or the information which the disci
pline can offer in general terms as regards research 
into the premises for European commercial whaling 
in the Arctic. 

If we choose the first perspective, i.e. the archae
ological research that has already been done, we limit 
the discussion geographically. Archaeological inves
tigations of relics of European commercial whaling 
have so far been carried out in the following areas: 
- the Labrador coast, specifically one locality in 
Red Bay 
- Jan Mayen, mapping and limited excavations 
- Svalbard, extensive mapping and the excavation 
of some ten localities, together forming the bulk of 
the total archaeological effort 
- the coast of North Norway, where a limited 
amount of fieldwork has been carried out. 

I know of no archaeological investigations of 
European commercial hunting in other arctic and/or 
sub-arctic areas, i.e. Iceland, Greenland or the coast 
of northern Russia. 

Based on the archaeological investigations that 
have already been carried out on this topic, I will 
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limit my discussion here to Labrador, Svalbard and 
North Norway. 

Point of Departure 

I will begin by outlining the cultural and econo
mic basis for European commercial whaling and its 
development in the Arctic, chiefly based on historical 
research, i.e. historical models constructed on the 
background of studies of what has been written 
down. I will then present selected examples of 
archaeological excavations of whaling stations in the 
aforementioned areas and discuss what these have 
contributed towards research on the topic. Finally, I 
will very briefly take up the relationship between the 
archaeological and the written sources and discuss 
this from a theoretical and methodological viewpoint 
in relation to the question in hand. 

I would have liked to have presented an overview 
of European commercial whaling in the Arctic as a 
continuous process. Much of the historical literature, 
indeed, contrives to present it in this manner. How
ever, I agree with Vaughan (1984) that the earliest 
phases of European whaling are still a mystery. 
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Another problem is that historical literature on the 
subject fails to take account of two of the most 
important aspects of this form ofhunting, namely the 
international composition of the whaling crews and 
the fact that whaling was chiefly organised on the 
merchant company level and not the national level. 
Thus, extensive studies of western European archives 
have resulted in historical works on Danish-Norweg
ian whaling (Dalgard 1962), Dutch whaling (De Jong 
1972; 1978; 1979), German whaling (Brinner 1913), 
and British whaling (Jackson 1978). I agree with 
Vaughan (1984:123) that we must as quickly as pos
sible begin writing a non-national history ofEuropean 
whaling. 

Commercial whaling in northern waters took 
place in various parts of the North Atlantic and Arctic: 
1. Basque whaling in Labrador and Newfoundland 
waters in the 16th century, 
2. western European whaling in central areas such as 
the waters off Iceland, Greenland, Spitsbergen, Jan 
Mayen, North Norway and part of northern Russia, 
which began at the end of the 16th century and con
tinued until the second half of the 19th century, and 
3. western European whaling in the Davis Strait 
from the end of the 17th century until the First World 
War. What was the background for the whaling in 
these areas? 

This period of western European history saw a 
number of historical processes that were important 
for the development of western European commer
cial whaling. The most significant of these are: 
1. The shift in the political and economic balance 
from southern Europe, first westwards to Spain and 
Portugal, and later to northern Europe which, in the 
17th century, was the centre of European business 
activity. 
2. Urbanisation processes and growth in popula
tions, as well as a strong rise in economic prosperity. 
3. Development of seafaring traditions and technology. 
4. Geographical discoveries, chiefly undertaken by 
maritime superpowers such as Spain, Portugal, France, 
the Netherlands and England, and which led to, for 
instance, two important developments - reports of 
rich faunas in the Arctic Ocean and a debate on who 
had the right to exploit the natural resources of the 
newly discovered hunting grounds. 
5. The origin and development of commercial trad
ing and the growth of certain kinds of industry. 

The upheavals in post-medieval Europe created a 
demand for a number of goods, including goods which 
whaling provides. As Dalgard (1962) wrote in his 
work on Danish-Norwegian whaling, the northern 
and western European textile industry had a great 
demand for oil as early as the 16th century. Hacque
bord (1985:9) also wrote about the need for whale 

products. At the beginning of the 17th century, the 
population and prosperity of the trading towns of 
western Europe increased, thereby leading to a greater 
need for oil and fat. Moreover, because of high corn 
prices, smaller quantities of oil-bearing plants were 
grown, resulting in a shortage of vegetable oil. There 
arose a great demand for substitute products, which 
the whalers could meet. A large part of the whale oil 
was, furthermore, used as raw material in the soap 
industry and in shipbuilding. The woollen industry 
also used it. It also found a use in oil lamps, both in
doors and outdoors. Oil was also refined from the 
knuckle bones, and the bones themselves were used 
as building materials. 

In addition to the blubber and bones, uses were 
gradually found for the baleen plates (or whale
bones), for example as mirror frames and knife shafts. 
The demand for whalebones increased towards the 
end of the 17th century, when corsets and hooped 
skirts became fashionable. 

The Basques from both sides of the Pyrennees had 
been hunting whales in the Bay of Biscay since the 
early Middle Ages. It is difficult to judge whether the 
medieval Basque whaling had a commercial signifi
cance. However, we know that as early as the 14th 
century, the King of Spain awarded privileges to 
certain whaling towns, such as San Sebastian, in ex
change for a share of the blubber. How the Basques 
developed the whaling from being an activity taking 
place in inlets along the coast of the Bay of Biscay to 
one that was carried out at sea has been little studied, 
as Dalgard (1962), for example, pointed out. 

According to Barkham (1984), as the stock became 
decimated in the Bay of Biscay, the Basques gradu
ally shifted their attention to the richer grounds off 
Iceland and then, later in the 16th century, to sub
arctic regions, initially Labrador and Newfoundland. 
Hunting began there in the 1530's, but mostly took 
place from 1548 to 1588. As problems with the nati
ves increased and the stock there, too, became 
decimated the activity declined and the last Basque 
expedition to Red Bay on the Labrador coast which 
we know oftookplace in 1603. 

Barkham, however, put forward another hypo
thesis about the development of Basque whaling off 
Labrador. He suggested that it was not a shortage of 
whales which led to the voyages to Labrador, but 
rather that developments in Basque shipbuilding 
techniques and access to capital opened up new 
opportunities. 

One thing is, however, certain. The Basques, for 
quite a long time, were alone in carrying on commer
cial hunting of whales and, hence, late in the 17th 
century, they held exclusive knowledge and skills 
associated with this occupation. 
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English merchants from the Muscovy Company 
had long been interested in whaling as a means of 
meeting the demand for oil. As early as 1577, they 
acquired the sole right from Queen Elizabeth to carry 
on whaling "within any seas whatsoever". However, 
a precondition for this monopoly was that Basques 
were employed as instructors. This took place early 
in the 17th century off Svalbard. In 1611, when the 
first English vessels reached Spitsbergen, they had 
six harpooners from St. Jean de Luz (Vaughan 1984: 
125). This was how the history of western European 
commercial whaling began in the high-Arctic. 

It was not long before the Dutch, too, began pro
ducing whale oil. As part of the worldwide expansion 
of trade which they implemented during this period, 
they sent their ships both north to the Arctic Ocean 
and all the way to South Africa. 

A principal reason why the Netherlands had eco
nomic and cultural premises for taking part in arctic 
whaling was that Dutch merchants specialised in 
acting as middlemen in trade throughout Europe. 
There was no lack of willing capital. Rich seafaring 
traditions also existed. Willem Barents' observations 
of rich whaling grounds offSpitsbergen in 1596 were 
recorded in diaries and, along with maps of arctic 
waters, formed the basis for the expansion to this area 
(Fig. 2). In the first period from 1614 until the 
1640's, Dutch whaling off Svalbard and Jan Mayen 
was monopolised by the Noordzee Company 
established in Amsterdam as a counter to the English 
Muscovy Company. 

From 1611 to about 1660, whales were intensiv
ely hunted off Svalbard, and the grounds off Green
land and Jan Mayen were also exploited by western 
European whalers. At that time, there were whalers 
from England, the Netherlands, Denmark-Norway 
and Germany, as well as the Basques. 

All these nations, along with Sweden, also ex
ploited the grounds in the Davis Strait, south and 
west of Greenland. According to historical models, 
they were used because of ever-decreasing catches in 
the central area. 

Whaling took place on the various grounds partly 
simultaneously, partly during different periods, and 
took different forms. I do not have space, here, to go 
into detail about these aspects, and will now con
centrate on the whaling grounds where archaeology 
has already provided a contribution. 

It is necessary, at once, to underline a very impor
tant aspect. There were two main kinds of whaling, 
pilot whaling where the slaughtered animal was tow
ed to land and processed at stations built on the shore, 
and pelagic whaling which took place far out to sea, 
close to the pack ice, and where the blubber was 
either cooked to produce oil on-board ship or packed 
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into barrels to be processed in the home country. It is 
only pilot whaling that has left any material traces for 
archaeologists to study in the arctic regions, if we 
ignore the potential for marine archaeological inves
tigations of wrecked vessels. 

Status of archaeological Research 

Archaeological investigations of the Basque 
whaling station at Red Bay on the coast of Labrador 
began with mapping in 1977. Excavations of struc
tures on Saddle Island in Red Bay and marine in
vestigations of a Spanish galleon with its cargo of 
whale oil, that had been wrecked in the vicinity, 
continued from 1979 {Tuck & Grenier 1989). The 
work revealed the remains of ovens used for cooking 
blubber and houses belonging to this 16th century 
Basque land station. 

On Jan Mayen, archaeological investigations were 
carried out in 1968 by Reidar Berthelsen (Bertelsen 
1975), in 1983 and 1987 by Lauwrence Hacquebord 
(Hacquebord 1991), and in 1987 by Svend Erik 
Albrethsen (pers. comm.). They involved both map
ping and excavations, and took place at at least five 
places on the island. 

Fieldwork concerning western European whaling 
in North Norway was begun by Povl Simonsen in the 
1950's. He partially investigated two sites, at Hollen
derbakken in Hasvik (S0my) and at Skagen on Var
d0ya (Simonsen 1982). The next phase took place in 
1990 and involved a continuation of the excavation at 
Skagen, carried out by Roger J0rgensen, who also 
organised mapping at several places along the coast 
(J0rgensen 1994). 

Svalbard has undoubtedly seen the greatest archae
ological effort so far. Investigations of western Euro
pean whaling there have gone on for almost a cen
tury, and can be divided into two main periods. 

The first period, from 1898 to 1913, involved a 
few excavations carried out by non-archaeologically 
trained investigators. The second period, from 1955 
up to the present day has concerned archaeological 
studies carried out by Norwegian, Danish, Swedish, 
Finnish, Dutch and Polish archaeologists. 

The most important investigations which I will 
particularly deal with here, are: 
- the "Smeerenburg project" ( 1979-81 ), led and 
published by Lauwrence Hacquebord, concerned 
excavations concentrated on Amsterdam0ya, at the 
legendary 16th century Dutch whaling station of 
Smeerenburg (Hacquebord 1984 a); 
- the "Dansk0ya project", led and published by 
Svend Erik Albrethsen, made important discoveries 
in graves (Albrethsen 1989); 
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Fig. 2.- Map of Spitsbergen, by Thomas Edge 1625. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam. 

- mapping carried out by Troms0 Museum, in
cluding several emergency excavations led by Roger 
J0rgensen (e.g. J0rgensen 1985). 

I will now consider the direct cultural and eco
nomic premises for western European commercial 
whaling in the Arctic in the light of archaeological 
research. Before I discuss the empirical material, I 
will formulate the elements contained in the concept, 
"premises" for this hunting. These are: 
- demand and market, 
- available whaling grounds, 
- technology, including ability to adapt to arctic 
regions, 
- capital, 
- human resources, i.e. qualified labour, 
- social norms, 
- political aspects, including legal questions regard-
ing rights to natural resources in the Arctic and inter
national relations between nations. 

I will concentrate on three whaling grounds, the 
Labrador coast, Svalbard and the coast of North 
Norway. 

1. Labrador and the Basque whaling in the 16th 
century 

Tuck ( 1981) wrote that historical information about 
this whaling is very limited. However, it is not clear 
whether the reason for this is lack of written sources, 
or lack of research (Fig. 3). Archaeological investi
gations are therefore vital for throwing light on the 
premises for this particular whaling. The excavations 
in Red Bay revealed several structures and large 
quantities of objects, including thousands of pottery 
shards some of which were of a luxury nature. The 
ceramic typology, metal objects and architectural data 
strongly suggest that: 
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Fig. 3.- Details of Labrador from a map of the world 1546, by Pierre Desceliers, showing whaling in progress. 

1. The station in Red Bay also had other purposes, in 
addition to whaling-related activities. Some finds 
indicate extensive drying of cod. Fishing is confir
med by the discovery of fish hooks. 
2. The activity at the station was not only seasonal, 
but probably in some periods went on all the year 
round. 
3. Tuck defined a few of the material structures as 
remains of dwellings for persons of relatively high 
status. 

An excavated blubber oven confirms that Basque 
technology from Labrador was identical with the 
method of recovering whale oil used somewhat later 
in Svalbard. It must be assumed that the remainder of 
the whaling technology was also more or less like that 
which was used there, since Basque expertise was 
employed by the English and Dutch on Spitsbergen. 

In my opinion, the excavations so far carried out 
in Labrador confirm that the settlement at Red Bay, 
in fact, had more the character of a year-round colony 
than a whaling station. Whaling was probably the main 
reason for the establishment ofthe settlement, but its 
inhabitants also carried on other activities. 

Hence, the profile of the settlement in Labrador 
will reflect several elements of the whaling carried 
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on by Basques from their villages on the Bay of 
Biscay early in the Middle Ages. So far, we unfor
tunately no nothing about aspects of sex in Red Bay, 
nor whether families lived there. 

Questions surrounding commercialism and capi
tal cannot be answered unequivocally. However, the 
presence of a Spanish galleon with its cargo of whale 
oil, which was wrecked in Red Bay, indicates that the 
settlement at Labrador had permanent contact with its 
home country and commercial interests stood behind 
the activity. However, in my opinion, the Red Bay 
inhabitants were less dependent upon merchants and 
companies than the whalers on the centrally located 
grounds in the 17th to 19th centuries. 

2. Svalbard 

Lauwrence Hacquebord has undoubtedly per
formed the greatest effort here with his excavations 
at the Smeerenburg station on Amsterdameya (Hac
quebord 1984 a). The outcome ofhis archaeological 
work is very interesting as regards the relationship 
between the results of historical and archaeological 
research (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4.- Smeerenburg and Dansknya in Spitsbergen. After Hacquebord 1984a. 

In several historical publications, even as recently 
as the 1980s, Smeerenburg was described as a pul
sating seasonal town with up to several thousand 
inhabitants, streets, churches, restaurants and even 
brothels. It was, in other words, described as a natio
nal symbol of Dutch power and the influence of 
Dutch capital in the Arctic, almost on a level with 
Batavia (i.e. Djarkata) in the South. 

The reality uncovered in Smeerenburg proved to 
be completely different. The archaeological data 
showed that Smeerenburg was indeed a pulsating 
seasonal settlement, but no more than a whaling 
station with up to 210 people living and working on 
land, in addition to the crews on vessels. There were 
no other structures in Smeerenburg than seven ovens 

used to cook blubber, some dwellings and ware
houses, and a cemetery. Smeerenburg functioned 
from 1614 until about 1660. 

Hacquebord's excavations also revealed that it 
was not possible to talk of a Dutch whaling activity 
at Svalbard in the 17th century. The various ovens 
belonged to different chambers in the Noordzee 
Company from different parts of the Netherlands. 
They were not built simultaneously, but at intervals. 
Behind them, simple, small dwellings were built, 
which incorporated design features that are typical 
for the various parts of the Netherlands correspond
ing to the various chambers, from Zeeland, Frisia, 
and north and south Holland. 
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Fig. 5.- Dutch whaling in Spitsbergen around 1690, by Abraham Storck. Maritiem Museum, Rotterdam. 

The conclusion is that the Dutch whaling cannot 
be placed in the category of a national industry. This 
also reflects the political situation in the Netherlands 
following independence. The Netherlands was not a 
nation state, but a confederation of various territories. 
A great deal suggests that the capital to fit out the 
whaling expeditions also came from the individual 
parts of the country, even though the merchants were 
formally linked together in the powerful Noordzee 
Company (Fig. 5). 

A great deal of information regarding the back
ground for Svalbard whaling derives from work done 
on the grave finds by Hacquebord and Albrethsen. 
Mention must also be made of physical anthropo
logical studies by Maat (1981) and work done by 
Vig-Jensen (1989) on textile material deriving from 
the graves investigated by the Dansk0ya project. 

Hacquebord calculated that there are about 900 
graves of whalers, just in the northwestern part of 
Spitsbergen. He investigated about 50 of them and, 
with the help of specialists, found out that 80% of 
those buried died of scurvy. Mortality among the 
crews is also relevant for the questions of supply of 
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qualified labour, whether whaling was a dangerous 
activity, and not least whether it can be looked upon 
as an occupation. Written sources quite often refer to 
the difficulties which the companies experienced in 
hiring crews. The supply of labour was a problem. 
Apart from the harpooners, men lacking seamen's 
qualifications were generally taken on. 

An interesting fact revealed by the physical 
anthropological data (Maat 1981) was that, in addi
tion to young men, some older people in their 60's 
and 70's sailed to Smeerenburg in the 17th century. 
The skeleton of one of the oldest clearly showed that 
he had become seriously disabled prior to his last 
journey to Spitsbergen. According to Hacquebord 
(pers. comm.), this proves the existence of a training 
system for the crews whereby whaling apprentices 
were given instruction in the hunting and production 
processes. This is part of the organisational aspect of 
the whaling which, in turn, is one of the premises for 
the activity. 

The graves that were excavated also revealed how 
much consideration their colleagues showed by giv
ing those who died a decent burial. By degrees, some 
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Fig. 6. - Archaological sites connected to whaling in 
Northern Norway. After Jergensen 1994. 
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whalers involved in the pelagic whaling were also 
buried on Spitsbergen. That they did not receive a sea
man's grave at sea may, in part, mean that they were 
not seamen. Burial rituals, with bodies placed in cof
fins and located in an east-west direction, correspond 
precisely with burial traditions from the Continent. 

The work on the textile material carried out by 
Vig-Jensen (1989) revealed another important aspect; 
the crews had a rather international composition. 
Hacquebord (1984a) considered that there are 
grounds for believing that the crews fitted out in the 
Netherlands included whalers from the Netherlands, 
Germany and perhaps also Norway. However, he 
stressed that Englishmen were excluded from being 
employed in crews sent from the Netherlands. This 
demonstrates two points. Firstly, whaling expedi
tions fitted out from different parts of the Netherlands 
were not limited by the borders of European coun
tries when it came to the nationality of the labour 
force, perhaps precisely because of recruitment pro
blems. Secondly, the competition between England 
and the Netherlands for the trading hegemony in 
Europe is also reflected at this level. 

Lokaliteter knytta til kommersiell kwalfangst 
1 Andenes 1 0 S0rvrer 
2 Sandwrer 11 Tufjord 
3 Jregervatn 12 Ing0y 
4 Sandholrnen 13 Knarvik 
5 Skolthalsen 14 Vannfjord 
6 Ulfsfjorden 15 Kjelvik 
7 Gashopen 16 T0mmervik 
8 Hasvik 17 Paddeby 
9 Hasvag 

The political situation and the question of rights to 
the natural resources of the Arctic are also illustrated 
by the fact that one of the ovens in Smeerenburg 
belonged to whalers from Denmark-Norway. The 
Danish king asserted his sovereignty over Spitsber
gen. His claim must have played a major role in the 
debate concerning the rights since his whalers suc
ceeded in placing their oven in Dutch Smeerenburg. 

One of the most important results of Hacque
bord' s research is his hypothesis that climatic changes 
in the Arctic influenced the development ofSvalbard 
whaling (Hacquebord 1984 b). Based on archaeolog
ical evidence, he showed that the settlement at Smee
renburg had three different phases (Hacquebord 1984 
a). Following the second phase, Smeerenburg lost its 
role as a settlement, only the individual ovens re
mained in use. One of the most important reasons 
was the shifting climate, with alternating warmer and 
colder periods during the 17th century. In the warmer 
periods, the pack ice withdrew from the coast of 
Svalbard, and the Greenland right whales followed it. 
The distance between the whales and land stations 
was too large for efficient activity at Svalbard. In the 
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colder periods, the whales returned along with the ice 
and the activity could be resumed. It was largely 
scientific analyses which provided the basis for this 
hypothesis, but Hacquebord, himself, stressed that it 
was founded on an archaeological manner of thinking. 

Using archaeological data, Hacquebord calculated 
the production capacity of the ovens in Smeerenburg. 
Comparison with the value of the oil on the European 
market, which he obtained from written sources, 
showed that Svalbard whaling was never an outstand
ingly lucrative business. The question of why whaling 
was carried on despite this can only be answered by 
analysing the social and cultural conditions in 17th 
century Europe. In my opinion, it was concern for the 
needs of other branches of industry, textile, soap and 
shipbuilding, which was the continual driving force. 

Hacquebord' s research also revealed an impres
sive collection of archaeological data on whaling 
technology and the everyday life of Smeerenburg's 
inhabitants. I cannot go into detail here, but must 
refer interested readers to existing literature on the 
subject (Hacquebord 1984 a). 

Archaeological work on Svalbard is still playing 
an important role. Extensive mapping of historical 
relics in the archipelago are forming the basis for 
quantitative analyses of the whaling. These have 
enabled us to demarcate the most important areas 
where land stations were established, and by map
ping what we may term "viewing points", it is pos
sible to suggest which parts of the Svalbard waters 
were of greatest interest to the whalers (see e.g. 
Jasinski 1989; Jasinski 1994). 

3. The coast of North Norway 

Little archaeological research concerned with this 
topic has been carried out along the coast of North 
Norway, but what exists is quite interesting and is 
relevant in the present context. 

Written sources tell us that western European 
whalers, including English, Dutch and Basque, were 
operating here already quite early in the 17th century. 
Early literature implies the presence of several whal
ing stations from this period in North Norway (Fig. 
6). In the 1950's, Povl Simonsen carried out trial 
excavations at two of them (Hasvik and Gashopen) 
and defined them as Dutch whaling stations (Simon
sen 1982), (Fig. 6). Lauwrence Hacquebord visited 
one ofthese in the 1980's and pointed that the visible 
foundations most strongly resembled the buildings 
excavated on the Labrador coast and that they can 
therefore be defined as Basque. J0rgensen (1994) 
described the results of the trial excavations which he 
carried out at this locality early in the 1990's, and 
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concluded that the structures that are preserved have 
nothing to do with whaling. He also analysed the 
cultural monument records and oral tradition con
cerning 19 possible whaling plants in North Norway 
and concluded that no definitely defined western 
European whaling stations exist in North Norway, 
with the possible exception of one on Sandholmen in 
the borough ofKarlsey in Trams. 

What does this signify, if Jmgensen's conclusions 
are correct? In my opinion, ignoring the purely method
ological aspect of the mapping of cultural monuments 
(they may have been destroyed, or we have difficulty 
in finding them), the answer lies in the political and 
social structures in North Norway at that time. 

Written sources quite clearly refer to stations in 
North Norway, but also mention some extensive re
strictions, such as the confiscation of equipment bel
onging to foreign whalers, etc. They also describe dues 
which had to be paid to the Danish-Norwegian crown. 

In contrast to Svalbard, North Norway was not a 
"no-man's land". Aspects of sovereignty probably 
greatly curbed the possibilities for foreign activity on 
land in this part ofDenmark-Norway. Another aspect 
is the relationship between the local population and 
foreign whalers, which could also have limited this 
activity. A large portion of the foreign whaling on the 
coast of North Norway was most probably carried out 
without any land stations. Whales that were killed 
were cleaned ofblubber on the outer side of the ships, 
and the blubber was taken to the Continent, or to 
Svalbard, to recover the oil. 

Conclusion 

The survey of archaeological research has shown 
that the contribution played by archaeology to throw 
light on the topic in question is relevant to many of 
the elements mentioned earlier. For instance, in my 
opinion, archaeology provides good data concerning 
the technological and human aspects, including social 
organisation, which are necessary premises for com
mercial whaling in the Arctic. Archaeological research 
has also provided information about the whaling 
grounds and the production capacity. What archaeo
logy has so far provided less knowledge about is mar
kets, access to capital and political matters. Here, the 
results from the .Arctic need to be compared with 
archaeological material from the Continent. 

Finally, I wish to say a little about the mutual roles 
played by archaeology and history in research regard
ing the topic in question. Firstly, I want to pose the 
question- why involve archaeology in research into 
recent cultural history? The historians, after all, have 
written sources. 
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I believe that the written sources alone often give 
an over-simplified view of the past. They throw little 
light upon everyday life, natural environments, topo
graphical conditions and contexts, and the cultural 
landscape. Especially regarding the present topic, the 
written sources from the 17th century are limited in 
their scope and degree of detail. They mainly provide 
information about administrative matters. 

The difference between archaeology and history 
not only lies in the different nature of the sources, but 
also in research tradition. Unfortunate situations can 
arise when archaeologists feel themselves obliged to 
adjust their own data to existing models. Keller 
(1989) described these risks very thoroughly in his 
work on Norse settlement in Greenland. The same 
applies to Hacquebord's research which "pulls" the 
Dutch whaling in Svalbard down to its real dimen
sions. It is perfectly obvious to me that written 
sources cannot possibly reflect every aspect of 
human behaviour -just as not every aspect can be 
traced through archaeological material. 

Ideally, a researcher should master both branches 
of science equally well, but this is a Utopian situa
tion. Nevertheless, we should have respect for one 
another's subject field and types of sources. How
ever, it is natural that for archaeology, the perfecting 
of problems and methods will chiefly be related to 
the material culture. 
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Lech Leciejewicz 

Salt, Trade and Crafts. 
The Origins of an early Town on the Southern Baltic Coast 

During a meeting between the Emperor Otto Ill 
and the Polish prince Boleslas the Brave in the year 
1000, at the grave of St. Adalbert in Gniezno, new 
principles of church organization in the young Polish 
State were specified, among other matters. Accord
ing to Thietmar of Merseburg, a contemporary Ger
man chronicler, the established Gniezno archbishop
de was consigned to Radim, the brother of the men
tioned martyr (Adalbert). Subordinated to him were 
Reinbern, bishop of the Kolobrzeg Salt Church (Sal
sae Cholbergiensis aecclesiae episcopum), Poppo of 
Cracow and John of Wroclaw with the exception of 
Unger ofPoznan (IV, 45). 

Salsa Cholbergiensis, the present Kolobrzeg, was 
a later well-known early town near the mouth of the 
Par seta river, on the Pomeranian Baltic coast (fig. 1 ). 
In the year 1000, it was recognized as one of the main 
centres of Boleslas the Brave's state, equalling in 
importance Cracow on the upper Vistula and Wro
claw on the Oder. The establishment of a bishopric in 
Kolobrzeg indirectly indicates its political function 
as a place governing the coastal region and pre
viously - in the second half of the 1Oth century -
included in the State of Polanian Piasts (Historia 
1972, 307-316). 

As a matter of fact and for a long time, Kolobrzeg 
did not fulfil the function of a principal church centre 
in Pomerania. At a not precisely specified point in 
time, between 1005 and 1012, bishop Reinbern was 
assigned to the entourage of the Polish ruler's daugh
ter who was married off to Svjatopolk, son of Vladi
mir, a Kiev prince. In 1012, he was imprisoned to
gether with the young married couple in Kiev and 
died shortly afterwards (Thietmar VII, 72). Nothing 
is known of his successors in Kolobrzeg. We may 
assume that Reinbem' s leaving his bishopric was 
linked with the failure of his missionary activities in 
Pomerania. 

The inhabitants of that region became politically 
independent probably during the crisis in the Piast 
monarchy in the 1030s (Htstoria 1972, 316-326). 
According to Altahenses Maiores Annals, a certain 
Siemysl, duke 'of the Pomeranians', came to the im-

perial court in Merseburg. He was granted equal rank 
to the Polish Casimir and the Czech Bretislav. We 
know that Casimir managed to regain rule over the 
coastal area, but only over its eastern part, while his 
son, Boleslas the Bold, lost it again. The swampy 
Notec valley then became the Polish-Pomeranian 
borderland, an area of frequent armed encounters and 
a starting-point for predatory excursions. This impasse 
was broken by Boleslas the Wrymouth only in the 
1120s. He subordinated to himself Gdansk Pomerania 
and imposed superior feudal authority upon Wartis
lav, the ruler of the western region of Pomerania. 
There followed moves to renew the Christianization 
of these territories. 

Kolobrzeg played an essential role in these events. 
Anonymus Gallus (II, 28, 38), describing Boleslas the 
Wrymouth's excursions in 1103 and 1107, recalled 
that in both cases the Polish prince surprised the 
Pomeranian duke in Kolobrzeg. The first time, he fled 
from the stronghold, the second time, he paid homage. 
In consequence, Boleslas subordinated to himself 
'almost the entire then existing State'. This is why 
researchers acknowledge, not without reason, Kolo
brzeg as the place where, in the 11th century, an inde
pendent Pomeranian statehood began to emerge. It 
was a duchy, which in the first half of the 12th 
century stretched up to the river Peene in the west and 
the Leba in the east. At the beginning of 1125, the 
town on the Parseta was visited by Otto ofBamberg 
who build the Blessed Virgin Mary Church there 
(V ita Prieflingensis II, 20; Ebo II, 18; Herbord Il, 39). 

Likewise, the exceptional position of Kolobrzeg 
was maintained in the Pomeranian Duchy in later 
times (Leciejewicz 1960; Bollnow 1964, 106-150). In 
the second half of the 12th century, following the 
division ofWartislav's State between his sons Bogus
las and Casimir, two castellans, representatives of the 
two dukes resided in the said stronghold. This divi
sion was maintained also by their successors until the 
Kolobrzeg region was taken over by the bishop of 
Kamien in the years 1248 and 1276. Each duke col
lected fees from his own inn near the Kolobrzeg 
stronghold; the local salt-works were at their disposal 
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and they both- and probably together- coined money 
at the local mint. Considering Pomeranian relations, 
Kolobrzeg was at the same time a significant centre 
of religious life. In time hut prior to 1219, the Blessed 
Virgin Mary Church, built in the north, outside the 
stronghold by Otto ofBamberg, rose to the rank of a 
collegiate church. St. Peter's Chapel, inside the strong
hold, was mentioned in documents, albeit after the 
inhabitants deserted it. St. John's Church, situated in 
the northern suburb and handed over to the Bene
dictines in Great Poland Mogilno in c. 1222, has been 
preserved to our times. 

As may be seen, written records have presented 
Kolobrzeg as an important political, economic and 
religious centre.When relating the activities of Otto 
ofBamberg, Herbord wrote about the difficulties that 
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Fig. 1. - Kolobrzeg at the turn of the 
12th and 13th centuries: 
A. the settlement complex in the 
area oftoday's Budzistowo; 
B. salines (Mons Salis); 
C. town founded in 1255 on the 
Lubeck law. 
a. stronghold; 
b. the settlement area; 
c. church. 

missionary had 'because her [i.e. that town's] inhabi
tants, almost without exception, sailed, concordant 
with merchants' customs, seeking trade on remote 
islands, while those who stayed behind maintained to 
be unable to accept anything new during the absence 
of their fellow townsmen' (ll, 39). As a matter of fact, 
Kolobrzeg lacked the convenient communication links 
with distant rural supply areas such as Wolin, Uznam 
and Szczecin at the Oder or Gdansk at the Vistula 
estuaries did have. Yet, there existed a tract up the 
Parseta river which, after crossing the Pomeranian 
lake-land heights, led to Poznan, Gniezno and Krusz
wica. This was the area from which Otto ofBamberg 
returned from his missionary itinerary in 1125. 

Another motive appearing in written records defines 
the reason ofKolobrzeg' s particular importance in the 
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Fig. 2. - Church institutions owning salt-works in Kolobrzeg in the second half of the 12th century and the first half of 
the 13th century. a. the Pomeranian bishop and capitular congregations; b. Benedictines; c. Premonstratensians; d. 
Cistercians. Full marks: second half of the 12th century; empty marks: first half of the 13th centwy. 

early Middle Ages. It concerned salt production. The 
name 'Sa/sa Cholbergiensis' appearing in Thietmar's 
report may indicate that those local salt-works were 
also known in Germany in those times. 

The question concerning the origin of the topo
nymy of Kolobrzeg is likewise connected with the 
relation written by the Merseburg bishop. The con
jecture that it was distinguished as a place situated 
'near the [probably sea-]shore" seems to be most 
likely (Polish: kolo- near, brzeg- shore) (Lecieje
wicz 1960, 337-338). Some linguistic experts assert 
that 'kolo' rather meant 'kol' (pile) or 'pal' (pale); 
therefore, Kolobrzeg would have been a place where 
the sea or river shore was strengthened with a pali
sade (e.g. Zagorski 1964). The first opinion, how
ever, was emphasized by Herbord, Otto ofBamberg's 
biographer, who wrote that the town 'super litus 
maris sita est' (II, 39). Pile-driving or paling would 

not have been something exceptional in harbour or 
defensive facilities. 

Thietmar's report leads to a further conjecture, 
namely that the original name of that place was 'Sol' 
or perhaps 'Solec kolo brzegu' (Salt near the shore). 
Using the form 'Sa/sa Cholbergiensis' twice, the 
chronicler seems to have attested that both terms 
(written with capital letters) referred to a topony
mical unit while 'Cholbergiensis' is undoubtedly an 
adjective. The fact that at Reinhern is named as the 
local superior priest 'presul Salsae Cholbergiensis' 
(Thietmar VII, 72) indicates that 'Sa/sa' was used as 
a noun and this word should be Slavonic interpreted 
as 'Sol' or 'Solec'. It should be remembered that the 
well known centre of salt production in Little Poland 
had originally (in the 12th century) been called 
'Magnum Sal' (in Polish: 'Wielka Sol'); the later dis
appearance of the main substantive member with the 
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adjective form changing into 'Wieliczka' occurred 
only in the later Middle Ages. 

There is no reason to doubt the significance of the 
local salt-works in the 12th century, when the town 
was described using an abbreviated name Cholbreg 
by Anonymus Gallus, Colbrege, Colubrega, Colo
brega by Otto of Bamberg' s biographers, or in the 
Germanized form Cholberg by scribes who penned 
later documents (PUB; Leciejewicz 1960, 348-356; 
Bollnow 1964, 151-163). In 1140, the income from the 
salines was given to the Pomeranian bishop. It may 
be that profits from the exploitation of salt springs 
contributed to the fact that at the time when the duchy 
was divided between the Wartislav's successors, there 
also occurred a division of the local castellany. The 
dukes, sometimes with mutual consent, granted the 
use of salt-works to monastic orders, at times even 
beyond the boundaries of their dominion: at Grobe 
near Usedom, Dargun near Demmin, Bialoboki near 
Trzebiat6w, Stolpe on the Peene, Kolbacz in the 
Pyrzyce region, Zukowo and Oliwa in Gdansk Pome
rania; they did likewise in Silesian Trzebnica and 
probably in Great Poland Mogilno. We mention here 
only grants given until the moment the town became 
subject to the Liibeck Law in 1255. The very location 
of those monasteries clearly indicates the extent of 
the Kolobrzeg salt trading (fig. 2). 

What do archaeological data tell us about this 
subject? The oldest traces of early medieval settle
ment in the Kolobrzeg area were discovered exactly 
at sites of former salt-works, in the northern part of 
the so-called Mons Salis, the present Salt Isle. In 
1958, we found there an occupation layer containing 
hand-made ceramics of the Sukow-Dziedzice type 
which may be dated to the 6th-7th centuries (Lecie
jewicz 1962b, 140-141; Losinski, Olczak & Siuch
ninski 1971, 86-88). The location in the Parseta fen, 
about 1 kilometre from the spot where the river now 
enters the sea and a place most unsuitable for dwel
ling, suggests that it was the very salt springs which 
enticed settlers in those times. 

Nonetheless, the settlement development proper 
occurred somewhat later. Excavations carried out in 
the years 1954-1958 indicate that in the second half 
of the 8th century or the beginning of the 9th century, 
a settlement grew up situated about 3 kilometres up 
the Parseta, at the foot of the flat morainic plateau 
(Leciejewicz 1960, 54-81; Losinski, Olczak & Siuch
ninski 1971, 26-48; Losinski 1972, 280-291). There, 
a narrowing of the valley facilitates the crossing of 
the river, making it relatively easy. In the mid-9th 
century, a stronghold was built on the right bank of 
the river, and it may be assumed that it occupied an 
area of about 2.5 acres. The stronghold was reinfor
ced with a solid wood-earth embankment with a 
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framework construction. The inner part of the strong
hold, revealed in the area investigated, contained 
rooms with walls made of wattle and sometimes even 
framed. Excavations have also revealed that the 
inhabitants engaged in fishing (mainly at sea) and 
also in other activities: iron-working, the treatment of 
antler and amber, etc. (Losinski & Tabaczynska 1959; 
Leciejewicz, Losinski & Tabaczynska 1961; Lecieje
wicz 1962a). At the turn of the 9th-lOth centuries and 
located between one of the rooms and the embank
ment, a workshop existed producing horn combs and 
ferrules, amber beads and pendants. One of the 
combs found is comparable to those from Birka -
suggesting that an itinerant craftsman worked in 
Kolobrzeg. A fragment of bronze scales, a Norweg
ian bracelet made of the same metal, and beads made 
of glass, bloodstone or mountain crystal confirm the 
existence of distant trade contacts. Therefore, the 
Kolobrzeg stronghold acquired characteristics of a 
trading and crafts centre or of an early-town type, 
well-known in that time in the Baltic zone (Lecie
jewicz 1985; Losinski 1995). 

Excavations carried out by Wladyslaw Losinski 
between 1959 and 1974 in the close vicinity ofKolo
brzeg shed an interesting light on conditions affecting 
the emergence and development of the early town at 
the mouth of the Parseta (Losinski 1972; 1982). On 
the fringes of the stronghold and located defensively 
on high banks of river valleys or lake troughs, settle
ments developed intensively in this region in the 7th-
8th centuries. In many ways, these centres resembled 
Feldberg-type strongholds in northern Polabia. At the 
decline of the 8th and beginning of the 9th centuries, 
inhabitants of some ofthose settlements joined in the 
trend to engage in distant trade which developed in 
those times in the Baltic zone. Settlement layers re
vealed fragments of Arabian dirhams, sometimes parts 
of merchants' equipment and imported articles. Traces 
ofbarter were accompanied by remains of production 
activities, above all iron-working, but also the treat
ment ofbronze, antler and amber. In addition, it should 
be mentioned that two silver hoards were found in 
that region; they are the oldest ones known along the 
southern Baltic coast and include fragments of or 
complete Umayya and early Abbasid dirhams hidden 
at the beginning of the 9th century. 

The most interesting find, however, has been that 
of a barrow cemetery at Swielubie discovered near the 
stronghold at Bardy, located near the Parseta cross
over about 16 kilometres up its course (Losinski 1972, 
240-273; 1995, 71-73). Among other graves, it num
bered graves of Scandinavian origin. This would in
dicate that in the neighbourhood, a market with far
reaching connections functioned and this effectively 
underscores the exceptional position of the Bardy 
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stronghold within the contemporary tribal organiza
tion. This cemetery was used throughout the 9th cen
tury. The essential question is: what was the relation 
of ethnically different inhabitants of the Bardy-Swie
lubie group to the builders of the Kolobrzeg strong
hold at the mouth of the Parseta? 

This question cannot as yet be answered while 
only the final outcome of the development is Imown. 
The strongholds referred to were deserted at the turn 
of the 9th-10th centuries (Losinski 1972). The spaci
ous fortified settlements of local communities gave 
way to small strongholds, usually located in river val
leys, and probably to be interpreted as the seats of 
local magnates. Only the strongholds in Kolobrzeg and 
Bialogard, situated a day's journey upwards the 
Parseta continued to develop successfully. We may 
assume, therefore, that the development of the early 
town in Kolobrzeg led to an economic and probably 
political integration in that region. Kolobrzeg became 
the main centre of the tribe living in the river basin of 
the lower and middle Parseta (Leciejewicz 1985). 
When, in the second half of the lOth century, the 
region between the mouths of the Oder and the Vis
tula was included in the realm ofMieszko I, the town 
became the place of the Piast's central administration 
in Pomerania. Archaeological proof of those changes 
is provided by the renovation of defence fortifica
tions discovered during excavations. As we Imow, 
shortly afterwards, i.e. in the year 1000, a bishopric 
was likewise installed there. 

Judging from the archaeological evidence, the 
further development ofthe town took its course with
out evident perturbations (Leciejewicz 1962b; 1983). 
In the second half of the 11th century, the site of the 
stronghold expanded considerably; inside, a number 
of metallurgical blacksmiths' workshops were instal
led, replacing former fortifications. Finds also attest 
to the existence of other crafts: bronze-working, the 
working of antler and amber; moreover, the evidence 
also points to fishing (mainly at sea) and to the 
development of trading contacts extending to Scandi
navia, Germany and Ruthenia (Losinski & Taba
czynska 1957; Leciejewicz, Losinski & Tabaczynska 
1961; Rulewicz 1995). In the 1Oth-11th centuries, the 
settlement spread beyond the embankment, and open 
outlying household aggregations appeared where pro
duction activities were continued. Written records 
indicate that in the 12th century inns and probably 
also a market were in existence. As has already been 
mentioned, at least two churches were also built in 
the suburb. 

Therefore, archaeological work revealed certain 
characteristics of the earliest development of Kolo
brzeg, illegible through or barely referred to in writ
ten records. Firstly, it shows that an early town grew 

up within a developed settlement environment where 
agriculture and animal breeding constituted the basis 
of existence (Leciejewicz 1962b, 54-81; Losinski 
1972). Kolobrzeg therefore had a rural supply area 
which on the one hand ensured the provision of the 
means necessary for life - above all food - and was on 
the other hand an absorptive market for the goods 
produced locally or imported. The many and com
plex links with the rural supply area are attested to by 
finds of 9th-11th century silver hoards, which are 
obviously concentrated in the close vicinity of the 
town (Kiersnowscy 1959; Leciejewicz 1960, 316-
337). Some pertinent information relating to rural 
settlement in those times and revealed in 12th-13th 
century documents also supports this interpretation. 

Secondly, as a result of the archaeological discov
eries, we Imow that trade and handicraft production 
were the basic premise for economic development 
just as this was the case in other early town settle
ments in the Baltic region in those times. As regards 
Kolobrzeg fishing at sea of course took an important 
place among those activities (Rulewicz 1995). It is 
significant that remains of herring constituted about 
90% of the ichtyological remains discovered there, 
both in the oldest layers dated to the 9th century and 
in the later ones up to the 12th/13th centuries. Some 
archaeological finds seem to indicate that at least in 
the 11th-12th centuries, herring was an important trade 
article exported inland to Great Poland and Silesia 
(Leciejewicz 1991 ). 

One of the necessary measures facilitating the 
export of that popular fish was its preservation. Salt
ing was the basic treatment. Here, we again confront 
the issue of the role of the exploitation of the salt 
sources in the earliest history of Kolobrzeg. Next to 
traces of settlement on Wyspa Solna (Salt Isle), the 
prevalence of herring among ichtyological vestiges 
seems to provide archaeological evidence of the 
importance ofthis economic sphere in the life of the 
town at the mouth of the Parseta. 

The earliest development ofKolobrzeg is charac
terized by many features common in origin to those 
identified in other early town settlements in the Baltic 
zone during the early Middle Ages. In spite of its loca
tion on a site with considerably less favourable com
munication possibilities than the best lmown trading 
and handicraft settlements in that region, such as 
Birka, Hedeby or Wolin, it fulfilled an essential eco
nomic function as a production and trading place not 
only with the nearby and relatively well-developed 
rural supply area but also with more distant regions. 
Kolobrzeg owed its particular position, however, to 
local natural resources, to brine which yielded- after 
saline treatment - highly valued salt. This was cer
tainly a decisive factor in the settlement acquiring a 
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central position in the lower Parseta region. We may 
add that also in the later Middle Ages, salt production 
continued to be one of the economic foundations of 
the town situated directly on salines founded in 1255, 
under the Li.ibeck Law. 

Kolobrzeg may therefore be included in the cate
gory of medieval European towns, the origins and 
development of which were connected with the 
exploitation of salt, a mineral raw material sought 
after as an important nutrient, often as a product 
needed to preserve perishable food. In those times, 
Saxon Li.ineburg and Halle/Saale on the German-Sla
vonic border in Central Europe also owed their de
velopment to salines. We have so far observed sever
al convergences with regard to Wieliczka in Little 
Poland which, since the 11th century, acquired cha
racteristics of an early town settlement, even though 
its development in this sphere was certainly limited 
by the central economic and political functions of 
nearby Cracow. Obtaining salt also formed the basis 
of the economic prosperity of some settlements in 
Halic Ruthenia (Udec, Kolomyja) and likewise in 
Transylvania. 

We should also keep in mind the existence of 
production centres of this sought after raw material in 
the Eastern Alps, near Salzburg, the former Roman 
Iuvavum - its new early medieval name expressed 
symbolically the local occupation with salt trading. 
The example ofVenice which, from obscure 6th cen
tury settlements of salt-makers and fishermen was 
transformed during the early Middle Ages into the 
'Queen of the Seas' and acquired decisive power for 
the fate of a great part of the Mediterranean Sea, indica
tes demonstratively that this production sphere could -
in appropriate socio-political conditions- become an 
essential premise of lasting economic progress. 

Whatever the case, these few examples show how 
salt production contributed in various ways to the 
economic growth in certain regions and to the estab
lishment of towns there. Nor is there any doubt that 
the subject of the function of salt-works in the 
development of early European towns deserves addi
tional comparative studies. 

Written sources 

Anonymus Gallus: Galli Anonymi Cronicae et gesta 
ducum sive principum Polonorum, ed. C. MALE
CZYNSKI, Monumenta Poloniae historica, nova 
series(= MPH n.s.) II, Krakow, 1952. 

Ebo: Ebonis Vita s. Ottonis episcopi Babenbergensis, 
ed. J. WIKARJAK & K. LIMAN, MPH n.s. VII:2, 
Warszawa, 1969. 

Herbord: Herbordi Dialogus de vita s. Ottonis epi-
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scapi Babenbergensis, ed. J. WIKARJAK & K. 
LIMAN, MPHn.s. VII:3, Warszawa, 1974. 

PUB: Pommersches Urkundenbuch I, hrsg. v. K. 
CONRAD, Koln, Wien, 1979. 

Thietmar: Kronika Thietmara, ed. M.Z. JEDLICKI, 
Biblioteka Tekstow Historycznychill, Poznan, 1953. 

Vita Prieflingensis: S. Ottonis episcopi Babenber
gensis Vita Priejlingensis, ed. J. WIKARJAK & K. 
LIMAN, MPHn.s. VII:1, Warszawa, 1966. 
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The extent and development of the Worcestershire medieval salt industry, 
and its impact on the regional economy 

Summary 

The salt industry of Droitwich in Worcestershire 
was once one of the principal industries in the 
English Midlands, and produced a commodity that 
served many essential purposes. Extensive remains of 
that industry have recently been uncovered in a 
series of excavations, and these have confirmed that 
it has had a long history being first established in the 
Iron Age. Salt continued to be produced here up to 
the early 20th century. 

This industry was of major economic importance 
for north Worcestershire, and, indeed, had an impact 
on the economy of a wider region. It is possible to see 
the influence of this commodity industry, and to trace 
its wider economic effects, partly through docu-

Fig. 1. - Inland medieval salt production centres. 
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mentary sources, and partly through archaeological 
evidence. 

Introduction 

Droitwich is located in the County of Worces
tershire in the English Midlands (Fig. 1 ), and on the 
River Salwarpe which is a tributary of the River 
Severn. Up to the mid 1970s, little was known about 
early Droitwich, except for the presence of a sub
stantial Roman villa and a Roman fort. Excavations 
in the 1970s and 1980s have revealed extensive 
remains of early Droitwich and disclosed much about 
the development of the salt making industry. In many 
cases the remains are in exceptionally good condition 
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because of waterlogging, which helps the preser
vation process. This new archaeological evidence 
(Morris 1985; Woodiwiss 1991; Hurst 1992a) can be 
combined with a wealth of historical evidence sur
viving for the Droitwich salt making industry from 
the Saxon period onwards (eg Berry 1957; Finberg 
1972). 

Salt, being a basic commodity, was always in 
demand and until the 1920s Droitwich was an im
portant source. Here, the industry has probably been 
in continuous production from the beginning of the 
Iron Age, providing an unusual example of industrial 
continuity. Droitwich, therefore, provides a rare op
portunity to develop a detailed understanding of a 
major industry of the English Midlands over an 
extremely long period. 

As well as greatly expanding our lrnowledge of 
the town's past, the archaeological work has shown 
the extent ofDroitwich's involvement in the regional 
economy through the salt trade. Even in the prehisto
ric period Droitwich salt was being traded over a 
large area (Morris 1985). By the 10th-11th century 
this significance was reflected in the existence of a 
network of saltways extending from Droitwich into 
neighbouring counties (Hooke 1985). 

This paper covers aspects of the medieval salt 
industry, a period during which the industry had con
siderable economic significance, as testified in docu
mentary sources, and is based on the latter largely as 
made available through the research ofBerry (1957) 
and Hooke (1981, 1985). The paper combines the 
published historical evidence with the results of 
archaeological excavation, and seeks to show that the 
Droitwich salt industry may form the basis for a use
ful study of some aspects of medieval trade. This is 
particularly the case because of its commodity basis 
and large scale, in addition to the unusual range and 
detail ofthe surviving evidence. 

Background 

Brine springs 

The story of Droitwich brine began about 200 
million years ago, when the area was being period
ically flooded with seawater. In the prevailing hot 
climate, the seawater evaporated, leaving behind the 
salt. As this process was repeated, the salt became 
concentrated into thick deposits. In the course of 
time, rock salt was buried under the deep bed of clay 
(Mercian Mudstone) which lies beneath large parts of 
the Midlands today. As ground water permeated into 
the rock salt beds, salt was dissolved and a stream of 
underground brine created, which is present under 
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Droitwich. As a result of natural pressure, the brine 
was forced back to the surface through fissures in the 
clay, to emerge at the surface as brine springs (Poole 
& Williams 1981). 

Since the brine appeared on the surface in springs, 
it was easily available, no doubt an important factor 
leading to the early development of salt making at 
Droitwich. 

Composition of Droitwich brine 

Droitwich brine is a particularly pure source of 
sodium chloride (commonly lrnown as salt), as it con
tains few other 'salts' compared with brine from else
where, and so requires relatively little processing to 
make edible salt. Much of the brine is very concen
trated, 4.5 litres (1 gallon) of brine producing about 
1.32 kilograms (2.9lbs) of salt, making it very econo
mical to use for salt making. This ratio of brine to salt 
is approximate as it varied according to several factors, 
and so many commentators measuring the salt content 
from the 16th century onwards (eg Nash 1781, 301) 
have generally produced slightly different results. 

Salt making methods 

Salt making started by extracting brine from the 
springs. This was made easier if the brine had already 
been collected in a well. However, in the earlier 
period it may simply have been collected from a hole 
over the springs. 

Salt was produced by evaporating the brine. 
Natural evaporation would lead to salt being produc
ed, but in the British climate this is unlikely to have 
been of much practical use for large-scale produc
tion. A typical method, usually referred to as the 
'open pan' method, was to place the brine in a con
tainer and heat it in order to evaporate the water. Wet 
salt crystals deposited from the brine were then 
removed and placed in another container, which al
lowed the salt to drain, forming a solid block. 

Early uses of salt 

Many uses of salt in the past were the same as 
today. A primary use then, as now, was for flavouring 
food. Until the recent advent of refrigeration, how
ever, salt was of crucial importance for food preser
vation. This was especially the case when most ani
mals were slaughtered before the onset of winter and 
the meat salted down for keeping through to the next 
spring. 
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Medieval salt production in Droitwich 

Early medieval salt makers 

Archaeological excavation has shown that in about 
the 5th century to early 7th century lead pans were 
used by the salt makers for heating the brine, and the 
size of the hearths indicated that salt was not just 
being manufactured for local consumption (Hurst in 
press). The discovery of pottery, much of which was 
not made locally, also confirmed a strong impression 
of trade and contact with other regions. 

However, the Droitwich salt makers had problems 
in the 7th or 8th century, when the earlier salt making 
area was devastated by flooding. Flooding was so bad 
that a thick layer of silt and clay was spread across 
the valley floor where the salt production had been 
located. The cause of this disaster is unclear, but it 
may have been connected with the salt industry itself. 
The clearing of trees for fuel or the expansion of agri
culture may have led to soil erosion, especially if this 
was accompanied by a wetter climate. The brine 
springs were, however, so important economically 
that they were brought back into production. 

By the 8th century, Droitwich was known as 
Saltwic (Finberg 1972, 90), the wic element in this 
period meaning an important trading centre. Certain
ly trade in such large quantities of a valuable com
modity as salt would have been important, as well as 
a source of considerable wealth. 

The King of Mercia controlled the industry, but 
from an early date there were cases of salt rights 
being granted. Many of the more powerful 
institutions of the day were favoured in this way, 
including the early abbeys at Pershore and Worcester 
(Finberg 1972). By this time the brine springs were 
being celebrated by Nennius, who, writing in c 800, 
listed them as one of the wonders of Britain (Morris 
1980). 

Salt making was now on a very large scale and 
many places, in particular throughout Worcester
shire, Herefordshire and Gloucestershire, acquired 
salt rights in the town. Trade over long distances was 
reflected in the pottery supply, with the bulk of the 
ceramic vessels used in Droitwich coming from the 
Cotswolds region, Stamford in Lincolnshire, Bed
fordshire or Oxfordshire and, probably, Staffordshire 
(Hurst 1992b, 138-142). The saltways referred to in 
Saxon charters, and place-name evidence (Fig. 2), 
reveal a complicated network of routes radiating 
from the town (Houghton 1929-30; Hooke 1985, 125, 
fig. 31). The references to salt are so frequent that it 
must have been regarded as an exceptionally essen
tial commodity and transported in considerable quan
tity. Such was the scale of salt production that 
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Droitwich was second only to London in the amount 
of revenue that it produced for the Crown (Palliser 
1987, 66). 

Domesday Wich 

Domesday Book mentions that there were five 
brine wells in Wich (as Droitwich was then known) 
being operated in 1086 (Thorn & Thorn 1982). These 
were controlled by the King, and the ownership of 
salt rights and salt production levels are described in 
some detail. William the Conqueror held the largest 
share, approximately half the total brine used for salt 
production. This had been worth £76 before 1066, a 
rather large sum. The industry was already producing 
on a large scale, with over 1,000 tons of salt per year 
being manufactured (Berry 1957, 51), which would 
be enough salt to fully load several thousand pack
horses, a packhorse load being in the region of 90kg 
(Clutton-Brock 1992, 158). As well as large amounts 
of salt leaving the town, great quantities of wood fuel 
were brought in to supply the brine boiling hearths. 
In some cases, wood supply formed part of the salt 
production arrangement with individual places. For 
instance, 300 cartloads of wood were sent yearly 
from Bromsgrove to Droitwich before 1066, in ex
change for 300 loads of salt. This scale of provision 
was probably based on a managed area of woodland, 
where coppicing was practised (Gelling 1992, 170). 

Medieval period 

In 1215 King John granted the town new privi
leges, including the right to its own council, and 
handed over his Droitwich salt interests in return for 
an annual payment of £100 (Berry 1957, 39). As the 
county towns of Worcester and Hereford were worth 
£30 and £40 respectively to the King (Berry 1957, 40), 
Droitwich was obviously of great economic impor
tance. 

Subsequently, salt rights, representing the amount 
ofbrine that could be extracted each year, were shar
ed amongst the townspeople. Town officials collec
ted salt dues in order to raise the £100 per year owed 
to the King, the dues being calculated according to 
the amount of brine used by each person. Throughout 
the medieval period salt rights could only be passed 
on by inheritance, and were jealously guarded. Salt 
production and marketing were highly regulated as a 
town monopoly and, by setting prices, the salt makers 
maintained their profits. 
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The Upwich brine well 

Three areas of Droitwich (Upwich, Middlewich 
and Netherwich) were all involved in the medieval 
salt industry, Upwich being by far the most impor
tant. In each of these areas there were brine wells, 
some of which were probably old by the 13th cen
tury. By 1264 the Upwich brine well, the main source 
of brine in Droitwich, had deteriorated, and the Coun
ty Sheriff was called to investigate. He reported to 
King Henry Ill that the brine well would have to be 
rebuilt, or the town would default on its annual 
payment of£ 100 (Willis Bund 1894, 8). 

Archaeological excavations in 1983-4 revealed the 
Upwich brine well, and clearly showed the scale of 
the rebuilding which had taken place. Some of the 
salt making houses (known as seals) had first been 
dismantled, and a deep hole then dug out, within 
which the new well was built. Working directly over 
the brine springs the medieval construction workers 
must have found conditions very difficult. 

The new well was a timber structure 3.05 metres 
(10 feet) square and 9.14 metres (30 feet) deep, made 
from large beams overlapped at the corners (Hurst in 
press). Gaps were packed with moss. A ladder was 
attached to the inside for inspection and cleaning. Near 
the top, a platform projected over the interior, but the 
well does not appear to have had a cover. 

In the 14th century the town's name became 
Dryghtwych (later spelt Droitwich). Two suggestions 
have been made about the possible meaning of the 
dryght element, literally either 'dirty' or 'royal' (Mawer 
& Stenton 1927, 286). By around 1400 annual salt 
production had been raised to at least 1500 tons (Berry 
1957). A further increase was made possible in the 
15th century when a pump was built at the Upwich 
brine well (Hurst in press). This replaced the bucket 
method of brine extraction. Elm trunks were hollowed 
out for use as pipes in the pump system. Town ac
counts record maintenance of the pump in some detail, 
and many parts seem to have needed frequent renewal. 

The local roads must have been full of carts and 
packhorses carrying fuel and salt to and fro. A visitor 
to the town in the 1530s reckoned that 6,000 cart
loads of wood were being consumed by the brine 
boiling hearths each year. The result was terrible pol
lution. A local cleric complained to the Bishop of 
Worcester about this, asking for a transfer to a cleaner 
place (Haines 1965, 21 0). 

Economic importance of Droitwich 

It is clear that the Droitwich salt industry will 
have played a major part in the economy of those 

places that are known to have had connections with 
it. The transport of salt is also recalled in the many 
references in place-names and other topographical 
names, and so even the movement of salt was endow
ed with some special significance. 

Woodland and supply of fuel 

In some cases the salt consumers were also sup
pliers of fuel for the industry, so that a particularly 
close association developed. The provision of wood 
for fuel was an important consideration and several 
places with woodland contributed to Droitwich in 
exchange for salt. For instance, there are indications 
that, before 1066, Bromsgrove acted as a centre for 
the provision of wood, as it was linked to 18 here
wicks (Hooke 1981, 129). Other places supplying wood 
were sometimes a considerable distance away from 
Droitwich such as Leominster in Herefordshire, 
though here by the 11th century the direct supply of 
wood had been changed to sending money to buy 
wood nearer to the centre of production. The fre
quency that places with salt rights were associated 
with woodland shows that, from at least the early 
medieval period, there was a deliberate policy to sus
tain the industry by using woodland resources on a 
well organised basis. Though much of the fuel would 
have been available more locally, it is clear that even 
at this early period, other, more distant, woods were 
also expected to contribute. 

The demand for firewood must have expanded 
throughout the medieval period as salt production tend
ed to increase. The procurement of firewood on the open 
market was a matter of constant concern to the salt 
maker. Even though medieval roads were poor, records 
indicate that the wood could be brought from some 
distance away. For instance in 1294 a cartload ofbrush
wood bound for Droitwich was stolen at Romsley, 19 
kilometres (11.8 miles) north of the town (West 1962, 
35). Coal was available in Droitwich from the 14th 
century (C Dyer pers comm), but wood continued to 
be the main fuel throughout the medieval period. 

The influence ofthe salt industry on the local land
scape must have been considerable as a result of sup
plying wood for fuel. It is likely that a great deal of 
wood fuel was being used each year, which would 
have been equivalent to a large area of managed wood
land being available to the industry, based on a typ
ical medieval cycle for the cutting of coppice wood 
(Rackham 1976, 90). It is likely that the provision of 
such a large quantity of fuel combined with a gradu
ally increasing output of salt and, therefore, demand 
for more fuel, will have favoured those salt producers 
who also had easy access to their own fuel supply. 
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Much of north and central Worcestershire was 
under forest jurisdiction until the 14th century (West 
1964), which was some indication of the wide avail
ability of woodland in this region. The steady demand 
for wood as fuel for the Droitwich salt industry may 
have been an important factor in the maintenance of 
some of these woodlands, and so may have prevented 
their clearance for other uses, and in particular for 
arable farming. The value of woodland was nearly as 
high as for meadow, and was more than for arable 
(Rackham 1986, 89). Part of the impact of the Droit
wich salt industry may, therefore, have been to in
crease the value ofland in the surrounding woodland 
parishes. Contrary, therefore, to causing the destruc
tion of woodland, the industry may have afforded 
some level of protection, where woodland was being 
managed for the provision of fuel. 

Trade in salt 

In the 14th century, the annual salt fairs took place 
in late October and late December (V CH Ill, 78). The 
salt fairs were where wholesalers and retailers could 
buy large supplies of salt. Both fairs were arranged at 
the times when there would have been plenty of fresh 
salt available for sale as the production period was 
from June to December (Berry 1957, 48). There was 
also a regular weekly market (Berry 1957). A cus
tomary payment called consuetudo also seems to list 
others trading in Droitwich salt, including at places in 
Warwickshire, Northamptonshire, Somerset and Berk
shire (Berry 1957, 56). 

The system ofsaltways clearly indicates the direc
tions and distances that the salt was being carried. 
Much of this salt was presumably destined for the 
manors that had salt rights, but many of these routes 
pass some distance from places with salt rights (Fig. 
2), and seem, rather, to be the routes along which 
quantities of salt were generally carried for commer
cial purposes. Gelling (1992, 170) has suggested that 
surplus salt could have been sold along the road, 
while being carried to the manors with salt rights. 
The pattern of saltways shows a distinct bias to the 
south and east, with the longest saltway stretching 
over 1 OOkm from Droitwich to the south. The lack of 
saltways to the north may be the result of competition 
from Cheshire salt. 

The pattern ofDroitwich saltways suggests a dis
tinct trade zone in salt, with the carriage of salt over 
long distances in certain directions being a charac
teristic. This pattern of salt movement bears some 
resemblance to that seen in the later prehistoric pe
riod (Morris 1985), suggesting that it may well have 
been established before the medieval period. It is 
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possible to suggest that trade in such an essential 
commodity as salt may preserve very ancient patterns 
of trade, and Woodiwiss (1992, 5, and fig. 4) presents 
a predictive model that indicates that a south easterly 
and easterly bias might indeed be expected in the 
distribution ofDroitwich salt. 

Archaeological evidence also allows the distribu
tion of other goods to be examined. Comparison be
tween the pattern of saltways and trade in pottery for 
the late Sax on period certainly indicates that the geo
graphical bias in the saltways is likewise reflected in 
the supply of pottery to Droitwich. Correlation is 
hampered because the provenance of much of the 
pottery is not precisely known, though the fabric 
types are such that their origins can be roughly indic
ated on geological grounds. Cotswolds ware, St Neots
type ware, and Stamford ware all fit well within a 
trading zone for Droitwich which has a southern and 
easterly bias (Hurst 1992b; Fig. 3). 

Having established that other goods reflect the 
bias in the extent and directions of the salt trade in the 
early medieval period, it may be asked how far the 
salt trade may be instrumental in shaping this pattern 
of trade. As a specialised centre of industrial produc
tion, Droitwich was in a unique position in the Mid
lands in the early medieval period. The scale of pro
duction, and the commodity status of the product 
both combined to ensure that Droitwich had consid
erable economic impact in this period, which is re
flected in the profit associated with the industry. The 
local effect is less easy to gauge, as much of the 
wealth created from the salt was not retained in Wor
cestershire. However, the result of the movement of 
so much salt may have ensured that trade in other 
goods reflected this at the practical level that carriers 
returning from delivery/selling salt bought goods on 
the return trip. It seems likely, therefore, that the salt 
industry had some effect on the general movement of 
other goods over a wide region. 

Conclusion 

The specialised character of the industry in 
Droitwich meant that the ancillary processes such as 
the distribution of salt and the acquisition of fuel, 
also had to be on a large scale. The monopolistic 
character and economic importance of this medieval 
industry also gave rise to detailed records being 
kept, which now provide an unusual insight into its 
operation. 

Droitwich has also been fortunate in its archaeo
logical legacy, as this includes the survival of the 
main medieval brine well (now reburied following 
its excavation and recording), as well as other struc-
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Fig. 3. - Principal sources of pottery used in 
Droitwich in the 1Oth-12th century. 

tures, and a wealth of artefacts of the same period, 
all illustrating the life of the Droitwich salt maker. 

The documentary and archaeological data now 
available makes it possible to begin to examine the 
impact of the salt industry on the surrounding coun
tryside in north Worcestershire, especially in terms 
of fuel supply. The latest archaeological analysis of 
pottery from medieval deposits in the town has also 
revealed a good correlation between pottery supply 
and the salt trade, suggesting that both these are 
indicators of a trading zone in the late Sax on period. 
The origins of such a zone are presently unexplained, 
though the similarity of salt distribution in the later 
prehistoric period, suggests that at least the pattern of 
salt distribution, as evidenced in the medieval period, 
may be of considerable antiquity. 

It is realised that aspects of this paper are likely to 
be contentious, especially as, in the nature of the types 
of evidence being used, there are many lacunae, and 
difficulties of interpretation. However, it is hoped that 
the combination of documentary and archaeological 
evidence that serves to illumine the development of 
medieval Droitwich, and in particular its salt produc
tion, can also be applied to understanding the impact 
that this specialised industrial town had on the wider 
landscape and economy. 
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Ingrid Gustin 

Means of Payment and the Use of Coins 
in the Viking-Age Settlement of Birka in Sweden. 

Barter, exchange and means of payment in the 
Viking Age 

When Viking Age trading places are excavated, 
several types of objects are retrieved, which might be 
used to interpret how trade and exchange of goods 
functioned in a society not yet dominated by a mo
dem market economy. The Scandinavian Viking Age 
world seems to have consisted of a society where dif
ferent and contrasting economies and systems of 
exchange (gift-exchange -plunder, primitive econo
my- proto-market economy) existed side by side. In 
this society, the exchange of goods could be carried 
out in different ways; through barter, credit or by 
means of payment. In contrast to modern society, 
means of payment were not standardised and com
pletely based on coinage. Finds from Birka show that 
fragmented silver objects, Islamic coins, and pieces 
of bronze objects might have been used as means of 
payment as well as beads of glass and rock-crystal. 
From historical sources we also know that cloth and 
furs were used by the Vikings as means of payment 
(Sawyer 1985, 162; Jansson 1983,232). 

There are many questions which can be raised in 
order to come closer to the character of Viking Age 
trade and exchange. In the following paragraphs 'I 
will focus on how the material culture, through 
weights and coins, minted silver, as well as other sil
ver objects, i.e. unminted silver, can be used to com
ment on different types of economic transactions 

Two scholars with different opinions about whe
ther barter, credit or the exchange of goods as means 
of payment were representative for the Viking Age, 
are Peter Sawyer and Heiko Steuer. According to 
Steuer barter might have been used during the Viking 
Age, but it was not the rule. Instead, the exchange of 
goods was based on goods for weighed silver, in the 
form of fragmented silver objects or coins of first 
Islamic and then later of English or German origin. 
Especially after 880 when the import of dirhams star
ted to increase, silver can be considered to be a stand
ard of value as well as an article of exchange that was 
used everywhere. One ofSteuer's main points is also 

Preliminary Results 

that two different economic zones developed in 
Europe during the Viking Age: a western one where 
exchange and means of payment were based on coins 
(Munzgeldwirtschaft) and an eastern one, with means 
of payment in the form of weighed silver ( Gewicht
geldwirtschaft) (Steuer 1987a, 122; Steuer 1987b, 
490). 

Peter Sawyer, on the other hand, is of the opinion 
that trade even in a place like Hedeby, the most im
portant trading place in the Baltic area, must have 
depended mainly on barter or credit. According to 
Sawyer, the amount of coins found during the excav
ations in Hedeby and at other places in Scandinavia, 
is so small that coins can not have been the main 
medium of exchange during the 9th century. Sawyer 
too points out that large quantities of silver reached 
Scandinavia during the 1Oth and 11th century and 
that the inflow of silver seems to have stimulated the 
economy. This is shown by the changing character of 
the hoards where the proportion of the coins and of 
small fragments ofunminted silver increases. Sawyer 
maintains that silver, in the form ofboth minted and 
unminted silver, was now more commonly used in 
local trade, but that much of the local trade in Scan
dinavia still was done by barter (Sawyer 1990, 285-
286). 

The question of whether barter and credit, or ex
change based on means of payment, predominated 
during the Viking Age is of course almost philoso
phic. A specific proportion between different ways of 
exchange can hardly be established since it is impos
sible to say whether the artefacts found on archae
ological sites have been used for barter and credit or 
not. The analysis must therefore be restricted to the 
existence and changing amount of objects, such as 
minted and unminted silver, which can be categor
ised as means of payment. Furthermore I consider it 
to be problematic to comment on the economic situ
ation in general for such a vast and differentiated area 
as Scandinavia. Recent studies have shown that 
Scandinavia and the Baltic area can be divided into 
several regions each of which had a different eco
nomic character and chronology (Hardh 1996, 166). 
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I will therefore focus on the artefacts from one just 
one place, Birka. The archaeological material that will 
be used comes from the recent excavations in the 
Black Earth which took place in Birka from 1990 to 
1995. 

Birka: a trading place in the Baltic region 

Birka is situated on the island ofBjorko, an island 
with a central position in lake Malaren, Sweden. 
Foreign ships could reach the trading place in Mala
ren through a long strait from the Baltic. From Bjorko 
the waterway could be followed either north to the 
old central region of Uppland, or west to the inner 
regions of the Malar valley. 

Hedeby and Birka, and maybe also Wolin are con
sidered to have been the main trading places around 
the Baltic during the Viking Age. Hedeby probably 
was the leading trading place. The occupied area in 
Hedeby is 30 hectares and it has been estimated that 
there are between 3000 and 7000 graves around the 
trading place (Sawyer 1993, 14 7; Ambrosiani & Clarke 
1993, 138). The area of the Black Earth ofBirka, i.e. 
the stratified deposits from the occupation, covers 
about 7 hectares and the number of graves have been 
estimated to c. 3000 (Ambrosiani 1992, 11 ). Hedeby 
as well as Birka can be dated back to the 8th century. 

Even today there are visible remains of the trading 
place ofBirka. The hillfort and its surrounding ram
part is a landmark recognizable from afar. The sur
viving parts of the town rampart mark the extent of 
the Black Earth. Several terraces of stone indicate 
foundations for jetties (Ambrosiani & Erikson 1991, 
16). The grave mounds are spread out over the land
scape forming cemeteries. During the summer when 
the water of Malaren sinks to low levels, wooden 
piles can be seen in the water immediately outside the 
former harbour. The piles were once a part of a defen
sive system which blocked the entrance to the har
bour, protecting it against invaders. And finally there 
is one more monument which should be mentioned in 
connection with Birka. On Adelso, the island next to 
Bjorko, archaeological remains indicate that a royal 
manor was established on the island in the middle of 
the 8th century. The manor was situated on a plateau 
overlooking the strait leading to Bjorko and Birka. 

Birka has been of interest to historians and 
scientific researchers since the 17th century. At the 
end of the 19th century c. 1000 graves were excavat
ed and trenches were dug through the Black Earth. In 
1990-1995 new excavations were undertaken in the 
Black Earth. About 300 to 350m2 of the central part 
of the occupation area was excavated. During the 
excavation, the layers were dug stratigraphically 
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using single context planning. Each deposit was 
machine- and water-sieved, a process which recov
ered all finds of 2 mm and over. More than 70,000 
find records were registered from the site, even 
though parts of the trench had already been submitted 
to excavation in the 1870s. 

The excavation showed that Birka existed as trad
ing place as early as the 8th century. During the first 
100 years the main part of the excavated area was 
used for activities connected with metalworking and 
bronze-casting. In the middle of the 9th century the 
central plot was left open for a while. The excavated 
houses which at that time were located on adjacent 
plots, do not show the same concentration of artefacts 
connected with handicrafts as seen in the case of the 
bronze casting. 

Minted and unminted silver from the 1990-1995 
excavation in Birka 

A large number of the objects retrieved from the 
site bear witness to the different handicrafts that were 
practised on the excavated plot, as well as on adjacent 
plots. Bronze-casting dominated the production for a 
long time. Semi-manufactured combs and rods of 
glass indicate a minor production of beads and combs 
at different times. Other types of objects bear witness 
to the trade and exchange that took place on the site. 
Minted and unminted silver, different types of weights 
and fragments of balances indicate economic trans
actions. In the following I will use the amount of 
weights, minted silver and unminted silver as well as 
the weight of the silver objects, to analyse how trans
actions were carried out in Birka. 

From the excavated area of 1990-1995, 66 objects 
of unminted silver were retrieved. The objects were 
mainly fragmented and weighed from 0.05 g to 17.33 
g. Much of the material found at a low level in the 
trench, was damaged by corrosion, and the objects 
from these earliest phases may have lost a great deal 
of weight during the conservation process. The silver 
objects found consisted of 30 objects and fragments 
ofjewellery, 17 pieces ofundefined scrap, 12 semi
manufactured pieces (rods, wire), and 7 pieces of in
gots. The total weight of these objects amounted to 
136,61 g. 
The minted objects have been analyzed by Gert 
Rispling of the Numismatic Department of the 
Archaeological Institute at the Stockholm University. 
The material consists of 106 prehistoric coins or 
fragments of coins or coin-like objects. Of these, 89 
are made of silver and 18 of copper. Seven of the 
copper coins have been silver- or gold-plated. Ninety 
coins were of Islamic origin, 5 were Byzantine, 1 
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Nordic, 1 Roman and 9 were blanks. Two hoards with 
coins were retrieved. The first hoard consisted of 5 
Islamic coins, the second of 19 Islamic coins and 
several other objects related to economic trans
actions. The stratigraphic position of the smaller hoard 
is uncertain. The larger hoard is placed in sequence 
B8, i.e. the first half of the lOth century. 

Fourteen coins belonging to the two hoards are 
unfragmented. Of the remaining material only 11 
coins are unfragmented. Most coins are highly frag
mented and pieces of 1/10 of a coin or even 1/20 are 
not uncommon. The total weight of the minted silver 
and silver-plated copper amounts to 84.79 g. 

The proportion between complete and fragmented 
objects in hoards as well as the proportion between 
minted and unminted silver has been used in discus
sions about the economic situation and intensity of 
the trade in different regions in the Viking Age and 
the early medieval period (see Lundstrom 1973:9 and 
the cited literature as well as Hardh 1996). Most of 
the objects found at Birka are fragmented. Of course 
it will be of interest to analyse different degrees of 
fragmentation, but the most striking change in the 
Birka material seems to be the proportion of minted 
and unminted silver. Therefore I have chosen to start 
with this aspect. 

The proportion of minted and unminted silver 
during different phases of the site 

The stratigraphy from the site excavated in Birka 
1990-1995 has been divided into 8 phases. Further
more, the objects found in the plough soil have also 
been retrieved and these finds from the latest 
stratigraphic unit - S 1 - can be considered as con
stituting a final phase. 

Since the post-excavation work is far from fini
shed the grouping as well as the dating of the phases 
must be regarded as preliminary. The first two sequen
ces B l-B2 seem to contain material which represents 
the 8th century. B3, B4, B5 belong to the first half of 
the 9th century. B6 seems to be the only sequence 
from the second half of the 9th century. B7-B8 re
present the first half of the 1Oth century and the 
material from the plough soil, S 1, seems to represent 
the last 20 years of the existence ofBirka, i.e. c. 950-
970. 

The table below presents the amount of minted 
and unminted silver objects for each sequence. The 
earliest sequence is put at the bottom of the table. The 
hoard, consisting of 18 dirhams and 1 blank as well 
as of other objects, is placed separately since this find 
might represent an act or phenomenon different from 
that represented by of minted and unminted silver 

lost unintentionally pieces and deposited in the occu
pation layers. 

phases minted silver or silver-, unminted silver, 
plated coins 

number number 

S1 23 10 
B8 3 3 
the hoard 19 -
B7 7 5 
B6 - 1 
B5 - 2 
B4 1 5 
B3 - 1 
B2 1 5 
Bl - 6 

As can be seen from the table it has not yet been 
possible to place all retrieved silver objects in a spe
cific phase. This is due either to the fact that some 
objects had lost their original stratigraphic context 
before they were recovered (for example in the 19th
century trench) or to the fact that the post-excavation
work with the stratigraphy is not altogether complet
ed at the time when the present paper was drafted. 

The extent of the stratified deposits varied bet
ween the phases. Therefore it is hard to compare the 
amount of fragments and objects from one sequence 
to another. The focus will instead be set on the calcul
ated percentage between the weight of minted and 
unminted silver for the different time periods. 

phases minted unrninted silver, 
silver/plated silver, 

weight weight 

Sl 13.33 g 2.39 g 
B8 1.75 g 18.61 g 
the hoard 29.47 g -
B7 5.08 g 3.36 g 
B6 - 0.3lg 
B5 - 3.23 g 
B4 0.08 g 5.04g 
B3 - 5.91 g 
B2 2.48g 11.64 g 
Bl - 13.61 g 

The material is very small and a single object 
might sometimes change the result considerably. 
Therefore I shall restrict myself to comment on major 
changes. 

To allow us later on to compare the material from 
Birka to that from other regions, the time-span will 
be divided into the periods 790-849, 850-899, 900-
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949, 950-970. The periods and the Birka-phases 
might not correspond exactly to one another, but they 
may still give an idea about a general development. 
B2-B5 correspond to the first period 790-849. 

time span percentage minted percentage 
silver/silver-plated unminted silver 

coins 

950-970 85% 15% 
900-949 24% 76% 
850-899 0% 100% 
790-849 9% 91% 

The three tables show that unminted and minted 
silver have circulated in Birka from the very begin
ning. The degree ofunminted silver is as high as 91-
100 % of all retrieved silver objects belonging in the 
9th century. Different studies have shown that silver 
objects from the 1Oth and 11th centuries were pro
duced out oflslamic coins (Arrhenius et al. 1973; 
Hardh 1976, 110-119). The dirham from phase B2 
indicates the possibility of a small import oflslamic 
coins as early as in the 8th century. If this was the 
case, most of the imported coins seem to have been 
used for the production of different objects such as 
rods, ingots, wire and jewellery. The demand for these 
objects must have been great from the beginning. It 
is also of interest to note that there has been a need 
for silver as means of payment from very early on in 
Birka, even if the circumstances of the finds show a 
high correspondence between silver objects and layers 
related to metalworking and bronze-casting. 

During the first half of the 1Oth century the un
minted silver objects were of the same type as during 
previous sequences. Instead a change in the relation 
between minted and unminted silver appears and the 
predomination of unminted silver is not as strong as 
before. 

The greatest change in the proportion between 
minted and unminted silver occurred during the last 
part of the existence ofBirka. At this time 85% of the 
silver is minted. The total weight of the minted silver 
is relatively high considering that only a small part of 
the plough soil was sieved and that the plough soil 
just represents about 20 years. So what are the reasons 
behind the change in the proportion of minted and 
unminted silver? 

The inflow of dirhams 

The silver hoards found in Sweden and the Baltic 
region give a general idea about the arrival oflslamic 
coins during different periods. The hoards are gene-
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rally dated by the most recent coin, and thus a 
terminus post quem for the time of hoarding is 
achieved. According to T.S. Noonan, there is a con
tinual increase in the number of hoarded coins in 
mainland Sweden from the 780s to the 860s. The 
number of hoarded coins during the 860s to the 890s 
is among the highest for the period from the late 8th 
to the early 11th century. During the first decades of 
the 1Oth century, the numbers appear to lie on the 
same level as during the first half of the 9th century. 
A great increase occurs again during the 950s-970s 
(Noonan 1994, 223.). 

Time span number of hoarded number of hoarded 
dirhams in the Baltic dirhams in 

area mainland Sweden 

950-969 34662 5265 
900-949 29545 3263 
850-899 13175 4307 
770-849 5146 470 

The table shows that the largest number of dir
hams seem to have been present in mainland Sweden, 
as well as in the whole of the Baltic area, during the 
first decades of the second half of the 1Oth century. 
The period 950-969 can be regarded as equivalent to 
phase S 1 in Birka. It is also during this period that 
dirhams and fragments of dirhams seem to have been 
deposited most frequently in Birka. 

We have now been able to establish that there 
must have been a general and considerable increase 
in the number of dirhams in mainland Sweden in the 
middle of the 1Oth century as well as in Birka. The 
increased amount of lost coins in Birka in the 950s 
and 960s seems to be due to the fact that more coins 
circulated in the trading centre than was the case in 
earlier phases. 

Still, the greater inflow of Islamic coins does not 
altogether explain the changing relationship between 
minted and unminted silver. During previous periods, 
dirhams seem to have been remelted and used for 
autochthonous metalwork, i.e. rods, ingots and wire 
as well as jewellery. The question now is if the de
mand for these objects was satisfied in the lOth 
century and if therefore the increase in the inflow of 
silver no longer needed to result in a consequent re
melting of coins, This suggestion seems, however, 
less probable. Unminted silver is found in all sequen
ces, including S 1 where the amount of unminted 
silver still accounts for 15 % of the total weight. That 
the weight of the objects is as little as 2.39 g, might 
be due to that the S 1 phase is based on a small area 
compared to other sequences. 
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Instead, it remains probable that the need for 
silver as a means of payment increased and that the 
inflow of silver made it possible to use silver to a 
greater extent than ever before. 

To be able to investigate the extent of the use of 
silver as means of payment, we have to look into the 
question of whether or not the increase in the amount 
of minted silver during the last 20 years in Birka was 
due to a drop in the value of the silver. It has already 
been established that dirhams were present in large 
numbers in the Baltic area in the middle of the 1Oth 
century. An increase in the inflow of silver might 
have led to an abundance of material, which made the 
loss of a piece of a coin less important. If the 
abundance of silver had led to inflation, the 
fragments of silver correspondingly ought to have 
grown heavier during the final phase (S 1) in Birka. 

To examine the last suggestion, it is therefore 
necessary to analyse the degree of fragmentation for 
different periods to see whether the fragmentation of 
silver objects actually increases. 

Fragmentation of the minted/unminted silver in 
Birka. 

The table shows the number of minted and un
minted silver objects in different classes according to 
their weight. 

time span >4g 4-3 g 3-2 g 2-1 g <1g 

950-970 - - 1 1 31 
900-949 1 - - 3 14 
850-899 - - - - 1 
770-849 3 - 3 4 10 

The fact that many objects were severely damaged 
by corrosion might lead to problems when comparing 
different periods with each other. Especially the 
objects from the early sequences might have lost a lot 
of their original weight. Another problem is related to 
the period 950-970 and phase S 1. This phase 
represents the plough soil and larger artefacts of silver 
might have been found and removed during the 
centuries when the soil was cultivated. Therefore, it is 
of great importance to use the table in a very broad 
sense. Nevertheless, it can help to establish that the 
number of fragments ofless than 1 g increases and that 
nearly all of the deposited fragments in S 1 (period 
950-970) weighed less than 1 g. Therefore, it seems 
less probable that silver lost its value when the inflow 
of dirhams increased in the Baltic area. The increasing 
degree of fragmentation must, however, have made it 
easier to loose silver, and therefore fragmentation 

might have been a factor that contributed to the 
increase in number of silver objects deposited during 
the last phase ofBirka. 

To come closer to how the increasing amount of 
silver fragments were handled, it is necessary to 
compare the amount of deposited fragments to the 
amount of deposited weights. 

Means of payment and weights 

The proportions of weights and minted and un
minted silver are shown diagrammatically below. 
Here, I will concentrate on the sequences from the 
second half of the 9th century and later, since the 
material from previous sequences might be heavily 
influenced by weighing in connection with bronze
casting. In B6, the amount of weights is 87.5% of the 
total sum of weights, minted and unminted silver 
together. During phase B7, the amount of weights 
decreases to about 66 %. In B8, the trend continues and 
the weights constitute about 65 % of the material. In 
S 1, the weights represent no more than 30 % of the 
total sum of weights, minted and unminted silver. 

If we assume that weights were lost with the same 
frequency during the late 9th and the 1Oth century, 
then the result indicates that the number of weighing 
transactions did not increase at same rate as the 
amount of deposited silver objects. This can be due to 
different circumstances. Of course there is the 
possibility that weights grew scarce during the second 
half of the 1Oth century and that therefore they were 
not any longer dropped and/or so frequently. The 
number of weights in each sequence does not, 
however, indicate any decrease. Instead the number of 
weights seems to increase from the second half of the 
9th century to the second half of the 1Oth century. This 
suggests that weights were handled more frequently 
and probably that the number of transactions increased 
over time. Still the proportionally larger increase in 
numbers oflost silver objects remains to be explained. 

Conclusion 

As has been shown, means of payment in the form 
of silver were present in Birka from the early phases 
onwards. During the 8th and 9th centuries, the silver 
that was used as a means of payment took the form of 
fragmented silver objects such as jewellery, ingots and 
rods. The fact that the objects had first been remelted 
from dirhams, were converted into autochthonous 
silver objects and were then, in a second stage, cut into 
pieces for use as a means of payment, can be 
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interpreted as an indication that silver was used 
primarily for other purposes than small-scale 
transactions during the 8th and 9th centuries. 

The weight of the objects from this period was 
relatively high, which also indicates that silver was 
used for larger transactions. Therefore, it seems 
reasonable to assume that other mediums were used 
for the local trade/exchange and minor transactions or 
that there was another system for providing the 
occupants with subsistence goods. 
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weights 

I.¥J minted silver 

E!l unminted silver 

weights 

1!1 minted silver/silverpl. c. 

Ill unminted silver 

weights 

!m minted silver/silverpl. c. 

IJEI unmlnted silver 

weights 

IIJ minted silver/silverpl. c. 

IIJ unminted silver 

During the first half of the 1Oth century, the 
situation seems to have been changing. The 
importation of dirhams to the Baltic started to increase. 
The relation between minted and unminted silver in 
Birka also started to change. The dirhams do not seem 
to have been remelted to the same extent as before. 
The need for silver as a means of payment even for 
smaller transactions must have increased and therefore 
dirhams were used primarily as such, without their 
being remelted. The silver from the 1Oth century is 
highly fragmented and has probably been used for 
exchange and trade with local products. The 
proportion of weights to silver also started to change. 
The number of weights does not increase at the same 
rate as the silver. 

During the last 20 years of Birka, the inflow of 
coins seems to have been even higher than before. As 
many as 23 fragments of dirhams were retrieved from 
50m2

• The fragments were probably deposited over a 
period of 20 years. During the same period only 14 
weights were lost. The proportion between weights 
and silver thus changed. Weights seem to have been 
used proportionally less frequently than before. This 
could indicate that whole and fragmented coins now 
were so common that they were accepted without 
weighing. This conclusion is also supported by the fact 
that the balances that were made and used during the 
second half of the 1Oth century, were less precise than 
before (Steuer 1987b, 463). This leads to the 
conclusion that weighing was primarily used for larger 
transactions. The possibility that fragments of coins 
were used without weighing has also been discussed 
by Sucholdski and Hardh (Hardh 1996, 25). 

If fragments of coins were used without weighing, 
people who otherwise would not have had the 
possibility to own and use balances could be involved 
in transactions based on silver as a means of payment. 
Therefore, there is a possibility that new or extended 
groups in Birka and the surrounding region now came 
in contact and used silver coins as a medium in 
exchange situations. At that time it might also have 
been easier for a large group of people to use silver 
instead of barter. Barter must at times have been a 
complicated form of exchange involving several 
people in order to get the object one really needed or 
wanted. 

The analysis work carried out on the archaeological 
material from Birka thus can be used to commenting 
on the economic situation in the trading place during 
different periods. The initial debate on whether barter 
or silver as a means of payment can be said to have 
predominated, can therefore be re-opened. The results 
from the analyses indicate that Peter Sawyer might be 
right in his conclusion that the increased import of 
dirhams that started in the 880s in the Baltic area also 
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stimulated the economy. The increased fragmentation 
of silver in Birka indicates that some sort of economic 
change started. To me, this change seems to have 
included a wider use of fragmented silver than stated 
by Sawyer when he writes that barter and credit 
dominated in trading places during the Viking Age. 
Heiko Steuer may also be right when he points out that 
silver was the dominant medium of exchange. But in 
contrast to Steuer's opinion, the results from Birka 
indicate that fragmented silver did not become 
increasingly available until the middle of the 1Oth 
century. At that time, a changed attitude to coins as a 
means of exchange can be deduced from the fact that 
fragments of coins may not have been weighed as 
frequently or regularly as before. 

Finally, it can be concluded in part a new process 
had started with the use of the coins and fragments of 
coins in Birka which were not weighed. This process 
is dependent an a general acceptance of the value of 
certain silver coins. The next step of the process would 
be autochthonous minting. There are no traces of this 
in Birka. But about 30 years after the abandonment of 
Birka, around A.D. 1000, the first autochthonous 
minting can be found in a new town, Sigtuna, which 
was established along an inlet of Malaren, north of 
Birka. 
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William Bowden 

Urban transformation in early-Byzantine Epirus: 
the example of Butrint 

"The happiness of an hundred millions 
depended on the personal merit of one or 
two men, perhaps children, whose minds 
were corrupted by education, luxury and 
despotic power .. ( .. ) .... they abandoned the 
church to the bishops, the state to the 
eunuchs and the provinces to the bar
barians" (Gibbon 1776: IV, 177) 

This was the Edward Gibbon's view of the later 
Roman Empire, one which profoundly influenced his 
successors for the following two centuries. It is only 
within the last thirty years that scholars have begun 
to seriously reassess the later Empire or the period 
now known as late antiquity, and significant advan
ces have been made towards a view which challenges 
that of Gibbon and his successors. Much of the recent 
study, both historical and archaeological, has focused 
on the urban centres of the Roman world, as the 
apparent abandonment of the cities was fundamental 
to concepts of "decline and fall", and the search for 
urban continuity or discontinuity became a central 
issue (see Roskams 1996). 

This recent study has established that the towns 
and cities of the late Roman and early Byzantine world 
were fundamentally different to those of the early 
Empire (Durliat 1990; Rich 1992: Christie & Lose by 
1996). In essence this is hardly surprising. We are, 
after all, dealing with a period of several hundred years 
and, even allowing for the conservatism of the Roman 
world, which despite a relatively high degree of social 
mobility was essentially backward-looking (Jones 
1964, 714-715; Brown 1971, 28-32), it is unlikely that 
the framework of urban life would remain static over 
such a long period. Prior to examining the archaeo
logy of the towns of Epirus, and more specifically 
Butrint, it seems opportune to provide a brief over
view of current opinions on the more general changes 
which occurred following the so called 'crisis' of the 
third century. 

Several important factors affected the character of 
the late Roman urban centre. The increased centrali-

zation of administration which commenced under 
Diocletian began changes which eventually altered 
radically the face ofthe city. Diocletian's rapid expan
sion of the imperial administrative hierarchy, meant 
that the government was obliged to recruit extensi
vely from the curial classes. Although it insisted that 
decurions hold the regular series of offices in their 
native cities before applying for an imperial post, 
repeated legislation against abuses demonstrates that 
the government was incapable of controlling the prac
tice, as the curial orders sought to avoid the expense 
oflocal civic office by advancing directly to imperial 
posts (Jones 1964, 741). The confiscation of civic 
lands and their revenues by Constantine I and Con
stantius dealt a severe blow to economic indepen
dence and despite the concessions of the late fourth 
century in which one third of civic lands and civic 
taxes were returned to local administration, the towns 
became increasingly unable to provide for their own 
maintenance (Haldon 1990, 96; Jones 1964, 732). The 
decline of the curial order and local administration as 
the means by which Imperial authority was expressed 
and fiscal revenues collected (and more importantly 
redistributed), had a markedly detrimental effect on 
the classical urban fabric. The decline in the power of 
local government meant that those who had pre
viously expressed their status and munificence 
through means of grandiose public building in their 
home towns found little reason to continue the prac
tice (cf. Liebeschuetz 1992a), and the large scale con
struction of public utilities and monuments which 
had marked the first and second centuries AD, 
became increasingly an imperial activity, with main
tenance of the urban infrastructure carried out by 
representatives appointed by the provincial governor. 
Private wealthwhich had previously effectively sub
sidised municipal life in terms of construction and 
upkeep of civic amenities was expressed in other 
ways, such as the construction of opulent country 
residences (Brown 1971, 40). The sudden decline in 
the construction of public buildings, or at least in the 
number of dedicatory inscriptions which accompan
ied them, is readily apparent in the archaeological 
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record and in some ways appears to substantiate theo
ries of a more generalised urban decline, although the 
graphic nature of the decline of the epigraphic evi
dence itself, may in fact have exaggerated its signifi
cance. Equally, it is likely that different parts of the 
Empire were affected in different ways. It is suggest
ed that, on the basis of the epigraphic evidence, North 
African cities, for example, apparently maintained a 
vigorous municipal life throughout the fourth century 
(Lepelley 1992). A similarly dynamic urban life has 
been argued for Antioch and other cities in Syria, which 
flourished in the fourth and fifth centuries prior to an 
apparently dramatic decline in the sixth century (Ken
nedy 1985). The growing importance of Christianity 
and the rise in episcopal power also caused significant 
changes in the physical appearance of cities. From the 
fourth century onwards local bishops played an in
creasingly central role in local civic administration and 
civil defense as the state became increasingly unwil
ling or unable to fulfill these needs, (Dagron 1977, 19-
23; Liebeschuetz 1992b, 228-235 for the example of 
Synesius ofCyrenaica). The increasing status ofthe 
bishop is reflected in the changing urban topography 
of the later Roman Empire in which large eccle
siastical buildings appear to dominate the shrinking 
areas of the fortified cities. This view has been rein
forced by excavations in recent decades which have 
demonstrated that within towns in all parts of the 
Roman world, Christian "quarters" were established, 
and churches assumed a degree of architectural pro
minence within (and without) the city walls (Sodini 
1993, 157-161). These factors, combined with the 
growing insecurity of the frontiers, meant that the 
urban centres ofthe late-antique and early-Byzantine 
world, in many ways bore little physical resemblance 
to their early-Imperial predecessors. 

In essence then, the towns and cities of the Roman 
world were faced with an increasingly centralized 
imperial bureaucracy and administration coupled with 
an increasingly demanding imperial exchequer. In 
the words of Haldon, "the cities lost their role as 
crucial fiscal intermediaries in the extraction by the 
state of its revenues" (1990, 96) These factors led to 
significant changes in local government structure, 
with many of the tasks and powers of local civil 
administration devolving to local landowners and to 
the church, the hierarchy of which became to some 
extent a replacement for the curial hierarchy of the 
early Empire, although this was never formally estab
lished in the eastern Empire, as it was in the west 
(Haldon 1990, 97). This paper intends to examine the 
changing fortunes of the towns and cities of Epirus 
against this background and also in the light of the 
factors which affected Epirus specifically, including 
the nature of the barbarian incursions which occurred 
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from the late fourth century onwards, with specific 
reference to the emerging archaeological evidence. 

Butrint and Epirus 

The administrative reforms ofDiocletian at the end 
of the third and start ofthe fourth centuries AD creat
ed the province ofEpirus Nova from part of the for
mer province ofMacedonia. From this point onwards 
the original province of Epirus was known as Epirus 
Vetus. The two provinces were part of the diocese of 
Eastern Illyricum under control of the praefectus pre
torio Illyrici. While the precise geographical borders 
of the provinces are not known, broadly speaking, 
Epirus Nova occupied most of modem Albania with 
its provincial capital at Dyrrachium, while Epirus 
Vetus comprised the southern-most part of Albania 
and north-western Greece, as far south as the Ambra
cian Gulf, with its provincial capital at Augustus's 
victory city, Nikopolis (fig. 1). It was an area with a 
long history of urbanism. According to Pliny, there 
were 150 cities in Macedonia, in contrast to their appa
rent paucity in northern Illyricum and Thrace. How
ever, by the time Hierocles compiled the Synekdemos 
in the fifth century, there were less than 50 in the 
same area (Jones 1964, 716). 

Butrint (fig. 2) lies on the coast on the north-west 
of the province ofEpirus Vetus. Founded in the eighth 
century BC, it seems to have escaped the destructive 
actions of L. Aemilius Paullus following the Roman 
conquest of 167 BC. Cicero wrote of Caesar's inten
tion to establish a colony of veterans at Butrint, but it 
was a later plan, to settle Italians displaced by the 
veteran settlements in Italy, which led to the eventual 
establishment of the Roman colony (Purcell 1987, 
75). The colony was fully established under Augus
tus and during the early Empire it developed into a 
prosperous maritime town. Historically, little is 
known ofButrint's fortunes during the later Roman 
period, although its bishops are mentioned twice in 
connection with ecclesiastical disputes of the fifth 
and sixth centuries (Ugolini 1936, 319-322). It ap
pears, in common with many of the towns ofEpirus, 
to have had a brief revival around the reign of 
Justinian before falling victim to the vicissitudes of 
the late sixth and early seventh centuries which 
caused the apparent eclipse of many of the towns of 
Greece and the Balkans. It re-emerged in the high 
Byzantine period, appearing sporadically in later 
medieval sources, prior to its eventual capture by the 
Turks in the seventeenth century (Ugolini 1937, 102). 
By the time it was visited by Colonel William Leake 
at the start of the nineteenth century (Leake 1835, 95-
101) it had dwindled to a few fisherman's huts 
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grouped around the channel-side Venetian castle. 
Archaeological excavations were carried out on a 
large scale by an Italian mission in the 1930's under 
Count Luigi Maria Ugolini, and have been continued 

since the 1950s by the Albanian Institute of 
Archaeology and Institute ofMonuments. In 1991, a 
joint Greek-Albanian mission was launched to in
vestigate the foundation phases of the city, and this 
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Butrint 

Butrint Channel 

Fig. 2 - Plan of Butrint. 

was followed, in 1994, by a joint Anglo-Albanian 
mission to investigate the late-antique and Byzantine 
phases of Butrint and also the changing relationship 
of Butrint with its hinterland and surrounding en
vironment. The purpose of this paper is to examine 
the archaeology of Butrint within the wider context 
oflate-Roman urbanism in Epirus. 

An overall examination of the remains visible at 
Butrint provides little evidence of new construction 
work being carried out during the late third and fourth 
centuries, and no epigraphic evidence has been dis
covered relating to this period. It is likely that the 
town suffered fairly catastrophic damage in an earth
quake, perhaps one of those recorded during the 360s 
such as the so-called "Universal earthquake" of 365 
(Di V ita 1995), or possibly that which is recorded by 
Cedrenus as devastating the coast of Epirus during 
the reign ofGratian (375-382)(Guidoboni 1994, 259-
274). Precise dating is lacking for these events, but it 
seems likely that the statues discovered by U golini in 
the theatre and in the city fountain may have toppled 
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during an earthquake and were left lying where they 
fell. Similarly, it is possible that the crude reinforcing 
of the third-century extension of the town's aqueduct 
which can be seen near the fountain also dates to this 
period. This reinforcement was executed with earth
bonded masonry, a building technique that becomes 
familiar throughout Butrint's later Roman history. 

There is little to suggest any renewed activity until 
the end of the fifth century although it is possible that 
a bath building underlying the sixth-century baptistry 
may date to the fourth or fifth centuries, as may the 
baths near the present entrance (Delaine 1988, 19). 
The theatre appears to have gradually disappeared 
under accumulated hill wash as the system of terra
ces, which probably revetted the steeply sloping acro
polis, collapsed. The relatively intact nature of the 
theatre suggests that this happened at an early date as 
only the upper levels of the cavea were spoliated for 
use in the later medieval walls. A post-roman col
lapse of the hillside would also account for the rise in 
ground level which occurred prior to the construction 
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of the later medieval church to the east of the theatre, 
which was largely demolished by Ugolini. It is likely 
that further buildings in the city may have been aban
doned in the same way as the theatre, although this is 
difficult to determine in the absence of detailed 
records ofUgolini's excavations. 

As mentioned previously, it was during the late
fifth and early-sixth centuries that the town, in com
mon with many other towns in Epirus and the Bal
kans, underwent an apparent revival prior to the de
cline of the seventh century, in terms ofboth public 
and private building. During the late fifth century a 
large palace was constructed, similar to other examp
les elsewhere in the Mediterranean (Ellis 1985), with 
a huge central tri-conch dining room. The excava
tions have revealed, however, no sign of the rich mar
ble or mosaic decoration which might be expected in 
a building of this character, and it seems that this 
grandiose structure was never fully completed. Con
struction was apparently halted prior to the construc
tion of the new city fortifications at the end of the 
fifth or beginning of the sixth century, and it is pos
sible that work on the palace was halted by the 
building of the wall, which blocked the palace's ac
cess to the channel side (Gilkes pers. comm; Hodges 
& Sarac;:i et al1997: forthcoming). The new fortifica
tions (Karaiskaj 1983) enclosed a greater area than 
the original Hellenistic wall, although they excluded 
the extensive suburb which had developed on the 
southern side of the channel during the early Imperial 
period (Hodges & Sarac;:i et al 1997: forthcoming). 
Further construction included at least two grandiose 
public buildings in the form of the great basilica and 
the baptistry which probably date to the second quar
ter of the sixth century (Meksi 1983; Hodges & Sara
c;:i et al1997: forthcoming). The baptistry is a remark
able circular structure, paved with a spectacular para
disiacal mosaic, with a central font supplied with 
heated water. The great basilica with its polygonal 
apse and tri-partite transept was built on an equally 
grand scale. The fragmentary remains of its mosaic 
pavement suggest a date contemporary with the bap
tistry. A second smaller basilica, probably late anti
que in date and featuring a geometric mosaic, has 
been found on the acropolis (Ugolini 1937, 175). 

The less grandiose late-antique phases at Butrint 
are characterised by the construction of earth-bonded 
structures which subdivide the earlier Roman build
ings. These crudely constructed walls have appeared 
in every area of the town which has been excavated, 
although secure dating for them is lacking in most 
areas. It is likely that, in common with other Roman 
towns, this sort of expedient construction, which has 
been recognised in late phases ofbuilding throughout 
the Roman world (cf. Potter 1995, pp), came into use 

from the fourth century onwards if not before and this 
seems to have been the case at Butrint (see above). 

The nature and chronology of the early-Byzantine 
"revival" at Bntrint 

Although the excavations at Butrint are still at an 
early stage, it is clear that the apparent revival in the 
city's fortunes around the end of the fifth and begin
ning of the sixth century is more complex than it 
might first appear. The archaeology ofButrint during 
the fourth to early seventh centuries demonstrates a 
number of characteristics which can be summarised 
under the following headings. 
1. Major building projects; the tri-conch palace, the 
fortifications, the two basilicas and the baptistry. 
2. The presence of large quantities of imported 
ceramics, in particular bulk transport amphora. 
3. The abandonment of former public spaces such 
as the theatre. 
4. Poorly built, ephemeral buildings utilising earth
bonded masonry and spolia. 

1 and 2 could be construed as signifying growth 
and urban vitality, while 3 and 4 could be seen as 
signs of decline. When expressed chronologically the 
picture becomes more complex (fig. 3). 

It is clear that elements that could arguably be 
construed as signs of vitality or decline were occur
ring contemporaneously. Furthermore, although the 
excavations have so far been on a limited scale, it 
appears that these elements interact spatially as well 
as chronologically. Therefore it seems that a specta
cular building such as the baptistry existed literally 
surrounded by ramshackle huts and piles of house
hold rubbish. Contemporaneously, the tri-conch pala
ce, construction of which had been abandoned for at 
least two decades prior to the building of the baptistry 
and basilica, was occupied in an equally haphazard 
fashion, and the rooms which had been designed to 
house elegant mosaics were used alternately for mid
dens and burials (Gilkes pers. comm). It appears that 
various apparently disparate elements are emerging, 
although without further excavations and quantifi
cation of the ceramic evidence it is only possible to 
draw inferences rather than defmite conclusions. How
ever, preliminary indications are that: 
1. The appearance of poorly built structures and 
the abandonment of public buildings are not indica
tive of economic decline per se. 
2. Construction of new fortifications and grandiose 
ecclesiastical monuments, equally, are not necessar
ily indicative of an overall "revival" of civic fortunes. 
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It is clear that the situation is too complex to be 
categorised by simple terms such as revival, urban 
continuity or decline, all of which are, to some extent, 
products of the academic ideologies which first coin
ed them. Prior to attempting any analysis of these 
factors it seems opportune to examine some of these 
aspects in the wider context of the provinces ofEpi
rus Vetus and Epirus Nova as a whole. 

I Major building works 

F ortijications 
Fortifications are a common feature of the towns 

ofEpirus in the fourth, fifth and early sixth centuries 
(Gregory 1982; 1987; Ba<;e 1979), although few have 
been dated with complete satisfaction. Until recently, 
many have been dated on the basis of their appear
ance or otherwise in Procopius's The Buildings, which 
records Justinian's attempts to defend the southern 
Balkans through the construction of a network of 
defenses (Buildings, IV). Possibly a disproportionate 
amount of importance is attached to whether or not a 
town appears in Procopius' list which itself may have 
been gleaned from official sources rather than per
sonal knowledge (Cameron 1985, 86, 94). The Build
ings is a work of panegyric, which is not a genre of 
late-antique literature noted for its devotion to accur
acy (Cameron 1985). There is little reason to suppose 
that Procopius ever visited Epirus or was familiar 
with many of the towns on the list, which has been 
shown to be generally unreliable as a means of dating 
fortifications in Epirus. The town ofByllis, for examp
le, is absent from the list, but has fortifications which 
are dated by an inscription to the reign of Justinian 
(Anamali 1993, 453). The fortifications of Dyrra
chium also, which are recorded by Procopius as a 
construction of Justinian, appear to date largely to the 
reign of Anastasius (Anamali 1993, 451). However, 
Procopius's description ofPhoenice, which is one of 
the most detailed from the section referring to Epirus, 
appears, in the light of environmental work carried 
out as part of the Butrint project, to be largely accur
ate. Procopius describes Phoenice as standing on low 
lying ground, surrounded by stagnant water, which 
caused Justinian to construct its new fortifications on 
a nearby hill (Buildings IV. I. 37, 38). The late Roman 
settlement ofPhoenice appears to have occupied the 
same site as the modern village, lying at the foot of 
the hill which was occupied by the ancient capital of 
the Epirot League (Ugolini 1932). However, the late
Roman fortifications defend the hilltop rather than 
the late Roman settlement. The preliminary results of 
environmental work suggest that Lake Butrint origin
ally extended as far as Phoenice, but was in the pro-
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cess of silting up and retreating which would have 
created the stagnant environment described by Pro
copius (Hodges & Sara<;i et a!: forthcoming). 

The fortifications of the towns ofEpirus in many 
cases, such as that of the town ofOnchesmos, did not 
enclose the entire inhabited area, and in some in
stances such as that ofNikopolis (Gregory 1987, 255) 
and Byllis (Mu<;aj 1990; Anamali 1993, 452), sub
stantially reduced the size of previously defended 
areas. The fortifications of Butrint in fact enclose a 
large area, around sixteen hectares, although this may 
be due to the convenience of utilising the naturally 
defensive characteristics of the terrain. It does not 
necessarily follow that the size of the defended area 
reflects the size of the occupied area, or even that the 
main occupied area lay with the wall circuit. Excav
ations throughout the Balkans have continually de
monstrated that the walled areas of towns were often 
sparsely populated, apparently occupied mainly by 
churches and administrative buildings as appears to 
have been the case at Tsarichin Grad (Bavant 1984; 
Poulter 1992, 125) and Nicopolis ad !strum in Bul
garia (Poulter 1995). At both these sites, the Justin
ianic settlements were built on virgin ground and thus 
a picture of sparse intramural occupation is much 
easier to define than it is at sites such as Butrint where 
the early Byzantine settlement is a continuation of an 
earlier Roman site. Although the excavation of many 
of the fortified sites of Epirus has been limited, it 
does not seem unlikely that towns such as Byllis were 
relatively sparsely occupied, the fortified area con
taining mainly churches. Furthermore, it is clear that, 
whatever their role, the tiny fortified sites such as 
Zaradishte and Qafa (Anamali 1993) cannot be said 
to be populated urban centres in any traditional sense, 
although it is possible that the populations may have 
been dispersed within the hinterland (see below). 

Public buildings 
During the late fifth and early sixth centuries 

some of the most spectacular buildings ever to grace 
the southern Balkans were constructed. The eccle
siastical architecture ofEpirus combined elements of 
the architecture of Italy and the west with the sump
tuous decorations of the Aegean coastlands and North 
Africa (Krautheimer 1986, 131, 266). The churches 
of Epirus display a number of characteristics which 
can be individually distinguished in other locations, 
demonstrating the extent of a relatively well defined 
sphere of architectural interaction, which included 
Greece, in particular Thessalonika, Dalmatia, and 
northern and southern Italy, in particular Puglia, which 
contains some ofthe closest surviving parallels to the 
Epirot churches, such as Madonna dell' Alto near 
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Campi (Jularo 1974, 121), which features external 
buttresses on the apse and a probable tri-partite tran
sept (see below), and Santa Maria della Croce at 
Casaranello {Trinci-Cecchelli 1979) which was decor
ated with mosaics which display strikingly similar 
characteristics to those of Butrint and Nikopolis. 
Similarly, the tri-partite transept, which appears in 
the fourth century in Rome and Milan, reappears later 
in sixth century Epirus at Nikopolis (cf. Krautheimer 
1986, 131 ), Byllis (Mus:aj 1987; 1993), Butrint 
(Meksi 1983; Hodges & Saras:i et a/1997), and Ara
paj (Hidri 1986). Other features common to the chur
ches ofEpirus include external buttresses on the apse, 
which can be seen most notably at Nikopolis (Pallas 
1977, 134-136), and are also common in Dalmatia 
(Chevalier 1995, 53). Tri-conch churches also appear 
in a variety of forms ranging from the isolated tri
conch such as that at Antigonea (Budina 1977, 225-
228) to the "false" tri-conches such as Arapaj (Hidri 
1986) and Dodona and Paramythia {Pallas 1971, 236-
238) in which the transept arms are extended with 
lateral apses (Krautheimer 1986, 266). Perhaps the 
finest of these buildings is the extraordinary circular 
baptistry of Butrint, which rivals, or even surpasses, 
the great baptistries of Rome, Ravenna and Milan 
and, like many of the Epirot churches, was decorated 
with lavish mosaics of a fluid and elegant style. 

Tri-concb 

City walls 

Baptistry 

Basilica 

Emrlier 
public areas 

300-350 

E11rtb-bondoo Appearance of 

350-400 

walls earth-bonded structures 

Imported Amphora and 
ceramics finewares 

400-450 

These buildings form an integral part of the urban 
landscape of late-antique Epirus and more than any
thing else, lead to the perhaps misleading impression 
of the opulence and vitality of the early-Byzantine 
towns of the province. While study of the architec
tural elements of these buildings is useful and can, in 
the case of features such as the transept (Krautheimer 
1969) and the ambo (Matthews 1962; Sodini 1975) 
raise intriguing questions of ecclesiastical jurisdic
tion and the nature of the liturgy practiced, it is im
portant that isolated examination of the Christian 
monuments does not lead to general judgements 
regarding the overall vitality or otherwise of the town. 
Well-appointed churches were but one aspect of the 
topography of the early-Byzantine town, albeit a high
ly visible one, and their presence needs to be exam
ined within the framework of urban life as a whole. 
It should be noted that the known public buildings in 
Epirus, with the exception of the circular forum at 
Dyrrachium (usually credited to Anastasius (491-
518) who is recorded as adorning the city ofhis birth 
with lavish monuments (Anamali 1993, 449), are all 
Christian and may therefore reflect a vitality which 
did not extend beyond ecclesiastical life. 

450-500 500.550 550-600 600-650 

Fig. 3 - Chronological relationships of archaeological remains at Butrint 
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2 Ceramics 

Preliminary examination of the pottery finds from 
Butrint, in particular those from the tri-conch palace, 
has produced a sequence which extends into the 
seventh century AD, prior to a hiatus which lasts until 
the ninth century. The tri-conch excavations produc
ed a sherd of Hayes 91D (600-650AD) which was 
overlain by deposits containing eastern Mediterran
ean amphora (Oliver Gilkes, pers. comm). It there
fore appears that Butrint was participating to some 
extent in international trade networks into the early 
seventh century (Panella 1993). At nearby Onches
mos (the modem Saranda), excavations have produc
ed a sequence comprising largely similar material, 
although activity at Onchesmos was terminated by a 
disastrous fire, associated by its excavator, Kosta 
Lako, with the Slavic raiding of c.587, on the basis of 
numismatic evidence. Lako's excavations also pro
duced quantities of a type of globular coarseware vase, 
the handles of which are applied directly to the rim 
and coarsewares featuring incised decoration of undu
lating horizontal lines (Lako 1984, 196; 1991, 186). 
These coarsewares have proved ubiquitous within 
Old and New Epirus on both coastal and inland sites 
including Berat, Butrint, Symize, Pogradec, Lin, 
Blace, Kanine, and Burrel (Komata 1986, 256), and 
also Arapaj (Hidri 1991, 220-221). Other ceramic 
finds include oval or round jugs painted with broad 
red stripes (Komata 1986: 258), similar to examples 
found in southern Italy (Whitehouse 1966). Substan
tial work of quantification and petrological analysis 
of fabrics is required in the field of ceramics in Alba
nia. However, in general the situation appears similar 
to that ofltaly, in which the imported ceramics were 
largely confined to the coastal regions (where they 
are found in substantial quantities used in conjunc
tion with vessels of local manufacture) and failed to 
penetrate much beyond the coastal plain (see Maraz
zi, forthcoming, for a summary of recent work on 
ceramics in Italy). In Old and New Epirus, coastal 
sites such as Butrint (Lako 1981 ), Onchesmos (Lako 
1984; 1991) and Dyrrachium (Tartari 1982) have pro
duced large quantities of imported ceramics particul
arly amphora, whereas at sites further inland such as 
Paleokastra (near Gjirokastra) imported ceramics are 
in the minority (Bac;e 1981, 217) and at the fortified 
hilltop settlement of Symize (of the type discussed 
below) there was no imported terra sigillata, only a 
few fragments of amphora and very little red stripe 
pottery, although there were substantial amounts of 
the coarseware mentioned previously (Karaiskaj 1979, 
188-189). It is therefore probable that on the coast at 
least, the towns participated actively in Mediter
ranean-wide trading networks to a significant extent 
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prior to a sudden halt around the late sixth, and early 
to mid seventh century, respectively in the case of 
Onchesmos and Butrint. (Dyrrachium remained in 
Byzantine hands and has an unbroken sequence of 
amphora finds which lasts until the twelfth century). 

3 Changing use of public spaces 

The encroachment on, or change in use of, former 
public spaces has been noted in many parts of the 
Roman empire (cf. Potter 1995) and is readily appa
rent within Greece and Illyricum. At Stobi in Mace
donia Secunda, the theatre was closed under orders of 
Theodosius and rapidly began to fill with rubbish and 
alluvial hill wash, and was then used as residential 
building space while the cavea was spoliated for 
building material (Wiseman 1984, 295). At Sirmium 
also, monuments such as the hippodrome were sur
rounded by poor quality dwellings and burials ap
peared within the urban area (Bavant 1984, 261). 
Similar processes were occuring the provinces of 
Epirus. As previously noted, the theatre at Butrint 
was abandoned during the late Roman period. At 
Byllis also the theatre was apparently robbed for 
wall-building materials and a large lime kiln was 
constructed in the forum presumably for the reutili
sation of monumental marble (N. Ceka, pers. comm.). 
The vast amphitheatre at Dyrrachium was abandon
ed, its seating was robbed, and burials began to be 
inserted in the accumulating rubbish. A small fune
rary chapel was built in the amphitheatre's substruc
ture, protruding through the seating banks (Miraj 
1986; Gega 1993, 527). At Nikopolis, large areas of 
the city were left outside the early Byzantine wall 
circuit (Gregory 1987) and similar contractions are 
noted at Byllis and Saranda (see above). It seems 
likely that, as elsewhere in Greece (Gregory 1982), 
important former public areas were excluded from 
the new defenses. 

At the same time upkeep and maintenance of the 
urban infrastructure seems to have declined. Much of 
the areas excavated at Butrint were choked with the 
detritus of everyday life such as broken amphora and 
midden deposits which appear to have existed in 
close proximity to the more grandiose structures of 
the late antique town. It therefore appears that, as has 
been suggested for other areas of the Empire, we are 
witnessing a change in priorities among the urban 
population and its governing bodies, reflected in the 
abandonment of the monuments which had played 
such an important role in the civic life of the early 
Empire, in response to the institutional changes 
described earlier (Liebeschi.itz 1992a). 
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4 Simplification of secular building 

The towns of Epirus, or at least their ordinary 
inhabitants both within and without their walls, in 
common with many other Roman towns, adopted 
more makeshift and expedient approaches to building 
in the late-Roman and early Byzantine period. This 
phenomenon has been observed at numerous sites 
throughout the Mediterranean and the Balkans, where 
the monumental buildings which so dominated the 
towns of the early Empire were subdivided and re
placed with haphazard constructions of spolia, wood, 
mudbrick and earth-bonded masonry, which often 
encroached on the areas of former public buildings 
(see in particular Brogiolo 1995 and Marazzi, forth
coming for recent studies in Italy). There are many 
examples of this within Greece; for example at Argas 
and Thessalonika, normally one or two roomed struc
tures characterised by the presence of frequent cis
terns and storage jars (pithoi) (Sodini 1984, 371-373). 
Butrint also, is no exception to this and late earth
bonded walls can be seen all over the city, within the 
earlier Roman structures. As at other sites around the 
Mediterranean it seems that this technique was cer
tainly utilised from the fourth century onwards (Pot
ter 1995; Poulter 1995). Similar earth-bonded struc
tures can be seen abutting the interior side of the 
fortification wall at Nikopolis (Hellenkemper 1987, 
248) and were also found during Muyaj's excava
tions of the sixth-century basilicas at Byllis (Mu9aj 
1993). Byllis has similarities with the example ofthe 
Lechaion basilica at Corinth, which had poor quality 
buildings clustered around its flanks and intruding 
into the north arm of the atrium (Sodini 1984, 374). 
The appearance of these makeshift structures in Ro
man towns has been attributed to a number of causes 
such as an influx of refugees from the countryside 
displaced by barbarian incursions, although this 
explanation, advanced by Sinclair Hood, who uncov
ered a substantial settlement of these poorly-built 
structures dating from the latter half of the sixth 
century at Emporia on the Aegean island of Chios 
(Hood 1970; 1989, 3) has been challenged, not alto
gether convincingly, by Gregory (1986, 170-171; see 
also Rosser 1996). On the mainland these rather ephe
meral structures could also be seen as a symptom of 
the late-Roman polarisation of wealth (Brown 1971, 
34), evidence of a general unwillingness on the part 
of the populace to invest their wealth in something as 
immovable as bricks and mortar in the face of the 
generalised political instability, a decline in dispos
able wealth itself, or a lack of available materials or 
craftsmen to work them. Whatever the cause or com
bination of causes, it is clear that the face of domestic 
architecture and public monuments changed radical-

ly in Butrint and the towns of Epirus in the late 
Roman period. 

Population 

The question of urban and rural depopulation has 
been much debated. A depopulation of the country
side, as seems to have occurred, for example, in Nori
cum and Pannonia, would have rendered it impos
sible to sustain large urban populations (Poulter 
1992, 121), at least away from the coastal plain. The 
historical sources maintain that by the middle of the 
sixth century, rural life was becoming increasingly 
difficult to sustain in the face of barbarian raiding, 
increasing fiscal demands and other factors such as 
the plague which intermittently ravaged the Byzan
tine world from the 540s onwards. The crushing 
burdens of taxation which fell most heavily on the 
small peasant freeholders, probably meant that they 
lacked the surplus to recover from sudden misfortune 
such as barbarian raiding or a series of bad harvests 
(Jones 1964, 774). For many the only solution was to 
abandon their land and find employment with a 
neighbour, or to leave the area entirely. It is, how
ever, also worth considering that Justinian's legisla
tion to protect smallholders from the activities of 
moneylenders in Thrace and Illyricum suggests that 
there was still a relatively large number of peasant 
farmers to be exploited in the Balkans (Jones 1964, 
779). Survey work around Butrint and in Greece 
appears to bear out this suggestion. In the region of 
Boetia in southern Greece, the countryside appears to 
have been thriving from the fourth until possibly the 
mid-seventh century with an apparently dramatic 
recovery in rural population (Bintliff 1991, 126). The 
existing survey material from central Greece gives a 
"remarkably coherent pattern" in which numbers of 
sites remain constant from around 200BC-300AD 
prior to a sharp rise in numbers in the late antique 
period (Alcock 1993, 48). The initial results of the 
Butrint survey appear to conform to this pattern and 
indicate a high level of extra-mural occupation with
in the city's hinterland (Hodges & Sara9i et al1997 
forthcoming). In the late Roman period the small site 
ofDiaporit, on the eastern shore ofLake Butrint, also 
gained a substantial basilica and what may be a bath 
house, and many of the sites on the south side of the 
Vivari channel may also have continued in use in this 
period. Elsewhere in the Balkans, at Nicopolis ad 
!strum (Poulter 1995, 46), the main settlement area 
was in fact, external to the wall circuit and at Tsari
chin Grad (Bavant 1984, 284-285; cf. Poulter 1992) 
the surrounding countryside also appears to have been 
densely populated. In Greece also, for example at 
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Corinth, it appears that populations were not confin
ed to the walled areas (Gregory 1982, 52). The popu
lations of the fortified areas are difficult to evaluate, 
and attempts to calculate population on a basis of the 
size of the area enclosed by the wall space seem 
obviously hazardous (Davis 1996, 461). At Butrint, 
the rather poorly built structures discussed above are 
present in all areas of the town which have been ex
cavated, indicating a possibly substantial inter-mural 
population, although it is likely that some of the 
visible buildings may date to the late medieval and 
post-medieval periods. A large inter-mural popula
tion would be at odds with the situation observed by 
Poulter at Nicopolis ad !strum (Poulter 1992, 45) and 
elsewhere and it seems likely that the answer to this 
question can only be provided by large-scale strati
graphic excavation 

The end of the Greco-Roman town 

It is probable that the Slavic invasions of the 
southern Balkans and their subsequent settlement in 
the late sixth and early seventh centuries had a 
serious effect on urban life. That it was sometimes a 
violent process has been graphically illustrated by 
Kosta Lako's excavations at Saranda, where much of 
the intramural area is covered by a layer of burnt 
material dated by late sixth-century material includ
ing a coin ofJustin II (Lako 1984, 157-159). Eviden
ce of contemporary destruction has also been found 
at nearby Phoenice (Ugolini 1932, 1 08), and at Mesa
plik near Vlore (Komata 1984, 196) among many 
other examples. 

The historical sources indicate that the presence 
of the Slavic invaders instigated a large scale aban
donment of many of the urban centres of Greece and 
the southern Balkans. The Chronicle ofMonemvasia 
describes how refugees from the Slavic invasions fled 
to the mountains, or escaped to Italy, or the Aegean 
islands. It is supported by other sources such as Are
thas of Caesarea, who describes how in the tenth 
century, the town of Patras was returned to its ori
ginal site after occupying an alternative site in 
Calabria for three centuries: 

"Here in the fourth year of his (Nicephorus 's) 
reign, took place the transfer of Patras of the 
Peloponnesus, our country, from the Calabrian 
city of Rhegium to the ancient city of Patras. For 
it had been driven away or rather forced to 
migrate by the nation of the Slavs when they 
invaded the First and Second Thessaly and in 
addition the country of the Aeniantes and that of 
the Locrians, both the Epiknemidian and Ozo
lians, and also ancient Epirus, Attica and Euboea 
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and the Peloponnesus, driving away and destroy
ing the noble Hellenic nations ........ They (the 
Slavs) dwelt there from the sixth year of the 
Emperor Maurice. "(trans, Charanis 1950, 152) 

This picture of abandonment is reinforced by spo
radic ecclesiastical sources. In the early seventh cen
tury Pope Honorius wrote to the four remaining 
bishops ofEpirus (beside that ofNikopolis). Three of 
the four bishops appear to have been refugees who 
were guests of the fourth, who was the bishop ofKer
kyra (cf. Wozniak 1987, 267), (the island of Corfu, 
which lies off the coast of Albania within a few kilo
metres ofButrint). A similar story is told by a letter 
from Pope Gregory to Bishop John of Lezha at the 
end of the sixth century, in which the Pope informed 
Bishop John, who was residing at Squillace in south
em Italy, that his bishopric (Lezha in northern Alba
nia) was in the hands of the barbarians (cf. Meksi 
1985, 14). 

The idea that many of the towns of Epirus were 
largely abandoned in this period is strongly supported 
by the archaeological evidence, or rather the lack of 
it. With the exception ofDyrrachium which remained 
a Byzantine stronghold, there is little evidence for 
continued occupation of the Roman urban centres. 
The excavations at Butrint have produced no evi
dence of occupation of the city between the early 
seventh and late ninth centuries and in many cases 
the high Byzantine occupation levels rest directly 
upon those of late antiquity. As Roskams wrote, the 
idea that urban continuity is inherently more likely 
than discontinuity, if only archaeological techniques 
were advanced enough to find it, can no longer be 
accepted (Roskams 1996, 264), and it seems there
fore reasonable to allow some credence to suggestions 
of abandonment of many urban areas (see below). 

Alongside the older Roman towns with their 
imposing fortifications and ecclesiastical monuments, 
and as well as fortresses such as Paleokastra on the 
Drina river (Bac;e 1981) which appear to be typical 
Justinianic frontier defenses, another type of settle
ment was also developing in Epirus and the Balkans 
during the late Roman and early Byzantine period. 
These were small forts or kastra placed in highly 
defensive locations which bore little resemblance to 
the classical cities which occupied the lowland val
leys and coastal_ plains. Large numbers of these 
fortresses have been excavated in Epirus Nova and 
southern Prevalitaine. While a certain amount of mate
rial has been found within the fortresses, most datable 
material has been found within associated cemeteries 
which, according to the excavators, demonstrate that 
the sites were occupied between the sixth and eighth 
centuries (Komata 1976). These settlements are there-
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fore cited as evidence of the continuation of urban 
life within the boundaries of the modem Albania 
(Komata 1976, 184; Anamali 1979, 14). Unfortuna
tely, until recently the investigation of these settle
ments was bound up with the ideological requirements 
of post war Albania, which sought the to establish 
origins of modem Albanians in the pre-Roman Illy
rian population (Miraj & Zeqo 1993). Despite these 
problems, these excavations have quite conclusively 
demonstrated the existence of post-Roman settlements 
within the southern Balkans, although who the occu
pants of these sites were is open to question. An 
interesting parallel can be drawn between these 
settlements and that of Golemanovo Kale near Sado
wetz in Bulgaria, which was a small settlement of 
earth-bonded buildings with wood and clay super
structures built on a fortified spur and occupied around 
the late sixth and early seventh centuries. Its excav
ator identified it as a settlement ofGermanfoederati, 
on the basis of Germanic items found in association 
with Byzantine items, although he emphasised that it 
was essentially a fortified village occupied by pea
sants (Bersu 1938; Hood 1989, 5). Both Hood and 
Bersu were of the opinion that these fortified settle
ments were not the result of an autonomous initiative 
on the part of the local indigenous population, but 
were deliberately established as a matter of imperial 
policy as the Danubian limes collapsed. Both explan
ations remain fraught with problems of modem Bal
kan political ideology. It is clear, however, that this 
type of settlement cannot be said to be "urban" in any 
traditional sense, and represents a radical departure 
from the Greco-Roman city, in which urban life seems 
to be all but extinguished by the mid-seventh century. 

Discussion 

We are left then with towns of apparently rather 
curious appearance during the fifth and sixth cen
turies in Epirus, the more densely occupied of which, 
such as Butrint, to our minds, might resemble some
what ramshackle villages placed within imposing 
fortifications and dominated by sumptuous ecclesias
tical buildings, surrounded by the crumbling fabric of 
the earlier Roman centre. Within these towns occupa
tion apparently ceased around the middle of the 
seventh century. 

Recent thought on the "city" in late antiquity has 
in general departed from the urban collapse model 
popular in the 1960s, in which the Roman cities were 
overwhelmed by barbarian invaders. Instead, a pro
cess of general transition is envisaged (albeit with 
substantial regional variation), starting from the third 
century, in which the changes in administrative struc-

ture outlined at the start of this paper, instigated a 
process of change or "decline" (at least in terms of 
the classical city) which culminated in a general eclip
se of urban life in the sixth and seventh centuries. It 
is suggested that while the barbarian incursions were 
certainly a factor in this process, they did not insti
gate it, but rather exacerbated changes which had 
begun much earlier (see in general Rich 1992, in 
particular Liebeschlitz 1992a). 

Butrint suggests a situation which differs from 
both these models, although one which contains ele
ments of both. The chronology defined above (fig) 
indicates that at Butrint there was: 
1. A radical redefinition of urban topography and 
infrastructure between the fourth and sixth centuries, 
which included the abandonment offormer public spa
ces (including the theatre), the appearance ofpoorly 
constructed one or two room dwellings or work
shops, and the construction of large Christian monu
ments. 
2. The contemporaneous consumption of imported 
"luxury" products with its underlying implications of 
a relative economic vitality. This continued with no 
noticeable decline, prior to the sudden disappearance 
of these products from the archaeological record to
wards the mid seventh century, after which there is 
no discernible sign of occupation until the ninth cen
tury (cf. Lako 1981). 

In a critical assessment of the study of the early to 
middle Byzantine city in the Balkans, Archibald Dunn 
identified a series of approaches which have thus far 
been adopted. Dunn summarised these approaches 
as: "the Jonesian institutionalist approach (a concen
tration on the textual evidence of public institutional 
change within essentially civic urban communities); 
unidirectionally model driven approaches; an approach 
which seeks to link urban archaeological phenomena 
with historical narratives; Christian Archaeology, de 
facto the study of late antique Christian monuments; 
and the incipient economistic approach derived from 
intensive surveys" (Dunn 1994, 72-73). He further 
argued that a synthesis of these approaches would 
produce new definitions of transition in the Balkans, 
enabling the elements of the process (long-term eco
nomic and cultural "de-urbanisation", the abandon
ment of the Greco-Roman urban heritage, and the 
effects of war, invasion and natural disasters), to be 
disentangled from one another and reassessed on a 
new basis (Dunn 1994, 79). 

At Butrint, the separation of individual archaeo
logical phenomena into a relative chronology allows 
us to examine the different aspects in isolation and to 
suggest that, while the various elements are to some 
extent interrelated, ostensibly similar characteristics 
shared by these elements may mean entirely different 
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things at different times. In other words, the vitality 
indicated by grandiose public buildings and the vita
lity indicated by quantities of imported ceramics may 
represent different things, and not necessarily two 
sides of the same coin of"urban vitality". Equally the 
presence of poor quality ephemeral structures, their 
encroachment on former public spaces and the break
down of infrastructure cannot be seen as aspects of 
one overall decline. 

Conclusion 

The archaeology ofButrint and the cities ofEpi
rus allows us a valuable insight into the processes 
occurring within urban and rural life between the 
fourth to seventh centuries. The classical city of the 
early Empire changed radically, along with the agri
cultural economy which supported it. Smaller and 
more numerous farmsteads appear in field surveys as 
an apparent boom in the countryside between the 
fourth and sixth centuries. In turn the fortified areas 
of the towns shrunk, and became perhaps less den
sely occupied, with the urban landscape increasingly 
dominated by ecclesiastical buildings which reflec
ted the effective replacement of the curia by the 
church in the role of secular civic administration. The 
coastal cities, certainly in the case of Butrint, con
tinued to participate in the world of Mediterranean 
trade, as illustrated by the copious quantities of late 
Roman amphorae recovered from the excavations. In 
short, urban life continued throughout late antiquity, 
albeit in a way which might have been scarcely re
cognisable to a Roman of the second century AD. If 
we therefore accept the idea of a changed town, which 
by the sixth century had achieved some degree of 
equilibrium with its socio-political and economic 
environment, as opposed to one which was necessar
ily declining, we must look therefore for the possible 
reasons for its abandonment in the early seventh cen
tury. An interpretation of the archaeological evidence 
which argues for a relatively vigorous urban life until 
the early seventh century must equally suggest a 
sudden, if not catastrophic, decline. This implication 
is reinforced by the remarkable uniformity of the 
archaeological evidence from the cities of late-anti
que Epirus, which, with the exception of Dyrra
chium, show a clear cessation of occupation from the 
early to mid-seventh century which continues until 
the ninth century. The causes of this collapse are still 
open to discussion. It could have been partly due to 
environmental reasons such as those favoured by 
Wiseman for the decline of Stobi (Wiseman 1984). 
Butrint is certainly extremely vulnerable to environ
mental change, for example the rise in sea level which 
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appears to have occurred in late antiquity (Hodges & 
Sara9i et al1997) the effects of which are still appa
rent in the lower city. Alternatively we could return 
to the barbarian invasions discussed earlier, which 
have fallen from academic favour in recent years. 
The answer to this question will probably only be 
found by sustained excavation, in conjunction with a 
research framework for early Byzantine urbanism in 
the southern Balkans, which allows for all the diverse 
elements which form the topography of the late anti
que town to be assessed individually on their own 
merits, prior to attempting an interpretation of the 
whole. 
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La Maison d' Henri le Navigateur. 
Les maisons medievales de la Douane et de la Monnaie, 

un centre de la couronne portugaise dans la ville de Porto (Portugal) 

La ville de Porto dans l'Europe du bas moyen age 

A l'epoque qui nous conceme, Porto etait une des 
villes les plus importantes du Royaume du Portugal, 
etant bien inseree dans le reseau international de 
voies commerciales qui la mettait en liaison avec les 
ports de 1 'Europe atlantique a us si bien que les ports 
de la Mediterranee occidentale (fig. 1). En effet, 
apres l'ouverture du Detroit de Gibraltar a la navi
gation chretienne, a la fin du Xllleme siecle, la cote 
portugaise se situait desormais a mi chemin sur la 
plus importante route de commerce de l'Europe qui 
reliait les villes italiennes a celles de l'Europe du 
Nord. Ainsi, les villes de la cote portugaise etaient 
non seulement en liaison avec la Mediterrenee, mais 
encore cessaient d'etre une peripherie dans le cadre 
de la navigation atlantique avec 1 'Europe du Nord. 
Depuis ce moment apparaissent des sources documen
taires mentionnant la presence reguliere de marc hands 

Fig. 1 -Localisation de la vi/le de Porta, situee sur la cote 
at/antique du Nord du Portugal. 

italiens au Portugal, en meme temps que s'enregistre 
une soudaine augmentation des liaisons avec les ports 
de la France, de 1 'Angleterre et de la Flandre. La ville 
de Porto a bien reussi a s'inserer dans cette nouvelle 
situation. Les liaisons les plus anciennes et frequentes 
semblent a voir ete etablies avec la France, la Flandre 
et 1 'Angleterre. C'est seulement dans la 2eme moitie 
du XIVeme siecle qu'on trouve les premieres refe
rences au commerce entre la ville de Porto et la Medi
terranee. Cependant, dans la charte de la Douane de 
Porto, date de 1410, il n'y a encore aucune mention 
d'un commerce avec les ports mediterraneens, seules 
les relations commerciales avec la Galice, la Biscaye, 
la France, 1' Angleterre ou la Flandre etant mention
nees (Alfandega 1990, 84-87). Tout au long de ce 
siecle on voit se multiplier les allusions a la presence 
des marchands de Porto dans les ports de Valence, 
d' Aragon, de la Catalogne ainsi que dans le Nord de 
1 'Italie, a Pise et a Genes. Cette presence c' est main
tenu au moins jusq'au millieu du XVIeme siecle, 
quand la navigation portugaise s' est orientee vers 
d' autres directions (Fonseca 1980). 

Developpement urbain de Porto au bas moyen age 
et construction de la "Maison d'Henri, le Naviga
teur" 

L'existence de deux poles urbains a joue un role 
tres important dans le developpement de la ville de 
Porto, comme d' ailleurs dans beaucoup d 'autres villes 
et bourgs portugais: la partie haute (Alta), siege du 
pouvoir politique et militaire, et la partie basse ou 
Ribeira, endroit privilegie pour }'expansion des acti
vites productives et commerciales aux abords du 
fleuve Douro. ·La partie haute, fortifiee depuis au 

Archeologues. Intervention Archeologique de la Maison 
d'Henri le Navigateur (Porta). Ont aussi collabore ace texte les 
membres suivants de l'equipe archeologique: photographie et 
finalisation de dessins par Manuel Araujo; dessins d'objects par 
Pedro Baere de Faria. 
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Fig. 2 - Plan de Porta has-medieval avec la localisation 
de la Maison d 'Henri, le Navigateur. 
L 'expansion urbaine indiquee par les limites de la Cerea 
velha (enceinte ancienne; X!Jeme siecle) et de la Cerea 
femandina (enceinte du Roi Ferdinand !er; XIV erne siecle). 
Points de reference dans la ville bas-medievale: no 1: Se 
Catedral (Siege Episcopal; Xlleme-Xl!Jeme siecles); no 2: 
Mosteiro de S. Francisco (monastere de Saint-Franr;ois; 
XI!Jeme siecle; no 3: Casas da Alflindega e da Moeda/Casa 
do Infante (Douane et Hotel de la Monnaie/Maison 
d'Henri, le Navigateur; X!Veme siecle). 

moins la crise du Illeme siecle, a connu plus tard, au 
XIIeme, la reconstruction de ses murailles, ce qui a 
donne origine a la Cerea Velha (Enceinte Ancienne; 
fig. 2). En meme temps, la jurisdiction du bourg et du 
territoire limitrophe eta it confie a 1 'Eveque. La 
Cathedrale (Se; fig. 2, n° 1) et le Palais Episcopal (Par;o 
do Bispo ), dont la construction a debute aux Xlleme 
et XIIIeme siecles, sont dorenavant devenus des ele
ments dominants dans le paysage urbain de Porto. 
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Le developpement du commerce maritime inter
national et la perception des impots sur ce commerce 
ont ete a 1 'origine des conflits qui ont oppose le Roi a 
l'Eveque pendant les XIIIeme et XIVeme siecles. Il 
s'agissait du droit de chacun a }'usage du fleuve, au 
moment ou le secteur contigu au fleuve connaissait 
une forte expansion urbaine. L'installation des mona
steres deS. Francisco (Saint-Franyois; fig. 2, no 2) et 
deS. Domingos (Saint-Dominique), initiee en 1234 et 
1238, marque un moment important de cette expan
sion urbaine. Mais c'est surtout la construction de la 
Douane (Alftindega; fig. 2, n° 3) qui a marque pour 
1' avenir 1 'affirmation croissante du pouvoir royal et 
qui a aide a definir le cadre du developpement urbain 
de la partie de la ville avoisinant au fleuve. 

L'impot de la Dizima (dime) sur le commerce 
international avait apparu, depuis le siecle precedent, 
comme un droit inherent au Roi qui developpait un 
achamement special pour le d6fendre. A Porto, la tu
telle des revenus douaniers etait precisement a l'ori
gine du conflit qui opposait le monarque a l'eveque, 
seigneur de la ville. Le controle de la partie de la ville 
proche du fleuve, appelee vi/a baixa (le bas bourg), 
ou les vaisseaux accostaient, etait alors determinant 
pour la perception des droits douaniers. En 1325, les 
travaux pour la construction de 1 'edifice de la Dou
ane royale, a peine commences, ont immediatement 
engendre la protestation de l'Eveque et du Chapitre 
plaidant que l'endroit se situait dans les limites de la 
seigneurie episcopale. L'edifice ayant ete acheve mal
gre cette opposition, le differend continuait encore en 
1354, obligeant le Roi a rediger un large memoran
dum justifiant la construction par la necessite d'un 
espace reserve a 1' enmagasinage des marchandises 

Fig. 3 - Vue de l' espace 
medieval de Porta. 
Le bourg haut ou se de
tachent le Siege et le Pa
lais episcopaux, symbo
les du pouvoir de !'Eve
que, seigneur de la vi/le, 
domine la partie de la 
ville avoisinant au jleu
ve, en expansion depuis 
le Xl!Jeme siecle. C'est 
ici que sont instaltes les 
monasteres de S. Fran
cisco (Saint-Franr;ois) 
et de S. Domingos 
(Saint-Dominique). Au 
siecle suivant, le Roi 
Afonso IV a fait con
struire la Douane, puis 
son petit jils, le Roi 
Fernando fer, a ajoute 
!'hOtel de la Monnaie. 
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Fig. 4- Plan schematique des trois phases de !'organisation de l'espace edifie a la Maison d'Henri, le Navigateur. 
1: Epoque romaine (IIII!Vemes siecles); 2: Epoque medievale (X!Veme au XVIIeme siecles); 3: Epoque moderne (XVIII 
XV!Ilemes siecles au XXeme siecle). 

dechargees des vaisseaux, et aussi pour le logement 
des officiers du Roi. Les benefices seraient mutuels, 
pour la Couronne et pour I 'Eveque qui percevait la 
redizima (le dixieme de la dime). 

En meme temps, on a eu le besoin de batir une plus 
vaste enceinte comprenant les nouveaux espaces de la 
ville. La construction de la nouvelle muraille, la Cer
ea Fernandina, a ete commencee en 1334 et conclue 
dans la 2eme moitie de ce siecle, sous le regne de 
Ferdinand I er. Ce roi fut egalement responsable de la 
creation de 1 'Hotel de la Monnaie de Porto, juste a 
cote de la Douane. 

De l'epoque romaine au XXeme siecle 

Les anciennes maisons de la Douane et de la Mon
naie de Porto font l'objet d'une intervention archeo
logique depuis 1991 1 (Real et al. 1992; Dordio et al. 
1994; Real et al. 1995; Dordio et al. 1997). Cet en
semble connu comme Casa do Infante d'apres la tra
dition qui localise ici la naissance de l'Infant Henri, 
le Navigateur, a permis 1 'identification d'une sequence 
d' occupation longue et bien preservee, depuis 1 'epo
que romaine jusqu'a nos jours. 

La decouverte dans cette zone tout pres du fleuve 
des niveaux dates de l'antiquite tardive, avec aligne
ment de constructions d 'orientation differente de 
celles de l'epoque medievale, a permis la definition 
d'une large maison avec plusieurs pavements en mosai
que polychrome (fig. 4, n° 1 ), a constitue une signifi
cative contribution a la connaissance de 1' origine et de 
!'evolution de la ville. 

L'Intervention archeologique a la Maison d'Henri, le 
Navigateur, fait partie d'un project municipal de renovation des 
installations des Archives Historiques Municipales. La coordi
nation du project est assuree par Manuel Luis Real, Directeur du 
Departement des Archives, et la direction des travaux archeo
logiques par Paulo Dordio et Ricardo Jorge Teixeira. L'equipe 

Se superposant aux vestiges de !'abandon des con
structions de l'antiquite tardive et des reoccupations 
partielles datees du ha ut moyen age, les niveaux de la 
periode comprise entre les XIVeme et XVIeme sie
cles correspondent aux premieres phases du develop
pement des maisons de la Douane. Celles-ci ont leur 
origine dans un edifice de plan rectangulaire consti
tue par deux tours avec auvents orientes vers une cour 
centrale, qui a ete construite aux alentours de 1325. 
Encore au XlVeme siecle doit etre date le debut de la 
Monnaie localisee dans un espace attenant a la Dou
ane et constituant avec celle-ci une unite parfaitement 
individualisee dans la maille urbaine. Son organisation 
interne est celle d'un veritable quartier avec habita
tions et ateliers distribues dans deux ailes de construc
tions enveloppant un ample espace ouvert, designe 
par la documentation contemporaine comme pateo 
da Moeda ( cour de la Monnaie; fig. 4, n° 2). Ce "com
plexe industriel" de la Monnaie de Porto a fonctionne 
jusqu'a la fin du XVIeme siecle, quand il a ete ferme. 
Aux alentours de 1628, les maisons ruinees de l'an
cienne Monnaie ont ete adaptees pour servir comme 
magasins de pain et sucre, a louer. 

Cette organisation des espaces a ete drastiquement 
reformulee avec les travaux de la deuxieme moitie du 
XVIIeme siecle (1656 a 1677), en grande partie res
ponsables pour la structure actuelle de la Maison 
d'Henri, le Navigateur (fig. 4, no 3). Dans la deuxieme 
moitie du XVIIIeme siecle, de nouveaux travaux 
dans l 'edifice, en rapport avec une phase intense de 
reforme dans l' administration de la Douane, ont con
clu la demolition des anciennes maisons de la Mon
naie. Cependant, la Monnaie avait ete reactivee depuis 

archeologique est encore constituee par Ant6nio Luis Pereira 
(fouilles et enregistrement), Isabel Alexandra Lopes (objets 
metalliques), Manuel Araujo (photographie et dessin), Paula 
Cristina Barreira (objets ceramiques), Pedro Baere de Faria 
(dessins d'objets) et Susana Cosme (fouilles et enregistrement; 
verreries). 
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Fig. 5 -Plan des Maisons de la Douane et de la Monnaie (X/Veme au XV!Jeme siecles). 
Plan general montrant /'organisation de l'espace Mifie au moment de la reforme datee du 3eme quartduXV/leme siecle. 
Plan partiel del 'aile sud des maisons de la Monnaie: A. fin du X/Veme /debut du XVeme siecles; B. fin du XVIeme si eel e. 
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1688 et pendant le siecle suivant, se situant main
tenant a l'interieur du nouveau edifice de la Douane 
(fig. 8), qui aux alentours de 1860 a finalement cesse 
de loger cette institution. 

Classe comme monument historique national en 
1924, !'edifice a ete l'objet d'une restauration par 
l'Etat a la fin des annes 50. L' Archive Historique 
Municipale, installee ici par la suite, a realise I' etude 
historique documentale et architectonique de !'edi
fice et de !'institution douaniere. Le projet d'agran
dissement et de transformation des actuelles instal
lations de 1 'Archive Historique a cree les conditions 
pour qu 'une intervention archeologique puis se deve
lopper !'investigation deja commencee et preserver 
les vestiges identifies en vue de leur valorisation et 
integration dans le projet. 

Les Maisons de la Douane et de la Monnaie (du 
XIVeme au milieu du XVIIeme siecles) 

De plan rectangulaire, la douane royale avait deux 
hautes tours et une cour centrale (fig. 6). Les murs 
des tours sont conserves a quelques endroits jusqu' au 
3eme etage et ses fondations se trouvent bien etablies 
sur terrain ferme. L 'implantation de !'edifice sur une 
pente, tout proche du fleuve, a amene les batisseurs 
de la premiere moitie du XIVeme siecle a chercher la 
roche mere. L'analyse photogrammetrique, qui a ren
du possible la reconstitution des baies et des hauteurs 
originales, et les fouilles archeologiques ont permis 
de reconnaitre !'organisation des interieurs des tours 
et son evolution. Dans sa phase initiale, les sols du 
rez-de-chaussee etaient en terre battue, plusieurs fois 
repares. Durant la fouille de ces sols, dans la tour sud, 
on a repere, le long d'un de ses murs, une concen
tration de clous, petits morceaux de bois et plusieurs 
trous de poteau, qui ont permis la localisation de 
l'escalier assurant l'acces aux etages superieurs de la 
tour. Dans l'angle symetriquement oppose de !'autre 
tour, la charpente d'un escalier en bois a egalement 
laisse plusiers trous dans les murs. 

AuxXVeme etXVIeme siecles, les travaux d'ame
lioration de !'edifice ont entra1ne la substitution des 
sols de terre par des pavements dalles (fig. 5). A cette 
epoque, 1' acces aux etages superieurs de la tour nord 
a aussi ete ennobli par la construction d'un escalier 
en pierre. Les fondements de ce nouvel escalier sont 
une structure en angle le long des murs ouest et nord. 
Recules par rapport aux arcs donnant acces a la cour 
centrale, il y avait des cloisons separant 1 'espace inte
rieur des tours d'une partie en forme de portique 
ouvrant sur la cour. Les trous de la charpente en bois 
de ces cloisonnements etaient visibles sur les murs et 
le sol des deux tours. L'acces de l'exterieur a la cour 
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Fig. 6 - Maquette de reconstitution de !'edifice de la 
Douane (X/Veme siecle) 

s'effectuait par deux partes disposees symetrique
ment et ennoblies au XVeme siecle par la construc
tion de porches. La decouverte d'une inscription a 
permis de dater de 1432 ces travaux qui on ete effec
tues sous la direction de Gabriel Gon9alves, nomme 
almoxarife (receveur des recettes du Roi) en 1461. 

La tradition qui localise dans cet edifice la nais
sance de 1 'Infant Henri, le Navigateur, lors d'un long 
sejour de la famille royale dans la ville, se lie avec la 
discussion sur !'interpretation fonctionnelle de !'edi
fice. L'emmagasinage des marchandises et le service 
douanier etaient compatibles avec le logement des 
officiers du Roi dans les etages superieurs des tours, 
etant atteste par des references d'archives qui sem
blent meme y localiser 1 'habitation de 1 'almoxarife 
aux XIVeme et XVeme siecles (Reall994b). 

Derriere la Douane royale se situait un large espa
ce delimite par des hauts murs, ou le Roi Femando 

Fig. 8- Fourneau du XV/Jeme siecle conserve dans lemur 
de la nouvelle Monnaie (vers 1688). 
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Fig. 7 - Le Quartier de la Monnaie. Coupe trans
versale S-N. 
On aperr;oit les deux ailes de maisons et la cour 
constituant le Quartier de la Monnaie (XIVeme au 
XV!eme siecles). 
Du cote sud est indique le niveau de rehaussement 
des paves (niveau B) apres la suppression de la 
Monnaie et la realisation d 'importants travaux au 
premier quart du XV!Ieme siecle. 
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Ier avait fait installer la Monnaie de Porto2 (fig. 5). 
Des references d'archive et des vestiges architecto
niques encore visibles aujourd'hui, indiquaient la loca
lisation des batiments appartenant a cet atelier mone
taire derriere les murs des maisons de la rue Nova, 
lesquels constituaient la limite nord de la propriete 
royale. On reconnait clans ces murs les trous d'appui 
des charpentes et les corbeaux de support de la toi
ture. Les fouilles ont reconnu ensuite l'autre mur 
oppose, delimitant l'espace interieur des maisons 
pavees avec des briques (fig. 7). De l'autre cote, une 
rangee de maisons s'appuyait sur lemur limite sud. 
Ici, de meilleurs conditions de preservation ont per
mis la fouille de plusieures structures architectoni
ques (paves de terre, de dalles et de briques; murs de 
cloisonnement) se superposant. 

On a recense differentes reparations pendant la 
periode d'activite de la Monnnaie de Porto, c'est a 
dire a peu pres 200 ans, entre la fin du XIV erne et le 
debut du XVIIeme siecle. Cependant, des transfor
mations plus importantes ont eu lieu au premier quart 
du XVIIeme siecle quand la Monnaie avait deja ete 
abandonnee et ses anciennes installations se trou-

Lisboa et Porto on ete les deux hotels de la monnaie les plus 
importants du royaume de Portugal pendant le periode comprise 
entre la fin du XIVeme siecle et le debut du XVIIeme. Quelques 
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vaient en ruines. En 1608, le Roi a fait donation de 
ces maisons a la municipalite qui voulait y installer 
des greniers. Par la suite, la municipalite a fait exe
cuter des travaux, entre 1621 et 1628, pour mieux les 
adapter aux nouvaux besoins. C'est a cette occasion 
que les sols de terre battue ont ete rehausses (fig. 7, 
niveaux A et B), les murs de la fa<;ade ont ete re
montes avec une autre structure et probablement 
sureleves d'un nouvel etage. Plus tard, en 1656, lors 
du debut des travaux de demolition et d'elargissement 
de 1 'edifice de la Douane, les magasins et les services 
douaniers ont ete temporairement transferes clans ces 
maisons avant leur presque complete destruction. 

Le dedouanement 

L'interpretation des espaces des anciennes maisons 
de la Douane de Porto doit tenir compte des activites 
de dedouanement, dont le but principal etait la fisca
lisation du payement des impots de la dizima et de la 
sisa. Apres 1 'entree des bateaux clans 1 'estuaire du 
Douro et la visite a bord des officiers douaniers, les 

autres on aussi travaille mais toujours temporairement, comme 
ce fut le cas de la Monnaie d'Evora entre 1386 et 1398. 
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marchandises etaient dechargees et emmenees a la 
Maison de la Douane pour etre fiscalisees. La dizima 
etait l'impot que l'on payait au roi pour toute mar
chandise importee ou exportee du royaume, etant de 
10% de la valeur du produit en espece ou en nature. 
La sisa etait un autre impot de 10%, a payer moitie par 
le vendeur, moitie par l'acquereur. 

Les toiles et autres textiles constituaient, aux 
XIVeme, XVeme et XVIeme siecles, la plupart des 
importations, etant done d'un interet special pour les 
officiers du roi. Avant d'etre fiscalises, les textiles 
etaient scelles piece par piece avec des sceaux en 
plomb, prouvant la legalite de leur entree au royaume 
ainsi que leur fiscalisation. Ceci etait fait par un scel
leur devant la table de douane (Mesa do Despacho ) 
presidee par le juge de la douane (juiz da alfandega), 
1 'almoxarife et le greffier ( escriviio ). Le greffier des 
sisas - il y en avait parfois deux, selon les differents 
types de textiles - etait aussi present. Sur ordre du 
juge, un portier laissait entrer quatre marchands a la 
fois. Leurs produits etaient alors mesures par le medi
dor et un assistant, ainsi que peses. Le juge evaluait 
alors les produits. Tout etaient soigneusement enre
gistre et la dizima payee par les marc hand, le juge de 
la douane laissait finalement entrer les acheteurs, un 
par un. La plupart des transactions s'effectuait ainsi 
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a 1 'interieur de la Douane (Souza 1783; Lencastre 
1891; Pereira 1983, 77-85; Ferreira 1983, 83-94). Cet 
ordre etablie dans les reglements etait, dans la prati
que quotidienne remplace par la confusion regnant 
dans la douane, ce qui entra!nait la presence de nom
breuses personnes dans les lieux de dedouannement. 
La documentation mentionne aussi differents espaces 
comme la cas a de dentro, ou 1 'on accumulait les im
pots res;us pendant la joumee et la casa de cima, ou 
finalement !'argent et les marchandises etaient depo
ses (Pereira 1983, 31). 

Une significative accumulation de sceaux en plomb 
et de restes de fonte de ce metal sur une superficie 
limitee du sol en terre dans la tournord (fig. 9) eclaire 
ces operations de controle des machandises, proba
blement effectuees a ces memes endroits. Cependant, 
la plupart des sceaux provient des centres producteurs 
de textiles de 1 'Europe du nord, comme par exemple 
Augsburg en Allemagne, Haarlem en Hollande et 
plusieurs villes d 'Angleterre (fig. 12). 11 est probable 
que ces sceaux etrangers, utilises a l'origine pour le 
controle de la qualite des produits et leur taxation 
(Egan 1995 et 1996), etaient refondus, le plomb etant 
alors reutilise par les officiers portugais pour leurs 
sceaux. 
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Fig. 9 - Distribution spatiale des sceaux en plomb et des 
dechets de fonderie. Cercles: sceaux. Triangles: dechets 
de fonderie. Les triangles majeurs indiquent des moyen
nes et grandes concentrations. 
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Fig. 10 -Distribution spatia le des creusets et des coupel
les. Cercles: coupelles (Types 1 A, 1 B e 1 C de la fig. 1 3). 
Triangles: creusets a bouche triangulaire (Types 3 e 4 de 
la fig. 1 3). Carres: creusets coniques (Type 2 de la fig. 1 3). 
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Fig. 11- Distribution spatiale des flans. Cercles:jlans. Triangles: cisailles de flans. 

Le monnayage 

La possibilite d 'une intervention archeologique de 
grande surface dans un atelier de monnayage ayant 
servi de la fin du XIVeme (premiere mention d'acti
vites anterieures: 1370) a la fin du XVIeme siecle 
(dernieres references d'activite: 1587/90; extinction 
officielle: 1607) est certainement 1 'un des aspects les 
plus interessants des fouilles en cours, surtout parce 
que les travaux archeologiques sur des ateliers de mon
nayage demeurent rares3. S' offre aussi la possibilite de 
comparaison avec la riche documentation ecrite sur 
ce sujet. Le reglement de l'Hotel de la Monnaie de 
Porto octroye en 1392 par D. Joao Ier laisse entrevoir 
les principales lignes d'organisation (Ferro 1974, 
106ss., doe. n°3). Ce document mentionne une grande 
quantite de personnel specialise. Un groupe de spe
cialistes s' occupait de la selection des metaux et de 

No us avons connaissance des interventions effectuees clans 
les ateliers du Palais de I' Archeveque de Trondheim (Norvege), 
ayant fonctionne entre 1458/1483 et 1537 (MeLees 1994) et 
ceux de Legge's Mount clans la Tour de Londres, desactives 
entre 1530 et 1560 (Parnel1993). Nous remercions GeoffEgan 
pour sa collaboration en matiere de bibliographic. 

Fig. 12 - Endroits de provenance des sceaux identifies a 
la Douane de Porto (1) en Europe du Nord. 2: Essex 
(Angleterre); 3: Haarlem (Hollande/Pays-Bas); 4: Augs
burg (Allemagne). 
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Fig. 13 - Tableau typologique des creusets et des coupelles de la Monnaie de Porta. 
1: Coupelles: 1 A parois obliques; 1 B parois verticales; 1 C avec usure d 'utilisation a la base. 2: Creusets coniques; 
3 e 4: creusets a bouche triangulaire. 
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la mise au point des alliages jusqu' au decoupage des 
flans, dans I' espace des fours (fornar;as). Chaque for
nar;a etait controlee par un capataz dirigeant trois 
ouvriers. Le Capataz etait responsable de 1 'atelier, 
des matieres-primieres et de la monnaie qu 'il gardait, 
devant se justifier devant le tresorier (tesoureiro). 
C'est au tesoureiro que le capataz remettait, en pre
sence d'un ouvrier temoin et du greffier, le produit de 
chaque joumee de travail. Les flans etaient examines, 
avant d'etre frappes, par l'ensaiador, qui confirmait 
leur legalite. Le frappage constituit un autre secteur de 
travaux, ou travaillait plusieurs cunhadores. La secu
rite des locaux etait controlee par des gardiens (guar
das), les vedores dafundir;fio et 1' alcaide. Une grande 
variete de sources du XIVeme, :XVeme et XVIeme 
siecles font reference a d'autres professions specia
lisees dans le cadre du monnayage, comme des gra
veurs, le maitre de la balance, le compteur, les essay-

Fig. 14- Pot pour faire recuire lesjlans. 
Des pots et des cruches coupes par le milieu ont proba
blement ete utilises comme recipients pour recuire les 
flans a feu doux dans la forge, pour leur rendre /'eclat et 
la jlexibilite originaux. Cette technique est utilisee de nos 
jours dans l'oifevrerie traditionelle de la region de Porto 
(Sousa 1997). 



eurs, les affineurs de metaux, ainsi, que, dans le sec
teur des fours, les charbonniers, les souffleurs de forge 
et les fondeurs, mentionnes aussi comme ouvriers 
(obreiros), mais specialises dans leur activite de 
travail. Il y avait aussi des ouvriers non-specialises, 
les servi9ais. Le groupe social des monnayeurs (moe
deiros) constituaitun corpus dans la societe de l'epo
que, possedant de nombreux privileges, parmi lesquels 
le droit prive de 1 'alcaide da moeda au jugement des 
affaires civiles et criminelles et done l'autonomie par 
rapport a la justice royale et aux autorites locales 
(Ferro 1974, 101-105). 

L'interpretation des espaces et de la distribution 
des materiaux trouves est en cours. L'information dis
ponible est plus complete par rapport aux construc
tions qui constituaient 1 'aile sud de la Monnaie, ce qui 
a permis !'identification de plusiers phases dans son 
organisation interne (fig. 5, A et B). L'occupation de 
ces maisons par la Monnaie correspond a !'orga
nisation presentee au plan B de la figure 5. La fouille 
des vestiges d'une foumaise et d'une table de travail 
ainsi que !'identification d'une concentration de cou
pelles et creusets (fig. 10) a permis la localisation d'une 
des forges (forna9a). La distribution des flans (fig. 
11) montre une plus gran de dispersion, cependant elle 
laisse voir !'existence de concentrations, a l'interieur 
et a l'exterieur des maisons qui doivent etre mises en 
rapport avec les activites des autres secteurs du mon
nayage. 

Du vaste ensemble de monnaies trouvees au cours 
des travaux archeologiques de la Maison d 'Henri, le 
Navigateur, se detache le groupe des monnaies frap
pees par la Monnaie de Porto ( dont quelques-unes 
portent la marque P, indiquant surement le lieu de 
frappe). Les Ceitis, monnaie portugaise en cuivre et 
de basse valeur faciale, frappes entre les regnes de D. 
Afonso V (1438-1481) et de D. Sebastiao (1557-1578) 
sont le type le plus frequent, dont 157 pieces sont des 
regnes de D. Afonso V et de D. Manuel ou D. Joao 
Ill. Aussi, des 585 flans trouves, une grande quantite 
presente des characteristiques de Ceitis: 154 sont de 
forme sub-quadrangulaire, 153 quadrangulaire et 71 
sont des cisailles, produits du proces de monnayage. 
I1 s'avere ainsi possible que quelques-uns des grou
pes de ceitis des regnes de D. Manuel I D. Joao III, 
actuellement identifies comme provenants de Lis
bonne (Magro 1986), aient ete frappes a Porto. Plu
sieurs Ceitis de ces types, n'ayant jamais circule a 
cause d' anomalies, ont ete conserves et identifies lors 
des fouilles, venant ainsi renforcer 1 'hypothese d 'une 
fabrication a Porto. 

La Maison d' Henri le Navigateur 

Fig. 15 - Coin mobile en fer trouve dans la Monnaie de 
Porta. 
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Like earlier finds from the site (among others 
Arbman 1940-43; Arwidsson 1984-89), the extensive 
find material from the recently concluded excava
tions at Birka (Ambrosiani & Clarke 1992-1995) 
points to far-reaching contacts with other parts of 
Northern and Eastern Europe. A closer study of this 
material indicates several interesting aspects of the 
organization and development of trade relationships 
in this area. 

Of course, only a limited part of the cultural layer 
has been investigated in the course of the most recent 
excavations. The area includes one complete plot and 
parts of a second one with a passage or lane- origin
ally a jetty at the earliest shoreline- between the two. 
Different types of evidence point to the town having 
been established in the mid-700s. Since the earliest 
find material seems already to belong to what is 
commonly termed the Viking Age, at the transition 
from the Vendel Period, the general dating of the 
beginning of the Viking Age culture, 800 AD, requi
res testing. The same kind of early material is also 
found in other places, e.g. at Ribe and Staraya Lado
ga. Judging from this material as a whole, it seems as 
though the culture usually referred to as the 'Viking 
Age culture' was in full development several decades 
prior to the war-like period represented by the raids 
in Britain and in Western Europe beginning in the 
790s. 

One very important factor in understanding the 
origins ofBirka, and also the origins of other trading 
sites, is the shift in contacts that are evident at the end 
ofthe 800s A.D. When Birka appears in the mid-700s, 
its contacts seem to be primarily with areas to the 
south, towards the coastal area of western Slavonia in 
Poland and Germany, as well as with the North Sea 
area. This is mirrored in the presence of several kinds 
of finds: certain types ofbeads with close parallels in 
Danish Ribe, combs from Western Europe, frag
ments of 8th-century glass beakers, and early cera
mics from Western Slavonia and Western Europe. 
Moulds showing clear influences from Frisian Dore
stad were found in the bronze-casting workshop from 
770-850 at Birka. 

Bjorn Ambrosiani 

Birka - part of a trade network 

In contrast, no traces of eastern contacts are evi
dent at this time. Only two single Arabic coins were 
found in the stratigraphicallayers of the earliest phase 
(see I. Gustin in this volume). 

This situation changes completely at the end of 
the 800s. At that time, beads of carnelian and rock 
crystal from India appear, as do large numbers of Ara
bic coins along with the specific weight and balance 
system which, although it partly belongs to the Scan
dinavian variety, is considered to have originated from 
the Arabic weight system (latest Sperber 1996). In
fluences from the area ofWestern Slavonia continue 
to appear up to the last phase at Birka in the second 
half of the 900s, but by then the West European con
tacts seem to be completely missing. Only an extre
mely limited number of objects of North Sea origins 
reached Birka and its cultural layers. No influence 
from the North Sea area is evident in the graves either. 
However, a certain degree of western Scandinavian 
influence seems to have existed. 

To understand Viking Age trade, an important fact 
to take into account is the great degree of uniformity 
evident in many types of objects from both the graves 
and the cultural layers at Birka as well as from the 
majority of other trading sites in Northern Europe. 
This material belongs to a common craft tradition 
widely spread over an area which encompassed a third 
of Europe. The origins of the raw material can often 
be identified in local sources or as having come from 
a specific place. 

An example of this are the comb types, which are 
very consistent throughout this area, presenting the 
same attributes of shape and ornamentation. The fact 
that they were made from such widely different raw 
materials as antler from deer, elk or reindeer, has led 
to the assumption that they are the products of itine
rant craftsmen using local raw materials (Ambrosiani 
1981, 40 ss.; Ulbricht 1978). To a certain degree, this 
is also valid for glass beads and bronze objects. In the 
latter case, however, there are certain differences in the 
technology used in the workshops in Ribe and Birka. 

One of the most important questions which future 
research should address is the problem of whether the 
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demand for a certain product can be determined to 
have been so large as to create the basis for a con
tinuous, year-round production in the towns in ques
tion, or if the craftsmen were itinerant ones. Even if a 
discussion concerning the requirements of individual 
consumers, for example in Birka, has been taken up 
(Ringstedt 1992), the full consumer potential of an 
area for a craftsman or workshop can be determined 
only by estimating the demands of the town together 
with those which may have existed in the rural 
hinterland of the respective towns. 

The bronze workshop at Birka appears to have 
been run the year round, probably by a number of 
individuals who had different specialized functions. 
In some cases - and even when permanently estab
lished craftsmen were present in a town - itinerant 
craftsmen may have been at work there simultane
ously in order to meet the demands of the whole area. 
Whatever the cases, the similarity in these craft pro
ducts and remains indicate that contacts between the 
different parts of the greater northern European region 
must have been favourable. 

Another factor seems to be the supply of different 
kinds of raw materials. These often had only a limited 
area of origin and their general distribution implies 
that they must have been part of a trade and exchange 
system. Whalebone and walrus tusks definitely ori
ginated in the area of the Arctic coast ofNorway, and 
soapstone and Eidsborg slate for whetstones in south
em Norway. Iron most certainly was linked with a 
more general region ranging from the mountain area 
in southern Norway to the central Swedish iron pro
ducing areas. At that time, the latter already had a 
large production which can hardly have been used 
exclusively for the home market. Evidence for the 
preparation of furs has been found at Birka, but this 
should also have been an important product also for 
the Russian areas. In all probability, amber came 
from Samland in the Prussian and Baltic areas in the 
south-eastern part of the Baltic Sea where extensive 
collecting and mining of this wide-spread raw mate
rial still takes place today. The western Slavonic areas 
seem to have been important exporters of wax, honey, 
and salt. Wax and honey also came from the east 
Baltic area. 

Arabic silver coins, camelian and rock crystal 
beads, along with exotic products as cowry and other 
shells have passed through the Russian trading pla
ces. Silks from the East and from Byzantium, bought 
there and transferred through the Russian trading pla
ces, are also spread throughout the whole area. 

This catalogue can be completed in many ways. 
Especially consumer wares in organic materials, no 
longer preserved, are particularly difficult to identify 
archaeologically. Perhaps it is only the pottery in 
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which these wares were transported which provides 
some evidence for them. This may explain the large 
amount of foreign ceramics present in all the towns 
but seldom found in their hinterland. When discus
sing long-distance trade, wine, slaves, livestock, etc. 
are goods that cannot be found in the archaeological 
material. 

It is remarkable that the majority of these raw 
materials seem to have had a limited place of origin, 
often tied to one of the many newly-established trad
ing places or towns from the Viking Age. This sug
gests that towns have played a key role not only in the 
distribution of crafts but also in that of raw materials. 
To supply one or more of these materials may have 
been sufficient to ensure the survival of a town. 

The role of a town then comes to include that of a 
mediator of raw materials throughout the whole area 
ofNorthem Europe and, at the same time, to function 
as the seat for craftsmen manufacturing large amounts 
of simple everyday items using foreign and local raw 
materials. These items were probably distributed 
within the town itself and within its more or less 
encompassing hinterland, the main source of liveli
hood of which was agriculture. 

The important actors in these towns must, how
ever, have been the tradesmen. They must have organ
ized the trade in raw materials with contacts spread 
throughout the network of towns. Obviously, they 
were free to move about over large areas in spite of 
the war-like periods mirrored in the Viking raids and 
battles in the whole of Western Europe. 

Identifying these individuals in settlements and 
graves is, however, difficult. In the case of Birka, 
they are probably mainly the men in the chamber and 
cist graves, richly equipped with weapons. The grave 
inventories of these burials often contain foreign 
objects, the dress often is foreign, or the grave-goods 
often show eastern influences, etc. This burial tradi
tion is different from the domestic cremation burial 
tradition in that the deceased is inhumed and that the 
grave is not covered with a mound. The chamber gra
ves covered with a mound and, for the most part, 
equipped only with weapons and horses present, 
however, a special problem. Another interpretation is 
needed here. These may be the graves of domestic 
merchants or warriors who established a new burial 
tradition, contrasting with the local eastern Scandi
navian cremation burials with mounds. 

Towns and trading places thus formed a network 
of places providing the North European area with 
specific raw materials and products. At the same time 
the town has imported products from many other 
places for distribution to the consumers in the town 
and in its hinterland. Towns could not function with
out contacts in this network. Therefore, they also are 



important points of intersection in the communica
tions system, notably the sea routes which seem to 
have grown strong during this period in spite of the 
prevailing threat of pirate and Viking raids. 
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Henrik M. Jansen 

Artisans, Markets and Trade in Denmark AD 300-1200 

Over the past decades, the debate on the question 
of trade and crafts in Iron Age and Viking Age has 
been enlivened and inspired by some new and inter
esting finds. 

Archaeologists contributed much to this debate 
with their ideas of definition and meaning of trade 
and exchange of goods. The archaeological material 
from the Early and Late Middle Ages is much more 
plentiful than from the previous centuries, but apart 
from a few detailed studies this subject has been 
mentioned only sporadically by medieval archaeo
logists. 

For many years, our medievalists have taken the 
point of view that until the High Middle Ages, socie
ty was adapted to consumption on the spot, and that 
trade was primarily one in luxuries for the upper clas
ses of the agrarian society. 

The view on trade in the Late Middle Ages is, 
however, much more varied, and some historians 
have a keen eye for the possibilities of archaeology. 

In a small introduction, Else Roesdahl raised the 
question, "Why does this divergence between prehis
toric and medieval research practice exist in Denmark? 
The possibilities of trade/exchange were hardly any 
different in the Early Middle Ages than in the Viking 
Age (apart from the influence of the church), and 
written sources about trade are only few until the Late 
Middle Ages just like in the Viking Age". And she 
rebukes Niels-Knud Liebgott, who in 1989 concluded 
about commodities that archaeology can only to a 
limited extend offer new knowledge. This somewhat 
discouraging attitude stands in deep contrast to the 
results obtained through a co-operation between ar
chaeology and a number of natural science disciplines 
over the last two decades. 

A survey of the development of this theme will 
follow now. Since the mid 1970s, a series of sites has 
been excavated in Denmark. These sites provide us 
with a new and very elaborate view of settlement 
growth, trade and urbanization until1200 AD. Today 
one is faced by a multiplicity of terms in the scholarly 
literature, e.g. trading sites, central places, market 
sites, storage places, emporia and centres of wealth 

and power- to list the most frequently used examples 
of terms whose meanings turn out to be largely the 
same. The presence of small quantities of imported 
goods, coins, payment in gold and silver and weights 
is no longer in itself sufficient to identify trade as the 
essential basis of a site. The economic basis of central 
places was undoubtedly complex. Votive finds and 
place-names- as for instance around Gudme on south
east Fun en- show the practice of religion too, and can 
be associated with larger central complexes where 
many people met. 

Already in the Late Roman Iron Age, the most 
important central places all developed into economic 
centres with trade and specialized crafts. In the first 
millennium A.D., we can see that new centres of 
power also created new forms of settlement - the 
development of what we today indicate as towns. 

These radical changes, presumably the most radical 
ones in the prehistory of Denmark- also led to discer
nible changes in the landscape. In some places, wood
land expanded, in others open land and heath pro
gressed. Changes also occurred within the defense 
forces as well as the artisanal organization and spe
cialization. Tools became more effective, iron tech
nology improved, blacksmiths' work and other trades 
became more specialized. The old grinding stone was 
replaced by a new invention, the rotating millstone. 
Roads were built, ships, carts and wagons improved, 
and new centres evolved. Thus, Gudme-Lundeborg 
experienced a period of prosperity unequalled else
where in Northern Europe in the years up to 550-600 
A.D., judging from the number of precious metal 
finds brought to light by the archaeologists. 

Today, the settlement at Gudme stands out as 
something quite unique regarding both size and 
structure. In contrast to the general view of settlement 
history in Denmark during these centuries, Gudme is 
characterized by a degree of continuity: several houses 
succeeded one another on the same spot several 
times. In one case a farm has been identified a 
house which was rebuilt at least 11 times in practi
cally the same spot. Presumably many of these houses 
had no agricultural functions, but provided a base for 
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different crafts: goldsmiths, silversmiths, etc .. In many 
cases there was a continuous building activity here 
from the 3rd to the 8th/9th centuries. The settlement 
is estimated to have numbered about 100 houses/farms 
at its peak, which occurred somewhere in the 7th cen
tury. 

A proposal to interpret the settlement as having 
been divided into two zones is rather interesting: the 
southern part is characterized by a society of artisans, 
the northern part by many rich- noble- gold hoards 
and ny the lack of crafts. But in this connection, one 
should warn against an actual socio-topographical 
division as long as the extension and nature of the 
settlement as the whole remain unknown. 

M0llegardsmarken was the central cemetery of 
the Gudme society, and it is the largest one known so 
far in Denmark. It has 2,300 cremations and only a 
little more than 20 inhumation graves. Burials occur
red here from about the beginning of our era until400 
A.D., when there was a change which is, however, 
apparently not reflected in the settlement at Gudme 
which had reached its peak at exactly this point in 
time. 

Place-names, a royal hall from the 4th century 
found here, and a wealth of other things point out that 
Gudme was a cult centre, the significance of which 
reached far beyond the region and attracted people 
from near and far. We must bear this in mind when 
we consider the oldest trading centre known so far in 
Denmark at Lundeborg. 

The discovery of this commercial centre at Lunde
borg has given us a chance to explore these long
distance connections, thus changing our understand
ing of the contemporary community and of the ways 
in which it was organized. 

The entire Lundeborg complex stretches out over 
800 to 900 meters along the coastline of Store Brelt 
(the Great Belt). Lundeborg was a seasonal settlement, 
characterized by a collection of small temporary stalls 
and huts. The oldest and best-preserved part of the 
site, dated from the 3rd to the 5th centuries, is situat
ed south of the brook. The site was c. 80 to 100 me
ters wide which means that is covered a total area of 
some 7 hectares. 

In this coastal settlement there are traces of many 
kinds of crafts. So far, the site at Lundeborg and per
haps the locality called Dankirke south ofRibe in the 
southwestern part of Jutland are the only localities 
which testifY to intensive trade in the pre-Viking Age. 
In the case of Lundeborg, this is inextricably bound 
up with its function as part of the Gudme centre. 
Presumably the two settlements and their activities 
were of a special type and had a special character, 
different from what we may expect to find in other 
sites from the Roman and Germanic Iron Age. Here, 
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I am thinking particularly of the cult artifacts such as 
the figurines and the unique guldgubber (gold foil 
figures) from the 7th century. The importance of 
Gudme as a cult centre of a renown which reached far 
beyond the region must have attracted people from 
far and near, and apart form the natives from Funen 
itself, they must have come by sea. 

Some finds indicate that ships were repaired at 
Lundeborg, and perhaps new ships were built here as 
well. The leading role of shipbuilders is proved by 
the presence of more than 8,000 iron nails, the oldest 
ones known in Scandinavia. We have also found many 
traces of repair work - chisels for splitting riveting 
plates and mandrels for hammering rivets through 
planks. 

Our knowledge of ships and shipping during this 
period is extremely limited and mainly derives from 
the large ship found in the Nydam bog and dated to 
c. 320 A.D. It was clinker-built like the Viking ships, 
with planks held together by rivets, and it was propel
led by oar probably by c. 30 men. 

The 8,000 iron nails correspond to about 10 ships 
of the same size as the Nydam ship. Studies of the 
rivets will contribute to an understanding of Migra
tion Period shipping, for instance by helping to deter
mine the varying sizes of the ships. The goods, which 
were brought to Lundeborg by ship, were not of local 
origin but imports, and during the first centuries, they 
included more particularly Roman luxuries. The sup
ply of gold and other metals, luxuries and exotica to 
the Gudme centre may partly have consisted of gifts 
for the shrine and its protectors - the local kings; 
another part may have arrived as a direct result of the 
initiative of the Gudme kings. One of the most com
mon imports in Lundeborg and Gudme consisted of 
Roman glass beads, especially during the first 200 
years of the existence of the settlement. Late in the 
4th century, the number of glass beads declined, and 
it seems that at this time the beads were manufac
tured locally at Lundeborg. This is suggested by large 
quantities of beads, broken glass from glass bowls 
and glass vessels, scrap material resulting from bead 
manufacturing, fragments of crucibles and iron bead 
drifts. From the items left behind by the craftsmen, it 
has been possible to prove the existence of other 
workshops as well: tools for carpentry such as axes, 
spoon bits, rabbet, turning tools, chisels, knives and 
wooden chips. The blacksmith also left some tools: 
smith's tongs, chisels, iron bars, half-finished articles 
and iron scrap. Apart from these articles, he also made 
knives, metal plates of all sizes, fibulas, buckles, 
fishhooks and lots of other things. Metallurgic analy
ses of iron items lead to the assumption that iron ore 
was imported from other parts of Scandinavia, among 
them Tmndelagen in Norway. 



The bronze founders left small hammers, chisels 
and punching tools, a casting ladle for pewter, several 
bronze bars, fragments of crucibles, pieces of molten 
bronze and scrap of copper. 

The following items came from the goldsmith's 
and the silversmith's workshops: touchstones, whet
stones, fragments of moulds and crucibles, small tools, 
gold bars and silver ingots and scrap for remoulding 
objects such as Roman silver denarii. In addition, there 
were rough and finished precious stones such as opals, 
amethysts, garnets and carnelians. 

In the amber workshops there seems to have 
been a comprehensive production of amber beads, 
amber gaming pieces and pendants made of amber. 
We have found large quantities of rough and finish
ed amber as well as iron awls and iron files. Several 
pieces of amber have been finished with a turning 
lathe. 

The finds from the comb maker's workshop in
cluded large quantities of parts of antler from red deer 
as well as a wooden cutting block, knives and a drill 
.for making ornaments, a lot of scrap material and 
material to make objects such as combs, handles for 
knives, various tools and gaming pieces. 

Recent finds provide indications for local pottery. 
The site has also yielded very few examples of im
ported pottery like potsherds from Vastergotland dated 
to Late Roman Iron Age and Slavonic ceramics from 
the late 8th century. 

For the sake of completeness, I also mention the 
finds of some weapons and of objects which reflect life 
in the settlement: pinchers, ear-picks, pendants and 
arm-rings, crozzles and steel, whorls, iron keys, fish
hooks, gaming pieces made of glass, and belts and 
buckles. 

Finally, I want to point out the finds of about 40 
weights oflead and bronze. The heaviest one weighs 
about 40 grams and the smallest one only 1 gram. 
The inhabitants may have used Roman scales. 

One of the more spectacular groups of finds con
sists of the so-called guldgubber (gold foil figures). 
102 of these figures were found within a comparati
vely small area just north of the brook. They may be 
dated to the end of the 7th century, and it is quite 
certain that they are to be related to cult acts at the 
trading centre. But what acts? And to what purpose? 
The motives undoubtedly derive from Nordic mytho
logy and are connected with the fertility cult. 

The Early Germanic Iron Age - the Migration 
Period - is a continuation of an exchange system of 
the Late Roman Iron Age, luxury imports being 
predominant. Imports came from both eastern, cen
tral and western Europe, and southern Scandinavia 
held a key position in the further distribution along 
the Norwegian coast and in the Baltic regions. This 
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exchange was probably embedded in a Germanic 
social network. The important site of Dankirke south 
ofRibe in Jutland is simultaneous, but here it is only 
possible to prove activities of crafts and trade. 

In the early 6th century, the eastern imports ceased 
to come in, probably because of the ethnic-political 
shift from a Germanic to a Slavonic dominance south 
of the Baltic. The Germanic cultures in southern Scan
dinavia became exclusively dependent on supplies 
from western Europe. 

When shipping and trade spread from the old 
cultural centres all over the country, renewal replaced 
tradition. The most important moving power in this 
process may have been the introduction of the sail, 
perhaps in the 7th century. This enabled transport of 
the same quantity of goods with a considerably smal
ler crew, and the sailing season was probably extend
ed beyond the actual summertime. As a consequence 
of this the first merchant vessels were built, and a 
decentralization of shipping and trade, landing places 
and ports began. 

This shift is accompanied by a new type of trade 
goods which consist of basic commodities: quem
stones made from basalt lava from Mayen in the Eifel 
region, whetstone and soapstone from southeastern 
Norway and Pingsdorf-type ceramics from the Rhine 
area. Basic commodities appear in the Ribe area in a 
long-distance trade context during the 8th century, 
approximately at the same time when Ribe is establi
shed as a trading centre. Ribe seems to replace trading 
centres such as Lundeborg/Gudme and Dankirke, 
where imports probably were part of an administra
tive trade. 

Dendrochronology tells us that Ribe was founded 
between 704 and 710 as a market place along the north 
bank of the river. The market place was planned and 
organized from the beginning. The presence of spe
cialized craftsmen such as bead-makers, manufactur
ers of amber items, comb-makers, and bronze foun
ders has been proved. To this can be added the fact 
that huge layers of cattle dung hint at trade in cattle 
being common even then. Ribe is located on a site 
where the north-south traffic over land crossed the 
Ribe river, itselflinked directly with the tidal zone of 
the sea. The artifact material reflects contact with 
Frisia and Saxony, and thus Ribe served as a transit 
point for Scandinavia. 

The fact that the division of the site into areas, 
which were reorganized in 721/22, was maintained 
over approximately 100 years is best explained by the 
presence of some permanent authority which must 
also have been able to ensure peace in the market 
place and access to the site. 

In 1986, the numismatist D.M. Metcalf suggested 
that the appearance of the large amount of Wodan 
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monster sceattas could be explained by their having 
been struck in Ribe by a king c. 720-25. 

It is true that the market place was seasonal, but 
only 250 m to the southeast, remnants of a permanent 
settlement and a cemetery dating from the same cen
tury have been found. A ditch enclosing the settlement 
dates from the first half of the following century, and 
its only purpose was to function as a demarcation line 
showing the extension of the town. A real fortifica
tion is not seen until the second half of the 1Oth 
century, when it has the form of a moat and rampart 
such as we lmow examples from other places. 

The Danish kings' interest in trade in the Early 
Viking Age can clearly be seen from the Frankish 
sources which tell about Willibrord, Ansgarius and 
others, not to forget king Sigfred's trade agreement 
with the Carolingians in 873. Thus, the Danish coins 
reflect periods of a strong royal power, which- fol
lowing foreign patterns - tried to impose respect for 
the local currency and coins, at least in those trading 
centres where they were minted. 

The site of Hedeby (Haithabu) is situated at a 
brook near the western end of the Schlei, a long 
narrow inlet of the Baltic Sea in the southern part of 
the Jutland peninsula. We are told that king Godfred 
came to Sliestorp in 804- a portus (i.e. Hedeby), a 
merchants' settlement or a trading place. In 808 king 
Godfred moved merchants from the Slavonic site of 
Reric to Sliestorp. Furthermore, he had a large ramp
art built across the country, protecting it against 
Saxony. The excavations at Danevirke have not iden
tified this rampart. Probably, Godfred only repaired 
the large construction of 737 and made it ready for 
action. 

Archaeological finds from the extensive excava
tions at Hedeby support the written sources in provid
ing a picture of a well-organized and sizable settle
ment. The fact that the oldest dendrochronological 
dating yielded by the extensive investigations is from 
811 is doubtlessly less important within the context 
of our discussion, as only a small percentage of the 
built-up area has so far provided suitable material for 
this important method of dating. The commercial im
portance ofHedeby is demonstrated by its establish
ment at this harbour location, by the large quantities 
of trade goods recovered on the site, and by coins 
minted locally - or maybe these coins were also 
minted in Ribe!. The intensive commerce and craft 
activities make the picture of a well-developed divi
sion of labour in this period very explicit. The resi
dents of Hedeby probably imported their food from 
surrounding agricultural communities rather than pro
ducing their own. 

In this context, it should be mentioned that no sta
bles have been found in association with the small 
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houses in Hedeby. To a large extent, the inhabitants 
must have lived by activities other than farming. 

Crafts formed an important part oflife in Hedeby. 
The excavations yielded large amounts of finished 
articles and semi-finished products, raw materials, 
scrap material and a variety of tools. 

In the Viking Age, too, we fmd travelling crafts
men along with the craftsmen who were confined to 
one locality. The travelling craftsmen first had to 
seek work or a spot for their workshop - and they 
also frequented the many seasonal markets. We must 
assume that they were specialized craftsmen who 
catered to specific needs. In particular, their work 
furthered cultural uniformity. 

In Hedeby, the metal crafts seem to have been 
highly specialized, but along with objects of precious 
metal they also produced cheap ornaments of simpler 
materials such as tin and/or lead, but with a tasteful 
design! Among other things, the large finds of 42 
bronze patrixes from the port of Hedeby provide 
evidence of this. They show that such moulds were 
used for a real mass production. 

All of this underlines the importance of this loca
lity as an international trading centre with could be 
access both by sea- remnants of jetties have been 
found - and over land. Strangely enough, the finds 
from the harbour seem to indicate stronger commer
cial ties with the Baltic than with Western Europe. 
The town itself shows a reverse picture. 

The distinct foundation of a town is a conse
quence of an increasing division of work, between 
handicraft, trade and transport, which implies a sur
plus from the food producing industries. With an 
increasing economic surplus, it is possible to orga
nize more and more joint assignments which in turn 
make it necessary to finance higher and more com
plex social structures. 

Ole Crumlin-Pedersen has tried to illustrate the 
loading capacity of the Scandinavian trading vessels 
throughout the Viking Age and into the Middle Ages. 
The already mentioned prosperity of the trade is also 
reflected in the size of the ships !mown from this 
period. Already in the 11th century, we can detect a 
distinct specialization oflarge ships for navigation on 
the open sea and with a loading capacity of some 24 
to 40 tons, reaching c. 60 tons by approximately the 
year 1140. A really big freighter such as the Skul
delev 1 ship was capable of carrying about 25 tons or 
40 cubic meters with a crew of only 4 to 5 men. 

Thus, some of the ships calling at the trading 
centres and the first towns on the seacoast were built 
to carry considerable amounts of goods, and these 
large ships required less shallow approaches to the 
shore as the largest among them had draught of 1.5 
meters when fully loaded. Simultaneously with these 



large ships, smaller freighters were also built; they 
had a length of 10 to 14 meters, a draught of less than 
1 meter and a loading capacity of 4 to 20 tons. We 
lmow them from wreck 3 in Skuldelev which could 
carry only 4 tons or 12 cubic meters with a crew of 4 
to S men, and from later finds, including the very 
well-preserved Gedesby ship from the end of the 13th 
century, excavated in 1990. 

On the whole we can characterize trade by sea as 
an important factor in the prosperity of most towns in 
the Middle Ages, but trade by sea was in no way 
limited to the towns. 

At that time, royal power tried limit trade even 
more to market trade. Market trade and loading and 
unloading of goods in the Late Middle Ages were 
limited to towns with municipal privileges. These 
towns were separated from the surroundings in spe
cial jurisdictions (birker) organized under the so
called 'herredsting' (a Danish type of a lower court). 
In the 12th century, the Danish word' birk' also meant 
a trading place, an independent court district not sub
ject to the 'herredsting'. In Latin diplomas from the 
Late Middle Ages, the word is translated into 'villa 
forenses'- a settlement, maybe a 'kobing' or village 
with market privileges. 

This local court 'birkeret' was often attached to 
localities with fishing activities and consequently also 
with trading activities. There is a distinct connection 
between Crownland and 'birkeret' in the coastal zone. 

We do not know for certain who owned the ships 
in this period. The ownership structure of the smaller 
vessels can hardly have been very complicated, but 
as to the large seagoing vessels, these may have 
demanded considerable means, and who owned these 
large vessels? 

The archaeologist Claus Feveile has recently pre
sented an interesting case-study ofthe tuffstone chur-
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ches in southwest Jutland. His purpose is to estimate 
the quantity of imported tuffstone which came from 
the region of Andemach south of Cologne. In a con
vincing way, he points out that the tuff was brought 
in for use in the 57 churches in southwest Jutland as 
a conscious and rational import and not as an occa
sional ballast. Ballast was unnecessary for a ship 
which had been loaded properly. The connection bet
ween building material and architecture in these 
churches is so distinct that tuffstone must have been 
an important and characteristic import article. 

The study showed that a parish church built ex
clusively of tuffstone required between 100 and 1 SO 
cubic meters of tuffstone, corresponding to 180-288 
tons, and that at least 4,000 cubic meters oftuffstone 
have been imported to southwest Jutland between 
1175 and 1250. 

The people involved probably used ships with a 
capacity of up to 15-20 tons to transport these new 
building materials -though larger vessels are another 
possibility as well. In proportion to a single parish 
church, as many as 9 to 15 fully loaded ships were 
needed to transport the necessary quantity of ruff
stone. 

With this short survey I have tried to demonstrate 
a development beginning in the 3rd century A.D. 
with settlements and activities and also looking at the 
Early Viking Age of which we hardly dared speak 
until recently. But we must also admit that the some
what sparse source material from the time around. the 
year 1000 has been better analyzed and used in the
ses and elsewhere than the far richer material extant 
for the following 2-3 centuries. Fortunately, things 
seem due to change in the coming years, and Claus 
Feveile's investigation of the tuffstone churches in 
Jutland is a worthy start. 

Henrik M. Jansen 
Svendborg & Omegns Museum 

Svendborg Amts Museum 
Grubbeii10llevej 13 

5700 Svendborg 
Danrnark 
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Tiel in succession to Dorestad 
Archaeology in a 1Oth/11th-century commercial centre 

in the central riverine area of the Nether lands 

The Frisian Trade, Dorestad, and Tiel 

During the Early Middle Ages, trade in the central 
riverine area of the Netherlands was for a long time 
determined by the centres of Dorestad and Tiel. 
Situated at the bifurcation ofKromme Rijn and Lek, 
Dorestad was the older one. Tiel, located in a similar 
way at the fork of the rivers Linge and Waal, was the 
second. Each of them played a role in the extensive 
trade network known as the Frisian Trade system. 
Within this context, the term Frisian does not have 
ethnic connotations but first and foremost territorial 
ones. It refers to the wide territory in which a large 
group of traders was active economically over anum
ber of centuries. This territory more or less coincided 
with the region of the North Sea with some exten
sions. It ranged from the Baltic in the north to the 
Channel in the south, and from England in the west 
across the sea and along the different major rivers 
deep into the European continent. The two centres 
were situated in the delta area of two of these main 
waterways, the Rhine and the Meuse. 

As a basically territorial system, the Frisian trade 
did, however, always include traders of Frisian origin 
who took up a prominent position within the system 
throughout the whole period of its existence. In this 
sense, Frisian must be understood as belonging to the 
people who lived in the elongated coastal area then 
known as Greater Frisia. It stretched out from the 
mouth of the river Weser in the north down to the 
marshy lands of the so-called Sincfal which was part 
of the Scheldt estuary in the south. 

The Frisian trade was essentially a system 
oriented towards international exchange. In its prime 
Dorestad fulfilled the central function in it. With its 
position on the northern edge of the early Frankish 
kingdom, it was in contact with the Frisian world and 
could develop high quality connections in all direc
tions. The traffic along the rivers and across the sea 
linked the Rhineland to England while at the same 
time connecting the Scandinavian territories with the 
entire northwestern part of the Frankish kingdom. 
The extensive modem archaeological research which 

was undertaken here made it possible to demonstrate 
quite clearly the high ranking ofDorestad within the 
international network. But the evidence also made it 
clear that its prominent position in the international 
trade began to wane during the 8th century AD; in the 
9th century Dorestad passed to a regional level and 
afterwards, its importance even shrivelled to that of 
a micro-stage settlement. 

By the end of the 9th century, the impact of the 
recession must have been so strong that apparently a 
replacement of the international function ofDorestad 
was desired. New places were found in Deventer on 
the river IJssel river and Tiel on the river Waal, both 
rivers being prominent tributaries of the Rhine and 
thus also part of its vast delta area. A royal grant 
transferred to these new centres not only the rights 
(a.o. a mint and a toll) which Dorestad had enjoyed, 
but also the men themselves who had enforced and 
profited from these rights. They were authorized to 
move to the newly endowed emporia. 
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Tiel, by way of introduction 

It can be said that right from the start Tiel made a 
good job of taking over. It enjoyed a surprisingly 
quick rise during the 1Oth century and around the 
year 1000 AD the settlement already figured as the 
most flourishing centre of traffic in the lower delta of 
the Rhine and Meuse. One of the echoes of this 
success may well be the questionable fame of Tiel 
being one of the two centres - the other one being 
Utrecht- that were affected by the last Viking raids 
in the region in 1006 and 1007 AD. These attacks do 
not, however, seem to have been more than incidents. 
They did not in any way hamper the rise of the early 
town during the following years. 

The 11th century may be considered as the real 
'Golden Age' ofTiel. We will come back to this later 
on. The prosperity as such did not, however, last very 
long. For several reasons- and perhaps it was even 
more the fact that these coincided within a relatively 
short period of time which made them so decisive -
the prosperity did not outlast a time span of two 
centuries. Around the year 1200 AD, it was almost 
over. Again, we will revert to this below. 

The position ofTiel in the economic development 
of the riverine area is a well-known phenomenon in 
historical literature. So is the important role which it 
played in the beginning of medieval urbanisation in 
the northern Netherlands. Our understanding of both 
facts was for a long time based almost completely on 
written sources: archaeology hardly took part in the 
debate. In the case of Tiel, the output of the archae
ological discipline may be called retarded. It is signi
ficant that while the archaeological investigation of 
Dorestad started already before 1850, the first archae
ological excavation in Tiel which focused on the 
history of the town dates from more than a century 
later, shortly after 1950. Before, some scattered 
observations were made and several finds from all 
over the town core were collected. They all pointed 
out that in one form or the other the settlement did 
function during the period of the 1Oth/11th centuries 
which from a historical point of view was the infor
mation scholars were looking for. But the Tiel mint, 
so well recorded in written sources, could not be 
documented archaeologically through local fmds, but 
only through a variety of fmds in Scandinavia. 

Regular archaeological investigations within the 
town started in a hesitant way. Around 1950, the 
repair ofWorld War 11 damages led to diggings here 
and there. Initially, they yielded little. Much more 
successful, however, were the extensive diggings in 
the parish church of St. Martin (Maartenskerk). They 
revealed ten building periods. The sequence began in 
the 8th or 9th century with a plain rectangular hall-
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church erected on top of an older cemetery. The 
development of the building finished with the huge 
late gothic church ofthe 16th century, parts ofwhich 
are still in use. After the church diggings, a few other 
excavations that were more extensive than the earlier 
ones took place in the town centre. It was not, how
ever, until recently, when a new scheme for the 
reconstruction and rebuilding of the town centre was 
adopted, that it became possible to implement a full 
and modem programme of archaeological investig
ations. The programme itself is still in full swing and 
in this paper we can only present a very preliminary 
report on the first results. 

The new investigations focus on a variety of 
themes but the emphasis lies on the main period of 
the settlement in the 10th/11th century. One of the 
themes is that of the situation of the early settlement 
within the landscape and more particularly its rela
tion to the river system in and around the town, both 
as it was initially and after it went through later 
changes. Other topics are the chronology of the suc
cessive building phases of the period mentioned, the 
layout of the settlement as a whole and its compon
ents, the different functions and more specifically 
where these functions were centred. And, finally, the 
work of course also concerns the pattern of finds with 
special reference to three of the most intriguing cate
gories for the period: imported ceramics, coins, and 
some of the craft products. 

A first comparison with Dorestad 

Almost automatically, any survey of early Tiel 
leads to a comparison with its predecessor Dorestad. 
A first point is their environmental and geographical 
setting. Both were located on a major river which in 
both cases was part of the extensive Rhine system. 
Both settlements emerged at the confluence of the 
main river with another one. Due to environmental 
changes in parts of the river systems there seems to 
have been water erosion in both places resulting in 
parts of the settlement being washed away. In both 
cases, the process could, however, have been rever
sed. In those cases, examples of which also occurred 
in other parts of the system, the riverbed shifted out
wards and away from the settlement core, resulting in 
a process ofsilting up and/or filling in the former 
water current. 

Another point of resemblance may be found in the 
layout ofboth settlements. One of the characteristics 
of the spatial features of Dorestad is the settlement 
layout in zones or quarters. As they were identified 
through archaeological work, these quarters all had 
different origins, had been granted different rights, 



and revealed themselves to have had different func
tions. The quarters could be particularly well recog
nised on the river bank where some of the main 
functions of the settlement, such as trade, commerce, 
and crafts, were fulfilled. The question then became: 
would it be possible to find an analogy in terms of 
layout in Tiel as well? 

The historical record for Tiel shows that it had 
similar elements of settlement during its early his
tory. First, there are references to a royal stronghold 
where the royal Rhine-toll - which had come from 
Dorestad - was presumably established. Neither the 
stronghold or royal castle itself nor even its site 
proper are known with any precision. There is, how
ever, the hypothesis that it was situated in an area 
immediately south of the present-day town, in a zone 
which has been washed away by the waters of the 
river Waal. The stronghold could have formed the 
centre of a royal demesne, which- following the line 
of the above-mentioned hypothetical analogy with 
Dorestad- we would like to call the royal or southern 
quarter of the settlement. We must, however, stress 
that there is as yet no archaeological evidence what
soever supporting this assumption. Things are quite 
different in this respect where the situation of the 
neighbouring so-called middle quarter is concerned. 
Here, most of the recent archaeological fieldwork took 
place. This quarter could be defined as both the 
harbour and the commercial area. With a total length 
of some 500 m, it runs along the south bank of the 
Linge river, from the point where the latter joins the 
Waal in a northerly and westerly direction and fol
lowing the first bend of the river. To the west, the 
area was in turn flanked by a third quarter, which
still continuing the analogy with Dorestad - we 
would like to identify as the quarter of the nobility. 
The influence of the nobility in this area is most 
clearly expressed by the fact that in 892 AD the most 
prominent noble family of the region established the 
Saint Walburgis monastery here together with an 
adjacent fortification. The monastery cum annexis 
was dismantled during the Reformation; archaeo
logical research has never taken place on the site. The 
conventual grounds must have formed the western 
boundary of the early settlement of Tiel. 

Another analogy between the two places could 
possibly be found in the layout of three settlement 
zones parallel to the river. The extensive archaeo
logical research in Dorestad has established the exist
ence of three zones in the northern quarter. Immedi
ately along the river an embankment zone stretched 
out and here mainly trade and commerce and perhaps 
also crafts were centred. A through street following 
the bank of the river with quays and/or harbour facil
ities along its riverside and rows of merchants houses 
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set at right angles to the river bank along its landside 
leads to a clear picture of a typical riverside trading 
settlement. Behind this zone, a second and rather 
broad one is found where the archaeological evidence 
indicates mainly agrarian functions. Beyond this 
zone yet another area stretched out which has - with 
due caution - been interpreted as a 'possible' 
ecclesiastical area. According to the recent archaeo
logical work at Tiel, a somewhat similar division into 
three zones is also discernible in the middle quarter 
of this settlement: There is a rather strikingly com
parable distinction in terms of use and exploitation of 
the embankment zone and of the adjoining middle 
zone of this quarter. We will come back to this later. 
Beyond these two zones lies also a third area which 
always has been and still is dominated by the parish 
church of Saint Martin. Therefore, it could be ident
ified at least as a or maybe even the ecclesiastical 
area of early Tiel. 

Excavations in the middle quarter of Tiel 

Most of the recent excavations were carried in the 
so-called middle quarter of the settlement. They 
focused on the relation with the river Linge and dealt 
with phenomena on both the landside and the river
side of the riverbank. They also dealt with the dif
ferent zones on the landside. 

One of the main results consisted of evidence that 
occupation of the embankment zone on the landside, 
which ran immediately along the watercourse, started 
at the end of the 9th century AD'. At that time, a 
regular pattern of plots set at right angles to the river
front came into being. These first phase plots were 
rather roomy and remained so for about three quar
ters of a century after which time they became nar
rower. Through time, the houses which were built on 
them underwent regular alterations. The whole devel
opment continued until the 12th century, after which 
point in time a degree of stabilisation set in and 
changes of any importance no longer occurred. 

The three centuries of development in the em
bankment zone can be subdivided into three stages. 
During the first one, from the end of the 9th century 
to c. 965 AD, detached houses were erected on the 
wide premises. During this period, the buildings were 
reconstructed .several times and showed a certain 
tendency towards 'roaming' over the plot. In the 
meantime, the empty spaces in between were used 
for the construction of cesspits and wells. During the 
second stage, which lasted roughly from 965 to 1100, 
a distinctive narrowing of the tenements took place 
which was immediately followed by the houses being 
adapted. They became heavily constructed timber 
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buildings. Like the former ones, these new buildings 
still did not fully occupy the entire width of the plot, 
which resulted in interspaces of 5 to 7 m wide bet
ween the walls. But the buildings no longer 'wand
ered' over the plot. The third and last stage more or 
less coincided with the 12th century. 

As mentioned earlier, there was little or no con
formity in the construction of the houses. Form and 
construction changed in accordance with the differ
ent stages in the development of the plots. The early 
houses were one-aisled buildings and rather flimsy. 
The stakes of the wattle walls of these houses were 
either driven directly into the ground or were sup
ported by a sillbeam. The occurrence of a central 
hearth in these buildings of the first phase could 
possibly illustrate their function as dwelling houses 
and/or workshops. The houses of the second phase 
were quite different. Although again one-aisled 
buildings, their huge size (7 m wide and over 13.5 m 
long) made them much more massive than their pre
decessors. The construction was extremely heavy 
with very thick posts in the long walls to support the 
roof. The walls consisted of planks set either hori
zontally or vertically between the posts. Some of the 
planks had a tapering profile allowing them to b fitted 
together by tongue and rabbet. The height of the 
buildings must have been over 5 metres2; so the 
presence of an upper floor is plausible. Both the size 
and the appearance of this type of building most 
likely point to a function as storehouses. Another 
large building of this period ( 11 m wide, length un
known) was found in the middle zone. Unlike the 
previous ones, this type of building had three aisles. 
Does this characteristic imply it had a rural function? 
From the third and last phase only one part of a 
building is known. It was a slightly curved wall, over 
18 m long and belonging to a so-called boat-shaped 
house-plan. This building was situated in the em
bankment zone. 

The recent investigations in the middle quarter 
also concerned the waterside of the riverbank. Due to 
local circumstances, however, it was not possible to 
have the sites at the landside and the waterside on a 
single line. On the other hand, the phenomena en
countered on these sites did display show such a 
degree similarity and even congruency that they could 
profitably be combined. It was, moreover, felt logical 
to do so, since the location of the sites followed the 
above-mentioned general development pattern of the 
settlement. 

The riverside sites showed the development of a 
harbour in the same period as the parcelling and 
building on the landside. The harbour came into be
ing along the 'southern'3 embankment of the Linge 
river. It started around 900 AD. Since at that point the 
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slope of the riverbank was rather steep, the need for 
the creation of special mooring places arose right from 
the beginning. Initially, from the late 9th century 
until presumably c. 957/960, separate piers on piles 
were built. The piers stood at right angles to the 
riverbank and each could be over 12 m wide. In a 
second stage, the system of individual piers was 
altered and converted into what seems to have been 
one single and uninterrupted wooden platform on 
piles, a kind of quay which stretched out over the 
entire zone of a marshy strip of land at the water's 
edge. Although the platform itself had not survived, 
most of the piles underneath had been preserved and 
a couple of rows in the outer 4 to 5 m of the former 
quay could be investigated. The interspaces between 
the piles were partly filled in with earth and at the 
waterside the quay was fenced off by a revetrnent 
made of wattle. This situation lasted until the years 
around 985 AD when a new development started. 

During the second half of the lOth century, a 
process of silting up ofthe natural watercourse devel
oped. In the harbour area, sand was deposited by the 
river and as a result, the draught in front of the quay 
became shallow. A reaction followed around 985 
when the quay was replaced by a new platform. The 
latter was laid down on top of the earth used to fill in 
the riverbed. But there was another, very distinctive 
change as well. The filling in now took place in 
narrow strips (c. 5.5 m) running at right angles to the 
riverbank. The long sides of the strips were covered 
with wattlework and their ends were closed off with 
a revetrnent of planks set against posts. This strip-like 
partitioning at the waterside can also be seen as an 
echo of the first pattern of individual plots which we 
may assume to have been characteristic for the 
properties on the landside of the embankment in this 
period. A measure of individuality was also re-emerg
ing in the techniques that were put into practice on 
the different plots. Re-used timbers from houses and! 
or ships were eventually used as separate bottom 
layers for filling in the narrow strips. In one case, a 
cover of willow-twigs laid down on top of the found
ation wood and combined with a deposit of natural 
sand, formed a most peculiar bottom layer in this 
respect. 

The fourth stage of development of the harbour 
meant a new range of activities in the embankment 
area. The main purpose of the operation was to raise 
the level of the site. The filling in with earth was now 
combined with the creation of internal timber 'boxes'. 
The long sides of the raised strips were reinforced 
with planks set against a row of short and thick 
entrenched posts. Again, the re-used planks could for 
the greater part be attributed to dismantled ships; we 
will come back to this later. The new works were 
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executed during the 11th century and took place in 
several phases. On the newly created grounds and 
following pattern of the narrow plots, some houses 
were built, possibly in two rows: one row along the 
street which ran on top of the riverbank, the other 
down in the yards directly on the waterfront. These 
buildings lasted until roughly 1125. Then the area 
seems to have become deserted. 

The position of the harbour was determined by 
special environmental conditions. It was, first and 
foremost, because of the nearby junction of the two 
rivers that the smaller one could offer a sheltered 
harbour for the busy traffic on the major river. But 
the harbour did not only play a role as a station in the 
long distance trade along the Waal, it could also 
function as the starting point and/or end station of a 
regional trade route along the Linge. In this period of 
the 1Oth and 11th centuries, the junction on the side 
of the Linge was forked with (at least) two branches 
and a sand 'island' in the middle. The harbour was 
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made in the western branch and was initially linked 
only to its western side. The eastern side came into 
use from the third stage of development (i.e. before 
1000 AD) onwards and from then on, both sides 
developed along the same lines. The continuing fil
ling in of the watercourse together with the building 
of successive waterfronts naturally caused the harbour 
to grow narrower. By the end of the 12th century, the 
former riverbed was reduced to a kind of 'canal', 
only 15 m wide. Not long afterwards it was complet
ely filled in and another century later it was covered 
up completely. In the late 14th century, the former 
harbour area became a living quarter and was built 
over with successive layers of constructions. 

Finds and trade 

Do the archaeological finds reflect in any way the 
trade and traffic at Tiel during its hey-day? As usual 
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in these cases, the answer must be twofold. The finds 
certainly bring out some trends, but they also reveal 
intriguing absences. Moreover, one must always 
keep in mind that it is only part of the trade contacts 
and never the totality of trade relations that can be 
represented by this type of evidence. Even when 
keeping this in mind, however, the evidence that has 
come from Tiel may in some respects be described as 
surprising. This applies in the case of special finds 
made of wood and timbers, particularly from ships, 
stone, and metal, and in that of some groups of 
imported ceramics. 

The greater part of the ship-timbers found in the 
harbour works come from river-barges. These shal
low vessels, some 20 to 25 m long and with a flat 
bottom, were extremely well-equipped for all trans
port purposes on slowly moving rivers, even shallow 
ones. The boats were far from solid and, therefore, 
they had a rather limited life-span which could last 
from four to eight years. As carriers for all types of 
goods they were obviously very useful. This type of 
ship has had a long tradition on the rivers of the Con
tinent and even today one can see them in use in 
certain places. As far as the ships found in Tiel are 
concerned most of them will have come down loaded 
with merchandise from the Upper- and Middle-Rhine 
areas. At their destination, the 'old' and 'dilapidated' 
ones will have been dismantled to be used in the piers 
and the reclamation works for the new harbour. 

In addition to the evidence for the ship-building 
tradition of the barges, which could be roughly called 
Rhenish, came another signal pointing in quite a dif
ferent direction: some remains were found that could 
be attributed to a nordic shipbuilding tradition. Some 
parts derived from a type of ship that is well-known 
from Denmark and Northern Germany as a Viking 
vessel of the first half of the 11th century. The Tiel 
finds suggest a ship or ships of a size larger than that 
of the parallels in the North. Marks of fire on part of 
the finds indicate that the vessel (or vessels) at Tiel 
must have burned down before the timbers were re
used. Another surprising outcome of the analysis was 
that some of the wood in these ship finds originated 
from Southeast England. Thus this new evidence 
allows us to depict a Viking ship-building tradition 
for the period around 1000 AD which was widely 
spread over much wider areas of northwestern Europe 
than Scandinavia. 

Most of the ceramics found in Tiel were imports. 
Already at the start of the settlement in the late 9th 
century, the trend was obvious. But it became com
pletely convincing when the town reached its peak in 
the 1Oth and 11th centuries. The figure of imports 
among the ceramic finds at the four recently excav
ated sites amounts to about 75% of the total, 65% of 
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this total coming from the Rhineland and 15 % from 
the Meuse region. These figures clearly reflect the 
importance of trade in general and directions of the 
two main traffic routes in particular. 

As far as the types of pottery are concerned, the 
presence of the so-called Reliejbandamphorae - and 
particularly of the (very) large ones with a (very) 
thick wall - from the Rhineland is significant. 
Judging from the total weight of the fragments that 
were excavated more than half of these objects have 
been found in the harbour area. This has led to the 
assumption that these huge egg-shaped vessels might 
may originally have functioned as containers for bulk 
goods. At Tiel, the merchandise could have been 
subsequently repacked in smaller quantities for one 
or more regional markets outside the town after 
which the useless 'wholesale package' was thrown 
away.lt is worth noting that this type oflarge vessel 
is a more or less rare occurrence among contempor
ary archaeological finds in the regional areas. 

Among the quantitatively important groups of im
ports at Tiel belongs also the so-called Duisburg ware. 
Recently a proposal has been formulated to consider 
this specific type of pottery a 'guide fossil' for 1Oth
century assemblages. A first and rather hastily com
posed inventory of finds in the Netherlands following 
the discoveries at Tiel suggest that it occurs regularly 
on 1Oth-century find-spots in the Dutch delta. What 
makes it special for Tiel, however, is the great quantity 
in combination with a considerable diversity in terms 
of shapes. The Duisburg ware again is a clear sign of 
the importance of the Rhine trade here. 

Conspicuously absent among the Rhenish wares 
found at Tiel are the older types so abundantly present 
at Dorestad. Their absence may be seen as another 
argument for both the end of the mercantile activities 
at Dorestad and their beginning at Tiel. 

Worked stone constitutes a third group of imports. 
The finds of stone point in two directions. From the 
south and connected with the Rhine trade come 
numerous fragments of tefrite querns. Part of these 
were still semi-finished. They seem to have been 
imported to Tiel either to be finished here or to be 
distributed from here to more distant (work)shops. 
All originate from the eastern Eifel region that had a 
long tradition as production area, as we already knew 
from the many comparable imports in Dorestad. The 
other direction from which an import of stone may 
have come is Scandinavia. In the harbour area of 
Tiel, a fragment of a mould made of soapstone was 
found and possibly it comes from the south of 
Norway where an export industry of soapstone was 
operational in this period. 

Some metal finds are possibly also of Scandina
vian origin. They include one of the two arms of a 



folding balance and a globular 'ball-weight', both 
dating from the second half of the 11th century. It is 
likely that these objects were linked up with the 
exchange of money. At any rate, they were directly 
linked with commercial activities. The fmdspot was 
in the embankment zone of the middle quarter, where 
the big warehouses stood. 

From the same area come two notable coins. The 
type is still unknown - a very late Dorestad type has 
been suggested - and the holds true where the place 
where they have been minted is concerned. The 
period of minting must have been the end of the lOth 
century. 

More 1Oth-century coins were found in the harbour 
area, though in a later context. It is a group consisting 
mostly of imitations of pennies from Cologne minted 
at an as yet unknown place. To this group some other 
coins were added. Originally, the entire collection 
may have formed a merchant's capital that was 
hidden. The only English coin, a hardly worn speci
men struck by king Eadwig of England (955-959), 
could date the hiding of the treasure shortly after 959. 
But subsequently, in the 11th century, the earth in 
which the hoard was presumably hidden was trans
ported to the harbour area to be used as filling earth. 
There the coins got dispersed between the piles for 
the new quay. 

Tiel succeeded in its turn 

The process of the rise and flourishing of Tiel in 
the 1Oth and 11th centuries was politically related 
above all to the policy of the German king. And so 
was its decline about a century later. There was the 
long tradition of the central government maintaining 
a firm grip on the traffic along the Rhine. As a result 
of this policy, Tiel had become an important royal 
stronghold in the delta area, in succession to Dore
stad. When in the course of the 12th century, how
ever, things changed and a number of reasons caused 
the failure of the traditional policy, this resulted in 
the gradual withdrawal of the direct royal influence 
in the area. In the long run, one of the consequences 
was the development of towns. The establishment of 
many of these new centres was - in contrast to what 
happened before - related to the growth of a power 
that was regional. For the larger part, this power was 
in the hands of a few almost independent princely 
territories. In this group of 'modem' medieval towns, 
the somewhat old-fashioned concept of an emporium 
was no longer viable. It meant the end of Tiel as a 
settlement of this nature. On the other hand, and 
otherwise than Dorestad in earlier times, Tiel now 
had the opportunity to go through a transformation 

Tiel in succession to Dorestad 

and to gain the new status of a medieval town. This 
happened from the 13th century onwards. 

The environmental changes in and around the 
settlement, to which we referred earlier, have cer
tainly contributed to this transition. The transforma
tion of the watercourses which went on during the 
period of prosperity of the emporium led to the 
accessibility to the harbour deteriorating increas
ingly. The recent archaeological investigations made 
clear that the natural harbour bed in the river Linge 
silted up in the 12th century until it eventually disap
peared. Closer to the centre of the settlement, in front 
of the warehouses, the river withdrew, making access 
to deep water ever more difficult. In 1304, the river 
was closed off with a dam located in the middle of the 
town and this meant the final end of its role as a 
through waterway. 

At the same time, contemporary changes in the 
more general pattern of long distance trade also 
worked out in disadvantageous ways to the position 
of Tiel. Sedentary merchants took the place of their 
travelling colleagues and a growing number of new 
urban markets attracted commercial activities. In 
many places, local autonomy stimulated the creation 
of independent organisations such as hansas of towns 
with their special interests. It became more and more 
difficult for the individual long distance trader to play 
his traditional role in this new world. In addition, a 
few radical technical innovations occurred. The 
growing draught of sea-going vessels increased the 
need for more and better facilities for transhipment in 
the context of river-traffic. In accordance with this, a 
trend emerged to create new and special tranship
ment harbours and to locate these down-stream, as 
near to the sea coast as was favourable to the trade on 
water. With all these changes affecting long distance 
trade, Tiel clearly soon lost its first-rank position. 
New centres took over. 

The consequences for the physical appearance of 
the settlement have been severe. We already men
tioned some of them such as the changes in the river 
course and the loss of the harbour. The archaeo
logical work showed how the large fell into disuse 
warehouses in the middle quarter. In the course of the 
12th century, the level of the whole area was raised 
considerably and the remnants of the old wooden 
buildings sank below the surface. The changing role 
of Tiel in international traffic and trade is also 
reflected in the comparative analysis of some of the 
assemblages of archaeological finds. The superabund
ance of imported ceramics which was most charac
teristic for the 9th, 1Oth and 11th centuries came to an 
end and in the 12th and 13th centuries, the ratio 
between the imported and local wares became 
normal. Some features did, however, remain. Among 
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them, the wide and very long plots of the warehouses 
in the middle quarter. Changes in this pattern are of a 
later date. Some of the old plots have been preserved 
and are still recognizable. The somewhat 'marginal' 
position of the ecclesiastical grounds with the parish 
church of Saint Martin situated at the edge of the 
settlement also remained unchanged. 

During the changes, each of the three quarters had 
its own history. These histories again seem to reflect 
a transition from the 'peculiar' to the 'normal'. The 
royal quarter, which by a royal gift from 1000 AD 
was given to the Maria Convent at Aix-la-Chapelle, 
was handed over to the duke of Brabant by a new 
royal grant from about 1180. During the 13th cen
tury, it remained in ducal hands and it has been sur
mised that the merchants' quarter, the vicus, was 
linked to it. The western quarter, that of the nobility, 
went through a different development. Here, the 
centre was the Saint Walburgis Convent which had 
been founded by the nobility, together with its forti
fication, the lapidea civitas. By confiscation, it had 
already passed into royal possession by the end of the 
9th century. Subsequently, in 950 AD, the king 
granted the whole complex to the bishop of Utrecht. 
And the bishop afterwards gave it in fee to the duke 
of Brabant, so that this quarter in fact also became 
Brabant. 

In the course of the 12th century, royal power 
which initially had created the emporium by endow
ing it with royal rights retreated more and more. 
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Between 1152 and 1174, the prominent Rhine-toll, 
which originally came from Dorestad, was taken 
away from Tiel and transferred upstream to Kaisers
werth near Di.isseldorf. Some years later the royal 
presence at Tiel also came to an end in the physically 
sense by handing over the old royal quarter to Bra
bant. Now Brabant became the most influential power 
in the town and Tiel had become a regional strong
hold in the riverine area. Henceforth, the medieval 
town played its part in the contest between the two 
foremost territorial powers in the region: Brabant and 
Gueldres. Further to the west and downstream along 
the river Waal (more particularly along the section 
that was named Merwede ), a new main port emerged: 
the town of Dordrecht. From the 13th century on
wards, this town took over the old task of handling 
the long distance trade along the Rhine. Tiel had in its 
turn been succeeded. 

This paper is a preliminary version of a 
preliminary analysis of four recent archaeological 
diggings in the town centre of Tiel (Province of 
Gelderland, Netherlands). It is based i.a. on five 
informative leaflets that have been published in the 
series Archeologie in Tie/1-5, 1995-1997. I thank the 
authors Michiel Bartels, Juke Dijkstra, Jan-Willem 
Oudhof and Karel Vlierman for their willingness to 
make the information available. In due course, the 
definitive version of this paper will be published 
elsewhere with full references. 
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